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Abstract 
 

Leonardo and the Commentators: Seeing Things Hidden in the Earliest Essay on the Work of 

Art, Naples, ca. 1562. 

By 
 

Thomas Peter DePasquale 
 
 

Leonardo and the Commentators is the first detailed study of the rise of hermeneutical 

concerns in the literature on visual art that took place in Italy during the sixteenth century. The 

study centers on a text by Bartolomeo Maranta, the earliest essay-length written response to a 

single work of visual art, which is premised on a series of novel assumptions: that art requires 

interpretive effort comparable to that which literary texts require; that obscurity or ‘hiddenness’ 

in subject matter and style are aesthetic virtues to cultivate; that engagement with an exploratory 

‘field of play’ where viewers confront and try to resolve their uncertainty is integral to the 

experience of good art. Through extensive examination of period sources, this study 

demonstrates that the increased status of art and the artist in the Renaissance period was 

accompanied by a transfer of hermeneutical problems from the discourse on literary texts, where 

those problems had first appeared in antiquity, to the discourse on images. Equal attention is 

given to the ideological character of the new hermeneutical content in art literature, and it is 

shown how the aesthetics of hiddenness grew up in connection to Counter-Reformation religious 

polemic and to political divisions in viceregal Naples. 
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Preface 

 

This study must begin with a gloss of its title. Leonardo and the Commentators: 

Seeing Things Hidden in the Earliest Essay on the Work of Art, Naples ca. 1562, transposes 

to a new time and setting the terms that appear in the title of a book published half a century 

ago, Michael Baxandall’s Giotto and the Orators: Humanist Observers of Painting in Italy 

and the Discovery of Pictorial Composition, 1350-1450. The allusion to Baxandall’s book is 

meant to suggest both historical and scholarly continuity, for Giotto and the Orators is the 

best account we have of the early stages of a development with which Leonardo and the 

Commentators is also concerned, namely, the emergence of visual art as a topic of interest to 

scholars and writers that took place in Italy during the Renaissance.  

Baxandall’s ‘orators’ were the umanisti or ‘humanists’ of fourteenth- and fifteenth-

century Italy, whose commitment to the study and assimilation of ancient Greco-Roman 

literature brought a consequential new force to the cultural life of the period. The ancients 

had occasionally written about art, and the humanists imitated them, in the composition of 

ekphrases, or verbal descriptions of works of art, in the praise of great individual artists, and 

in remarks on artistic style and skill. All told, however, the humanists’ interest in visual art 

was mild, and subordinate to their antiquarian literary concerns. To the reader who is 

unfamiliar with those concerns—mastery of composition in classical Latin prose, on the 

model of Cicero’s writings, was foremost among them—the humanist response to art may 

seem unconvincing. Baxandall tried to set the tradition in the proper context: 

The great authority of Ciceronian and ekphrastic conventions let humanists discourse 
in acceptable neo-classical ways about painting and sculpture, but perhaps the same 
authority diverted humanists from doing more interesting things [in their writing on 
art]. Our own disappointment with the humanists’ remarks about art, our sense of 



 
 

2 

their inadequacy as a contemporary account of Giotto and Masaccio, is of course 
unhistorical; it is not difficult to regain perspective by reminding oneself of the 
function of humanist discourse and also of the fact that the humanists were, after all, 
re-inventing the art of art criticism as they went along.”1 

 
While the humanists often seem “detached . . . from any urgent convictions” about art, there 

was one who escapes this judgement entirely.2 In 1435, the Florentine Leon Battista Alberti 

wrote a treatise on painting that is the only book on the topic written by an early humanist, 

and perhaps the most ambitious theoretical treatment of the subject that had ever been 

attempted. The fact that Alberti immediately translated his treatise from Latin into Italian is 

one indication that ideas about art mattered as much to him as classical word-choice and 

phrasing. Alberti’s genuine interest in his topic also shows in the quality of his exposition, 

including his discussion of that essential connoisseurial category, pictorial composition, 

which Baxandall suggests Alberti ‘discovered’. As often happens in the history of art 

literature, the innovation was achieved by re-purposing an old idea: Alberti simply 

transferred certain well-established principles of grammar and sentence formation to the 

arrangement of the visual elements in painting. 

The trickle of writing on art produced by the early humanists slowly grew over the 

century that followed the appearance of Alberti’s treatise. Then, in the middle of the 

sixteenth century, the trickle quite suddenly became a wide, steady flow. It is likely that in 

the single decade following the 1541 unveiling of Michelangelo’s famous Last Judgment 

fresco in the Sistine Chapel, more writing on art was set into print in Italy than had been 

published anywhere previously. Titles by Paolo Pino, Anton Francesco Doni, Michelangelo 

Biondo, Francisco de Hollanda, Benedetto Varchi, and Giorgio Vasari were published in this 

 
1 Michael Baxandall, Giotto and the Orators: Humanist Observers of Painting in Italy and the Discovery of 
Pictorial Composition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 111. 
2 Baxandall, Giotto and the Orators, 47 (n.1). 
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decade, and substantial discussions of art appeared in works by Mario Equicola and Sabba da 

Castiglione. The first published editions of Alberti’s treatise on painting were printed in Latin 

in 1540 and Italian in 1547. While the early humanists could hardly have imagined the kind 

of sustained attention that visual art now received, the scholarly movement they initiated 

played a major role in art’s new status, for many of the concepts and questions that came to 

be discussed in connection with art were borrowed, as Alberti had done for pictorial 

composition, from theories of rhetoric, poetry and history contained in the ancient Greek and 

Roman texts that the humanists had popularized, and in some cases rediscovered after 

centuries of neglect. At the same time, the exchange of ideas on visual art was accelerated 

and complicated in the mid-sixteenth century by a separate source of concerns, relating to the 

place of visual art in the debates surrounding the Christian faith that modern scholars tend to 

collect under the term ‘Counter-Reformation’. A rich literary discourse about art, fueled by 

convictions more urgent than anything the ancients had known, was now current in the 

learned culture of Italy. 

Among the themes that seem to appear in art literature for the first time in the mid-

sixteenth century, we find a new awareness of hermeneutical problems, concerning the way 

that works of art are understood, and how viewers may succeed or fail to understand them. It 

is this theme that takes us from the era of “Giotto and the Orators” to the era of “Leonardo 

and the Commentators.” The reference is to a passage from the writings of Leonardo da 

Vinci, which dates around the turn of the sixteenth century, roughly half-way between 

Alberti and the art theorists of the later cinquecento. Leonardo is arguing for the superiority 

of painting over poetry, when he makes a brief but interesting remark on the matter of 

comprehensibility: while paintings, he says, are “immediately understood by [their] 
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viewers”3 and “immediately convey to you the demonstrations their maker intended,” works 

of poetry are “often not understood, and [therefore] it is necessary to make many comments 

on them, and even the commentators rarely understand the mind of the poet.”4 It is ironic that 

of all people Leonardo should have claimed that paintings require no commentary, for his 

own paintings are now among the most commented-upon and debated in the history of art.5 

At the outset of the sixteenth century, however, the state of art literature tended to support 

Leonardo’s claim, for there was at the time virtually no history of dispute over the 

interpretation of specific works of visual art, and little by way of a literature of explanatory 

commentary, as had existed for centuries around individual religious, philosophical or poetic 

texts. While the early humanists had occasionally remarked that the appreciation of great art 

requires a learned viewer, the notion that the visual arts might have a content or meaning that 

is uncertain—even to the educated, well-informed viewer—had yet to appear in art literature.  

In the middle of the sixteenth century, that notion did appear, and this brings us to the 

second part of our title, “Seeing Things Hidden in the Earliest Essay on the Work of Art, 

Naples, ca. 1562.” The ‘earliest essay’ is a text written by the Neapolitan physician 

Bartolomeo Maranta, on the topic of a painting of the Annunciation by Titian that served as 

an altarpiece in the Neapolitan church of San Domenico Maggiore. Maranta’s essay is the 

first extended commentary on an individual work of visual art that has come down to us in 

 
3 Claire J. Farago, Leonardo da Vinci’s Paragone: A Critical Interpretation with a New Edition of the Text in the 
Codex Urbinas, (Leiden: Brill, 1992) 220: “l'opera del pittore immediate è compresa dalli suoi risguardatori.” 
4 Farago, Leonardo, 218-220 (n. 3): “La pittura immediate ti si rapresenta con quella dimostratione per la quale 
il suo fattore l'a generate . . . Et anchora che le cose de poeti . . . spesse sonno le volte che le non sonno intese 
et bisogna farli sopra diversi comenti, de quali rarissime volte tali comentatori intendono qual fusse la mente 
del poeta.”  
5 Joseph Koerner has said that Leo Steinberg’s book on Leonardo’s Last Supper “may be the most intricate 
analysis ever undertaken of one painting.” Joseph Leo Koerner, review of Leonardo's Incessant Last Supper, by 
Leo Steinberg, The Art Bulletin Vol. 86, No. 4 (Dec., 2004): 780. 
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the history of art literature, and it is premised on the very possibility that Leonardo da Vinci 

denies: the possibility that works of art, no less than poems, do indeed require commentary, 

and even the commentators may fail to understand.  

As our title indicates, we will be ‘seeing things hidden’ in Maranta’s essay. This 

phrase is borrowed from Malcolm Bull’s book Seeing Things Hidden: Apocalypse, Vision, 

and Totality, which contains a discussion of the concept of ‘hiddenness’ that has 

fundamentally shaped the understanding of Maranta’s essay presented in this study. It will be 

argued that Maranta should be credited with the discovery of hiddenness as an aesthetic 

principle in visual art, a principle he summarizes in his statement that, “in paintings made 

with great artistry, among those whose minds are awake, there have always been many things 

hidden.”6 As Leon Battista Alberti had discovered pictorial composition by “transferring to 

painting a model of organization derived from rhetoric,” Maranta made his discovery by 

transferring the ancient concept of ‘obscurity’ from the fields of rhetoric and poetics to the 

discourse on visual art.7 We will see, however, that the significance of this humanistic move 

extends beyond the realm of art theory and aesthetics, for the uses to which Maranta applies 

the principle of hiddenness are also connected to his involvement in the political and 

religious controversies of his age.  

The first chapter of this study lays the groundwork for the discussion of Maranta in 

later chapters by examining the phenomenon of ‘art-induced uncertainty’ as it relates to 

hiddenness and as it manifests in writings by three of Maranta’s contemporaries, Giorgio 

Vasari, Gabriele Paleotti and Lodovico Dolce. Uncertainty comes in many forms, and the 

discussion of the topic has been structured around a typology. Wolfgang Iser’s concept of an 

 
6 See note 133 below. 
7 Baxandall, Giotto and the Orators, 131 (n. 1). 
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interpretive “field of play” is used to characterize the virtual space in which a productive, 

positive response to uncertainty about a work of art unfolds. This chapter also considers the 

relationship between the new hermeneutical component in sixteenth-century art literature and 

the debates around art and religion associated with the Counter-Reformation, a theme that 

will continue to occupy us in subsequent parts of this study.  

Chapter Two introduces Bartolomeo Maranta, then analyzes the section of his essay 

that deals most directly with the aesthetics of hiddenness, with art-induced uncertainty, and 

with the interpretive field of play. Evidence for a polemical intention in Maranta’s 

engagement with hiddenness is discussed, including his several references to Michelangelo’s 

Last Judgement, a work that stood at the center of the Counter-Reformation controversy over 

visual art in Italy. The chapter ends with some comparisons between Maranta’s hermeneutic 

position and the hermeneutic concerns that have characterized the academic discipline of art 

history in the modern era, which will help to clarify both Maranta’s place and our own within 

the broader history of our topic.  

Chapter Three focuses on a dialogue that Maranta’s friend Scipione Ammirato 

published in 1562, in which Maranta himself appears as a speaker, and which offers a rich 

store of insights for our understanding of Maranta and his essay. Ammirato’s dialogue 

concerns the type of symbolic device known as imprese, and it reveals the close relationship 

between the aesthetics of hiddenness and the political and religious concerns of Maranta’s 

circle of learned friends, including the group’s animosity toward the Inquisition and the 

Spanish viceregal government of Naples, and their connections to the heretical Valdesian 

movement. The chapter concludes with a review of primary source material pertaining to 
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Maranta’s imprisonment by the Inquisition, which occurred shortly after he wrote his essay 

on Titian’s painting. 

In light of the facts presented in the first three chapters, Chapter Four discusses the 

main body of Maranta’s commentary on Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation. Several 

apparent allusions to sensitive political and religious matters are identified in Maranta’s text, 

where the discussion of Titian’s painting becomes a pretext for veiled remarks on period 

polemics. At the same time, this section of Maranta’s essay comprises the most nuanced 

analysis of a painting that any Renaissance author produced, and our study ends with a 

discussion of the intellectual skills and habits that enabled Maranta to arrive at his unique 

viewpoint, including his knowledge of poetics and rhetoric, but also, less expectedly, his 

activity as an expert in medicinal plants.  
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Chapter 1.  
 
Art-induced uncertainty 
 
 

The possibility that a work of visual art might be difficult to comprehend, or even 

incomprehensible, cannot be a very new one. As a phenomenon in art history, ‘art-induced 

uncertainty’ must therefore have a history of its own, with patterns of development, signal 

episodes and interpretive problems that could make for a topic of study. Little has been 

written about art-induced uncertainty as a discrete topic, though scholars have occasionally 

discussed various of its aspects and manifestations.8 Kenneth Clark once suggested, more or 

less offhandedly, that an outstanding moment in this history was the appearance of Giorgio 

Vasari’s comments, in the 1568 edition of the Lives of the Artists, on the frescos that Jacopo 

da Pontormo had recently painted in the Florentine church of San Lorenzo. In fact, when we 

read Vasari’s comments, we do find him taking up a series of positions vis-à-vis the work of 

art that have the look of something new:    

I have never been able to understand the doctrine of this scene—though I know well 
that Jacopo was himself ingenious and associated with learned and lettered persons—
that is, [I don’t understand] what he wanted to signify in that part high up, where 
Christ is raising the dead, and below His feet, [where] God the Father is creating 
Adam and Eve. And then, in one of the corners, where the four Evangelists appear 
nude, with books in their hands, it does not seem to me—indeed, in no place at all 
does it seem that any order of narrative is observed, nor of measurement or time, nor 
variety in the heads, nor diversity in the flesh-colors, nor, in sum, any rule, any 

 
8 Studies that inform my understanding of the topic include Ernst Gombrich, Symbolic Images (Kiribati: 
Phaidon, 1972); John Shearman, Mannerism (United Kingdom: Penguin), 1977; David Summers, Michelangelo 
and the Language of Art (United Kingdom: Princeton University Press 1981); David Carrier, "Ekphrasis and 
interpretation: two modes of art history writing." The British Journal of Aesthetics 27.1 (1987): 20-31; Charles 
Hope, “Aspects of criticism in art and literature sixteenth-century Italy,” Word & Image 4, no. 1 (1988): 1-10; 
Bernadine Ann Barnes, Michelangelo's Last Judgment: The Renaissance Response, California Studies in the 
History of Art. Discovery Series; 5 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998); Alexander Nagel and Lorenzo 
Pericolo, “Unresolved Images: An Introduction to Aporia as an Analytical Category in the Interpretation of 
Early Modern Art,” in Subject as Aporia in Early Modern Art, ed. Alexander Nagel and Lorenzo Pericolo 
(Farnham, Surrey, England; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010), 1-15; Joseph Manca, Subject Matter in Italian 
Renaissance Art: A Study of Early Sources (Tempe, AZ: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 
2015). 
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proportion, or any law of perspective; for the whole work is full of nudes, with an 
order, design, invention, composition, coloring, and painting done in [Pontormo’s] 
own way, with such melancholy and with so little pleasure for the one who views it, 
that I am determined, since I myself do not understand it, even though I am a painter, 
to leave all who may see it to form their own judgment, for the reason that I believe I 
would drive myself mad and entangle myself in it, just as it appears to me that Jacopo 
in the eleven years that he spent on it sought to entangle himself, and all who might 
see the painting. . . .9  

 
The passage struck Clark as epochal, and in a sense prophetic: “How many people who gaze 

hopelessly at contemporary art,” he mused, “must feel inclined to echo Vasari’s words. It is 

perhaps the first time in history that a genuine lover of art has expressed his bewilderment.”10 

Vasari’s comments on Pontormo must have a place in the history of art-induced 

uncertainty—but are they an historical ‘first’, as Clark suggests? How do they stand in 

relation to what had come before, and to what would come after, in the history art-induced 

uncertainty? Where do Clark’s own observations about Vasari fit in? These are questions for 

the student of art-induced uncertainty. 

The following study will argue that Vasari lived in a time of special importance for 

the history of art-induced uncertainty—its ‘Golden Age’, even. Our main purpose will be to 

investigate in detail what appears to be the most remarkable document of that age, an essay 

 
9 All translations are my own except where a translated source is cited in the footnotes. Giorgio Vasari, Le vite 
de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori ed architettori (Florence: I Giunti, 1568), vol 5, 332-333: “Ma io non ho mai 
potuto intendere la dottrina di questa storia - se ben so che Iacopo aveva ingegno da sé e praticava con 
persone dotte e letterate, cioè quello volesse significare in quella parte dove è Cristo in alto che risuscita i 
morti, e sotto i piedi ha Dio Padre che crea Adamo ed Eva. Oltre ciò, in uno de' canti dove sono i quattro 
Evangelisti nudi con libri in mano, non mi pare, anzi in niun luogo, osservato né ordine di storia, né misura, né 
tempo, né varietà di teste, non cangiamento di colori di carni, et insomma non alcuna regola né proporzione, 
né alcun ordine di prospettiva; ma pieno ogni cosa d'ignudi, con un ordine, disegno, invenzione, 
componimento, colorito e pittura fatta a suo modo, con tanta malinconia e con tanto poco piacere di chi 
guarda quell'opera, ch'io mi risolvo, per non l'intendere ancor io, se ben son pittore, di lasciarne far giudizio a 
coloro che la vedranno: perciò che io crederei impazzarvi dentro et avvilupparmi, come mi pare che, in undici 
anni di tempo che egli ebbe, cercass'egli di avviluppare sé e chiunche vede questa pittura con quelle così fatte 
figure. . . .” 
10 Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors and Architects, trans. Gaston Du C. de Vere, 
intro. Kenneth Clark (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1979), Vol 1, xxiv. 
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on a painting by Titian written in the early 1560s by a physician from Naples named 

Bartolomeo Maranta. The significance of Maranta’s essay will be easier to appreciate, 

however, if we leave it aside for now, and begin by looking more carefully at Vasari’s 

remarks on Pontormo, which are far more compact than Maranta’s lengthy text, but are rich 

in ideas, and will provide an occasion to set out several of the major themes to be explored in 

this study.  

The history that concerns us is made up in part of actual instances of art-induced 

uncertainty—moments in which viewers have become aware that their grasp of a particular 

work of art was doubtful or incomplete. At times such viewers have produced written 

accounts of their experiences, and it is a task of the student of art-induced uncertainty to 

locate and interpret these documented cases. Kenneth Clark identified one in Vasari’s 

passage on Pontormo, which Clark suggested may constitute a ‘first’ in the history of art-

induced uncertainty. To test the suggestion, we would have to comb the documentary record 

for earlier instances of comparable uncertainty. Here is a candidate, from a letter that 

Albrecht Dürer wrote in 1500, a decade before Giorgio Vasari was born: “[A painter] named 

Jacobus of Venice . . . showed me the figures of a man and woman that he made according to 

a canon of proportions. I would now rather see what his method was than behold a new 

kingdom. If I had this method I would put it into print in his honor, for the use of all men.”11 

Whatever their differences, the remarks of Vasari and Dürer have one trait in common, in 

relation to which they may be counted as two occurrences of the same phenomenon. That 

 
11 Joseph Koerner, The Moment of Self-Portraiture in German Renaissance Art (United Kingdom: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), 191, 485 n. 15: “Einen man Jacobus genent van venedig geporn ein liblicher moler. Der 
wies mir, man vnd weib dÿ er aws der mas gemacht het das ich awff dÿse zeit libr sehen wold was sein 
mainung wer gewest dan ein new kunigreich, vnd wen ichs hett so wolt ich ims zu eren in trug pringen 
gemeinem nutz zw gut.” 
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trait can be described by saying that Vasari and Dürer each perceived something hidden in 

the image he was looking at. For Dürer, it was a ‘method’; for Vasari, a ‘doctrine’, among 

other things. But in each case, the author has recorded his perception of an entity in hiding—

something he believed was in the image, and potentially knowable, but as of yet out of 

reach.12  

Hiddenness can be a permanent condition. Here is another similarity between Vasari 

and Dürer’s uncertainty: both seem ultimately to have failed to discover what was hidden. 

Vasari says that he has given up trying to understand Pontormo’s painting altogether. And 

while Dürer tried for the rest of his life to solve the questions of human proportion that 

Jacobus’s picture planted in his mind, the most conspicuous conclusion to be found in the 

lengthy treatise that he wrote on the topic is that the understanding he sought was bound to 

remain concealed:  

it seems to me impossible for a man to say that he can point out the best proportions 
for the human figure; for our perception is distorted, and darkness exists so heavily 
within us that all our attempts fail. . . . [B]eauty is so much hidden in men and so 
uncertain is our judgment about it, that we may perhaps find two men, both beautiful 
and fair to look upon, yet neither resembling the other in any single point or part, 
whether in measure or kind; we do not even understand which of the two is the more 
beautiful, so blind is our knowledge. . . .13 
 

 
12 My understanding of hiddenness is based on Malcolm Bull’s discussion of the concept in the introductory 
chapter to his Seeing Things Hidden: Apocalypse, Vision, and Totality (New York: Verso, 1999). Bull writes, “the 
experience of hiddenness is always one of incompleteness, a ratio between what is and what might be known. 
. . . It is only if our capacity to experience the whole falls short, either in accuracy or in extent, of that required 
for us fully to comprehend what we see, or to fully see what we comprehend, that we encounter a world in 
hiding.” Bull, Seeing Things Hidden, 167-168. 
13 Wolfgang Stechow, Northern Renaissance Art, 1400-1600: Sources and Documents (United States: 
Northwestern University Press, 1989), 117, 119. K. Lange and S. Fuhse, Dürers schriftlicher Nachlass (Halle: 
Max Niemeyer, 1893), 222, 228: “unmöglich bedunkt mich, so Einer spricht, er wisse die beste Mafs in 
menschlicher Gestalt anzuzeigen. Dann die Lügen ist in unsrer Erkanntnufs, und steckt die Finsternufs so hart 
in uns, dafs auch unser Nachtappen fehlt. . . . Aber die Hübschheit ist also im Menschen verfafst und unser 
Urtheil so zweifelhaftig dorinnen, so wir etwan finden zween Menschen, beede fast schön und lieblich, und ist 
doch keiner dem andern gleich in keim einigen Stück oder Theil, weder in Mafs nach Art, wir verstehn auch nit, 
welcher schöner ist, so blind ist unser Erkanntnufs.” 
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The passage often reminds scholars of Melencolia I (fig. 1), Dürer’s complex pictorial 

reflection on the condition of the seeker who has reached an impasse. In fact, hiddenness 

plays an important part in the iconography of Melencolia I. What is literally hidden in 

Dürer’s picture is the view to be gained by climbing the ladder that appears toward the 

center-top of the image. The rainbow that passes behind the ladder’s rungs is a symbol of 

wonderment and marvel; in conjunction with the ladder, it can be taken to denote the thrill 

that we experience when a hidden thing we are pursuing comes into view.14 But the approach 

to the ladder is blocked by a large, bewilderingly-shaped stone—Dürer’s way to suggest the 

confounding problems that can cut off the way to discovery. The brooding figure in the 

foreground is therefore an embodiment of hiddenness’s discontents: she is overcome by 

melancholy because she cannot see what is hidden.15 Where Vasari says that Pontormo’s San 

Lorenzo frescos produce “such melancholy” they could drive him mad, he encounters the 

same problem, with the same cause—hiddenness. 

 
14 In Greek mythology, the rainbow is associated with the goddess Iris, while her father, Thaumas, personifies 
wonder. Plato writes in the Theaetetus that “wonder is the feeling of a philosopher, and philosophy begins in 
wonder. He was not a bad genealogist who said that Iris the messenger of heaven is the child of Thaumas 
(wonder)”. Benjamin Jowett, The Dialogues of Plato (New York: Charles Scribner and Company, 1871), 356. In 
his essay on Titian’s San Domenico Maggiore Annunciation, Bartolomeo Maranta writes that the wings of 
Titian’s angel radiate a light that “gives birth to [a] variation of colors in his feathers: the yellow, blue, green 
and red which are likewise intermingled in the celestial arch [i.e. the rainbow]. . . . And these colors in the 
wings give them a certain marvel, since we have never seen them in any flying animal; and this is very 
appropriate, for the poets imagine Iris to be the daughter of Thaumas, whose name means nothing other than 
‘marvel’, as Plato explains.” Paola Barocchi, ed., Scritti d’arte del Cinquecento (Milan-Naples: Einaudi, 1971) 
1:881: “fa nascere quella varietà di colori nelle sue penne di giallo, azurro, verde e rosso e discambianti a 
similitudine dell'arco celeste, la cui varietà de colori si fa dalla istessa causa. E quei colori nelle ali ne danno 
una certa meraviglia, per non gli aver noi veduti ancora in animale alcuno volatile; e ben conviene ciò, poiché 
la Iride fingono i poeti essere figliuola di Taumante, che non vuol dir altro che “meraviglia”, come espone 
Platone.” The literature on Dürer’s Melencolia I is vast. For the most influential interpretation, see Erwin 
Panofsky, The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1955), esp. 156-71. For a 
more recent reading, see Patrick Doorly, "Dürer's Melencolia I: Plato's Abandoned Search for the 
Beautiful," The Art Bulletin 86, no. 2 (2004): 255-276.  
15 In reference to these lines, Joseph Koerner writes, “This is the pessimism that Panofsky regarded as the 
tragic undersong of the Melencolia engraving.” Koerner, The Moment of Self-Portraiture, 156 (n. 11). 
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Figure 1. Albrecht Dürer, Melencolia I, 1514, Engraving, 23.8 x 18.5, Minneapolis Institute 
of Art. 
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We could, in sum, make the argument that Dürer enters the history of art-induced 

uncertainty before Vasari, and hence that Clark’s intuition about Vasari’s originality was 

wrong. Of course, there may be documented cases that date earlier than Dürer’s. In searching 

for such cases, however, we soon need to deal with the fact that uncertainty comes in many 

varieties, each presumably with its own exemplum princeps and subsequent history in the 

literary sources. Vasari and Dürer, for example, demonstrate a melancholic kind of 

uncertainty, but happy varieties can also be found. If we want to understand the history of 

art-induced uncertainty, we must become familiar with its types. Using Vasari’s passage on 

Pontormo’s San Lorenzo frescos as a test case, we will try to identify some of the more 

conspicuous ones.  

At the most basic level of our thinking about varieties of art-induced uncertainty, it is 

important to distinguish Vasari and Dürer’s situation from a case like the following. Twenty 

years before Dürer went to Venice, a German monk named Felix Faber passed through the 

city, where he was alarmed to find a tomb decorated with figures of pagan deities in the 

church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo. “The simple people,” Faber wrote in his diary, “think they 

are images of saints, and revere Hercules, thinking him Samson, and Venus, thinking her 

Magdalene, and so on with the others.”16 Unlike Dürer and Vasari, Faber’s viewers were 

unaware that their grasp of the images they saw was erroneous. As such, they did not 

experience hiddenness, for hiddenness always involves an awareness of possible error or 

incompleteness in the viewer’s orientation toward things. Self-conscious doubt before the 

 
16 Creighton E. Gilbert, Italian Art, 1400-1500: Sources and Documents (United Kingdom: Prentice-Hall, 1980), 
155. Fratris Felicis Fabri, Evagatorium in Terrae Sanctae, Arabiae et Egypti Peregrinationem, ed. Cunradus 
Dietericus Hassler (Stuttgartiae: Sumtibus Societatis Litterariae Stuttgardiensis, 1843-1849), Vol. 2, 425: 
“simplices putant esse Sanctorum imagines, et honorem exhibent Herculi, putantes Samsonem, et Veneri, 
aestimantes Magdalenam, et sic de aliis.”  
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work of art is therefore what concerns us, not a state of ignorance about something of which 

the viewer is wholly unaware.17  

Once this distinction is made, several varieties of uncertainty can be identified, which 

can be understood as variations in the relationship between an individual and an entity in 

hiding. The varieties will tend to show up as pairs of opposite types. For example, when 

Vasari says, “I myself do not understand [Pontormo’s frescos], even though I am a painter,” 

he makes an implicit distinction between what may be called ‘competent’ and ‘incompetent’ 

uncertainty. As a professional painter, Vasari possessed a kind of competence that he thought 

should prevent against art-induced uncertainty. The fact that he points this out makes a 

difference to the way we read his situation, for we realize that uncertainty in a competent 

viewer is different from uncertainty in an incompetent one. Uncertainty in a non-expert may 

be banal, but when an expert is uncertain, the thing in hiding takes on a lofty air, and the 

uncertainty itself can exert a kind of fascination—the same fascination, perhaps, that led 

Dürer to create Melencolia I. Whatever earlier instances of art-induced uncertainty we may 

come across, Vasari’s may be the first to document the failure of a self-identified expert. 

When Kenneth Clark wrote that Vasari’s Pontormo passage may be “the first time in 

history that a genuine lover of art has expressed his bewilderment,” Clark himself seems to 

have had a variety of uncertainty in mind, though its nature is hard to pin down. How does 

 
17 Malcolm Bull makes this distinction: “it is possible to differentiate the hidden from the unknown or 
unexperienced. The totally unknown or unexperienced, something of which nobody has had the slightest 
inkling either sensually, perceptually or cognitively, is just that: unknown and unexperienced. It is not just 
redundant to say that before its discovery the land mass of Antarctica was hidden from human observers, it is 
misleading as well, for there is simply no answer to natural questions like ‘Who precisely was it hidden from?’ 
(people looking south?), ‘How was it hidden?’ and so on. A land mass extending further than the eye can see 
might be said to be hidden from view because it is continuous and no end is in sight, but it makes no sense to 
say that beyond the limits of the known world there is a hidden world unless the known world gives us some 
indication of what is beyond it.” Bull, Seeing Things Hidden, 17 (n. 12). Thus, applying the terms that Bull uses, 
we may say that the intended identities of the tomb figures were ‘unexperienced’ by Faber’s viewers, while 
the meaning of Pontormo’s painting was ‘hidden’ to Vasari. 
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the bewilderment of a “genuine lover of art” differ from that of another? Perhaps Clark had 

competence in mind and intended with polite language to distinguish Vasari from the kind of 

untrained viewer in whom uncertainty would be less noteworthy. But the choice of the word 

‘genuine’ seems also to imply Clark’s belief in the sincerity of Vasari’s response to 

Pontormo’s frescos, as though to say that Vasari was not merely pretending to be bewildered. 

Other scholars, however, have doubted that Vasari’s uncertainty was genuine.18 Among the 

skeptics, the most ambitious interpretation of the Pontormo passage is that of Massimo Firpo, 

a specialist in the history of philo-Protestant religious movements in sixteenth-century Italy, 

who has also written a book on possible intersections between religious heterodoxy and 

visual art in the cinquecento.19 According to Firpo, Vasari was not really bewildered by 

Pontormo’s frescos, but chose to feign uncertainty, to conceal the fact that Pontormo’s 

strange frescos were designed to express the heretical religious teachings of the Spanish 

mystic Juan de Valdes.20 By proclaiming the painting incomprehensible, Vasari shielded the 

work’s patron, Cosimo I de’ Medici, as well as Pontormo’s memory and other interests, from 

association with dangerous religious ideas. If Firpo is correct, Vasari could be the first author 

perform such ‘fake’ uncertainty. We can therefore recognize ‘sincere’ and ‘insincere’ 

uncertainty as further possible variants, the insincere kind arising from conditions in which 

someone who really does understand a work of art chooses to appear not to. 

 
18 See, for example, Stephen J. Campbell, “Vasari’s Renaissance and its Renaissance Alternatives,” in 
Renaissance Theory, edited by James Elkins and Robert Williams, 47-67. Art Seminar; v. 5. New York: 
Routledge, 2008), 53; Elizabeth Pilliod, Pontormo, Bronzino, and Allori: A Genealogy of Florentine Art (Norway: 
Yale University Press, 2001), 21; and Italian sources cited in Massimo Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo a San 
Lorenzo: eresia, politica e cultura nella Firenze di Cosimo I (Italy: G. Einaudi, 1997). 
19 Fabrizio Biferali and Massimo Firpo, Massimo, Immagini ed eresie nell'Italia del Cinquecento (Italy: GLF 
editori Laterza, 2016). 
20 Firpo, Gli affreschi di Pontormo, 1997 (n. 18). Firpo argues that Vasari knew the pictures were religiously 
suspect, but he does not claim that Vasari knew the details of the scheme of Valdesian symbolism that Firpo 
proposes. 
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Once we start looking for documented instances of art-induced uncertainty, and begin 

individuating uncertainty’s types, patterns in the overall history of the phenomenon may 

come into view. Kenneth Clark thought he saw a link between Vasari’s response to 

Pontormo’s frescos and the bewilderment of modern viewers who “gaze hopelessly at 

contemporary art,” and that  could be right, for it is reasonable to think that art-induced 

uncertainty will show up at different times, under comparable conditions. Before we continue 

our discussion of the types of uncertainty in Vasari’s Pontormo passage, it will be helpful to 

make some initial remarks on the special significance of Vasari’s age for the history of our 

topic. A broad assessment of the art literature that has come down to us in the tradition that 

extends from Greco-Roman antiquity through the European Middle Ages into the Early 

Modern period suggests that Albrecht Dürer lived at the outset and Giorgio Vasari in the 

midst of a period of special interest for the history of art-induced uncertainty. In the second 

half of the sixteenth century especially, the uncertain work of art and the condition of 

‘hiddenness’ appear to be referenced more often, with greater specificity and generality, and 

with a stronger sense of awareness and concern, than in any earlier age. While the case of 

Dürer shows that Northern Europe has a documented place in this history, the trend seems 

above all to have been an Italian one.  

Several factors account for the rise of uncertainty and hiddenness as themes in 

sixteenth-century Italian art literature. One important factor was the preoccupation, newly 

felt or greatly amplified by comparison to earlier periods, with problems regarding religious 

art, problems that have long been associated with that important but elusive concept in 

cinquecento historiography, the ‘Counter-Reformation’. Whether scholars prefer to speak of 

a ‘Counter-Reformation’ or a ‘Catholic Reformation’, and whether they choose to emphasize 
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repression or renewal in their accounts of the religious and cultural life of the age, there can 

be no doubt that during the second half of the sixteenth century, Italian authors introduced a 

great number of new concepts and analytical pathways to the discourse on visual art, in 

statements that are often colored, and at times primarily motivated, by preferences or 

pressures related to the religious polemics that characterize the period as a whole.21 It 

therefore is no surprise that the most formal and systematic set of statements on art-induced 

uncertainty to come down from the sixteenth-century should have been written by a 

churchman, who also played a prominent role at the Council of Trent, the archbishop of 

Bologna, Gabriele Paleotti. These statements appear in Paleotti’s Discourse on Sacred and 

Profane Images of 1582,22 where they are grouped mainly in a chapter entitled “On Pictures 

 
21 On the Counter-Reformation and religious controversy in sixteenth-century Italy, see Marvin W. Anderson, 
"Luther's Sola Fide in Italy: 1542-1551," Church History 38, no. 1 (1969): 25-42; Anne Jacobson Schutte, 
"Periodization of Sixteenth-Century Italian Religious History: The Post-Cantimori Paradigm Shift," The Journal 
of Modern History 61, no. 2 (1989): 269-284; Massimo Firpo and John Tedeschi, "The Italian Reformation and 
Juan de Valdes." The Sixteenth century journal (1996): 353-364; Camilla Russell, Giulia Gonzaga and the 
Religious Controversies of Sixteenth-century Italy (Belgium: Brepols, 2006); Christopher F. Black, The Italian 
Inquisition (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009); Massimo Firpo, Juan de Valdés and the Italian 
Reformation (United Kingdom: Taylor & Francis, 2015); Massimo Firpo, "Rethinking ‘Catholic Reform’ and 
“Counter-Reformation”: What Happened in Early Modern Catholicism—a View from Italy." Journal of Early 
Modern History 20, no. 3 (2016): 293-312. On the art and the Counter-Reformation in Italy, see: Romeo De 
Maio, Michelangelo E La Controriforma (Roma ; Bari: Laterza, 1978); Romeo De Maio, Pittura E Controriforma 
a Napoli, (Roma; Bari: Laterza, 1983); Charles Dempsey, “Mythic Inventions in Counter-Reformation Painting,” 
in Rome in the Renaissance: The City and the Myth, ed. P.A. Ramsey (Binghamton, NY: Center for Medieval & 
Early Renaissance Studies, 1982), 55-75; Valerie Shrimplin-Evangelidis, "Michelangelo and Nicodemism: The 
Florentine Pietà," The Art Bulletin 71, no. 1 (1989): 58-66; Alexander Nagel, "Gifts for Michelangelo and 
Vittoria Colonna," The Art Bulletin 79, no. 4 (1997): 647-668; Alexander Nagel, Michelangelo and the Reform of 
Art (United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Thomas F. Mayer, "The Historical and Religious 
Circumstances of the Last Judgment," in In Michelangelo’s Last Judgment. Masterpieces of Western Painting, 
ed. Marcia B. Hall (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 76-94; John O'Malley, "Art, 
Trent, and Michelangelo’s “Last Judgment”," Religions 3, no. 2 (2012): 344-356. 
22 Gabriele Paleotti, Discorso Intorno alle Imagini Sacre et Profane Diviso in Cinque Libri . . . (N.p.: n.p., 1582). 
English translations of passages from Paleotti’s text in the present study are from Gabriele Paleotti, Discourse 
on Sacred and Profane Images, tran. William McCuaige, intro. Paolo Prodi (Los Angeles: Getty Research 
Institute, 2012). For views on Paleotti’s treatise in connection to some of the hermeneutical themes we will 
discuss, see Pamela A. Jones, "Art Theory as Ideology: Gabriele Paleotti's Hierarchical Notion of Painting's 
Universality and Reception," in Reframing the Renaissance: Visual Culture in Europe and Latin America, 1450-
1650, ed. Claire Farago (New Haven, CT, and London: Yale University Press, 1995), 127-323. 
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that are Obscure and Difficult to Understand.”23 The historical significance of this chapter 

from Paleotti’s book deserves recognition. While other concerns pertaining to visual art had 

been voiced continuously since early Christian times—concerns regarding idolatry, illicit 

sensuality, or empty materialism, for example—the problem of the bewildering or uncertain 

image seems to arise for the first time only in the mid-1500s, and Paleotti’s treatment of the 

topic is the most elaborate of the period. Before we continue our discussion of Vasari’s 

Pontormo passage, let us first look in some detail at Paleotti’s remarks on uncertainty and 

hiddenness, which will shed much light on Vasari’s case, and others we will soon encounter.  

At the start of his chapter on obscure images, Paleotti makes the claim, apparently 

without precedent in earlier writing on religious art, that art-induced uncertainty exercises a 

widespread, harmful influence on religious life. “[W]e are constantly encountering paintings 

[that are] obscure and ambiguous,” he says,  

especially in churches; rather than illuminating the intellect, as they should, and 
arousing devotion and heartfelt contrition, their obscurity so confounds the mind that 
it is pulled in a thousand ways as it tries to make out what the figure before it is, while 
devotion drains away. Whatever modicum of good thoughts we brought to church 
abandons us, and often one thing is taken for another, to the point that instead of 
receiving instruction, one is left confused or deceived.24 

 
This obviously is unhappy uncertainty. But while the mood may recall Vasari’s Pontormo 

passage, Paleotti’s remarks constitute a different kind of statement, for rather than reporting a 

specific instance of art-induced uncertainty as Vasari does, Paleotti describes a general 

 
23 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 151-154; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 209v-213r (n. 22): “Delle pitture oscure e 
difficili da intendersi.”  
24 Paleotti, Discourse (2012) 251; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 210v (n. 22): “A che non avertendosi da diversi, 
accade che ogni giorno si veggono in varii luoghi, e massimamente nelle chiese, pitture così oscure et 
ambigue, ch’ove doveriano, illuminando l’intelletto, eccitare insieme la divozione e pungere il cuore, elle con 
la loro oscurità confondono per modo la mente, che la distraeno in mille parti e la tengono occupata in 
disputare tra sè stessa quale sia quella figura, non senza perdita della divozione. Onde ne fugge quel poco di 
buon pensiero, che si era portato alla chiesa, e spesse volte si piglia una cosa per un'altra; talmente che, in 
luogo di essere ammaestrato, si resta confuso o ingannato.” 
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situation. Indeed, in his chapter on obscure images, Paleotti gives what is probably the 

earliest theoretical account of art-induced uncertainty.  

While our own discussion has focused on occurrences and varieties of uncertainty, 

Paleotti focuses on uncertainty’s cause, which he calls ‘obscurity’ (oscuritá), a term that in 

any case is close in meaning to the ‘hiddenness’ we have been considering.25 Paleotti’s 

commitment to tridentine pastoral concerns, together with his theological and humanist 

learning, gives to his thought a quality and purpose different from our own, yet he 

approaches obscurity in the same way that we have approached uncertainty, by describing its 

varieties or types.  

Paleotti grounds his analysis upon two over-arching distinctions, between 

‘unintentional’ and ‘deliberate’ obscurity on the one hand, and ‘praiseworthy’ and 

‘blameworthy’ obscurity on the other. The first of these, unintentional obscurity, Paleotti 

attributes to incompetence on the part of the artist, who may confound his viewers by his 

poor ability in imitating appearances, in which case the objects he depicts will be hard to 

identify, or by his ignorance with respect to his subject matter, resulting in an incoherent or 

inaccurate presentation of the subject. This unintentional form of obscurity must then be 

distinguished from another, deliberate kind, which Paleotti calls oscuritá procurata. While 

this deliberate form of obscurity was the type that concerned Paleotti most, he was also aware 

of a venerable tradition, originating in early antiquity, which held deliberate obscurity in high 

esteem. This requires Paleotti to make a further distinction, between oscuritá procurata that 

is praiseworthy and blameworthy:  

 
25 Though the terms ‘hiddenness’ and ‘obscurity’ are sometimes used interchangeably in this study, 
‘hiddenness’ will be preferred for its generality and neutrality, as ‘obscurity’ may carry connotations of 
hiddenness that is especially deep or impenetrable, or of hiddenness as a concept specific to literary or 
rhetorical discourse.    
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there are two kinds of obscurity that may be willed, one praiseworthy and the other 
blameworthy. The former was in use from the time of the Hebrews, the Egyptians, the 
philosophers, and others, when they wanted to refer to sacred things: they therefore 
called them mysteries, a Greek word deriving from a verb meaning ‘to hide’ 
[occultare]. They judged that the lofty secrets of God were not to be laid bare before 
the profane multitude but treated instead through enigmas and meanings conveyed in 
parables. Our own holy doctors take the same view of the major mysteries of our 
religion: just as a subtle veil or transparent crystal is placed before sacred relics, 
likewise the great secrets of eternal things must be preserved in their majesty, which 
is also a way of keeping the people duly reverent.26 

 
Hiddenness, therefore, has a vital role in religious life, for it generates a sense of majesty and 

reverence, while protecting those ‘eternal things’ that would be profaned by direct contact 

with the masses, which must be preserved as ‘mysteries’, a term that Paleotti takes to mean 

something like ‘sacred things in hiding’.27 Paleotti now explains how this situation affects the 

artist: 

But this theological reason [for obscurity] cannot have much relevance to painters, 
who in sacred things represent only what they find proposed by holy doctors and 
accepted by the common consensus of the Church, not adding or subtracting or 
altering in the least what the latter have approved. . . .28 

 

 
26 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 252; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 210v (n. 22): “si ha d’avertire che ci sono due sorti 
di questa oscurità che nasce da volontà, l’una lodevole, l’altra biasimevole: la prima si truova essere stata 
osservata fino dagli Ebrei, dagli Egizzii, da’ filosofi e da altri, quando volevano parlare delle cose sacre, che per 
ciò chiamarono misterii per il senso che ha la parola greca, che è di “occultare”, giudicando essi che gli alti 
secreti di Dio non si avessero da scoprire alla profana moltitudine, ma più tosto con enigmi e sensi parabolici 
da trattarsi, il che e da’ santi dottori nostri è stato admesso nei misterii maggiori della religione nostra; 
volendo che, sì come inanzi le reliquie sacre si pone qualche sottile velo o trasparente cristallo, così i gran 
segreti delle cose eterne si avessero a conservare nella sua maiestà, e che insieme con questa via si 
contenesse maggiormente il popolo nella dovuta reverenzia.” 
27 For an overview of this tradition and a series of interpretations of artworks based on this premise, see Edgar 
Wind, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance (New York: W. W. Norton, 1968). A major Renaissance exponent of 
obscurity was Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, who wrote, “It was the opinion of the ancient theologians that 
divine subjects and the secret Mysteries must not be rashly divulged. . . . That is why the Egyptians had 
sculptures of sphinxes in all their temples, to indicate that divine knowledge, if committed to writing at all, 
must be covered with enigmatic veils and poetic dissimulation.” Wind, Pagan Mysteries, 9. 
28 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 252; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 210v-211r (n. 22): “Ma questa ragione de' teologi 
non puì aver molto luoco nei pittori, i quali nelle cose sacre solamente rappresentano quello che si truova 
essere proposto dai santi dottori et accetato dal commune consenso della Chiesa, non aggiongendo, nè 
minuendo, nè alterando punto quello che da essi è stato approvato. . . .” 
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Artists are authorized to transmit religious content in their art, but they are not authorized to 

act upon that content. In an earlier, related chapter of Paleotti’s book, entitled ‘On Pictures 

that Bring Novelty and are Unusual’, Paleotti had already drawn out the implications of this 

principle for the artist’s relationship to hiddenness:  

We say that the office of the painter is to imitate things in their natural state of being, 
purely as the eyes of mortals behold them, and rather than overstep his bounds, he 
must leave it to theologians and sacred doctors to extend those things to other, loftier 
and more hidden sentiments [sentimenti più alti e più nascosti].29 

 
Painters and theologians have separate spheres of competence, which qualify each to perform 

specific tasks. The painter of religious pictures must not involve himself with the hidden 

things of religion, nor may he put things into hiding, but must accurately record those aspects 

of his religious subjects that are straight-forward and plain to see. In religious matters, 

theologians are the only rightful custodians of what is hidden, and only they can produce or 

perpetuate obscurity that is praiseworthy.  

Next Paleotti turns to oscuritá procurata that is blameworthy:  

We may therefore move on to the other sort of deliberate obscurity, which incurs 
censure because it sometimes springs from hidden pride and the vain wish to be 
thought great and marvelous, since it does not utter or depict trivial things but 
sublime concepts seemingly extracted from the third heaven.30  

 
When the artist intends that the marvel generated by hiddenness accrue to himself, he 

commits the sin of pride. The greater danger, however, is the threat that hiddenness poses to 

the viewer, by interfering with art’s instructional and devotional function. For the artist’s 

 
29 Paleotti, Discourse, (2012) 250; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 208v-209r (n. 22): “essendo l’officio del pittore 
l’imitare le cose nel naturale suo essere e puramente come si sono mostrate agli occhi de’ mortali, non ha egli 
da trapassare i suoi confini, ma lasciare a’ teologi e sacri dottori il dilatarle ad altri sentimenti più alti e più 
nascosti.” 
30 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 252; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 211r (n. 22): “Però passaremo all’altra sorte di 
oscurità procurata, la quale viene biasimata perchè nasce alle volte da una occulta superbia et affettata vanità 
di esser tenuto grande e meraviglioso, poi che non parla o non dipinge cose triviali, ma concetti sublimi e 
cavati come dal terzo cielo. . . .” 
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chief responsibility is to make images that can be understood, with no error or confusion, by 

uneducated viewers:  

One of the principal commendations that any author or professor of any science can 
receive is that he is able to explain his concepts clearly and render even recondite and 
difficult matters intelligible and plain to all with his accessible use of language. We 
may assert that the same is true of painters in general, especially since their works 
serve mainly as books for the illiterate, whom it is always imperative to address 
openly and clearly. There are some who refuse to heed this precept, which is why we 
are constantly encountering paintings [that are] obscure and ambiguous. . . .31  

 
By making clarity the measure of artistic skill, Paleotti can claim that deliberate obscurity, 

like the indeliberate kind, is actually a product of artistic incompetence. Deliberate obscurity, 

he says, is therefore “foolish and doltish, not just because its only end is one’s own vain 

reputation, but also because it perverts the nature of the science or art that it treats.”32   

Let us summarize what have we learned from Paleotti. His chapter on obscure images 

is structured by two pairs of concepts—unintentional versus deliberate obscurity, and 

praiseworthy versus blameworthy obscurity—that are potentially relevant for assessing the 

significance of any historical instance of art-induced uncertainty. Paleotti’s text also points to 

a context of religious polemic in the later sixteenth century within which art-induced 

uncertainty attained a degree of prominence as a problem within larger cultural debates. If we 

consider these ideas in relation to Giorgio Vasari’s case, we may say that Vasari’s experience 

of Pontormo’s frescos exemplifies just the kind of unhappy, deliberate, blameworthy 

 
31 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 251; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 209v-210r (n. 22): “Una delle principali laudi che 
sogliono darsi ad uno autore o professore di qualche scienza, ch’egli sappia chiaramente esplicare i suoi 
concetti, e le materie, se bene alte e difficili renderle col suo facil modo di parlare intelligibili a tutti e piane. Il 
medesimo possiamo affermare in universale del pittore, e tanto più, quanto l’opere sue servono 
principalmente per libro degli idioti, alli quali bisogna sempre parlare aperto e chiaro. A che non avertendosi 
da diversi, accade che ogni giorno si veggono in varii luoghi, e massimamente nelle chiese, pitture così oscure 
et ambigue. . . .” 
32 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 252; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 211r (n. 22): “[oscurità procurata] è una stolidità 
sciochissima, non solo perchè non ha per fine se non la propria e vana riputazione, ma ancor perchè 
pervertisce il modo di quella scienza o arte che tratta. . . .” 
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obscurity that Paleotti describes. There are a few discrepancies: Vasari does not represent the 

‘illiterate’ viewer that Paleotti had in mind; Paleotti attributes deliberate obscurity to the 

artist’s pride, while Vasari attributes Pontormo’s obscurity to madness; Paleotti is concerned 

with the negative effects of obscurity on spiritual life and religious devotion, while Vasari 

gives no indication that religious feeling had a part in his response to Pontormo’s frescos. On 

the whole, though, Paleotti’s text suggests that the experience Vasari describes in the 

Pontormo passage was not an aberration, but was symptomatic of a real phenomenon in 

cinquecento visual culture.   

If art-induced uncertainty was as widespread as Paleotti suggests, we should expect to 

find other documented instances of it in the art literature of the period, and there are a few. 

The most famous case by far is that of Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel Last Judgment, which 

was criticized for its obscurity by at least two period authors and praised for its clever use of 

hiddenness by at least two others.33 Religious polemic had much to do with those cases, as 

we will see further on. For now, the infrequency of art-induced uncertainty in Vasari’s Lives 

of the Artists should be noted. While Vasari comments on hundreds of works from the 

sixteenth century, and hundreds more from earlier periods, he seems to register uncertainty 

with regard only to two: Pontormo’s San Lorenzo frescos, and the frescos that Giorgione 

 
33 Attacks on Michelangelo’s obscurity are found in works by Lodovico Dolce and Giovanni Andrea Gilio; praise 
for Michelangelo’s obscurity is found in works by Bartolomeo Maranta and Gregorio Comanini. See Giovanni 
Andrea Gilio, Dialogo nel quale si ragiona degli errori e degli abusi de’ pittori circa l’istorie, in Trattai d’arte del 
cinquecento, ed. Paola Barocchi, Vol 2. (Bari: Laterza, 1961), 96-100; Mark W. Roskill and Lodovico Dolce, 
Dolce's "Aretino" and Venetian Art Theory of the Cinquecento, (New York: New York University Press, 1968), 
166; Gregorio Comanini, The Figino, or On the Purpose of Painting: Art Theory in the Late Renaissance, trans. 
Ann Doyle-Anderson and Giancarlo Maiorino (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), 88-90. 
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painted on the façade of the Fonda dei Tedeschi, or German Merchants’ Hall, in Venice, 

around 1510.34  

When we read Vasari’s Pontormo passage alongside his description of Giorgione’s 

Fondaco frescos, more varieties of art-induced uncertainty come into view. Both passages 

follow a pattern in which remarks on subject matter are followed by remarks on formal or 

stylistic qualities, and the comparison provides a chance to observe how subject and style 

comprise separate possible sources of uncertainty in visual art. This involves an aspect of the 

Pontormo passage we have not yet examined, however, and we must do so before 

proceeding.  

In his remarks on Pontormo’s frescos, Vasari twice admits his failure to understand. 

The first admission appears to be in reference to the iconography of the paintings: “I have 

never been able to understand the doctrine [dottrina] of this scene,” Vasari says, “though I 

know well that Jacopo was himself ingenious and associated with learned and lettered 

persons—that is, [I don’t understand] what he wanted to signify in that part high up, where 

Christ is raising the dead, and below His feet, [where] God the Father is creating Adam and 

Eve.” While Vasari can identify the figures Pontormo depicted, he believes they signify 

something more, and that something is hidden. Since Vasari refers to the hidden entity as the 

picture’s dottrina, and since its signifiers are Christ, God the Father, and Adam and Eve, 

scholars have reasonably assumed that Vasari is talking about a theological idea.35 In 

 
34 On the Fondaco frescos, which were executed in part by Giorgione and in part by Titian, see Paul Joannides, 
Titian to 1518: The Assumption of Genius (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001), 51-71. 
35 In the Lives, Vasari uses the term dottrina to refer to both religious and artistic knowledge. As a rule, when 
Vasari uses dottrina in reference to religious knowledge, he is speaking of the churchmen who appear as 
subjects in works of art; thus, in one painting Thomas Aquinas is shown “confounding heretics with doctrine,” 
and in another the face of Saint Jerome exudes “all the doctrine and wisdom that he [Jerome] demonstrated 
in his writings.” Vasari, Le vite (1568), vol 4, 512 (n. 9): “confonde gli eretici con la dottrina”;  vol 4, 177: “tutta 
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connection with this ‘doctrine’, Vasari’s allusion to Pontormo’s involvement with “learned 

and lettered persons” suggests that the hidden meaning is a sophisticated one; we are 

reminded of Paleotti’s references to “the lofty secrets of God,” “the major mysteries of our 

religion,” “the great secrets of eternal things,” and so on. “Sometimes,” says Paleotti in 

another passage from his Discourse on Sacred and Profane Images, “the attempt is made to 

express things that by nature cannot be expressed, things so recondite and difficult that there 

is no easy way to convey them to folk, like the operations of intelligences, the secrets of 

divine providence, the mysteries of predestination, and so on. The best remedy here is to 

refrain from such subjects as much as possible. . . .”36 While Vasari provides enough hints to 

raise the idea that Pontormo has delved into the realm of these “recondite and difficult” 

things, his words, perhaps by design, leave his meaning open to question.  

If Vasari is bewildered by the subject matter of the San Lorenzo frescos, he is also 

bewildered by their style. For when he confesses his failure to understand a second time, he 

does so in reference to pictorial qualities that are clearly formal rather than iconographic. 

What is hidden now seems not to be a theological doctrine, but an artistic one:  

[I]n no place at all does it seem that any order of narrative is observed, nor of 
measurement or time, nor variety in the heads, nor diversity in the flesh-colors, nor, in 
sum, any rule, any proportion, or any law of perspective; for the whole work is full of 
nudes, with an order, design, invention, composition, coloring, and painting done in 
[Pontormo’s] own way, with such melancholy and with so little pleasure for the one 

 
quella dottrina e sapienzia che egli scrivendo mostrò nelle sue carte.” When Vasari uses dottrina to refer to 
knowledge possessed by artists, he seems always to be speaking of artistic, not religious, knowledge. For 
example, in his Life of Perugino, Vasari writes that "the doctrine of [Perugino’s] art [was] reduced to manner” 
when Perugino began reusing the same designs. Giorgio Vasari, Le vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori ed 
architettori (Florence: Torentino, 1550), vol 3, 608: “era talmente la dottrina dell'arte sua ridotta a maniera.” If 
Vasari did mean to say that Pontormo’s San Lorenzo frescos possess a religious doctrine that was devised or 
chosen by the artist, it may be the only such case in the Lives. 
36 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 253; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 212r-212v (n. 22): “Nasce ultimamente questa 
oscurità dal non potere; perchè alle volte si cercano di esprimere cose di sua natura non fattibili, tanto 
recondite e difficili, che non si può commodamente renderne capace il popolo, sì come sono l’operazioni delle 
intelligenze, i secreti della previdenza divina, i misteri della predestinazione, e simili: dai quali il rimedio più 
sicuro è l’astenersene più che si può.” 
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who views it, that I am determined, since I myself do not understand it, even though I 
am a painter, to leave all who may see it to form their own judgment”.  

 
Pictorial qualities like proportion and perspective, composition and color, or variety and 

design could no doubt be assigned religious significance, but unlike the “secrets of divine 

providence,” they comprise an area of competence in which artists, and not theologians, were 

trained. Sixteenth-century churchmen were aware of this non-theological part of the artist’s 

work, and in their writings on art they can often be found distancing themselves from it: “We 

do not intend to discuss artistic expertise [perizia dell'arte]”, Paleotti explains in his chapter 

on obscure images, “because as we have stated more than once, we address the things 

[depicted], not the rationale of the design [la ragione del disegno], taking for granted that the 

painter has been suitably instructed in that. . . .”37 But as the Pontormo passage shows, the 

“rationale of the design” that Paleotti is willing to take for granted may itself produce 

uncertainty. Let us therefore recognize uncertain style and uncertain subject matter as distinct 

types of art-induced uncertainty. If Vasari registers both in the Pontormo passage, it could be 

the earliest documented case of such ‘complete’ uncertainty.  

 
37 Another of the major Counter-Reformation critics from within the church, Giovanni Andrea Gilio, begins his 
Dialogue on the Errors and Abuses of History Painters of 1564 by neatly separating subject matter from artistic 
style: “as painting now finds itself filled with abuses and errors, it seemed to me necessary that it be revised 
and purged, to bring it to its true form regarding the truth of the subjects that are painted, just as the great 
Michelangelo Buonarotti, Raphael of Urbino, and other excellent minds have restored painting to its true 
image with regard to art, which had been lost due to the malignancy of the times and the ignorance of 
painters.” Gilio, Dialogo, 3: “ora ritrovandosi ripiena di abusi e d’errori: m’è paruto ch’aggià bisogno d’essere 
riveduta e ripurgata, per renderla a la sua vera forma circa la verità dei soggetti che si pingono, come il gran 
Michelagnolo Buonaroti, Raffaello da Urbino et altri eccellenti ingegni l’hanno a la vera imagine dell’arte 
restituita, che già per la malignità de tempi et ignoranza di pittori perduta aveva.” The achievements of the 
High Renaissance masters, in other words, concern artistic style (‘art’), while the handling of subject matter by 
artists was in a bad state. At another point, Gilio expresses this distinction in the form of an aesthetic 
preference: “I would call that artificer more ingenious who accommodates the art to the truth of the subject, 
than one who distorts the purity of the subject so as to make the art lovelier.” Gilio, Dialogo, 39: “lo fo molto 
più ingenioso quello artefice che accomoda l’arte a la verità del soggetto, che quello che ritorce la purità del 
soggetto a la vaghezza de l’arte.” 
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The distinction between formal and iconographic uncertainty is also present in 

Vasari’s remarks on Giorgione’s Fondaco frescos. Unlike the case of Pontormo’s painting, 

however, Vasari’s comprehension of Giorgione’s frescos ends at an impasse only with regard 

to the work’s subject matter, while his comprehension of the work’s style runs smoothly:  

[In this work, Giorgione] thought of nothing save of making figures according to his 
fancy, in order to display his art, so that, in truth, one finds no stories with an order 
here, or that represent the deeds of any distinguished person either ancient or modern; 
and for my part, I have never understood them, nor have I found, for all the inquiries 
that I have made, anyone who understands them, for in one place there is a woman, in 
another a man, in diverse attitudes, while one has the head of a lion near him, and 
another an angel in the guise of Cupid, nor can one judge what it might be. There is, 
indeed, over the principal door, which opens into the Merceria, a woman seated who 
has at her feet the severed head of a giant, almost in the form of a Judith; she is 
raising the head with her sword, and speaking with a German, who is below her; but I 
have not been able to interpret what Giorgione intended her to stand for, unless, 
indeed, he may have meant her to represent Germany. In any case, it may be seen that 
his figures are well grouped, and that he was ever making progress; and there are in it 
heads and parts of figures very well painted, with the most vivacious coloring. In all 
that he did there he determined to take living things as his guide, and to imitate the 
mannered style [la maniera] not at all.38 

 
Thus, while the meaning of the angel, the lion’s head and other elements of Giorgione’s 

subject matter is hidden from Vasari, the nature of the painting’s formal qualities—the 

coloring, composition and physiognomy of the figures—is not: Vasari is able to say what the 

style of the work is (it is naturalistic), what it is not (it is not mannered) and he can make a 

 
38 Vasari, Le vite (1568), vol 4, 44-45 (n. 9): “Giorgione non pensò se non a farvi figure a sua fantasia per 
mostrar l'arte, ché nel vero non si ritrova storie che abbino ordine o che rappresentino i fatti di nessuna 
persona segnalata, o antica o moderna; et io per me non l'ho mai intese, né anche, per dimanda che si sia 
fatta, ho trovato chi l'intenda, perché dove è una donna, dove è un uomo in varie attitudini, chi ha una testa di 
lione appresso, altra con un angelo a guisa di Cupido, né si giudica quel che si sia. V'è bene sopra la porta 
principale che riesce in Merzerìa una femina a sedere, c'ha sotto una testa d'un gigante morta, quasi in forma 
d'una Iuditta, ch'alza la testa con la spada e parla con un todesco, quale è abasso: né ho potuto interpretare 
per quel che se l'abbi fatta, se già non l'avesse voluta fare per una Germania. Insomma e' si vede ben le figure 
sue esser molto insieme, e che andò sempre acquistando nel meglio; e vi sono teste e pezzi di figure molto 
ben fatte e colorite vivacissimamente, et attese in tutto quello che egli vi fece che traesse al segno de le cose 
vive e non a imitazione nessuna de la maniera.” 
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summary judgment upon it (it is well-done and shows progress). This is not complete, but 

only partial uncertainty. 

The comparison between the Pontormo and Giorgione passages brings up two further 

points. The first concerns the relationship between art-induced uncertainty and patterns of 

what may be called ‘rule-following behavior’, which began to take on a prominent role in the 

production and reception of visual art during the Renaissance period. The literary sources 

show that over the course of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, works of art came 

increasingly to be construed as exemplars of general aesthetic principles, and the ability to 

recognize these principles in individual works of art became definitional of a new sense of 

what it meant to be a competent viewer. The implications of this for art-induced uncertainty 

are simple: when viewers are inclined to look for aesthetic rules or principles in works of art, 

failure to discover such rules will produce a kind of uncertainty. We see this in the Pontormo 

passage, where Vasari says that he is unable to find “any rule . . . any law of perspective . . . 

any order of narrative, measurement or time” in Pontormo’s frescos. If the viewer looks for 

rules, laws and ordering principles but does not find them, the question will arise whether the 

work was made without a rule, or whether the rule is hidden. Vasari first suggests that 

Pontormo’s frescos are ruleless, but then says they have an “invention, composition, 

coloring, and painting done in his [Pontormo’s] own way,” implying that there is a rationale 

after all, but that it is hidden. Nothing, meanwhile, is hidden in the style of Giorgione’s 

Fondaco frescos, for they instantiate a stylistic rule or ‘guide’ that Vasari readily identifies: 

“In all that he did there,” Giorgione was “determined to take living things as his guide, and to 

imitate the mannered style not at all.” 
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The Renaissance habit of scanning for rules has remained part of connoisseurial 

culture up to our own time. In fact, there is reason to believe that Kenneth Clark had rules in 

mind when he suggested that viewers who “gaze hopelessly at contemporary art” would “feel 

inclined to echo Vasari’s words” in the Pontormo passage. We get a clear sense of what rules 

meant to Clark if we look at his own response to Pablo Picasso’s Demoiselles d’Avignon. The 

painting, says Clark, is the product of Picasso’s search for “a formula for the treatment of the 

body that should owe nothing whatsoever to the classical tradition.”39 Thus, a new rule was 

devised in opposition to an old one. But while Picasso may have conceived Cubism with 

subversive intent, the rule-following character of the style nevertheless sets Clark at ease: 

“The members [of Picasso’s figures] are not monstrously displaced,” he says, “but are simply 

subjected to a general law of refraction; and the fact that he was voluntarily subject to a law 

gave to Picasso’s cubist pictures a tranquility very unlike the rest of his work.”40 We may 

therefore say that ‘refraction’ is to Demoiselles d’Avignon what ‘nature’ is Giorgione’s 

Fondaco frescos: a law to which the artist has recognizably subjected himself. Meanwhile, 

the tranquility that Picasso’s rule-following produces in Clark is psychologically opposite the 

melancholy that Pontormo’s rulelessness produces in Vasari.41 Whether Pontormo was to 

blame for not following a rule in his San Lorenzo frescos, or Vasari to blame for not finding 

one, we should recognize that Vasari’s uncertainty in the Pontormo passage is a consequence 

 
39 Kenneth Clark, The Nude: A Study in Ideal Form (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1972), 361.  
40 Clark, The Nude, 363 (n. 39). 
41 Picasso’s friend Andres Salmon spoke of Demoiselles d’Avignon in terms consistent with Clark’s judgments. 
Like Clark, he says that Picasso conceived his nudes in defiance of established principles: they are, Salmon 
says, “outside the laws of academicism and the anatomical system.” Also like Clark, Salmon suggests that one 
system is replaced with another system: Picasso chose “uncivilized artists as guides,” because “[q]uite simply, 
he logically grasped that they had attempted the real figuration of being.” Picasso’s figures are above all 
logical: they are “nude problems, white numerals on the blackboard. This is the posited principle of the 
painting-equation.” Thus, Cubism was anti-classical, anti-natural and anti-ideal, but strict in its adherence to a 
governing principle. Mark Antliff and Patricia Dee Leighten, A Cubism Reader: Documents and Criticism, 1906-
1914 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008) 359, 360. 
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of aesthetic expectations that are intrinsic both to Renaissance and later-day connoisseurial 

culture. 

In comparing the Pontormo and Giorgione passages, another general observation can 

be made, concerning the relative intensity of uncertainty’s effects. While Vasari says that 

Pontormo’s frescos nearly drive him mad, his uncertainty about Giorgione’s fresco seems to 

cause him no discomfort at all. He gives no indication that Giorgione’s obscurity is a 

function of the artist’s involvement with lofty ideas, nor that Giorgione deliberately intended 

to bewilder his viewers, nor that the uncertainty his work induces has any painful or lasting 

effect. In fact, Vasari says at the start that Giorgione “thought of nothing… [but] to display 

his art”, which seems to imply that Giorgione was himself indifferent to the painting’s 

subject matter, whatever that might be. Vasari, in turn, seems indifferent to his own 

uncertainty. He does tell us that he asked around about the meaning of Giorgione’s subject, 

but the question appears to have been no more than a matter of idle curiosity. This 

uncertainty in which little is lost or gained is very different from the melancholy-inducing 

uncertainty modeled in the Pontormo passage. Let us therefore add a distinction between 

‘consequential’ and ‘trivial’ uncertainty to our list of types.  

When we are trying to understand a particular occurrence of art-induced uncertainty, 

we should consider what conditions have determined its apparent consequentiality or 

triviality. How can we explain the intensity of Vasari’s reaction to Pontormo? Unlike 

Giorgione’s frescos, Pontormo’s were religious in subject and setting, and we might 

conjecture that sixteenth-century viewers would experience uncertainty more strongly in 

cases involving religious art. But Vasari’s consternation in the Pontormo passage does not 

appear to be connected to religious sentiment. Perhaps Vasari’s reaction to Pontormo should 
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instead be understood in relation to the narrative of artistic progress that forms the central 

theme of Vasari’s Lives. As the major work of a great Florentine artist, painted at a time 

when the Florentines had, as Vasari claims, brought visual art to a state of perfection, 

Pontormo’s frescos ought almost by necessity to have been a success, and the fact they were 

not may have genuinely bewildered Vasari. Then again, perhaps religious concerns were 

paramount after all: if Massimo Firpo is correct in supposing that Vasari’s uncertainty was a 

cover-up for Pontormo’s ties to dangerous religious doctrines, this might also account for the 

intensity of the response. We need not continue speculating but let us be on the lookout for 

cases that further indicate in what ways, and under what circumstances, art-induced 

uncertainty can become consequential.  

Before proceeding to the final observations that we will make on art-induced 

uncertainty in connection with Vasari’s Pontormo passage, let us take stock of the types we 

have come across so far. We have seen that uncertainty can be competent or incompetent, 

according to the viewer’s familiarity with the areas of knowledge required to understand a 

work of art, and we have suggested that uncertainty can be sincere or insincere. We have 

seen that uncertainty can be unintentionally or deliberately induced, and that the obscurity 

which induces uncertainty can be judged praiseworthy or blameworthy. We have seen that 

uncertainty can arise from an incomplete or erroneous grasp either of a work’s subject matter 

or of its style, and have noted that a viewer’s failure to identify artistic rules or principles can 

produce a particular kind of ‘connoisseurial’ uncertainty. Finally, we have suggested that 

uncertainty can be consequential or trivial, according to the viewer’s sense of what is at stake 

in failing or succeeding to understand a work of art.  
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During our discussion of uncertainty’s types, we indicated that in sixteenth-century 

Italy, questions concerning uncertainty and hiddenness took on a greater prominence in art 

literature than they had held at any time before. One cause of this can be located in the 

religious and moral preoccupations of the Counter-Reformation period, as exemplified by the 

writings of Gabriele Paleotti. We will now look at another, even more fundamental factor in 

the rise of uncertainty and hiddenness as themes in sixteenth-century art literature, which can 

be attributed to the increased esteem that visual art acquired within Italian intellectual culture 

during the Renaissance. This topic concerns what may be called the ‘hermeneutic’ tradition 

in Western thought. Since we will spend considerable time discussing this tradition, let us 

start by clarifying what it consists of. Beginning in early antiquity and continuing steadily 

through the Middle Ages, writers and thinkers working in a variety of fields had produced a 

large volume of writing dealing with questions of clarity and obscurity, ease and difficulty of 

comprehension, and what we have been calling uncertainty and hiddenness, as these matters 

relate to the production and reception of written texts, including works of poetry and 

literature, as well as religious, philosophical, juridical and other writings. Since the 

eighteenth century, the activity and tradition of reflection on such questions has often been 

called by the name of hermeneutics.42 The importance of the sixteenth-century for the history 

of art-induced uncertainty is owed in significant part to the fact that during that century, the 

discourse on hermeneutical topics that had grown up in various fields outside the field of 

visual art was for the first time carried over and applied to the discussion of visual art. Before 

the sixteenth century, in fact, there is little in art literature that could be called hermeneutical. 

 
42 Useful studies of the history of hermeneutics include Gerald L. Bruns, Hermeneutics, Ancient and Modern 
(Yale Studies in Hermeneutics. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992); Jean Grondin, Sources of 
Hermeneutics (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1995) and Maurizio Ferraris, History of 
Hermeneutics (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press, 1996)  
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One important exception, which in a sense proves the rule, was the notion often expressed by 

churchmen in the Medieval period and after, that visual art is a form of expression that all 

people regardless of their education can readily understand. Paintings, the saying went, were 

the “books of the illiterate.” Most famously expressed by Gregory the Great in his defense of 

religious images of around 600, this commonplace can only have helped sustain the 

assumption that, unlike written texts, works of visual art do not characteristically bear 

meanings that are difficult to understand. 

This situation changed during the Renaissance, when the prestige of the artist and of 

visual art increased significantly, and it became necessary or desirable to treat art’s 

production and reception as activities requiring intellectual work on par with the literary arts 

and the sciences.43 The Renaissance writers who articulated this new elevated concept of art, 

or who in some cases were inclined to criticize it, had available to them a pre-existing body 

of hermeneutical themes and commonplaces that could easily be transposed from the 

discourse on the interpretation of written texts, where they had first appeared, to the 

discourse on images. Thus, when Gabriele Paleotti wanted to indicate something of the 

history of the topic that he treated in his chapter on obscure images, though there was little in 

earlier art literature to draw upon, he could turn to the history of philosophy and rhetoric for 

relevant hermeneutical concepts and anecdotes: “It ought to seem odd,” Paleotti writes, “that 

there are to be found persons who prefer being obscure and not being understood, and yet 

there are. In the ancient world, Heraclitus was called skoteinos on account of his obscurity, 

and Quintilian relates that there was a rhetor who taught his students nothing except how to 

obfuscate their speech, repeating skotison, skotison, which is Greek for ‘obscure it, obscure 

 
43 For an important discussion of this development, see Robert Williams, Art, Theory, and Culture in Sixteenth-
Century Italy: From Techne to Metatechne (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
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it.’”44 As a churchman, Paleotti was also familiar with Christian hermeneutics. The most 

important figure here was Saint Augustine, whose writings contain much nuanced reflection 

on hermeneutical themes, always tied to his concern with the proper interpretation of Sacred 

Scripture. When Paleotti cautions against bringing recondite subjects into visual art, he 

quotes from Augustine’s De Doctrina Cristiana directly: “as Saint Augustine admonishes . . . 

‘There are certain things that are inherently unintelligible, or scarcely intelligible, however 

fully they are dealt with by the speaker's eloquence, and these should be exposed before a 

public audience either rarely, for some urgent reason, or never at all.’”45 In considering the 

history of art-induced uncertainty, it is important to recognize that before the mid-sixteenth 

century, hermeneutical ideas such as these do not appear in the discussion of visual art. 

Indeed, it seems possible to say that the history of art-induced uncertainty intersected with 

the history of Western intellectual life for the first time when Paleotti and others of his 

generation began to address hermeneutical questions in their writings on art.  

One hermeneutical topic that appears to have been discussed in relation to visual art 

for the first time only in the sixteenth century, but that ancient pagan and later Christian 

writers had already discussed extensively as a factor in the composition and reception of 

written texts, is the question of the relative merits of clarity and obscurity. Paleotti’s chapter 

on obscure images, together with related remarks scattered in other parts of his Discourse on 

Sacred and Profane Art, constitutes what is certainly the most extensive and authoritative 

 
44 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 251-252; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 210r-210v (n. 22): “dovria parere strano che si 
truovino persone, le quali amino l'essere oscure e di non essere intese, e pur è così; onde anticamente fu 
nominato Eraclito σκοτεινός dalla oscurità, e narra Quintiliano che fu già un retore, il quale non insegnava 
altro a’ suoi discepoli ch’oscurare il parlare, dicendo: Σκότισον, σκότισον; che vuol dire ‘oscuralo, oscuralo.’” 
45 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 253; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 212v-213r (n. 22): “sì come ammonisce S. Agostino 
. . . ‘Sunt quaedam quae sua vi non intelliguntur aut vix intelliguntur, quantumvis plenissime dicentis versentur 
eloquio, quae in populi audientiam, vel raro si aliquid urget vel nunquam omnino mittenda sunt.’” 
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attack on obscurity found in sixteenth-century art literature.46 Paleotti’s criticism of obscurity 

is clearly reactionary, however, and we must look for texts that document a positive view of 

obscurity, against which Paleotti and other authors reacted. Bartolomeo Maranta’s essay on 

Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation, which we will discuss in Chapter Two, constitutes the 

period’s most substantial defense of obscurity in visual art. Before we turn to Maranta, 

however, it will be useful to note a few important aspects of the pro-obscurity position and 

the kind of viewing experience it entails. This will also allow us to round out our discussion 

of art-induced uncertainty’s types, and of Vasari’s Pontormo and Giorgione passages. 

In the sixteenth century, one of the most widely read statements of praise for 

obscurity as a virtue in the literary arts was that which appears in Baldassare Castiglione’s 

book The Courtier. First printed in 1528, The Courtier had a very wide diffusion, with at 

least forty-five Italian editions before 1568, when the second edition of Vasari’s Lives of the 

Artists was published. As we read the relevant passage from The Courtier, it will be clear that 

the student of art-induced uncertainty will want to know when, where and under what 

conditions the ideas expressed in it were first applied to visual art: 

if the words that a writer uses carry with them a little, I will not say difficulty, but 
recondite subtlety, which is not so familiar as the words commonly used in speaking, 
they will give a certain greater authority to the writing, and cause the reader to 
proceed with more restraint and concentration, to consider more, and to enjoy the 
ingenuity and learning of the writer; and, by judiciously exerting himself a little, he 
tastes that delight which is found in the pursuit of difficult things.47  

 
In the terms we have been using, Castiglione recommends a praiseworthy kind of hiddenness 

that induces a happy kind of uncertainty. The passage also points to something we have not 

 
46 Other comments against obscurity appear in Paleotti’s chapters ‘On pictures that bring novelty and are 
unusual,’ and ‘On pictures in imprese.’ Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 245-251, 290-293; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 
202v-209v, 252r-256r (n. 22).  
47 Baldassare Castiglione, Il libro del cortegiano, ed. Giulio Preti (Torino: Einaudi, 1960), 51.  
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yet noted, and that is the distinction between the relative ease or difficulty with which an 

obscure point may be resolved, or a hidden entity discovered. Castiglione’s awareness of this 

distinction is evident in the way he qualifies the obscurity that he recommends: a text should 

possess  “not . . . difficulty, but recondite subtlety,” while the reader will take pleasure in 

exerting himself not greatly, but “a little.” There is a comprehensibility spectrum, in other 

words, along which can be marked points of greater or lesser difficulty. 

The question of the proper degree or proportion of clarity and obscurity had been at 

the heart of hermeneutical discourse since antiquity. In the Poetics, Aristotle prescribed a sort 

of hermeneutic ‘golden mean’ to mitigate the respective shortcomings of elevated and 

common language: 

The best style is one that is clear without being vulgar. The clearest style is one that 
uses only common words, but that is vulgar, as the poetry of Cleophon and Sthenelus 
demonstrate. On the other hand, the use of exotic expressions—foreign words, 
metaphor, lengthening, and anything else out of the ordinary—makes a style solemn 
and elevated beyond the norm. But if you compose entirely in this style, the result 
will be either paradox or gibberish—paradox if made up entirely of metaphor, 
gibberish if made up of foreign words. . . . So what is needed is a mixture of these 
kinds of expression. . . . [By] its unfamiliarity . . . variation from common usage will 
elevate the style, [while] the features shared with everyday speech will preserve 
clarity.48 

 
Seven centuries later, Augustine praised Scripture for epitomizing the same hermeneutical 

ideal: 

“Nobody . . . has any doubt . . . both that it is pleasanter in some cases to have 
knowledge communicated through figures [i.e., metaphors], and that what is attended 
with difficulty in the seeking gives greater pleasure in the finding. [Yet] those who 
seek but do not find suffer from hunger. Those, again, who do not seek at all because 
they have what they require just beside them often grow languid from satiety. Now 
weakness from either of these causes is to be avoided. Accordingly, the Holy Spirit 
has, with admirable wisdom and care for our welfare, so arranged the Holy Scriptures 

 
48 Anthony Kenny, Poetics (Oxford World's Classics. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 45. 
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as by the plainer passages to satisfy our hunger, and by the more obscure to stimulate 
our appetite.”49 
 

Close to our own time, the literary theorist Wolfgang Iser gave the concept a new 

formulation. A good literary text, Iser says,  

is something like an arena in which reader and author participate in a game of the 
imagination. . . . [The text] must therefore be conceived in such a way that it will 
engage the reader's imagination in the task of working things out for himself, for 
reading is only a pleasure when it is active and creative. In this process of creativity, 
the text may either not go far enough, or may go too far, so we may say that boredom 
and overstrain form the boundaries beyond which the reader will leave the field of 
play.”50  

 
Two more varieties of uncertainty can be identified here: a ‘terminal’ kind and a ‘transitory’ 

kind. If a text is too difficult, and the reader is unable to resolve its obscurities, then the 

reader’s uncertainty is terminal. If, instead, the uncertainty is finally resolved, then it is 

transitory. Just as Castiglione speaks of the reader “judiciously exerting himself,” Iser speaks 

of the reader engaged in “working things out.” Both refer to an activity aimed at resolving 

uncertainty that the reader hopes will be transitory. In characterizing this activity, Iser 

employs the metaphor of a ‘field of play,’ which we will adopt and use often throughout the 

rest of this study. When a reader encounters uncertainty and then sets out to resolve it, we 

can imagine a kind of playing field opening up—in Iser’s description, “an arena in which 

reader and author participate in a game of the imagination.” To use Castiglione’s phrase, the 

hermeneutic field of play is where the reader “enjoys the ingenuity and learning of the 

 
49 Augustine, On Christian Doctrine, trans. J. F.. Shaw (United States: Dover Publications, 2012), 36. R. P. H. 
Green, De Doctrina Christiana. Oxford Early Christian Texts (Oxford; New York: Clarendon Press; Oxford 
University Press, 1995), 62: “Nunc tamen nemo ambigit et per similitudines libentius quaeque cognosci et cum 
aliqua difficultate quaesita multo gratius inveniri. Qui enim prorsus non inveniunt quod quaerunt, fame 
laborant; qui autem non quaerunt, quia in promptu habent, fastidio saepe marcescunt: in utroque autem 
languor cavendus est. Magnifice igitur et salubriter Spiritus Sanctus ita Scripturas sanctas modificavit, ut locis 
apertioribus fami occurreret, obscurioribus autem fastidia detergeret. Nihil enim fere de illis obscuritatibus 
eruitur, quod non planissime dictum alibi reperiatur.” 
50 Wolfgang Iser, "The reading process: A phenomenological approach," New literary history 3, no. 2 (1972), 
280. 
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writer,” and “tastes that delight which is found in the pursuit of difficult things.” If the 

difficulty is resolved, or proves too great and the uncertainty becomes terminal, or if the 

reader simply becomes bored and wanders off, then the field of play will close down.  

A simple exercise will help make the concepts we are discussing more tangible. In 

Figure 2 below, three lines appear, each containing a combination of words and symbols. 

Looking briefly at the three lines in turn, the reader must try to guess the meaning of each:   

 

                                                                    
                             
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Demonstration of hermeneutical concepts 
 
 
If the exercise has worked as intended, the first line will have produced no uncertainty, the 

second will have produced terminal uncertainty, and the third will have produced transitory 

uncertainty. The third line will also have elicited the experience of productive movement 

within the field of interpretive play: upon scrutiny, line three could be taken to mean “I more 

than love you,” or “what I feel for you is more than love,” or “I love myself more than I love 

you.” Time, cognitive effort and a multiplicity of possible solutions are the defining 

attributes of the field of play. 

 The exercise illustrates three additional points. The first is that all meanings fall 

somewhere on the comprehensibility spectrum. Lines one and two were designed to mark 

opposite extremes of the spectrum: line one was intended to be understood immediately and 

effortlessly, while line two is pure gibberish—it was created with no meaning in mind, only 
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an intention to generate terminal uncertainty. Line three, instead, has the traits of a good 

riddle—it makes enough sense from the start that we can work on it, and arrive at one or 

more plausible conclusions. The second point is that activity in the field of play is 

quantifiable: the amount of time spent working (or ‘playing’) and the number of candidate 

solutions arrived at are both countable. The third point concerns the moral implications of the 

comprehensibility spectrum. Few would argue that paintings should be created, as line two 

was, with the intention of leaving the viewer entirely incapable of understanding the work. 

But the question then arises: should paintings be clear in meaning, like line one, or should 

they push their viewers into the field of play, as line three does? These are the kind of 

hermeneutical problems and possibilities that we wish to trace within sixteenth-century 

Italian art literature. 

Let us turn back to Vasari now and consider how his uncertainty in the Pontormo and 

Giorgione passages can be understood in relation to Iser’s notion of the field of play. We 

have seen that Vasari encounters various hidden entities in Pontormo’s San Lorenzo 

frescos—the figures of Christ, God the Father, Adam and Eve and the Evangelists signify a 

hidden ‘doctrine’, he says, and the rationale behind the work’s formal qualities is hidden as 

well. If the field of play is a virtual space in which the viewer becomes aware of hidden 

things, and then tries to bring them out of hiding, we can say that the Pontormo passage 

records an instance of the first of these activities—the encounter with hiddenness—but not 

the second, the discovery of what is hidden. Vasari stands, so to speak, on the edge of the 

field of play, but he records no attempt to discover the nature of the bewildering forms and 

figures that he sees. For this reason, we must say that the Pontormo passage records no real 

movement within the field of play.  
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The situation is slightly different in the Giorgione passage. Vasari again identifies 

several signifiers of hidden meaning—the heads of a lion and a giant, a Cupid-like figure, a 

woman, a man. Vasari’s uncertainty is terminal with respect to all of these but one. There is, 

he writes, “a woman seated who has at her feet the severed head of a giant, almost in the 

form of a Judith; she is raising the head with her sword, and speaking with a German, who is 

below her; but I have not been able to interpret what Giorgione intended her to stand for, 

unless, indeed, he may have meant her to represent Germany.” When Vasari makes this 

tentative guess about the meaning of the seated woman, the work of art becomes a site not 

only for the dawning of questions, but for the proposal of solutions. Indeed, we can say that 

Vasari’s use of the dubitative mood— ‘almost in the form of a Judith,’ ‘he may have meant 

her to represent Germany’—provides a sort of grammatical proof that he is in the field of 

play. And yet, why would Giorgione place the severed head of a giant at the feet of a figure 

representing Germany? What does it stand for? Vasari does not say. His stay in the field is 

very brief.  

While Vasari’s remark on Giorgione’s ‘Germany’ figure has a place in the history of 

the field of play, it does not amount to a very substantial foray into the field. Nor is it a 

candidate for the earliest record in art literature of movement in the field of play; in his essay 

on Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation, written sometime around 1562, Bartolomeo 

Maranta had already entered the field. A few years earlier still, another author, Lodovico 

Dolce, also narrated an interesting encounter with field, which we should briefly examine 

before turning to Maranta. The passage in question appears in Dolce’s Dialogue on Painting, 
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Entitled l’Aretino, published in 1557.51 Like Vasari, the speaker in Dolce’s dialogue does not 

enter the field of play, but comes close it, is repelled, and turns away. He does so with greater 

vehemence than Vasari, however, and with a hermeneutical self-awareness that is absent 

from Vasari’s comments on Pontormo and Giorgione. It is particularly important that we 

look at Dolce’s text before we begin discussing Maranta, for as we will see, Maranta seems 

to have conceived his own statements on hiddenness as a reply to the attack on obscurity 

found in Dolce’s l’Aretino. 

Dolce’s dialogue is best known to art historians as a defense of Titian and the 

Venetian school of art against Michelangelo and the Florentine school, and Dolce’s 

comments on art-induced uncertainty are to be understood as part of this personal and 

regional rivalry. With the publication of the Lives of the Artists in 1550, Giorgio Vasari had 

given the Italian reading public a compelling narrative of art’s history in the ‘modern’ age, 

wherein Florentine and Tuscan artists play the heroic lead role in effecting art’s return to the 

excellence it had known in antiquity. At the head of the Florentine pantheon Vasari set his 

friend Michelangelo, as the artist who raised art to a state of unprecedented, unsurpassable 

perfection. Venetian artists, meanwhile, are accorded a marginal place in Vasari’s scheme. 

With his L’Aretino, Lodovico Dolce intended to give Venice and her artists their due, 

primarily by arguing for Titian’s superiority over Michelangelo. Dolce’s text takes the form 

of a debate between a mediocre Florentine named Fabrizio Fabrini in the role of 

Michelangelo’s defender, and Pietro Aretino, one of the most famous wits of the age, as the 

champion of Titian and Venetian art. Aretino was perfect for the part: in his published letters, 

 
51 On Dolce, see Roskill, Dolce's "Aretino," Introduction. Roskill’s edition of Dolce’s dialogue contains both the 
original Italian text and an English translation; I have used Roskill as my source for Dolce’s Italian, but the 
English translations below are my own. 
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he had already established himself as Titian’s most eloquent supporter, and as a fierce 

adversary of Michelangelo, whose Last Judgment fresco Aretino criticized in scathing terms 

in a letter published in 1550.52  

Aretino delivers many kinds of attack against Michelangelo in Dolce’s dialogue, but 

we will limit our attention to a passage in which the banter between Fabrini and Aretino leads 

into hermeneutical territory. The two speakers are arguing over Michelangelo’s Last 

Judgment, when Fabrini proclaims that the painting “is most ingenious [ingegnosissima] and 

understood by few.” This sets up for the following response from Aretino: 

It does not seem to me very praiseworthy that the eyes of children, mothers and 
young women should be afforded an open view of the immodesty which 
[Michelangelo’s] figures display, and that only men of learning [i dotti] should 
understand the profundity of the allegories which they hide. I will give you on the 
subject of Michelangelo the comment which a learned and holy man had to offer on 
the satirical poet Persius, whose poetry is improperly obscure: “If you do not want to 
be understood, I do not want to understand you”; and with these words he cast him 
into the fire, treating him as a fitting sacrifice to Vulcan. Similarly, I wish to say that 
if Michelangelo does not want his inventions to be understood, except by the few and 
the learned, then I, who am not one of the learned few in question, leave thinking 
about them to him.”53 

 
Thus, having encountered Michelangelo’s deliberate obscurity, Aretino is unhappy with it, 

and refuses to enter the field of play. This much the passage has in common with Vasari’s 

comments on Pontormo’s San Lorenzo frescos, but there are also two important differences. 

First, while Vasari leaves the door to the field of play open (“I am determined,” he says, “to 

 
52 On Aretino and Titian, see Una Roman d'Elia, The Poetics of Titian's Religious Paintings (Cambridge and New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2005). On Aretino and Michelangelo, see Bernadine Barnes, “Aretino, The 
Public, and the Censorship of Michelangelo's Last Judgment,” in Suspended License: Censorship and the Visual 
Arts, ed. Elizabeth C. Childs (Seattle; London; University of Washington Press 1997). 
53 Roskill, Dolce's "Aretino", 166 (n. 33): “Non mi par molta lode, che gli occhi de' fanciulli, e delle matrone e 
donzelle, veggano apertamente in quelle figure la dishonesta, che dimostrano, e solo i dotti intendano la 
profondita delle allegorie, che nascondono. Ma io vi dirò di lui, come dicono, che hebbe a dire un dotto e 
Santo huomo di Persio Poeta Satirico, il quale e oscurissimo fuor di modo. Se non vuoi essere inteso, ne io 
voglio intenderti: e con queste parole lo trasse in fuoco, facendone conveniente sacrificio a Vulcano: cosi 
voglio dire io, poi che Michel'Agnolo non vuole, che le sue inventioni vengano intese, senon da pochi e dotti, 
io, che di questi pochi e dotti non sono, ne lascio il pensiero a lui.” 
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leave all who may see it to form their own judgment”) Aretino slams it shut. Second, unlike 

Vasari, Aretino situates his unhappy uncertainty in the context of hermeneutic tradition, by 

linking his own disapproval of Michelangelo to a criticism that Saint Jerome was said to have 

made against the ancient poet Persius.54 As we have seen, Gabriele Paleotti made a similar 

reference to the ancient philosopher Heraclitus.  

While Paleotti and Aretino both criticize obscurity, it is worth noting that the nature 

and purpose of their attacks is very different. Paleotti condemns obscurity in all religious art, 

on moral and spiritual grounds, in book that aims at a broad reform of visual art. Aretino’s 

criticism, by contrast, is directed toward a single artist and work of art. Indeed, his real target 

is not obscurity, but Michelangelo. This is clear from the fact that just prior to the passage 

cited above, Aretino gives his full approval of obscurity. Fabrini says that Michelangelo’s 

Last Judgment “embodies in its arrangement certain allegorical meanings of great profundity 

which few people arrive at understanding,” to which Aretino replies:   

In that case he would indeed deserve praise—for it would seem that in this he had 
imitated those great philosophers who shrouded beneath the veil of poetry supreme 
mysteries of human and theological philosophy so that they would not be grasped by 
the masses; as if they did not wish to cast pearls before swine. And I too would be 
willing to believe that this was Michelangelo's intention, if certain absurdities did not 
present themselves in this same Last Judgment.55 

 
Having condoned obscurity, Aretino condemns Michelangelo for having supposedly made 

poor use of it: “what mystical meaning can one extract from [Michelangelo’s] having 

 
54 Other Renaissance authors attributed the remark to Saint Jerome, but it is not found in Jerome’s writings, 
and is assumed to be apocryphal. See Guy Lee and William Barr, The Satires of Persius: The Latin Text with a 
Verse Translation. (Wolfeboro, NH; Liverpool: F. Cairns, 1987). 
55 Roskill, Dolce's "Aretino", 164, 165 (n. 33): “Fab[rizio]: Percioche odo dire, che nell'ordine del suo stupendo 
Giudicio si contengono alcuni sensi allegorici profondissimi, iquali vengono intesi da pochi. Aret[ino]: In questo 
meriterebbe lode, essendo che parrebbe, ch'egli havesse imitato quei gran Filosofi, che nascondevano sotto 
velo di Poesia misteri grandissimi della Filosofia humana e divina, affine ch'e' non fossero intesi dal volgo: 
quasi che non volessero gettare a Porci le Margherite. E questo vorrei io ancora credere, che fosse stato 
l'intendimento di Michel'Agnolo, se non si vedessero nel medesimo Giudicio alcune cose ridicole.” 
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depicted Christ without a beard, or from seeing a devil who drags a large figure down with a 

hand-grip on his testicles, so that he bites his finger because of the pain?”56 This is not an 

attack on obscurity, but a mocking of the signifiers that Michelangelo chose to convey his 

meanings. And when Aretino speaks of the harm that the Last Judgment does to women and 

children, it is not the painting’s obscurity that he says is harmful, but the ‘immodesty’—that 

is, the nudity—of its figures. Unlike Paleotti, then, Aretino does not appear to be genuinely 

concerned with the effect that obscurity has on innocent or unlearned viewers; to the 

contrary, he speaks approvingly of the artist who imitates the “great philosophers” who hide 

their ideas “so that they would not be grasped by the masses.”  

As they do with regard to Vasari’s uncertainty in the Pontormo passage, scholars tend 

to assume that Aretino’s uncertainty is feigned.57 But to assess Aretino’s sincerity properly, 

we must recognize that he is making two claims: first, that he is not one of the ‘learned few’, 

and second, that he does not understand the allegories in Michelangelo’s painting. The first 

claim is surely a rhetorical feigning of incompetence, for Aretino was as well-versed as 

anyone of his time in the areas of artistic, literary and religious learning that would be 

pertinent to understanding a work like Michelangelo’s Last Judgment.58 As to his second 

 
56 Roskill, Dolce’s “Aretino”, 166 (n. 33): “che senso mistico si puo cavare dallo haver dipinto Christo sbarbato? 
o dal vedere un Diavolo, che tira in gui con la mano, aggrappata ne' testicoli, una gran figura, che per dolore si 
morde il dito?”  
57 Edgar Wind says of Aretino that “Actually, he understood [Michelangelo’s allegories] to perfection”. Wind, 
Pagan Mysteries, 188 (n. 27). David Summers writes that “Aretino feigns bafflement at such liberties [i.e. 
Michelangelo’s allegories], and . . . assum[es] what would become the critical posture of Counter-Reformation 
writers—that meaning should be set forth clearly.” Summers, Michelangelo, 19. Melinda Schlitt writes, “Dolce, 
here feigning concern for the uninformed masses as Aretino had done, reinforces the sentiment that the Last 
Judgment was not only inaccessible, but also that it could mislead the untutored viewer.” Melinda W. Schlitt, 
“Painting, Criticism and Michelangelo’s ‘Last Judgment’ in the Age of the Counter-Reformation,” in 
Michelangelo’s Last Judgment, ed. Marcia B. Hall, 113-149 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 
136.  
58 The same may be said of Lodovico Dolce, who wrote the lines we are discussing; Dolce authored or edited 
no fewer than two hundred books over the course of his life. 
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claim, however, there is no reason to suppose that Aretino is insincere in suggesting that he 

does not know the meanings of Michelangelo’s allegories. After all, how could he know 

them? Once the viewer decides that the artist is using his work to convey specific concepts in 

original ways, certain knowledge of those concepts can come only from the testimony of the 

artist; informed guesses are the best the viewer is left with otherwise. The problem was 

recognized in connection with poetry in early antiquity: Plato writes in his Protagoras that, 

“some say the poet's meaning is one thing and some another . . . for the topic is one on which 

nobody can produce a conclusive argument.”59 In the literature of visual art, however, the 

problem appears to have been felt for the first time only in the 1550s.   

Like Paleotti and like Plato, Dolce’s Aretino takes a negative view of uncertainty. 

How, then, might a defender of Michelangelo have replied to Aretino’s attack? The 

hermeneutic tradition did have a standard rebuttal for the attitude modeled by Aretino, and it 

is found in the continuation of the passage from Castiglione’s Courtier that we discussed 

above. Having praised “that delight which is found in the pursuit of difficult things,” 

Castiglione adds, “And if the ignorance of the one who reads is so great that he cannot 

overcome these difficulties, that is no fault of the writer, nor on this account must such a 

style be judged to be without beauty.”60 So, the burden of responsibility for comprehension is 

on the audience of the work, not its creator. Given the widespread admiration that 

Michelangelo enjoyed during his lifetime, it should come as no surprise that at least one of 

his contemporaries did attempt to defend his obscurity with an appeal to this principle. Nor 

should we be surprised, given the trend toward hermeneutical awareness in sixteenth-century 

 
59 Cited in Barrie A. Wilson, About Interpretation: From Plato to Dilthey: A Hermeneutic Anthology (New York: 
P. Lang, 1989), 21. 
60 Castiglione, Il libro del cortegiano, 51 (n. 47). 
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Italian art literature, to find a period author who embraces hiddenness as a positive aesthetic 

value in visual art. We might even hope to discover a Renaissance writer who, confronted 

with an uncertain image, moves with conscious intent into the field of play. One cinquecento 

author did do all these things, though his name is far less familiar to scholars than the names 

of Giorgio Vasari, Gabriele Paleotti or Lodovico Dolce. 
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Chapter 2. 
  
Bartolomeo Maranta in the Field of Play 
 
 
Sometime in the early 1560s, probably the spring of 1562, the Neapolitan physician 

Bartolomeo Maranta wrote a 12,000-word essay on a painting of the Annunciation by Titian 

that had recently been installed in the church of San Domenico Maggiore, above the altar of a 

chapel belonging to the Pinelli, a local noble family (figs. 3-5).61 Maranta reports that the 

chapel had recently been refurbished by Cosimo Pinelli, while the painting had been 

commissioned from Titian at the suggestion of Cosimo’s son Gian Vincenzo, who was a 

close friend of Maranta and a prominent figure in the intellectual life of Naples. Maranta’s 

essay—or Discorso, as he calls it—was first published only in 1971, and it is unlikely that 

anyone beyond Maranta’s immediate circle of friends had read it before that time.62 Yet the 

Discorso is one of the more interesting texts on visual art that has come down to us from the 

Renaissance period, and one that deserves a more elaborate study than it has so far 

received.63 As a verbal response to an individual work of visual art, for the depth of its 

 
61 On the dating of Maranta’s essay, see note 196. On Titian’s San Domenico Maggior Annunciation, see Anna 
Chiara Alabiso, ed., Tiziano per Napoli. L’Annunciazione di San Domenico Maggiore; vicende storico-artistiche, 
tecnica di esecuzione e restauro (Naples: Nicola Longobardi Editore, 2010).   
62 Bartolomeo Maranta, “Discorso di Bartolomeo Maranta all’Ill.mo. Sig. Ferrante Carrafa Marchese di Santo 
Lucido in materia di pittura. Nel quale si difende il quadro della cappella del Sig. Cosmo Pinelli fatto per 
Titiano, da alcune oppositioni fattegli da alcune persone.” Ms. Branc. II C 5, 535r-544v, Biblioteca Nazionale, 
Naples; Paola Barocchi, Scritti d’arte del Cinquecento (Milan-Naples: Einaudi, 1971), Vol 1, 863-900.   
63 Scholarship on Maranta’s Discorso is quite scanty overall, but a few studies of it have been attempted, 
which shed light on many important aspects of its content, author and historical context. By far the most 
significant of these is Luba Freedman’s introductory essay to the first English translation of the Discorso, 
published in 2015. Freedman provides an historiographic overview of the scattered references to Maranta in 
English and Italian language scholarship, gives a useful compendium of biographical information on Maranta, 
and offers interpretations of several of the Discorso’s main themes. I have benefitted in many ways from 
Professor Freedman’s work on Maranta, and I thank her for discussing Maranta with me at the meeting of the 
Sixteenth Century Society in Milwaukee in 2017. The earliest published notice on Maranta’s Discorso is Angelo 
Borzelli, Bartolommeo Maranta Difensore del Tiziano (Naples: Gennaro, 1902), which provides a synopsis of 
Maranta’s essay. Giuseppe Solimene, Un umanista venosino (Bartolomeo Maranta) giudica Tiziano (Naples: 
Società aspetti letterari, 1952) critiques Maranta’s aesthetic ideas and adds useful biographical information 
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analysis as well as its sheer length, Maranta’s essay seems to be without precedent in earlier 

art literature. What makes Maranta’s text especially unique, however, is the position that he 

takes on art-induced uncertainty and hiddenness. Until now, we have encountered only 

authors who are critical of hiddenness, and only instances of uncertainty that fail to open up 

the field of interpretive play. Maranta represents the opposite position: he takes hiddenness to 

be the highest of aesthetic virtues, and movement in the field of play, the chief pleasure that 

good art provides. 

Bartolomeo Maranta was born around 1510 to a minor noble family in the Southern 

Italian town of Venosa, on the border between the modern regions of Puglia and Basilicata, 

and he died in the town of Molfetta, near Bari on the Adriatic coast, in 1571.64 His father 

Roberto taught law at the University of Salerno and authored an important manual on legal 

procedure. Of Maranta’s three brothers, Lucio, Silvio and Pompeo, only Lucio is well-

documented; in 1561, he became bishop of the town of Lavello, near Venosa, and in the  

 
drawn from early published sources, in particular a seventeenth-century history of Maranta’s native city of 
Venosa written by Giacomo Cenna, which contains profiles of Maranta, his father and his brothers, though 
does not mention the Discorso. Reprinted as Cronaca Venosina ms. del sec. XVII della Bibl. Naz. di Napoli, with 
preface by Gerardo Pinto. (Venosa: Editrice Appia 2, 1982). Paola Barocchi’s transcription of the Discorso in 
Scritti d’arte del Cinquecento (Milan-Naples: Einaudi, 1971, 3 vols, 1:863-900) is accompanied by footnotes 
indicating points of comparison between Maranta’s ideas and those of other period art theorists, especially 
Dolce and Gilio. Luba Freedman’s essay “Bartolomeo Maranta on a painting by Titian,” Hebrew University 
Studies in Literature and the Arts 13 (1985): 175-201, situates Maranta’s essay in the history of ‘ekphrasis’ in 
antiquity and the Renaissance.  
Marsel Grosso, “La fama di Tiziano nella cultura artistica meridionale (tra letteratura e scienza),” in Dal 
viceregno a Napoli: arti e lettere in Calabria tra Cinque e Seicento, ed. Ippolita di Majo, 71-112. Naples: Paparo, 
2004, suggests connections between Maranta’s Discorso and the scientific theories of Giambattista della Porta 
and Bernardino Telesio. Caroline Van Eck, Classical Rhetoric and the Visual Arts in Early Modern Europe (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 144-150 discusses Maranta’s text in the context of the relationship 
between artistic and rhetorical theory in the Renaissance, and examines the parallel between Maranta’s 
distinction between favola and modo, and the rhetorical distinction between res and verba. Surprisingly, 
Maranta and his essay are virtually absent from the literature on Titian and on Michelangelo, though Maranta 
has substantial things to say about both artists. While my own views and conclusions often diverge from those 
contained in previous studies, I am indebted to the above authors for their many contributions to my 
understanding of Maranta. 
64 On the problem of determining Maranta’s date of birth, see Michele Romano, Saggio sulla storia di Molfetta 
. . . Parte Prima (Naples: A. Forni, 1842), 134.                                                                                                                                                                                                
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Figure 3. First page of Bartolomeo Maranta’s “Discorso all'Ill.mo Sig. Ferrante Carrafa 
Marchese di Santo Lucido in Materia di Pittura nel quale Si Difende il Quadro della Cappella 
del Sig. Cosmo Pinelli, Fatto per Tiziano, da Alcune Opposizioni Fattegli da Alcune 
Persone,” Ms. Branc. II C 5, cc. 260r-70v, Biblioteca Nazionale, Naples. 
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Figure 4. Titian, Annunciation, ca. 1557, oil on canvas, 280 x 193.5 cm, Museo e gallerie 
nazionali di Capodimonte. 
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Figure 5. Pinelli Chapel (at center, with red drapery above altar), San Domenico Maggiore, 
Naples. Titian’s altarpiece was removed to the Capodimonte Museum in the 1970s. The 
chapel’s all’antica surround dates to Cosimo Pinelli’s refurbishment in the mid-1550s. The 
church interior was remodeled in Neo-Gothic style in the nineteenth century. 
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same year he attended the final session of the Council of Trent.65 While the ancestral 

residences of the Maranta family were in Venosa and Molfetta, Bartolomeo spent most of his 

adult life in Naples. Political and social conditions in the Kingdom of Naples bear upon the 

character and content of Maranta’s Discorso in significant ways, as we will see. 

Maranta’s professional life also provides keys to understanding the Discorso. 

Maranta trained in medicine in the mid-1550s under Luca Ghini at the University of Pisa, 

where Ghini had established Europe’s first university botanical garden in 1545.66 Like Ghini, 

Maranta specialized in the study of medicinal plants, then known as ‘simples’ by virtue of 

their status as single ingredients used in combination to produce medicinal recipes. Maranta’s 

major publication in the field, the Method of Recognizing Medicinal Simples (1559), was a 

notable contribution to Early Modern botanical studies. Two other publications by Maranta 

on medical topics are a short essay of 1558 on the properties of the water produced by a 

spring near Naples, and a treatise on the two ancient medicinal formulas known as theriac 

and mithridate, published posthumously in 1572, the year after Maranta’s death.67 In addition 

to his writings on medicine, Maranta published a dialogue on poetic theory in 1564, and he 

left behind a large trove of unpublished writings on literary and humanistic topics, which are 

held today in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan.68 Several of Maranta’s more unique 

 
65 For Maranta’s father and brothers, see Marco Nicola Miletti, Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani (DBI), Vol 69, 
“Maranta, Roberto,” (Rome: Istituto Della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1960-2018). This entry contains information 
on Bartolomeo Maranta, who has no DBI entry of his own.  
66 On Ghini see Paula Findlen, "The Death of a Naturalist: Knowledge and Community in Late Renaissance 
Italy," in Professors, Physicians and Practices in the History of Medicine, ed. Gideon Manning and Cynthia 
Klestinec (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2017) 155-195. 
67 Bartolomeo Maranta, Methodi cognoscendorum simplicium libri tres, cum indice copioso (Venice: Vincenzo 
Valgrisi, 1559); Della theriaca e del mithridato libri due (Venice, M.A. Olmo, 1572); De aquae, Neapoli, in 
Luculliano scaturientis (quam ferream vocant) metallica materia, ac viribus: Ad Paulum Monachum . . . epistola 
(Naples: Matth. Cancer, sumptibus Jo. Dominici Galli, 1559).   
68 This material came into the possession of Maranta’s friend, Gian Vincenzo Pinelli, after Maranta’s death, 
and was transferred to Milan in 1604 when the founder of the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Carlo Borromeo, 
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observations on Titian’s painting involve a combining of concepts drawn from his training in 

medicine and his knowledge of poetic theory.  

To introduce Maranta on a more personal level, before turning to the Discorso, let us 

look briefly at a few comments on Maranta’s character made by contemporaries who knew 

him well. Upon the publication of his book on medicinal plants in 1559, Maranta began an 

acrimonious debate with another student of Luca Ghini, the renowned naturalist Pier Andrea 

Mattioli, over a question that epitomizes the preoccupations of sixteenth-century botanical 

research. The argument concerned which of two plants correctly matched the description of 

the lonchite aspera, a type of fern, given by the ancient Greek physician Dioscorides in his 

first-century treatise On Medical Materials. The arbitrator of the debate was Ulisse 

Aldrovandi, another student of Ghini and a mutual friend of Mattioli and Maranta, who at the 

time was leading an ambitious effort among his colleagues to collect, identify and preserve 

plant specimens. In a letter to Aldrovandi of 1561, Mattioli made his feelings about Maranta 

known: “I have responded to Maranta modestly and without animosity or sharp words. . . . 

[but] he has pulled me by the hair to write against him . . . I will see how Maranta responds, 

but if he comes after me again, I promise that I will make him pay for his Neapolitan 

arrogance.”69 The documentary record confirms this impression of Maranta’s difficult 

 
purchased Pinelli’s voluminous library in its entirety. Although the first manuscript folio of Maranta’s Discorso 
bears a cataogue number that indicates the document was at one time part of Pinelli’s library, the Discorso is 
not among Maranta’s papers in the Ambrosiana; for reasons unknown, the Discorso instead passed into the 
Biblioteca Brancacciana in Naples, a collection that in turn is now housed in that city’s Biblioteca Nazionale. On 
Pinelli’s library, see Marcella Grendler, “A Greek collection in Padua: the library of Gian Vincenzo Pinelli (1535–
1601),” Renaissance Quarterly 33 (1980): 387-416; Massimo Rodella, “Fortuna e sfortuna della biblioteca di 
Gian Vincenzo Pinelli: la vendita a Federico Borromeo,” Bibliotheca: rivista di studi bibliografici 2 (2003): 87-
125, and Angela Nuovo, “The Creation and Dispersal of the Library of Gian Vincenzo Pinelli,’ in Myers et 
al. Books on the Move: Tracking Copies through Collections and the Book Trade, (New Castle, DE : London: Oak 
Knoll Press; British Library, 2007) 39-67. For a theory on how the Discorso entered the Brancacciana, see 
Freedman, "Bartolomeo Maranta's 'Discourse',” 2-3. 
69 C. Raimondi, Lettere di P.A. Mattioli ad Ulisse Aldrovandi (Siena: Tip. E Lit. Sordomuti Di L. Lazzeri, 1906), 57: 
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character many times over. One more example will for now suffice, which concerns 

Maranta’s involvement in the religious controversies of his age, a topic that will be treated at 

length in Chapter Three below. Shortly after he wrote his essay on Titian’s painting, Maranta 

was arrested on a charge of heresy, and imprisoned by the Inquisition in Rome. Though he 

was eventually released, he would spend more than three years in confinement while his case 

before the Inquisition was processed. Ironically, we learn in a letter of 1566 from Mattioli to 

Aldrovandi that Mattioli was among those who came to Maranta’s aid: “Maranta and I have 

more or less made up,” Mattioli says;  

“. . . having forgotten the injuries, I sprang him from prison through favors done for him with 

letters from my prince to Cardinal Simonetta. And if I hadn’t done this, I promise you he’d 

still be in prison, while instead he’s been free for a year.”70 Cardinal Simonetta was the 

inquisitor assigned to Maranta’s heresy case; the ‘prince’ was probably Maximilian II, whom 

Mattioli served as a personal physician. In the midst of this ordeal, Maranta apparently 

managed to keep up his ‘Neapolitan arrogance’; in a letter of 1565, his brother Lucio pleaded 

 
"io li habbi risposto modestamente et senza villanie nè parole ingiuriose. . . . il Maranta m’ ha tirato per i 
capelli a scriverli contra. . . . Starò io a vedere quello che lui si risolverà et se la verrà più meco premetto a V. E. 
che fornirò di chiarirle de un’ altra maniera et lo farò sentire della sua arroganza napolitana, et le trattarò da 
discepolo non da concorrente." Another Italian naturalist, Luigi Leoni, complained to Aldrovandi in a letter of 
August 30, 1560, that “The good Maranta, in that Methodi of his . . . has helped himself to many plants . . .  
[that were] discovered either wholly or in part through my efforts . . . with God and the world as my witness. . 
. . I’d like to know where he’d seen the cytiso, before I showed it to him in Naples and Posillipo, or the black 
camelione before I showed it to him in Puglia.” Giovanni Battista De Toni, Nuovi documenti sulla vita e sul 
carteggio di Bartolomeo Maranta, medico and semplicista del secolo XVI (Venice: Premiate Officine Grafiche di 
Carlo Ferrari, 1912), 5/1509: "il buon Maranta in quel suo method . . . si fa cavaliere di molte piante . . . 
scoperti quali o tutti o la maggior parte sono fatiche mie et Idio et il mondo ne è testimonio . . . vorrei sapere 
dove lui ritrovassi mail il Cytiso, avanti ch'io gliello mostrassi in napoli et in Pusilippo, ove ritrovò il Camelione 
nero avanti che in Puglia gliene facesse vedere.” On the tensions between Maranta and other students of Luca 
Ghini, see Paula Findlen, "The Death of a Naturalist: Knowledge and Community in Late Renaissance Italy," 
in Professors, Physicians and Practices in the History of Medicine, ed. Manning and Cynthia Klestinec, 155-195 
(Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2017). 
70 C. Raimondi, Lettere di P.A. Mattioli, 58-59 (n.69): “Il Maranta et io siamo di sorte riconciliati che mi chiama 
per padre promotore et benefattore da che io dimenticato l’ ingiurie lo cavai di prigione con il favore fatteli 
con proprie lettere del mio principe al III.mo Card.e Simonetta et s’ io non havesse fatto ciò prometto a V. E. 
ch’ ci sarebbe anchora in prigione dove è libero già fa de un anno.” 
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with cardinal Archangelo Bianchi, Lord Commissary of the Inquisition: “I entrust that poor 

brother of mine to your lordship—for while I know that he is immoderate, and am certain he 

will not depart from his ways, nor treat everyone thoughtfully, my love and fraternal concern 

compel me to ask. . . .”71  

By all accounts, Maranta was a person capable of exasperating friends and rivals 

alike. Yet it is precisely this quality that makes his essay on Titian’s painting engaging. It is a 

central contention of this study that the Discorso must be read on two levels, each with its 

own polemic, and each animated by Maranta’s argumentative, contrarian spirit. On the 

surface, there is the debate announced in the title of the Discorso itself, which reads:  

Discourse by Bartolomeo Maranta, to the Most Illustrious Signor Ferrante  
Carafa, Marchese of Santo Lucido, on the subject of painting.  

In which the painting in the chapel of Signor Cosimo Pinelli, made by  
Titian, is defended from some criticisms made of it by some persons.72 

 
As he proceeds to explain, Maranta was moved to write his essay after his friends, the writer 

Scipione Ammirato and the nobleman Ferrante Carafa, had spoken badly of Titian’s painting. 

Maranta lays into their arguments with verve and humor. We will see, however, that Maranta 

uses the argument with his Neapolitan friends as a pretext to enter another, broader and more 

consequential debate about art. At this level, the Discorso must be understood as an attack on 

the restrictive, moralizing attitudes of the ‘Counter-Reformation’ position on art. This is not a 

position that Maranta would have associated with his friends Ammirato and Carafa (who 

 
71 Letter from Bishop of Lavello (Lucio Maranta) to  Archangelo de Blanchis, from Venosa, January 25, 1565, St. 
St. LL3 b 352r, Lettere di Arcivescovi e vescovi del Regno di Napoli al Santo Officio, 1554-1637, Fondo Santo 
Officio Stanza Storica, Archivio della Congregazione per la Dottrina della Fede (ACDF), Rome: “Racomando a 
V.S. quel povero fra' mio et benche sappia certo sia soverchio et so certo non lasciera dal suo solito ne usar 
carita con tutti pure lo amor mio e passiona fraterna mi lo fa far. . . .” 
72 Maranta, Discorso, 863; 535r (n.62): “Discorso di Bartolomeo Maranta all’Ill.mo. Sig. Ferrante Carrafa 
Marchese di Santo Lucido in materia di pittura. Nel quale si difende il quadro della cappella del Sig. Cosmo 
Pinelli fatto per Titiano, da alcune oppositioni fattegli da alcune persone.” 
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likely felt the same way he did on these points), but with other contemporaries, who occupied 

the opposite side of a religious and political divide.  

A subtle but important piece of evidence for the existence of this second level of 

polemic in the Discorso is found in opening lines of the essay. For these appear to have been 

written in imitation of the first lines of Lodovico Dolce’s dialogue L’Aretino—the book that 

contains the attack on Michelangelo’s obscurity that we discussed in Chapter One. Here are 

the first lines of both texts, starting with Dolce’s, with key resemblances given in the original 

Italian:  

It was fifteen days ago today, my Fabrini [Fabrini mio], that, finding myself 
[ritrovandomi] in the beautiful church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo—where I'd gone 
together with the learned Giulio Camillo [col dottissimo Giulio Camillo] for the mass 
[per la solennita] of St. Peter the Martyr, which is celebrated daily at the altar where 
that large painting of the saint's story is located, a divine depiction, painted by the 
delicate hand [dalla delicatissima mano] of my distinguished friend Titian… 73 

 
And the opening lines of Maranta’s Discorso:  
 

My most illustrious Lord [ill.mo Signor mio], finding myself [ritrovandomi] the day 
before yesterday in San Domenico to hear mass [per udir messa] with Signor 
Scipione Ammirato [col signor Scipione Ammirato], we happened into the chapel of 
Signor Cosimo Pinelli, who, having adorned it with precious marbles, the finest 
works and other lovely things, to add even more grace and more ornament, wanted a 
painting depicting the stupendous mystery of the Virgin Mary's annunciation by the 
angel to be made for his own private devotion by the hand of Titian [per mano di 
Tiziano]…. 74 
 

 
73 Roskill, Dolce's "Aretino," 84 (n. 33): “Hoggi fanno a punto quindici giorni, Fabrini mio, che ritrovandomi 
nella bellissima Chiesa di San Giovanni e Paolo; nella quale m'era ridotto insieme col dottissimo Giulio Camillo 
per la solennita di San Pietro Martire, che si celebra ogni giorno allo altare, ove e posta quella gran tavola della 
Historia di cotal Santo, rappresentata divinamente in Pittura dalla delicatissima mano del mio illustre Signor 
compare Titiano.” 
74 Maranta, Discorso, 863; 535r (n.62): “Ritrovandomi, ill.mo Signor mio, l'altrieri per udir messa a San 
Domenico col signor Scipione Ammirato, capitammo nella cappella del signor Cosimo Pinelli, la quale avendo 
egli di preciosissimi marmi e di finissimi lavori e d'altre leggiadrie a ciò appartenenti adornata, per più di grazia 
e più di ornamento le dare, ha voluto che ’l quadro nel quale dovea il meraviglioso e stupendo misterio di Ma-
ria Vergine annunziata dall'angelo per sua particolar devozione mostrarsi, fusse fatto per mano di Tiziano, il cui 
nome e la cui fama, come quella che è assai ben conosciuta dagli uomini, non richiede che io altrimenti ne 
favelli.” 
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The similarity between the scenarios that Dolce and Maranta describe—both speak of going 

to church for mass with a friend and encountering an altarpiece by Titian—as well as 

Maranta’s repetition of specific phrases used by Dolce, indicates that Maranta almost 

certainly wrote the first lines of his Discorso in imitation of Dolce’s.75 Why, then, would 

Maranta do this? A hint lies in the fact that when Maranta mounts his defense of hiddenness, 

he uses Michelangelo’s Last Judgment as his focal point and primary example. It seems 

reasonable to imagine that Maranta had read Dolce’s L’Aretino, was repelled by its philistine 

attack on Michelangelo’s obscurity, and was moved to write a response in which he would 

defend Michelangelo on precisely this point. Maranta probably did not care much about the 

artistic rivalry between Venice and Florence, nor about any personal animosity that Pietro 

Aretino may have felt toward Michelangelo, factors that no doubt motivated Dolce when he 

wrote his criticisms of Michelangelo. It is more likely that Maranta was hostile to Dolce’s 

criticisms because in them he recognized attitudes that he associated with his own political, 

cultural and religious adversaries. 

To better understand these polemical aspects of Maranta’s essay, and to place his 

comments on Michelangelo in their proper context, before examining the Discorso, it will be 

useful to survey a few period sources that illustrate the way in which the controversy over 

 
75 The names of Dolce or Aretino are never mentioned in the Discorso, and Maranta’s allusion to Dolce’s text is 
rather subtle. The people that Maranta most likely had in mind as the audience for the Discorso—Ferrante 
Carafa, Scipione Ammirato, Alfonso Cambi, among others—would likely have been prepared to pick up on the 
reference by virtue of their participation in the ongoing conversation about Titian’s painting within Maranta’s 
circle. General awareness of Dolce among Maranta’s companions may be assumed from the fact that in 1555, 
Dolce had published a book entitled Rhymes of Diverse Illustrious Neapolitan Lords that is dedicated to 
Ferrante Carafa and that includes verses by Carafa as well as Bernardino Rota and Giovanni Francesco Alois, 
associates of Maranta who we will encounter below. Lodovico Dolce, Delle Rime di Diversi Illustri Signori 
Napoletani . . . Allo Illus. S. Ferrante Carrafa (In Vinegia: Appresso Gabriele Giolito de Ferrari, Et Fratelli, 1555). 
This is a reprint of a volume published by Dolce in 1552. On the poetry of Carafa, see Vincenzo Dola, “Parole in 
gioco nella poesia di Ferrante Carafa,” in Del nomar parean tutti contenti. Studi offerti a Ruggiero Stefanelli, 
Bari: Progedit, 2011).  
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Michelangelo’s art was connected to the wider religious divisions of the period. These 

sources will show that to take a position on Michelangelo’s Last Judgment in the mid-1500s, 

as Maranta did, was to enter a field of highly charged, often vitriolic discourse, in which 

artistic loyalties and antagonisms were aligned with religious ones.  

The earliest recorded response to Michelangelo’s Last Judgment appears in a letter 

written to cardinal Ercole Gonzaga by his secretary Nino Sernini in 1541, just months after 

the painting was completed. Sernini writes: 

[T]hough the work is of [great] beauty… there is nonetheless no lack of those who 
condemn it. The reverend Theatines are the first who say that the nudes displaying 
themselves is not right in such a place, although even in this [Michelangelo] has 
shown very great consideration since in scarcely ten [figures] of so great a number 
can one see immodesty. Others say that he has made Christ beardless and too young, 
and that Christ does not possess the majesty becoming of him, and so, in a word, 
there is no lack of talk.”76  
 

The passage shows that a climate of polarized opinion surrounded the painting right from the 

start. The specific points of stylistic and iconographic contention that Sernini mentions are 

ones that later authors, including Dolce and Maranta, would continue to discuss. Sernini’s 

reference to the Theatines is particularly significant, for it identifies a specific block of 

hostility toward Michelangelo within the institutional Church. Established in 1524, the 

Theatine Order had a reputation for intransigent conservatism in doctrinal questions during 

the period of the Reformation. The author of the order’s constitution, Gian Pietro Carafa, was 

to become the most aggressive persecutor of heresy in sixteenth-century Italy.77 Carafa was 

 
76 Schlitt, “Painting, Criticism and Michelangelo’s ‘Last Judgment’,” 121 (n. 57). 
77 Massimo Firpo assigns a central role to Carafa and the Theatines in shaping the ‘conservative’ reaction to 
the Reformation: “The goals that the Church was called upon to pursue were not hammered out at Trent or 
even by the papal commission de reformatione Ecclesiae, which met in its immediate aftermath. Instead, they 
had been forged by the fierce battle which Gian Pietro Carafa and his Theatines had joined against all forms of 
what they saw to be heretical deviation.” Firpo, “Rethinking ‘Catholic Reform’,” 297 (n. 21). On Carafa and the 
Inquisition, Firpo writes: “[Carafa] succeeded in having [the Inquisition] formally set up… in 1542 after covert 
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the first to head the Congregation of the Holy Office of the Roman Inquisition when it was 

founded in 1542. Over the following decades, he would build the Holy Office into a highly 

effective instrument of punishment and control; by the end of the century, it had largely 

eradicated the philo-Protestant religious culture that had earlier flourished in Italy. When he 

was elected Pope Paul IV in 1555, Carafa dedicated the full resources of the papacy to the 

persecution of heresy. When he died in 1559, an angry Roman populace burned down 

Ripetta, a building used to hold prisoners of the Inquisition, destroying many inquisitorial 

records. The Neapolitan nobleman Gian Francesco Alois, whose execution for heresy in 1564 

triggered events that would lead to Maranta’s own imprisonment, described to his inquisitors 

the impact that Carafa’s death in 1559 had had on the philo-Protestant community in Naples: 

“while Paul IV lived we were very reserved in discussing these [doctrinal] things, but later, 

when we heard of the burning of Ripetta, and that Pope Paul IV had died, we who were of 

these opinions let our guard down, and conversed about these Lutheran opinions fully.”78 It 

was during this brief period of relative calm that Maranta wrote his Discorso, and it is in 

relation to this polarized environment that Maranta’s essay, and its defense of Michelangelo, 

must be read.   

The comments on Michelangelo’s Last Judgment that have come down to us from the 

sixteenth century can often be correlated to the commentator’s position within these broader 

 
preparations in the 1530s, and he directed it energetically and unscrupulously until it was installed at the top 
of the church with his election to the papacy in 1555. Under his guidance it soon extended its functions, taking 
over the supreme task of protecting religious truth, which first freed it of any authority, whether of the Pope 
or the Council, and then allowed it to impose its own authority above any other. In this sense, there is no 
doubt that it was Carafa who laid the foundations for the Counter-Reformation Church, built on the primacy of 
orthodoxy, the control of consciences and Roman centralism.” Firpo, Juan de Valdés, 127 (n. 21). 
78 Saverio Ricci, Il Sommo Inquisitore: Giulio Antonio Santori Tra Autobiografia e Storia (1532-1602) (Rome: 
Salerno Editrice, 2002), 103: “mentre visse Paolo Quarto noi andavamo assai ritenuti nelli ragionamenti di 
queste cose, ma dopoi, che se intese de la brusata di Ripetta et che era morto Papa Paulo quarto, noi alrtri, 
che eravamo di queste oppinioni alargamo la mano, et si ragionava a pieno di queste oppinioni lutherane.” 
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religious conflicts. In his Treatise on Painting of 1584, Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo recorded 

Gian Pietro Carafa’s opinion of Michelangelo’s Last Judgment: “the Theatine Paul IV 

wanted to have the painting destroyed, saying that its insolent images of naked members and 

its theatrical gestures were not in accordance with Saint Peter.”79 On the opposite side of the 

ideological divide, we may take the example of the writer Lodovico Domenichi, who was 

imprisoned by the Inquisition in 1552 for translating and publishing the writings of John 

Calvin.80 In 1549, Domenichi had published a dialogue entitled On the Nobility of Women, in 

which one of the speakers defends Michelangelo and castigates his critics. Domenichi’s 

speaker explains that while the ancients had a healthy, accepting attitude toward nudity, in 

the present age, with its exaggerated moral severity, nudity had come to be regarded as 

wicked. And yet, the speaker says, “with his admirable painting in the chapel in Rome, 

Michelangelo Buonarroti desired with great force to bring [the ancient attitude] back into use, 

on account of which he received much more praise from people of understanding than he did 

criticism from a few ignorant hypocrites.”81 We will see that the juxtaposition between the 

learning of Michelangelo’s supporters and the ignorance of his critics is also used by Maranta 

to defend Michelangelo’s obscurity in the Discorso. 

In two other sixteenth-century verbal attacks on Michelangelo, the condemnation of 

his art is couched in the language of doctrinal schism. In a text dated 1549, an unknown 

Florentine author describes the arrival at the church of Santo Spirito in Florence of a copy of  

 
79 Frank Zöllner; et al, Michelangelo, 1475-1564: Complete Works (Cologne and Los Angeles: Taschen, 2007), 
264. 
80 See Angela Piscini, Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, Vol 40, “Domenichi, Ludovico” (Rome: Istituto Della 
Enciclopedia Italiana, 1960-2018). 
81 Lodovico Domenichi, La nobiltà delle donne (Vinetia: Appresso G. Giolito di Ferrarii, 1549), 28-28v: “Anchor 
che Michel Angelo Buonnaroto nella sua mirabil dipintura dell acapella di Ro- [28v] ma l’habbia volute a viva 
forza ritornare in uso: il che l’ha fatto molto piu rimaner lodato da quei che intendono, che non hanno Saputo 
biasmarlo alcuni ignoranti spigolistri.” 
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“a Pietà . . . the original [of which] came from that inventor of filth . . . Michelangelo 

Buonarotti, who possesses art but not devotion; all the modern painters and sculptors imitate 

such Lutheran nonsense, so that today nothing is painted and sculpted in the holy churches 

but figures which detract from faith and devotion.”82 While the term ‘Lutheran’ could be 

used more or less loosely as an expression of opprobrium, it also had plain connotations of 

serious religious offense. Michelangelo was himself attracted to a kind of reform spirituality 

that skirted acceptance of Luther’s doctrines, and he was close to persons who were known to 

sympathize with various aspects of Luther’s teaching.83  

A comment on Michelangelo’s Last Judgment in a letter of 1545 from Don Miniato 

Pitti to Giorgio Vasari is particularly interesting in connection with Maranta’s story, for in it 

Pitti gives an account of opinion on Michelangelo in the city of Naples: “I have received one 

of your letters,” Pitti writes to Vasari, “which said that I was considered brutish in Naples 

because while in Rome, I had preferred the ceiling [of the Sistine Chapel] to the wall [i.e. the 

Last Judgment]. Because in it, there are a thousand heresies, especially in the beardless skin 

of St. Bartholomew while the flayed one has a beard, which demonstrates that the skin is not 

his own, etc.”84 We cannot say whether Pitti used the word ‘heresy’ facetiously or in earnest, 

but in connection with his remark on opinion in Naples, the presence of the word is 

intriguing, for by the time of his writing, Naples had become a major Italian center of 

 
82 De Maio, Michelangelo e la Controriforma, 49-50 n. 23 (n. 21): “si scoprerse in Santo Spirito una Pietà . . . et 
si diceva che l'origine veniva dallo inventor delle porcherie, salvandogli l'arte ma non devotione, Michelagnolo 
Buonarruoto, che [da] tutti i moderni pittori et scultori per imitare simili capricci luterani altro oggi per le 
sante chiese non se dipigne o scarpella altro che figure da sotterrar la fede et la devotione.” 
83 These included Vittoria Colonna and cardinal Reginald Pole. On Michelangelo’s relationship with these 
figures, see Alexander Nagel, “Gifts for Michelangelo.” 
84 Schlitt, “Painting, Criticism and Michelangelo’s ‘Last Judgment’,” 125 (n. 57). 
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heterodox religious ideas.85 Who were these Neapolitan partisans of Michelangelo’s Last 

Judgment? What religious convictions did they hold, and what relation did their opinion on 

the painting bear to those convictions? The story of Maranta’s Discorso will shed much light 

on these questions.  

The evidence for Maranta’s connection to the religious controversies of his time will 

emerge steadily over the remaining chapters of this study. In the present chapter, however, 

our main purpose will be to examine the position on hiddenness and art-induced uncertainty 

that Maranta takes in the Discorso, and to see how his ideas stand in relation to the passages 

by Vasari, Paleotti and Dolce that we discussed in Chapter One.  

Since Maranta’s essay is relatively unknown even to scholars of cinquecento art, let 

us begin with a brief overview of its contents. For the convenience of our discussion, we can 

distinguish between four sections of the Discorso, as follows:  

Section 1: Introduction (830 words, 6% of the Discorso): 
 

Addressing Ferrante Carafa, Maranta recounts a visit to San Domenico Maggiore, 
where he argued with his friend Scipione Ammirato over Titian’s painting. Maranta 
reminds Carafa that the discussion of the painting continued at Carafa’s house a few 
days later, at which time Maranta decided to put his defense of the painting into 
writing.   

 
Section 2: Maranta’s remarks on hiddenness (2,412 words, 19% of the Discorso) 
 
Discussing two details of Titian’s painting that his opponents singled out for 
criticism—the angel Gabriel’s chubbiness, and his partially obscured face—Maranta 
lays out the terms of an aesthetics of hiddenness, which underlie and guide his 
discussion of Titian’s painting in the remainder of the Discorso.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
85 At his final trial for heresy in 1566, Pietro Carnesecchi stated, “it was in Naples in 1540 that I began to have 
doubts about purgatory and confession.” Christopher Black, Church, Religion and Society in Early Modern Italy. 
London: Macmillan Education UK, 2004), 179.  
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Section 3: Maranta’s analysis of Titian’s painting (8,740 words, 68% of the Discorso) 
 
Maranta demonstrates the excellence of Titian’s painting through an assessment of 
five properties of the angel Gabriel: ‘proportion’, ‘quantity’, ‘color’, ‘grace’ and 
‘disposition’.  

 
Section 4: Conclusion (880 words 7% of the Discorso)  
 
Maranta closes with an appeal to the opinion of other persons known to Ferrante 
Carafa, including their mutual friends Gian Vincenzo Pinelli and Alfonso Cambi 

 
In the present chapter, we will focus on the first two sections of the Discorso, particularly 

Section Two, which contains the bulk of Maranta’s statements on hermeneutical matters.  

Following the opening lines of the Discorso, with their echo of Dolce’s L’Aretino, 

Maranta refreshes the memory of his addressee, Ferrante Carafa, about the argument over 

Titian’s Annunciation that had taken place a few days earlier between Maranta and Scipione 

Ammirato in the church of San Domenico Maggiore. “While we were reasoning over the 

picture,” Maranta says, “and discussing various things pertaining to it (as one does) we were 

of contrary opinion about a few things, so that he [Ammirato] was unable to calmly accept 

the great praise I assigned to the painting.”86 Maranta then notes that during their exchange in 

the church, Ammirato had claimed that Carafa, too, had a low opinion of Titian’s painting. 

Maranta was incredulous, but when he spoke with Carafa a few days later, Carafa indeed 

took the side of Ammirato. It was at this point, Maranta says, that he decided to put his 

thoughts on the matter in writing.  

Before proceeding to his defense of Titian’s painting, Maranta adds two more 

preliminary remarks, one on sincerity, the other on competence. “I firmly believed,” Maranta 

says to Carafa, “and I continue to believe to this day, that all you said about the matter was 

 
86 Maranta, Discorso, 863; 535r (n.62): “E ragionando di quella pittura e varie cose (come si fa) intorno ad essa 
discorrendo, fummo di contraria openione in alcune cose, perciò che non potea egli con tranquillo animo 
sostener l'estreme lodi che io a quella pittura assegnava.” 
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said more to provoke the other critics and to kid with me . . . than because you truly thought 

that way [about the painting].”87 In fact, Maranta makes several teasing quips of his own in 

the Discorso, which are often directed at Carafa; in the first of them, Maranta wonders how 

Carafa could berate the chubbiness of the angel in Titian’s painting given the chubbiness of 

his own son, Federico Carafa. Following the joke about Federico, however, Maranta makes it 

clear that he intends to address real problems of wrong-headed criticism that he believes were 

made in earnest: “However, since I have heard other people say these same things, not for 

fun but because they really believe them, and speaking, it seems to me, more from habit than 

from solid and true judgment, I have resolved on this occasion . . . to speak my mind in 

defense of Titian.”88 The remark ostensibly refers to Ammirato and others in Maranta’s circle 

of Neapolitan friends, yet the fact that Maranta soon turns to the controversial topic of 

Michelangelo’s Last Judgment suggests that he may also have in mind his rivals in a broader, 

more consequential cultural debate about art. 

Maranta follows his comment on sincerity with a remark on competence: “While 

judging paintings has never been my profession,” he says, “I am not altogether without hope 

(since the persons with whom I am speaking are no better masters in it than I), that, placing 

the truth in front of their eyes, it will be easy for me to undo their knots.”89 The question of 

competence carries over to Maranta’s opening argument against the critics of Titian’s 

 
87 Maranta, Discorso, 864; 535r (n.62): “ho fermamente creduto, e tuttavia a me giova di credere oggimai, che 
tutto quello ch'ella ne disse, fusse stato più tosto per provocare gli altrui giudicii et in particolare per ischerzar 
con meco (e ciò per favorirmi com'ella suole), che perché così da vero giudicasse.” 
88 Maranta, Discorso, 865; 535r-535v (n.62): Ma perciocchè questo medesimo ho inteso da alcuni altri dire, 
non gia’ per burla, perché così da vero si credono, i quali, per quanto a me ne paia, più per una certa 
consuetudine che per saldo e vero giudico ne parlano, mi sono risolto con questa occasione . . . dirne quanto 
mi pare in difesa di Tiziano.” 
89 Maranta, Discorso, 865; 535v (n.62): “Et ancor che il giudicare della pittura mia professione non sia stata 
giamai, non sono io però del tutto fuor di speranza (poiché con esso loro ne parlo, che non ne sono per 
aventura molto più di me miglior maestri) che, la verità dinanzi agli occhi ponendogli, agevole [non] mi sia i 
loro groppi snodare.”  
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painting, which marks the start of what we have designated as Section Two of the Discorso. 

“It displeases me first of all,” Maranta says, 

that those who criticize [Titian’s] painting have no regard for the opinion, which the 
most learned people have held, that when the question concerns worthy men, those 
things that may seem to us to be errors, should not be condemned and criticized 
lightly, for it may be that [our criticism] results from our own ignorance and lack of 
understanding.”90  

        
Thus, Maranta leads off with much the same argument that we found in The Courtier, where 

Castiglione states, “if the ignorance of him who reads is so great that he cannot overcome 

those difficulties, it is not the fault of the writer, nor on this account must such a style be 

judged to be without beauty.”91 Having suggested that the faults ascribed to Titian’s painting 

are misperceptions caused by the critics’ incompetence, Maranta proposes a different course 

to follow. In so doing, he makes what may well be the first allusion in art literature to the 

idea that certain works of visual art compel the viewer to move into the field of interpretive 

play:  

“For if one considers carefully the marvelous artistry of [Titian’s] painting and the 
details and subtle considerations that one sees in every minute part, without doubt one 
certainly will judge that it was not without reason [non senza cagione] that Titian 
wanted to make the angel’s face so full, while he could have made it average or thin 
in appearance. If we are incapable of seeing [Titian’s reason] on our own, it is much 
better to go about trying to understand it [andarla cercando di sapere] rather than 
criticize the painting and the diligence of its artistry.92 

 

 
90 Maranta, Discorso, 865; 535v (n.62): “Et in prima mi dispiace in loro che non hanno riguardo a quello, che i 
più savii hanno avuto: cioè che quelle cose, che a noi paiono essere errori, appresso i valenti uomini non si 
debbono così di leggieri colpare e bandire; imperoché può essere che ciò proceda dalla ignoranza nostra, che 
non l'intendiamo.” 
91 The position adopted by Maranta and Castiglione is akin to the interpretative principle of ‘charity’, which 
"constrains the interpreter to maximize the truth or rationality in the subject's sayings." Simon Blackburn, The 
Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 62. 
92 Maranta, Discorso, 865-866; 535v (n.62): “E chi bene considererà il meraviglioso arteficio di quella pittura et 
i particolari e sottilissimi riguardi che in ogni menomma particella di essa si veggono, giudicherà senza dubbio 
veruno che non senza cagione abbia Tiziano [866] voluto far nell'angelo quella faccia così piena, potendola egli 
fare di mediocre abito o magra. La quale se da per noi non siamo bastevoli a trovarla, sia molto meglio andarla 
cercando di sapere, che riprendere l'opera e la diligenza dell'artefice.” 
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Serious artists always have a reason for the things they do, and if the reason is not 

immediately apparent, the proper response is to “go about trying to understand it.” This, of 

course, is the essence of the field of play. Still missing from Maranta’s discussion is the 

notion of an intention on the artist’s part to deliberately push the viewer into the field, but he 

now adds it. To illustrate his next point—and arguably to situate his discussion of Titian’s 

painting in a wider polemic context—Maranta turns to Michelangelo’s Last Judgment. Just 

as the overweight angel in Titian’s Annunciation requires interpretive effort on the part of the 

viewer, “The same happened,” he says, 

in the case of that miraculous depiction of the Last Judgment painted by 
Michelangelo in the Vatican, in which he made Christ, [in his role] as judge of the 
good and the evil, [appear] much younger than his thirty-three years would seem to 
call for, and younger than every other famous painter, including Michelangelo 
himself, at other times depicted him. And even though this seemed strange not only to 
numerous people, but to almost all painters who have heard about it, nonetheless no 
one has dared to say that this is an error, Michelangelo having in all other aspects of 
the painting filled everyone’s eyes with infinite wonder. And it seems unlikely that 
Michelangelo would give less thought to the most important figure in the whole work 
than to the rest of the figures. The best painters often do such things to give people 
something to think about [dar da pensare alla gente]; for those paintings have always 
been celebrated in which more is implied than is shown, so that much more still may 
be shown.93  

 
Here, at last, the notion of praiseworthy, deliberate obscurity is applied to visual art. Good 

painters do things to deliberately induce a measure of uncertainty—to “give people 

something to think about,” as Maranta says—and this uncertainty must be the starting point 

 
93 Maranta, Discorso, 866; 535v (n.62): “Come è avenuto eziandio in quella miracolosa dimostrazione del 
Giudicio Universale dipinto da Michelagnelo nel Vaticano, nella quale ha fatto Cristo, giudice de' buoni e de' 
cattivi, molto più giovene di quello che alla età di trentatré anni per aventura non si converrebbe e che da 
ciascun altro famoso pittore, anzi da lui stesso, altre volte non è stato dipinto. La qual cosa ancorché sia paruta 
strana non solo a diverse genti, ma a tutti quasi pittori che di ciò hanno avuto notizia, non di meno niuno si è 
assicurato di dire che quello sia errore, avendo egli in tutto il rimanente pieni gli occhi di ciascuno d'infinita 
meraviglia. E non pare verisimile che nella persona più segnalata di tutta l'opera avesse fatta minor 
considerazione che nelle altre. Fanno ciò bene spesso i famosi pittori per dar da pensare alle genti; per esser 
stata sempre celebrata quella pittura, nella quale più vi si intende che non vi si dimostra, ancor che assai 
eziandio vi si dimostri.” 
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for understanding great works of art. Maranta’s hermeneutic ideal of intellectual engagement 

and effort is directly opposite the position expressed in Lodovico Dolce’s dialogue, where 

Aretino states, “if Michelangelo does not want anyone to understand his inventions, apart 

from a small number of intellectuals, then I, who am not one of the intellectual few in 

question, leave thinking about them to him.” Maranta may well have conceived his statement 

with Aretino’s in mind. Maranta is somewhat elusive where he says that “those paintings 

have always been celebrated in which more is implied than is shown, so that much more still 

may be shown,” but the remark points clearly enough to a kind of painting in which things 

are deliberately hidden. Maranta is also elusive, and ironic, where he says of Michelangelo’s 

youthful Christ that “no one has dared to say this is an error.” Maranta no doubt knew that 

the charge of indecorous youthfulness was a common refrain among the Last Judgment’s 

detractors—according to Nino Sernini, the critics were saying that Michelangelo’s Christ was 

“beardless and too young,” and in Dolce’s dialogue, Pietro Aretino bitterly asks, “what 

mystical meaning can one extract from [Michelangelo’s] having depicted Christ without a 

beard . . . ?”94 Maranta appears to be using rhetorical apophasis, whereby a speaker affirms a 

proposition by ironically denying it before a knowing audience.  

As we noted above, the discourse on obscurity in cinquecento art literature borrows 

heavily for its concepts and terms from the much older and more developed discourse on 

obscurity as a feature of written texts. In his next statements, Maranta spells out the 

connection between these two discourses clearly:  

For just as in poetry one finds similes, metaphors, figures and allegories, one also 
finds these things in painting, though in a silent, mute way, while poetry uses speech 
and [sequential] actions. And from this it is most clear to everyone that poetry and 
painting, the one being spoken and the other mute, are in fact the same thing, and that 

 
94 Roskill, Dolce's "Aretino", 167-168 (n. 33): “che senso mistico si puo cavare dallo haver dipinto Christo 
sbarbato?” 
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which is said of the one may also be applied to the other. The fatness of the angel and 
the youthfulness of Michelangelo’s Christ must therefore be considered two mute 
allegories of painting which no one has yet been able to unravel [le quali non si 
possono ancora sciorre da ciascuno].95 

 
Whatever the differences between ‘simile’, ‘metaphor’, ‘figure’ and ‘allegory’ may be, all 

involve hiddenness, and an idea that one must “unravel.” The overlap of poetic and artistic 

theory in Maranta’s ideas on hiddenness is further shown by an interesting feature of his 

remark, in one of the passages cited just above, that “the best artists do such things to give 

people something to think about [per dar da pensare alle genti]; for those paintings have 

always been celebrated in which more is implied than is shown, so that much more still may 

be shown.” This turns out to be a slightly altered formulation of a line that appears in the 

draft of a letter that Maranta wrote to an unnamed friend, probably around the time he 

composed the Discorso, which survives among the collection of Maranta’s miscellaneous 

writings in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana.96 The subject of the letter is the pleasure of poetic 

verse that is, as Maranta puts it, “just a bit obscure and difficult [al quanto oscuro e 

difficile].”97 Maranta illustrates this pleasure for the letter’s addressee by analyzing a passage 

 
95 Maranta, Discorso, 866-867; 535v (n.62): “E sì come nella poesia sono le similitudini, le metafore, le figure e 
l'allegorie, così ancora sono queste medesime cose nella pittura, benché in un modo tacito et alla mutola, 
come in quella col parlare e con l'azzioni. E di già è cosa chiarissima a ciascuno che la poesia e la pittura, 
dall'esser l'una parlante e l'altra mutola in fuori, sono una cosa medesima, e ciò che dell'una si dice si può 
all'altra applicare. Saranno dunque la grassezza di quell'angelo e la giovanezza del Cri- [867] sto di 
Michelangelo due allegorie della pittura mutole, le quali non si possono ancora sciorre da ciascuno.” 
96 R 104 sup. 382r-383r, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan. The letter is unsigned, undated, and addressed only to 
“Sig. mio oss.mo” (‘My most highly regarded Lord’), but it can be securely attributed to Maranta; the 
handwriting is his, the topic is one on which he wrote extensively, and the letter is located in the midst of 
other manuscripts that bear his signature. 
97 Bartolomeo Maranta, letter on poetics, R 104 sup. Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan, 382v. The full passage 
reads: “[In] the word ‘Antequam’ [the words ‘ante and quam’] should be connected or else close, but by 
dividing it[,] and by delaying the last part, [and] interposing three full verses between, each of which contains 
a part, the reader is kept in suspense for a piece, before the ‘quam’ is supplied to the ‘ante’. This separation of 
words makes the meaning a little obscure and difficult, as though [Virgil] almost wanted to set before our eyes 
the difficulty of Eneas’ voyage.” (“Per questa cagione dunque quella parola "Antequam" che doverebbe essere 
o giunta o vicina, egli dividendola et traponendone l'ultima ci interpose tre versi intieri e ciascuno di essi 
contiene un membro, tenendo un pezzo sospeso il lettore, primo che renda il "Quam" al suo "Ante". Questo 
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from Virgil’s Aeneid. In the line longa procul longis via dividit invia terries, Maranta says 

that Virgil’s positioning of the words via and invia, “gives the reader something to think 

about [da da pensare al lett.(ore)], it being a lovely contrariety of words that slows the reader 

down to think over it, and will not at first be understood so easily.”98 With this line, that is to 

say, Virgil compels his reader to enter the field of play. The idea had been current in the 

discourse on verbal and literary expression since antiquity; Maranta’s distinction was to 

introduce it to the discourse on visual art. We should note, however, that while the 

Ambrosiana letter gives a tidy characterization of difficulty’s effects—the reader is slowed 

down, understanding is delayed—the parallel passage in Maranta’s Discorso is more vague: 

“those paintings have always been celebrated in which more is implied than is shown, so that 

much more still may be shown.”  In this statement we should perhaps identify an instance in 

which Maranta himself has assembled a “contrariety of words” that will “not at first be 

understood so easily.” 

            Over the next several lines of the Discorso, Maranta models how to move about 

within the field of play. He begins by addressing the “mute allegory” of Michelangelo’s 

youthful Christ:  

Thus, one might venture to say [si potrebbe per aventura dire] that Michelangelo did 
this to express a glorified body and to make it appear much different than it did when 
Christ, in his discomfort, lived among us, thus turning this conceit into a sort of 
metaphor, or rather allegory, in which perpetual youth tacitly recalls the power of 
glory and grace. If Michelangelo had instead depicted Christ with the same body that 

 
trasporre di parole fa il senso al quanto oscuro e difficile, donde ne vuol quazi ponere dinanzi agli occhi la 
difficolta' del viaggio di Enea.”) 
98 Maranta, letter on poetics, R 104 sup. 383r (n. 97): “Dove è etiandio da notare quel "via invia" che da da 
pensare al lett[ore] per esser una vagha contrarieta' di parole che ritarda il lettore a pensarci e che non cosi a 
primo agevolmente da ciascuno s'intende.” The phrase “da da pensare al lett.(ore)” has its equivalent in the 
Discorso in the phrase “dar da pensare alle genti.” In the Ambrosiana letter, the words “da da pensare al 
lett.(ore)” are crossed out; perhaps Maranta had recently composed the Discorso, and did not want to repeat 
himself. 
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he’d had when he was capable of suffering, Michelangelo easily might have made 
one think that Christ was still capable of suffering, which was not his intention.”99 

 
We noted in Chapter One that the presence of certain grammatical forms can indicate that an 

author is in the field of play. Maranta’s use of the conditional at the start of this passage 

(“one might venture to say”) is an example of this. We remember that in his statement on the 

female figure in Giorgione’s Fondaco frescos, Vasari used a verb in the subjunctive: “I have 

not been able to interpret what he intended her to stand for, unless, indeed, he may have 

meant her to represent Germany [se già non l'avesse voluta fare per una Germania]”100 But 

while Vasari’s isolated conjecture is without any obvious wider purpose or consequence, 

Maranta’s proposal regarding Michelangelo’s painting is central to his intention of 

illustrating and praising hiddenness.  

The grammar of the field of play shows up again as Maranta turns from 

Michelangelo’s Last Judgment back to Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation:  

From this similar case, we may go looking [potremmo noi andar cercando] for the 
unwinding of Titian’s conceit. We could say [potremmo dire] that he wanted to 
figuratively denote to us that those who (according to the prophet) enjoy the 
abundance of the house of God must be fat and chubby, and that by showing in the 
angel’s face that abundance of divine food—which is to say, love, grace, splendor, 
and other supreme gifts which the other angels partake of to a greater or lesser 
degree—Titian wanted to make people understand that this angel was one of those 
most dear to the Lord. . . .101  

 

 
99 Maranta, Discorso, 867; 535v (n.62): “Ancorché si potrebbe per aventura dire che Michelagnolo abbia ciò 
fatto per voler così esprimere un corpo glorificato e farlo parere alquanto diverso da quello che fu mentre tra 
noi visse a disagio, riducendo quel fingimento in una certa qualità di metafora, o vogliamo dire di allegoria, 
chiamando tacitamente perpetua giovanezza la forza della gloria e della grazia. Che se di quella istessa figura 
che ebbe mentre fu patibile l'avesse dipinto, lo arebbe di facile ridotto nella mente di alcuno patibile ancora; il 
che era fuor della sua intenzione.” 
100 See note 38. 
101 Maranta, Discorso, 867; 535v (n.62): “Da questa somiglianzà potremmo noi andar cercando qual sia il 
discioglimento di quest'altra fizzione di Tiziano, e potremmo dire che abbia voluto per questo dinotarci 
figuratamente che grassi e pieni debbon esser coloro che secondo il profeta godono nell'abondanza della casa 
di Dio, e per far conoscere alle genti che quello agnolo era dei più cari al Signore. . . .” 
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Having thus entered the field, and offered a tentative explanation of one of the painting’s 

‘conceits’, Maranta gives a summary of his hermeneutic position: 

However, should this solution not be accepted [quando questa soluzione non fusse 
accettata], we ought not on that account criticize the artistry of the painting, as we are 
obligated to go about thinking [siamo tenuti a gir pensando] whether one can find 
something better than this to say in explication of Titian's mind [in esplicazione della 
mente di Tiziano].102  
  

The ‘solutions’ that Maranta proposes—youthful beauty denotes power and majesty, 

chubbiness denotes the abundance of God’s love—are interesting in their own right, but the 

importance of these passages for the history of art-induced uncertainty lies above all in the 

way that Maranta deliberately brings the field of play into view for his reader, and 

demonstrates what it is like to move about within the field. Indeed, Maranta’s real purpose in 

these passages is not to tackle the meaning of the paintings by Michelangelo and Titian, but 

to establish the notion in principle that engagement with questions of interpretation is integral 

to experiencing the better kind of art. As such, Maranta’s statements in the conditional and 

subjunctive mood express what we might call ‘didactic uncertainty,’ for he is trying to teach 

a particular attitude toward art, one that opens the mind of the viewer to a field of potential 

meaning. Several of Maranta’s locutions—“[to] go about looking”; “to go about thinking”; 

“the unwinding of Titian’s conceit”; “to figuratively denote” “should this solution not be 

accepted,” “in explication of Titian’s mind”—express perspectives on artistic production and 

viewer response that may not have appeared in art literature before. In addition to this novel 

application of hermeneutical thought to visual art, we can also point out that Maranta’s text 

constitutes one of the sixteenth century’s most substantial apologies of Michelangelo, which 

 
102 Maranta, Discorso, 867; 536r (n.62): “Ma quando questa soluzione non fusse accettata, non per questo 
biasimaremo l'artefice, ma di ragione siamo tenuti a gir pensando se meglio di questo si può dire in 
esplicazione della mente di Tiziano.” 
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scholars of Michelangelo and of the Counter-Reformation period have almost entirely 

neglected. It is quite plausible that Maranta conceived his Discorso as a direct reply to 

Lodovico Dolce’s criticism of Michelangelo’s obscurity, and it is plausible that he intended it 

as a blow against the anti-obscurity position generally. By equating Titian’s Annunciation 

with Michelangelo’s heavily contested Last Judgment, Maranta can be seen as turning the 

local debate over Titian’s painting into a proxy for the wider debate over Michelangelo’s art, 

and by extension for the period debate on artistic decorum on the whole, in  which the Sistine 

Last Judgment served both sides as the foremost exemplum.  

In Section Two of his Discorso, Maranta seems go further than any other cinquecento 

writer in expounding the position on obscurity that is directly opposed to the position that 

Gabriele Paleotti takes in his Discourse on Sacred and Profane Images. Maranta’s Discorso 

and Paleotti’s chapter on obscure images are the most significant texts in cinquecento art 

literature for the hermeneutics of visual art, and it is informative to compare them. Before we 

continue with our discussion of the Discorso, there are a few additional observations 

regarding Paleotti’s book that will help us understand what Maranta has to say next. 

We recall that in his chapter on obscure paintings, Paleotti is concerned with the 

problem of paintings whose obscurity “so confounds the mind that it is pulled in a thousand 

ways, while devotion drains away.”103 Paleotti’s response to this problem takes two forms. 

First, as we have seen, he offers an extensive critique and condemnation of obscure art. His 

other response is to promote a kind of art that is the opposite of obscure, and that will 

produce its effects in the viewer immediately, consistently and unerringly. Paleotti’s 

 
103 See note 24. 
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comments on the matter constitute an elaborate restatement of the old notion that images are 

the ‘books of the illiterate’: 

It is astonishing that, to be able to understand some book, so many difficult things are 
necessary, like knowledge of the language, a teacher, capacious intelligence, and 
leisure for learning, to the point that acquaintance with books is restricted to a small 
circle of persons who are known as the learned and the intelligent. Pictures, on the 
other hand, serve as a book open to the capacities of everyone because they are 
composed in a language common to persons of every sort, men, women, humble folk, 
great folk, the learned, the ignorant, and so may be understood, provided the painter 
does not choose to distort them, by all nations and all intellectual levels without any 
teacher or interpreter [si lasciano intendere, quando il pittore non le voglia 
stroppiare, da tutte le nazioni e da tutti gli intelletti, senza altro pedagogo o 
interprete.] We may add that they convey their message to persons very quickly, in a 
moment or rather at a glance, whereas the erudite know all too well how much time 
and lamp oil it takes to understand books. What counts most of all is that while 
literacy and knowledge of books can be acquired only with great effort, travail, and 
expense, we are taught by images with the utmost sweetness and recreation.104 

 
What distinguishes this from previous claims about the clarity of images from Gregory the 

Great on, is Paleotti’s awareness of the possibility that the artist might do something to 

deliberately undermine clarity. Paintings are universally understood, Paleotti says, “provided 

the painter does not choose to distort them.” It is implied in what Paleotti says that ‘distorted’ 

paintings will take on the negative qualities that he attributes to books: they will require 

“time and lamp oil,” their meanings will be accessible only to “the learned and the 

intelligent,” their viewers will need the help of a “teacher or interpreter.” We may say that 

with Maranta’s Discorso, Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation becomes the first painting in 

 
104 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 115; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 71v-72r (n. 22): “certo gran meraviglia che, per 
volere intendere qualche libro, vi sono necessarie sì difficili cose, come la cognizione della lingua, il maestro, 
l’ingegno capace e la commodità d’imparare, tal che la cognizione loro si ristringe solo in pochi, che si 
chiamano dotti et intelligenti; dove che le pitture servono come libro aperto alla capacità d’ogniuno, per 
essere composte di linguaggio commune a tutte le sorti di persone, uomini, donne, piccioli, grandi, dotti, 
ignoranti, e però si lasciano intendere, quando il pittore non le voglia stroppiare, da tutte le nazioni e da tutti 
gli intelletti, senza altro pedagogo o interprete. Si aggiunge che, con brevità grandissima, anzi in un momento, 
o più tosto in uno sguardo, fanno capaci subito le persone; dove nei libri provano gli eruditi quanto tempo et 
oglio vi si consuma per intenderli. E quel che più importa che, non acquistandosi le lettere, o scienze de’ libri, 
se non con gran fatica, travaglio e spesa, dalle imagini siamo ammaestrati con grandissima dolcezza e 
ricreazione.” 
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art literature to be treated as an example of this problematic kind of art, while Maranta 

becomes the first “teacher or interpreter” that such art requires.  

It remains to be specified, however, what the artist can do to ‘distort’ a painting in the 

sense Paleotti means. That is, how can a work of art be made to generate interpretive 

difficulty, and thus open the field of play? Paleotti and Maranta both understand the question 

in terms of deviation from artistic convention. The figure of Christ in Michelangelo’s Last 

Judgment opens the field because, as Maranta says, it looked different from the way “every 

other . . . painter . . . at other times depicted” the subject. Indeed, Michelangelo’s unusual 

representation of Christ produced uncertainty even in the most competent viewers: the figure 

“seemed strange,” Maranta says, “not only to numerous people, but to almost all painters 

who have heard about it.” Paleotti likewise understands that uncertainty is produced when the 

artist deviates from a norm. If painting is to speak a “common language understood by all,” it 

must contain nothing strange or unfamiliar, but must adhere to a common standard or guide. 

As we have seen, Paleotti at one point insists that the artist take Nature as his guide: “The 

office of the painter is to imitate things in their natural state of being, purely as the eyes of 

mortals behold them, and rather than overstep his bounds, he must leave it to theologians and 

sacred doctors to extend those things to other, loftier and more hidden sentiments.”105 Most 

subjects in religious art cannot be observed in nature, however, and Paleotti knew that a more 

reliable guide was needed. That guide would be provided by Church authority: “In sacred 

things,” Paleotti says, painters must “represent only what they find proposed by holy doctors 

and accepted by the common consensus of the Church, not adding or subtracting or altering 

in the least what the latter have approved.”106 It was to this end—to make known what the 

 
105 See note 29. 
106 See note 28. 
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Church approved—that Paleotti wrote his Discourse on Sacred and Profane Art. To fully 

understand the way Paleotti intended his Discourse to guard against ‘distortion’, we must 

recognize that the published version of the treatise contains only two of the five ‘books’ that 

he originally planned for it. Paleotti’s intentions for the three missing books can be 

determined from the tables of contents that he drew up for them, which are included in the 

published version; presumably he expected to print the additional books in a later edition that 

never came to light.107 Judging from its table of contents, Book Four was intended to fill the 

need for a comprehensive iconographic guide that would guard against iconographic error 

and non-conformity in religious art. The book was to contain nineteen chapters, each divided 

into myriad subsections. Chapter Three, for example, was to contain twenty-four sections on 

the depiction of Christ, from the Nativity to the Pentecost. The representation of individual 

saints and holy personages was to be treated in fifty-three sections distributed over eight 

chapters. Chapter Six was to deal with the depiction of the Virgin Mary, in eight subsections, 

with the headings “On the depiction of the glorious Virgin mother of God,” “On her 

conception and nativity,” “On the annunciation,” “On the visitation,” “On the form, dress, 

and stature of the blessed Virgin,” “On her spasm near the cross,” “On the death, assumption, 

and coronation of the Madonna,” “On the images today held to have been made by Saint 

Luke,” and “On the miraculous and sacred house of the Madonna of Loreto.” While Book 

Four of Paleotti’s treatise was apparently never written, various passages in the two books 

 
107 See Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 331-337; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), unpaginated front matter (n. 22), for the 
chapter titles, which suggest the remarkable thoroughness of the discussion Paleotti had in mind. The titles for 
Book Three, which was to deal with the problem of nudity and lasciviousness in art, include “On nude figures 
and how much they ought to be shunned by chaste eyes;” “How the world's universal misery originated 
primarily in seeing and looking;” “Which saints may to some degree be represented nude and in what 
manner;” “Counterarguments advanced by painters to excuse their depictions of nude or lascivious images”; 
“Response to the counterarguments of the painters;” “Other responses demonstrating that no reason can 
excuse painters for depicting dishonest and lascivious things.” 
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that were published give us an idea of what its contents probably would have looked like. For 

instance, Paleotti writes that artists sometimes show “ineptitude,”   

when the room in which [the Virgin] received her annunciation from the angel 
Gabriel is depicted; we must believe that it conformed to her virginal simplicity, as 
indeed we still see today at the holy House of Loreto. Nevertheless, many painters 
add lofty columns outside her room, and rich pavilions inside, and other superfluities 
utterly remote from her condition.108  

 
Paleotti’s book of rules for sacred iconography would likely have run several hundred pages 

and would have been unique in the history of Christian art literature as an attempt to create a 

comprehensive iconographic guide that would leave no guesswork for the artist, and little 

leeway for variation. When Paleotti wrote that paintings will be clear to all, “provided the 

painter does not choose to distort them,” we may assume that he imagined ‘distortion’ in 

relation to a set of norms of the kind that Book Four of his Discourse would have established.  

Iconographic standardization of this kind is antithetical to Maranta’s aesthetics of 

hiddenness. Maranta was aware, however, that ‘strange’ and ‘surprising’ art threatened to 

violate the requirements of imitation and iconographic tradition. Maranta therefore needed a 

theory of representation that would allow space for the unfamiliar. Returning to the Discorso, 

let us see how Maranta attends to this need. 

Maranta begins by conceding the mimetic requirement in visual art: “Painting, like 

poetry,” he says, “consists in imitation.”109 There are times, however, when the artist is called 

upon to depict things that human eyes cannot see. This is the case with Titian’s angel: 

“Nothing can be imitated which we have not first seen. And because no painter can be found 

 
108 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 228; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 185r (n. 22): “Dal luoco, quando si dipinge la 
stanza dove fu annonciata dall’angelo Gabriele, la quale si ha da credere che fosse conforme alla verginale sua 
semplicità, anzi, come ancor oggi chiaro si vede nella santa Casa di Loreto; e nientedimeno molti vi aggiongono 
fuori della stanza colonne alte, e dentro padiglioni ricchi, et altre superfluità molto lontane dalla professione 
sua.” 
109 Maranta, Discorso, 867; 536r (n.62):  “Consiste la pittura, come eziandio la poesia, nella imitazione. . . .” 
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who can boast of having seen an angel, it follows that no one is able to paint an angel as he 

really is. . . .”110  Paleotti’s principle that the painter must “imitate things in their natural state 

of being, purely as the eyes of mortals behold them” cannot apply here. To deal with this 

problem, Maranta explains, artists resort to iconographic conventions: angels are given the 

form of the human body, since this is the most beautiful form in the visible world, they are 

given wings to show their ability to move between heaven and earth, and they are given a 

youthful appearance, to show their subservience to God. Maranta stresses that these are only 

conventions—it remains a fact that the painting of an angel “is not true imitation, but 

invented, though it is taken as true, because one can do no better.”111 Maranta then specifies 

why he has raised the issue: “I wanted to say this, so that we know where the painter can 

have license to alter things in his own way and where he cannot, so that we can see how 

much Titian may have erred.”112 This is a crucial point in Maranta’s essay, for the painter’s 

“license to alter things in his own way” is a necessary condition for hiddenness. Knowing 

that he needed to establish the claim for this license on a respectable basis, Maranta appeals 

to Aristotle’s principle of ‘permissible errors’ in poetry: 

This can be taken from the example of poetry, in which (as Aristotle teaches) there 
are errors of artistry, which tarnish the reputation of the poet, and other errors that are 
accidental, and may be overlooked. And just as a poet cannot alter or vary a 
universally accepted story [favola] (for example the killing of Laius by his son 
Oedipus) yet may vary the episodes [episodi] (for instance, the manner in which this 
death occurred) similarly the painter cannot depict the Angel in a way that is not 

 
110 Maranta, Discorso, 867; 536r (n.62): “imitar non si possono se non le cose che abbiamo vedute. E perché 
non si ritruova pittore alcuno che si vanti di aver veduto un angelo, segue che niuno potrà dipignerlo come 
sta.” 
111 Maranta, Discorso, 868, 536r (n.62): “La qual pittura non sarà vera imitazione, ma finta, accettata però per 
vera, perché migliore non si può fare.” 
112 Maranta, Discorso, 870; 536r (n.62): “Ho voluto dire questo perché sappiamo dove può il pittore aver la 
licenzia di variare a suo modo e dove no, e così vediamo quanto abbia Tiziano errato.” 
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already accepted by everyone. However, he may vary the manner [modo], as this is 
analogous to episodes in poetry.113 

 
The requirements of fidelity to the subject matter are therefore satisfied, while a space is 

carved out for variation, and hence for the unfamiliar elements that will lead into the field of 

play. Thus, Maranta says, when painting the subject of the Annunciation,  

the painter can, according to his choice, show the angel still suspended in air as he 
makes his announcement, he can make the angel touch the floor of the room with his 
feet, he can vary the figure to make it fat or thin or average, and other similar things 
which for the sake of variety are done differently by one painter or another, as the 
episodes [episodi] differ from one poet to another. And when one makes a mistake in 
these things, they are accidental errors and do not ruin the substance of the invention 
[la sostanza della invenzione.] Thus, we will not say that Titian has erred by showing 
this mystery [of the Annunciation] in a loggia, and for having made the building 
much more superb than that which the low condition of Mary would seem to call for; 
these things the poet and the painter may vary and alter in his own way.114  

 
Between the requirements of faithful representation and the error of impermissible deviation 

from the “substance of the invention,” there is a space for creative variation. Maranta says, 

for example, that the artist may depict Mary in an opulent setting, even though her true 

circumstances were humble. This directly contradicts Paleotti’s remark on the appropriate 

setting for the Annunciation: “Many painters,” Paleotti says, “add lofty columns outside her 

 
113 Maranta, Discorso, 870; 536r (n.62): “E ciò dall'esempio della poesia si può pigliare, nella quale (come 
Aristotele ne insegna) sono gli errori appartenenti all'artificio, i quali scemano la riputazione al poeta, et altri 
sono accidentali, de' quali se ne fa passaggio. E come un poeta non può alterare né variare la favola già così 
accettata da tutti, come per caso che Laio sia stato ammazzato da Edipo suo figliuolo, ma ben può variare gli 
episodi, cioè il modo come questa morte sia accaduta, così il pittore non può dipignere l'angelo in altro modo 
che in quello che è stato accettato da tutti. Ma il modo il può variare, che ha proporzione con l'episodi della 
poesia.” 
114 Maranta, 870; 536r-536v: “Imperoché può a sua posta far che l'angelo mentre annunzia stia ancor sospeso 
in aria, può farlo toccare il suolo della camera co' piedi, può variar la sua figura di farla piena o scarna o 
mediocre et altre cose simili, le quali per la varietà loro fanno differenza da pittor a pittore, come gli episodi da 
poeta a poeta. E quando in queste cose si pecca, sono errori accidentali e che non guastano la sostanza della 
invenzione. In modo che non diremo che Tiziano abbia errato altresì per aver dimostrato questo misterio in 
una loggia e per avervi fatta dimostrazione di uno edificio molto più soperbo di quello che alla bassa 
condizione di Maria per aventura [536v] non si convenisse; da che queste cose il poeta et il pittore le può 
variare e mutare a suo modo.”  
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room, and rich pavilions inside, and other superfluities utterly remote from her condition.”115 

In Titian’s painting, in fact, a ‘lofty column’ rises directly behind the Virgin. Maranta makes 

no mention of it, but the base of that column is decorated with a grotesque. Did Titian intend 

to convey some concept by the juxtaposition of this pagan motif with the kneeling figure of 

the Virgin Mary? In his Discourse on Sacred and Profane Images, Paleotti dedicates no less 

than five chapters to the discussion of grotesques and concludes that they should by no 

means appear in churches. To wonder about the significance of this detail in Titian’s painting 

is to enact precisely the kind of response that Maranta promotes, and Paleotti condemns.  

 Concluding his discussion of permissible variation, Maranta returns to Titian’s angel: 

We will therefore say that Titian cannot be reprimanded for having depicted the 
angel’s face as chubby: first, not being the one who invented the form, he could vary 
that which is accidental [accidentale]; next, to the extent that it is an error (which I do 
not admit to), it would nevertheless be one of those which one concedes to painters, 
and of which Horace spoke when he said, “there are some defects, however, which 
we are willing to ignore.”116 

 
Maranta’s argument here is not wholly convincing: the association of ‘permissible variation’ 

with ‘permissible error’ seems to weaken the claim he is making for the artist, a fact that his 

interjection “which I do not admit” indicates he probably noticed. In any case, Maranta has at 

least attempted to establish the principle of permissible variation on a sound theoretical 

footing, and to provide a respectable defense for a position that he must have known was 

vulnerable to attack by contemporaries who were concerned mainly with limiting the artist’s 

freedom of choice in iconographic and other matters.  

 
115 See note 108. 
116 Maranta, Discorso, 870-871; 536v (n.62): “Così dunque diremo che non si può Tiziano riprendere perché 
abbia di volto pieno dipinto quell'agnolo: primo, [871] che non essendo egli inventore della forma, ha potuto 
variare quello che è accidentale; appresso, che quando bene fusse errore (il che io non confesso già), sarebbe 
nondimeno di quelli che si concedono ai pittori, de' quali parlava Orazio quando dicea: ‘Sunt delicta tamen 
quibus ignovisse velimus’.” 
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The examples of hiddenness that Maranta has given in the Discorso up to this point 

have all been of a specific kind, which we might call ‘iconographic’ or ‘allegorical’ 

hiddenness. The artist produces this kind of hiddenness by treating his subject in an 

unfamiliar way, according to some rationale, with the intention of conveying a particular 

concept. The unfamiliar elements set up the viewer for a kind of guessing game—chubbiness 

in an angel or youthfulness in Christ might stand for a theological idea, for instance. Another 

kind of hiddenness is also possible, however, which is formal rather than iconographic. It is 

to this kind of hiddenness that Maranta now turns: 

The other error for which [Titian’s] painting is reproached is that it does not seem to 
them [the critics] befitting of a good painter to have shown only half of the angel’s 
face when one could have shown all of the face. . . . But from this Your Lordship may 
realize how much in their reasoning they (like those who dwell in darkness) proceed 
gropingly. For it is certain that, at times, conceding much to people will deprive them 
of a large part of the necessary understanding. This perhaps intervened in the 
judgment of those who regard as an error that which instead should receive the 
highest praise. And so, desiring to display his great genius, Titian chose to show only 
half of the angel’s face, but in a wonderful way he showed the mouth in the act of 
speaking, so that even though one sees only half of the face, one seems also to see all 
that is hidden… [vi par vedere anco tutto quello che si nasconde].117 

 
The reference to “those who dwell in darkness” may be an allusion to the cave dwellers in 

Plato’s famous allegory, or Maranta may be borrowing language used in contemporary 

religious discourse to describe spiritually unreformed persons. We will return to that 

possibility later. The remark that “at times conceding much to people will deprive them of a 

 
117 Maranta, Discorso, 871; 536v (n.62): “L'altro di che è ripresa quella pittura, è che non par loro cosa da buon 
pittore l'avere mostrato dell'angelo mezzo volto solo, potendolo fare di modo che tutta la faccia paresse, 
percioché così empie molto più gli occhi de' riguardanti. Ma di qua si può accorgere V. S. quanto costoro nelle 
lor ragioni (sì come quelli che nel buio dimorano) vadino a tentone. E certamente che l'essere altrui alle volte 
molto conceduto, toglie loro gran parte del debito conoscimento; il che forse a questi è in cotali giudicii 
intravenuto, i quali errore battezano quello che a somma lode attribuir si deve. Percioché, avendo Tiziano 
voluto mostrar la grandezza del suo ingegno, non volle mostrar dell'angelo se non mezzo il volto, ma di sì bel 
modo fé' spiccar la bocca in atto di parlare, che in vederne quel mezzo solo vi par vedere anco tutto quello che 
si nasconde. . . .” 
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large part of the necessary understanding” seems to mean that there is a kind of 

understanding that can be achieved only by holding back or concealing. The most important 

point to make about this passage, however, is that Maranta is talking about a kind of 

hiddenness that is different from the kind he has discussed up to now. Borrowing the 

traditional distinction between allegorical and literal meaning in literary texts, we may call 

this ‘literal hiddenness’, as distinct from the ‘iconographic’ kind. When an artist employs 

literal hiddenness, something that we might expect to see, like a face or a hand, will not be 

visible, because the view we are given of the objects depicted does not reveal it. As Maranta 

observes, we see only a small part of the angel’s face in Titian’s painting, while the rest is 

hidden.  

Maranta does not suggest, at least in this instance, that literal hiddenness involves 

uncertainty; to the contrary, in Titian’s angel “one seems . . . to see all that is hidden.” 

Maranta does say, however, that the critics of Titian’s painting have singled out the angel’s 

partly hidden face for criticism. Drawing examples and analogies from music, painting and 

poetry, Maranta responds by arguing that literal hiddenness is a mark of aesthetic 

sophistication.118 He starts with an analogy to music:  

Those who do not challenge themselves to penetrate more deeply than the sense that 
is given on the surface are like vulgarians, like little girls who delight in music that is 
full of consonances and who favor songs suited to the intellect of an ignorant little 
priest, music which fills the ears and no more, unlike a composition by a valiant man, 
such as Filippo di Monte, Nolano, Lando, and Pietro Vinci, who with the beauty of 
their fugues, by evading the cadences at times and souring the over sweetness of 
consonances that would immediately cause nausea in everyone except fat gluttons, 
and by delaying and then taking up again the tempo of the voices and by matching the 
feeling to the words, and with infinite other beautiful variations, please those who 
appreciate and understand the artistry of music, and though one may hear the 
composition many times, the desire always remains to hear it again. And if at times 

 
118 For Ficino’s writings on music, with discussion of consonance and dissonance, see Paul Oskar Kristeller, 
"Music and Learning in the Early Italian Renaissance," Journal of Renaissance and Baroque Music 1, no. 4 
(1947): 255-274. 
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these composers, too, push aside artistry and stoop to consonances, they do so only to 
satisfy the common people, as they see that very few are able to appreciate true 
artistry. In this regard I like very much the style of those who, not interested in 
pleasing the vulgarian, create their compositions according to what the art requires, 
for without any doubt these will be the most lasting and eternal.119 

 
The reference to music “suited to the intellect of an ignorant little priest” stands out for its 

irreverence, and is the first of several examples that we will encounter of Maranta’s anti-

clericalism, which seems to have played a role in shaping his position on art. Maranta also 

makes known his position on an issue that lay at the center of Counter-Reformation image 

debates, namely, whether the artist must try to make his work accessible to all viewers, or 

may restrict himself to producing for a learned elite. It is Maranta’s opinion that aesthetic 

quality diminishes in proportion to art’s conformity with the tastes and capacities of the 

masses, for whom he shows little interest or concern. Once again, Maranta stakes out a 

position opposite that of Paleotti, who insists that paintings must serve “as books for the 

illiterate, whom it is always imperative to address openly and clearly.”  

Continuing his argument in favor of elite art, Maranta again appeals to Aristotle, who 

he says, “reproached those poets who compose their poems for the pleasure of the common  

 
119 Maranta, Discorso, 871-872; 536v (n.62): “e panni portarsi costoro da volgari che non si fidano di penetrare 
più addentro di quello che il senso li mostra nella superficie: simili del tutto a quelli i quali a guisa di feminelle 
richieggono la musica tutta piena di consonanze e piace loro più una canzone fatta per cervello di un pretuzzo 
ignorante, perché empie l'orecchie, che non una composizione di un valent'uomo, come per caso di Filippo di 
Monte, del Nolano, del Lando o di Pietro Vinci, i quali con la vaghezza delle fughe e col fuggir alle volte le 
cadenze e con lo inasprire la troppa dolcezza delle consonanze, le quali non altrimenti che i bocconi grassi 
stuccano a primo, e con lo aspettare e rientrare a tempo delle voci et accompagnar l'aria alla qualità delle 
parole, e con altre infinite belle varietà piacene a quelli che dell'artificio della musica sono intendenti e, per 
molte che se ne ascoltino, pur fanno restare un desiderio di volerne più sentire. E se alle volte discendono 
anche loro alle consonanze, ponendo da parte l'artificio, [872] fannolo per alquanto sodisfare al popolo, 
poiché vedono che ben pochi sono coloro che gustino il vero artificio, et in questo a me piace molto lo stile di 
quelli i quali, non curandosi di piacere al volgo, fanno tutte le loro composizioni secondo l'arte richiede, 
percioché senza dubbio veruno queste saranno più durabili et eterne.” 
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people. . . .”120 Maranta then adduces two examples of literal hiddenness in the visual art of 

Classical antiquity. Drawing upon an anecdote from Pliny’s history of ancient Greek 

painting, Maranta says that Apelles made a painting of Hercules in which only the back of 

the hero’s head could be seen; it was “so well executed that it seemed to those who looked at 

the painting that they were seeing the whole face.”121 Maranta then adds an elitist inflection 

not found in Pliny’s account: the painters of Apelles’ age, he says, “regarded with the 

greatest marvel that which was not to the liking of the masses.”122 In similar fashion Maranta 

elaborates the Plinian story of Timanthes’s painting of the Sacrifice of Iphigenia. Pliny’s 

original account reads, “Orators have sung the praises of [Timanthes’] Iphigenia, who stands 

at the altar awaiting her doom; the artist has shown all present full of sorrow, and especially 

her uncle, and has exhausted all the indications of grief, yet has veiled the countenance of her 

father himself whom he was unable adequately to portray.” Maranta makes the story into a 

demonstration of the aesthetics of hiddenness: Timanthes chose to portray Iphigenia’s father 

with a veil, he says, “so that his tears would be sensed intuitively rather than shown.123 

 
120 Maranta, Discorso, 872; 536v (n.62): “Aristotele biasma i poeti che compongono i loro poemi a 
compiacenza del popolo. . . .” 
121 Maranta, Discorso, 872; 536v (n.62): “così ben tirato, che parea a chi lo mirava anco di vedere tutta la faccia 
intera.” The relevant line from Pliny reads, “The Heracles with Face Averted in the temple of Diana is also 
believed to be by [Apelles’] hand—so drawn that the picture more truly displays Heracles' face than merely 
suggests it to the imagination—a very difficult achievement.” H. Rackham, et al. trans, Pliny’s Natural History 
(Massachusetts: Harvard University Press; London: William Heinemann, 1949-54). Web Archive.org. March 25, 
2021. https://web.archive.org/web/20161229101439/http://www.masseiana.org/pliny.htm. Plinian 
anecdotes are ubiquitous in Renaissance art literature, but Maranta may be the only period author to have 
used this particular one; it does not appear among the Plinian references compiled by Sarah Blake McHam 
in Pliny and the Artistic Culture of the Italian Renaissance: The Legacy of the Natural History (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2013), 322-345. 
122 Maranta, Discorso, 872; 536v (n.62): “e quello che non piacque alla turba, die meraviglia estrema a' più 
famosi pittori di quel secolo.” 
123 Maranta, Discorso, 872; 536v (n.62): “volendo che 'l pianto suo s'intendesse più che non si mostrasse.” 
Maranta embellishes Pliny’s account by suggesting that hiddenness was part of Timanthes’ aesthetic 
intentions. Pliny writes: “Orators have sung the praises of [Timanthes’] Iphigenia, who stands at the altar 
awaiting her doom; the artist has shown all present full of sorrow, and especially her uncle, and has exhausted 
all the indications of grief, yet has veiled the countenance of her father himself whom he was unable 
adequately to portray.”  
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Maranta then contrasts these sophisticated ancients to the sixteenth-century painter known as 

Il Pistoia, who was “considered by the masses an exceptional man just because there was a 

certain charm in the way he handled color. But in his paintings, there was nothing more to 

intuit than that which was shown, and vulgarians were equally as capable as artists of passing 

judgment on his paintings. . . .124 Maranta’s comment presages Vasari’s remark, in the 1568 

edition of the Lives, that Il Pistoia was “a good colorist, but not very good in design,”125 

though Vasari’s critique is without Maranta’s notions of hiddenness (“nothing more to intuit 

than that which was shown”) and competence (“vulgarians were equally as capable as artists 

of passing judgment”). In his final remarks on literal hiddenness, Maranta restates the more-

to-intuit-than-is-shown trope in terms that suggest an ‘erotics’ of hiddenness. With a wink to 

his addressee, Ferrante Carafa, Maranta writes: 

But to those who know the experience of falling in love (as I believe Your Lordship 
has), it will not seem strange that everything that might be shown in the painting is 
not shown; they well know how in one’s mind one passes, in spite of the clothing, 
into those parts that are hidden, while actually seeing only a few parts that are shown; 
this gives them greater pleasure and makes their amorous flames grow more than if 
they were to see every part.126 

 
The sly irreverence here is pure Maranta. 

It is worth pausing at this point to note that in his discussion of literal hiddenness, 

Maranta has identified a genuine feature of Titian’s style that no other period author seems to 

 
124 Maranta, Discorso, 872-873; 537r (n.62): “fu stimato per uomo raro dal volgo, per aver solo una certa 
vaghezza [873] nel colorire. Ma nelle sue pitture non vi s'intendea più di quello che mostrava, e di loro potean 
ugualmente dar giudicio il volgo e gli artefici.” 
125 Vasari, Le vite (1568), vol 4, 334-35 (n. 9): “si morì in Napoli, lasciando nome di essere stato buono 
coloritore, ma non già d'avere avuto molto buon disegno.” 
126 Maranta, Discorso, 873; 537r (n.62): “Ma chi sarà stato innamorato (come credo che sia V. S.) non gli parrà 
strano il non vedere nelle pitture tutto quello che si potrebbe vedere; che ben sanno loro come col pensiero si 
passi adentro, malgrado delle vesti, in quelle parti che si nascondono, col vederne solo alcune di quelle che si 
mostrano; la qual cosa dona loro maggior diletto e fa più crescere le fiammelle amorose, che non farebbe se 
ogni parte mirassino.” 
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have written about, and which modern scholars also appear to have neglected.127 Over the 

course of his long career, Titian employed literal hiddenness frequently and conspicuously in 

his paintings, with considerable variation and imagination. Furthermore, a survey of Titian’s 

oeuvre shows that literal hiddenness comes in at least three varieties. For the kind Maranta 

noticed in Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation, where the angel’s head is turned away from 

the viewer, we may use the term ‘dorsality,’ for the artist has chosen to show the dorsal or 

back parts rather than the front of the figure. Other examples of dorsality in Titian’s work are 

the head of Abel in his Cain Murdering Abel (fig. 6), and the head of Abraham in his 

Sacrifice of Isaac (fig. 7).128 The figures of Cain and Isaac in the same two paintings exhibit 

Titian’s use of another kind of literal hiddenness, which we may call ‘adumbration’, whereby 

the expressive parts of a figure are cast in shadow. The head of Christ in Titian’s Christ and 

the Adulteress (fig. 10) is another example of adumbration.129 Titian also uses what we may 

call ‘occultation’, where the view of expressive parts is blocked by an intervening object. 

Titian’s David Gives Thanks to God for the Victory over Goliath (fig. 8), in which David’s  

 
127 Titian scholars often discuss these features in their analyses of individual paintings, but to my knowledge 
scholars have not considered Titian’s use of literal hiddenness as a general characteristic of his art. 
128 Other prominent examples of dorsality in Titian’s art include the head of Ariadne in Bacchus and Ariadne 
(London, National Gallery); the halberdier at the center of Ecce Homo (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum), 
Actaeon in Diana and Actaeon (Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland); the central figure in The Entombment 
(Madrid, Prado); Venus in Venus and Adonis (Washington, National Gallery of Art) 
129 Other prominent examples of adumbration in Titian’s art include the lute player in Concert Champetre 
(Paris, Louvre) St. Mark in Titian’s St. Mark Enthroned with SS. Cosmas, Damian, Roch, and Sebastian (Venice, 
Santa Maria della Salute); Christ in The Entombment (Paris, Louvre); Sisyphus in Sisyphus (Madrid, Prado); 
Europa in The Rape of Europa (Boston, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum); Diana in The Death of Actaeon 
(London, National Gallery); Jerome in Saint Jerome (Milan, Pinacoteca di Brera); Christ in The Crucifixion; 
(Madrid, Escorial) Apollo in The Flaying of Marsyas (Kroměříž, Archbishop’s Palace). Paul Joannides has 
proposed that the adumbration in the St. Mark Enthroned in Venice may be connected to the plague that 
struck Venice in the 1510s: “the shadow that falls across Mark’s face must be significant . . . [Saint] Roch points 
to the open sore on his thigh, to which Cosmas gestures, indicating to Damian that they should attempt to 
heal him. Damian holds the ointment pot, his attribute, but looks up to Saint Mark, aware that earthly 
medicine is unavailing without divine aid. This narrativization enlivens the severe scheme but leaves the issue 
in suspense, for we do not know whether the cloud on the Evangelist’s face will pass or deepen—and his gaze 
is averted from Damian’s appeal.” Joannides, Titian to 1518, 150 (n. 34). 
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Figure 6. Titian, Cain Murdering Abel, 1542-4, oil on canvas, 280 x 280 cm, Santa Maria 
della Salute, Venice. 
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Figure 7. Titian, Sacrifice of Isaac, 1543-4, oil on canvas, 320 x 280 cm, Venice, Santa 
Maria della Salute. 
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Figure 8. Titian, David Gives Thanks to God for the Victory over Goliath, 1542-4, oil on 
canvas, 280 x 280 cm, Venice, S. Maria delle Salute. 
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Figure 9. Titian, Portrait of Cardinal Filippo Archinto, 1558, Oil on canvas, 114.8 x 88.7 
cm, Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
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Figure 10. Titian, Christ and the Adulteress, 1508-10, oil on canvas, 139.2 x 181.7 cm, 
Kelvingrove Art Gallery. 
 

 
Figure 11. Unidentified artist after Titian, Christ and the Adulteress, before 1530, Oil on 
Canvas, 149 x 219 cm, Accademia Carrara, Bergamo.       
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raised arm hides his face, exhibits this kind of literal hiddenness. The curtain in Titian’s 

portrait of Filippo Archinto (fig. 9) is another obvious example. Here occultation is the 

central conceit of the picture, no doubt intended to carry a meaning that, like the sitter, is 

hidden or ‘veiled’.130  

To better understand the aesthetic outlook implied in Maranta’s equation of 

hiddenness with artistic sophistication, and lack of hiddenness with banality, it is useful to 

compare Titian’s Christ and the Adulteress with a later sixteenth-century copy of the painting 

that is now in Bergamo (figs. 10 and 11).131 We notice first that while Titian painted Christ’s 

head in shadow, the copyist paints the head fully lit. Eliminating Titian’s adumbration alters 

the picture significantly: seen on its own, the copy might satisfy, but viewing the original and 

the copy side-by-side is akin to hearing an interesting question followed by a disappointingly 

predictable answer. To make the image still more clear and conventional, the copyist adds a 

conspicuous halo around Christ’s head. The position of Christ’s arm is also changed, the 

curious grasping action in Titian’s original replaced by a standard elocutio gesture. The 

copyist’s modifications may be said to bring Titian’s painting into line with the ideals and 

requirements that Gabriele Paleotti codifies in his Discourse on Sacred and Profane Art. 

Maranta, meanwhile, would no doubt view the copyist’s modifications as a regrettable 

 
130 Of the Archinto portrait, Filippo Pedrocco writes, “The unusual design, in which a diaphanous curtain veils 
all but the sitter’s right side, where the episcopal ring is clearly shown on his hand, has been seen (Betts 1967) 
as an allusion to the barriers erected by the local curia to prevent Archinto from assuming the position of 
archbishop of Milan to which he was legitimately entitled, as indicated by the ring.” Pedrocco, Filippo 
Pedrocco, Titian, (New York, NY: Rizzoli International Publications, 2001), 245.  
131 On the copy, Joannides writes: “The reasons for this copy’s existence can only be conjectured. It is unusual 
to find contemporary same-size copies of large narrative paintings and while it does not seem likely that such 
a subject would have warranted replication, studio repetition cannot be ruled out. The most reasonable 
hypothesis, however, is that it was a substitute for the original, made when that was removed from its original 
setting, perhaps for sale. But the provenance of the copy is as obscure as that of the original.” 
Joannides, Titian to 1518, 92 (n. 34). 
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bending of Titian’s dynamic, daring aesthetic to vulgar tastes—to the tastes, as Maranta 

memorably puts it, of “an ignorant little priest.” 

Turning back to the Discorso, Maranta brings his discussion of hiddenness to a close 

with a summary statement on those points where Titian employs allegorical and literal 

hiddenness: “I thus do not see how one may reproach the chubbiness of the angel’s face, or 

the fact that only half the face is shown, as it is on account of these qualities that the painting 

has such subtle artistry.”132 Section Two of the Discorso thus ends, and a new section begins, 

which we will discuss in Chapter Four below. At some point during the writing of his essay, 

however, a more substantial way to bring his discussion of hiddenness to a close seems to 

have occurred to Maranta, which he inserted in the left margin of his manuscript, alongside 

the lines we have just now been discussing. In this passage, Maranta makes another 

interesting analogy between literary and visual art, followed by a witty allusion to the clarity-

obscurity spectrum:   

Just as in tragedies not all that occurs is produced on stage [in scena], but instead, 
between one act and another, at times much more is presupposed than could be done 
in one act—this making the poem weightier and fuller—so too in paintings made with 
great artistry, among those whose minds are awake, there have always been many 
things hidden [nella pittura di grande artificio fu sempre tra svegliati ingegni molte 
cose nascondere], but in such a way that these things can be comprehended easily and 
with marvel. And if at times it happens that there is something obscure in a painting, 
this is because painting does not know how to speak, as poetry does.133 

 

 
132 Maranta, Discorso, 873; 537r (n.62): “Non vedo dunque come si possa in quell'angiolo biasmare né quella 
pienezza e carnosità di volto, né quel sito in mostrarne il mezzo solo, poiché tante avertenze vi ha avuto un 
così circospetto artefice.” 
133 Maranta, Discorso, 537r (n.62): “Percioche come nelle Tragedie non tutto cio che si fa si produce in scena 
ma fra l'uno atto è l'altro vi si presuppone alle volte molto piu di quello che in uno atto si può fare; e questo 
rende il poema piu grave e piu pieno: cosi nella pittura di grande artificio fu sempre tra svegliati ingegni molte 
cose nascondere: ma in guisa che facilmente e con meraviglia si possono comprendere. Et se alle volte aviene 
che alcuna cosa sia oscura nella pittura, è per che ella non sa parlar come la poesia.” This passage is not 
included in Paola Barocchi’s transcription of the Discorso. 
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Three observations can be made here. First, the passage contains the Discorso’s most direct 

assertion of the principle that for the intelligent viewer, good art is defined by hiddenness. 

Second, in his reference tragic poetry, Maranta points to a particular kind of hiddenness, 

which we may call ‘hiddenness by omission,’ in which elements that could be included in a 

text or an image are deliberately left out. Wolfgang Iser describes this as an important means 

for opening the field of play: “it is only through inevitable omissions that a story will gain its 

dynamism,” Iser writes, “Thus, whenever the flow is interrupted and we are led off in 

unexpected directions, the opportunity is given to us to bring into play our own faculty for 

establishing connections—for filling in the gaps left by the text itself.”134 Perhaps the 

absence of the halo and conventional gesture in Titian’s Christ and the Adulteress can be 

regarded as ‘gaps’ that lead the viewer to reflect on the story with greater involvement and 

awareness.135 Third, at the end of the passage, Maranta makes a playful remark that connects 

the paragone between poetry and painting to the hermeneutical distinction between clarity 

and obscurity: in their works, he says, artists put things into hiding “in such a way that these 

things can be comprehended easily and with marvel. And if at times it happens that there is 

something obscure in a painting, this is because painting does not know how to speak, as 

poetry does.” The difficulty that the reader is likely to have in making sense of this statement 

makes it a good example of Maranta’s own use of the writing style that, as Iser says, “slows 

the reader down to think over it.” Maranta first says that things should be hidden in painting 

in such a way that they can be “comprehended easily,” then suggests that obscurity may arise 

 
134 Iser, "The reading process,” 284-285 (n. 50). 
135 Iser’s ‘gaps’ also recall the discussion of the absent wings of the angels in Michelangelo’s Last Judgment, 
and the missing nails in his Martyrdom of Saint Peter, for which Michelangelo was criticized in Giovanni 
Andrea Gilio’s Dialogue on the Errors and Abuses of History Painters of 1564. Giovanni Andrea Gilio, in Trattati 
D'arte Del Cinquecento Fra Manierismo E Controriforma. Scrittori D'Italia; N. 219, 221-222, Paola Barocchi 
(Bari: G. Laterza, 1960), 30 ff. 
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after all, for “painting does not know how to speak, as poetry does.” Maranta is alluding to 

the adage attributed to Simonides by Plutarch that “poetry is a speaking picture, and painting 

a mute poetry.” It is left to the reader to complete the sense of the remark: painting is called 

‘mute’ because it does not consist of words, thus, unlike works of literary art, which are 

composed in the same verbal medium of which explanations are formed, painting cannot 

draw upon its own resources to explain itself. It is another example of the way that Maranta 

not only discusses hiddenness, but puts things into hiding in the Discorso, which the reader 

must work to discover.  

Although Maranta uses the terms ‘to hide’ (nascondere) and ‘hidden’ (nascosto) 

many times in the Discorso, the passage we have just discussed contains the essay’s only 

occurrence of the term ‘obscure’ (oscura). However, the draft of the letter by Maranta in the 

Biblioteca Ambrosiana that we discussed earlier actually ends with the word ‘obscure’, and 

the way Maranta arrives at it is worth noting. It seems that when he began writing, Maranta 

had already thought through many of the ideas that appear on the first page of the letter, for 

his penmanship there is very tidy, and there are no edits or corrections. The writing becomes 

messier on the second page, and several words and passages are crossed out or added 

between lines. The same is true of the third and final page of the letter, which seems to have 

been written very hastily. Maranta begins to repeat himself, and as we read, we get the sense 

that he is growing tired of his topic. At the bottom of the page, rather than rounding out the 

discussion with a proper conclusion and salutation to his addressee, Maranta ends the letter 

abruptly with a terse, cryptic remark and a graphic flourish, switching from cursive to script 

to write the letter’s final word (fig. 12).  
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Figure 12. Page from an undated letter attributed to Bartolomeo Maranta, R. 104 s. 383r 
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan. 
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The final line reads, “And being an oracle, with art he made his speech OBSCURE [et p[er] 

e[ss]ere oracolo co[n] arte si e fatto il parlar OSCURO].”136 The characterization of Virgil as 

an ‘oracle’ derives from a tradition that began in late antiquity, according to which Virgil was 

a possessor of mystical knowledge, and hid prophetic notions in his verses. The change from 

cursive to script at the end of the sentence suggests that the very word ‘obscure’ held a 

fascination for Maranta. Yet the letter’s progression from neat, focused writing at the start to 

strained, impatient writing at the end can also be seen as the product of a particular malaise, 

with which the commentator is always threatened. To penetrate obscurity and bring out all 

that is hidden can be toilsome work, at turns maddeningly difficult and numbingly boring. As 

we will see, at the end of the Discorso, Maranta’s analysis of Titian’s Annunciation runs him 

into the same problem.  

In the next chapter of our study, we will set Maranta’s Discorso aside, and give our 

attention to Scipione Ammirato’s Il Rota, a text that will help us to better understand both the 

hermeneutical and political aspects of the Discorso. Before doing so, however, I would like 

to step back for a moment, and take up a vantage point from which the relationship between 

the hermeneutical concerns of Maranta’s age and those of our own time can both come into 

view, to make a few observations that should enable us to see more clearly some of the 

specific features of sixteenth-century art culture that we have been trying to understand.  

When we consider the history of hermeneutic reflection on visual art at the broadest 

level, two periods seem to stand out as particularly significant. During the period we have 

been examining, the mid- and later-sixteenth century, a substantial hermeneutic discourse on 

visual art emerged for the first time. Over the centuries that followed, hermeneutic themes do 

 
136 Maranta, letter on poetics, R 104 sup., 383r (n. 97). 
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not appear again to have reached the prominence in art literature that they had had in the 

sixteenth century until we come to the twentieth century, when another major period of 

development in the hermeneutics of visual art unfolded. During this quite recent period, 

within the field of professional art history studies, the discourse on hermeneutical questions 

in connection with visual art became wider in scope and more nuanced than it had been at 

any time before. By drawing a few comparisons between these two periods, we will better 

appreciate the historical place and importance of Maranta, while providing some indication 

of the relevance of our topic for the history of visual art beyond the sixteenth century.   

For a compact but rich example of the hermeneutical preoccupations of later 

twentieth-century art history scholarship, let us look at a set of interpretative goals that Leo 

Steinberg laid out in the preface to Michelangelo’s Last Paintings, his 1975 study of the 

frescos that Michelangelo painted in the chapel of Paul III in the Vatican. “Of the 

interpretations proposed in this book,” Steinberg writes, “I have required three things: that 

they be probable if not provable; that they make visible what had not previously been 

apparent; and that, once stated, they so penetrate the visual material that the picture seems to 

confess itself, and the interpreter disappears.”137 The passage evokes three perennial 

hermeneutical concerns: the validity of interpretation, the necessity of interpretation and the 

discontents of interpretation. In reverse order, let us look at Steinberg’s three requirements, 

and consider how they compare to the state of hermeneutical reflection on visual art in 

Maranta’s time. 

The last requirement, in which Steinberg suggests that the interpreter should 

somehow ‘disappear’ once he has made his interpretations, may sound strange, but it stems 

 
137 Leo Steinberg, Michelangelo's Last Paintings: The Conversion of St. Paul and the Crucifixion of St. Peter in 
the Cappella Paolina, Vatican Palace (New York: Oxford University Press, 1975), 6.  
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from an attitude that can be traced far back in the history of hermeneutic discourse. This 

attitude regards interpreters and interpretations as an intrusive, unhappy presence in our 

relationship with things, and thus something to be avoided. Shortly before Steinberg 

published his book on the Pauline chapel, Martin Heidegger had expressed a similar idea in 

connection to poetry: “The elucidations of a poem must strive to make themselves 

superfluous,” wrote Heidegger. “The last, but most difficult step in every interpretation is 

this: to disappear, along with its elucidations, before the pure presence of the poem.”138 Like 

Steinberg, Heidegger is responding to interpretation’s discontents. 

The ‘disappearing interpreter’ and the ‘vanishing interpretation’ may be twentieth-

century notions, but the opinion that interpretation can do as much harm as good is very old. 

The early Christian theologian Tertullian’s recommendations for dealing with obscure 

passages in Scripture, written in the third century AD, are an example from the field of 

biblical hermeneutics:  

Provided the essence of the Rule is not disturbed, you may seek and discuss as much 
as you like. You may give full rein to your itching curiosity where any point seems 
unsettled and ambiguous or dark and obscure. There must surely be some brother 
endowed with the gift of knowledge who can teach you, someone who moves among 
the learned who will share your curiosity and your inquiry. In the last resort, however, 
it is better for you to remain ignorant, for fear that you come to know what you 
should not know. For you do know what you should know. “Thy faith has saved 
thee,” it says; not thy biblical learning. . . .139 

 
“Arguments about Scripture,” Tertullian concludes, “achieve nothing but a stomach-ache or a 

headache.”140 Better to live in certain knowledge of a few important things, and leave others 

unresolved, than to be distracted from what is important by an unending search for answers 

 
138 Laurent Stern, “Interpretation in Aesthetics,” in The Blackwell Guide to Aesthetics, ed. Peter Kivy (Malden, 
MA: Blackwell Pub., 2004), 118. 
139 Wilson, About Interpretation, 45 (n. 59). 
140 Wilson, About Interpretation, 47 (n. 59). 
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to inessential questions. Twelve centuries later, in the heat of Reformation debate over the 

interpretation of Holy Scripture, Erasmus took up much the same position: 

there are many passages in the sacred volumes about which many commentators have 
made guesses, but no one has finally cleared up their obscurity… [such as] the 
distinction between the divine persons, the conjunction of the divine and human 
nature in Christ, the unforgivable sin . . .  what a fuss has been raised in the world by 
the wrangle about the conception of the Virgin as Theotokos! I ask what profit has 
there been so far from these laborious inquiries, except that with the loss of harmony 
we love one another the less, while seeking to be wiser than we need.141 

 
Erasmus and Tertullian offer the same approach to dealing with interpretation’s discontents: 

we can simply choose not to interpret. In his famous rebuke of Erasmus, Martin Luther 

suggests another approach: 

You [Erasmus] distinguish between Christian dogmas, pretending that there are some 
which it is necessary to know, and some which it is not, you say that some are secret 
and some plain to see…. It is true that for many people much remains abstruse; but 
this is not due to the obscurity of Scripture, but to the blindness or indolence of those 
who will not take the trouble to look at the very clearest truth. It is as Paul says of the 
Jews…[:] "If our gospel is veiled, it is veiled only to those who are perishing, whose 
minds the god of this world has blinded”.142 

 
Scripture is not obscure, Luther claims, but is “most certain, most easily understood, most 

plain, it interprets itself [sui ipsius interpretes].”143 This approach to the problem is a bold 

one: with as much persuasion or coercion as our audience requires, we assert and insist that 

the truth concerning the matter at hand is obvious, that there is only one reasonable way to 

construe things, and that way should be evident to all. Aggressive language may be useful for 

bringing an audience into line, as where Luther writes, “Anathema be the Christian who is 

not certain and does not grasp what is prescribed for him! . . . The Holy Spirit is no skeptic, 

and it is not doubts or mere opinions that he has written on our hearts, but assertions more 

 
141 Wilson, About Interpretation, 113 (n. 59). 
142 Wilson, About Interpretation, 115, 117 (n. 59).  
143 Bruns, Hermeneutics, 145, 290 n. 21 (n. 42). 
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sure and certain than life itself and all experience. . . . Let miserable men, therefore, stop 

imputing with blasphemous perversity the darkness and obscurity of their own hearts to the 

wholly clear Scriptures of God.”144  

Though the anti-interpretation position had been present in literary hermeneutics 

since antiquity, it seems to make its first appearance in the discourse on visual art only in the 

sixteenth century. The earliest instance seems to be the one that we identified in the writings 

of Leonardo da Vinci in the Preface of this study. Writing a few decades before Luther, 

Leonardo stated that while paintings are “immediately understood by [their] viewers”145 and 

“immediately convey to you the demonstrations their maker intended,” works of poetry are 

“often not understood, and [therefore] it is necessary to make many comments on them, and 

even the commentators rarely understand the mind of the poet.”146 In one form, of course, the 

concept of the clarity of images had circulated for centuries, in numerous reiterations of 

Gregory the Great’s pronouncement that “What writing is to the educated, pictures are to the 

ignorant, who . . . read in them what they are incapable of reading in books.”147 Leonardo’s 

innovation was to claim that painting’s clarity made it superior to poetry, and to linguistic 

expression generally, for the learned and unlearned alike.  

Indeed, Leonardo’s statements on the clarity of images appear in the context of a 

discussion of perception, cognition and communication that is far more nuanced than 

 
144 Wilson, About Interpretation, 115, 116, 117 (n. 59). 
145 Claire J. Farago, Leonardo, 220 (n. 3): “l'opera del pittore immediate è compresa dalli suoi risguardatori.” 
146 Farago, Leonardo, 218-220 (n. 3): “La pittura immediate ti si rapresenta con quella dimostratione per la 
quale il suo fattore l'a generate . . . Et anchora che le cose de poeti . . . spesse sonno le volte che le non sonno 
intese et bisogna farli sopra diversi comenti, de quali rarissime volte tali comentatori intendono qual fusse la 
mente del poeta.”  
147 Lawrence G. Duggan, "Was art really the ‘book of the illiterate’?," Word & image 5, no. 3 (1989), 227-228 
n.1: “Nam quod legentibus scriptura, hoc idiotis praestat pictura cernentibus . . . in ipsa legunt qui litteras 
nesciunt.” 
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anything found in the tradition represented by Gregory. Next to a drawing of the human 

heart, with its vastly intricate structure of veins and arteries, Leonardo wrote, 

O writer, with what words will you describe with a like perfection the whole 
arrangement of that of which this drawing depicts? . . . With what words can you 
describe this heart without filling a whole book? Yet the more detail you write 
concerning it the more you will confuse the mind of the hearer. And you will always 
need commentators, or [else] to go back to experience [i.e. direct observation], and 
this with you is very brief and only deals with a few things as compared with the 
extent of the subject concerning which you desire complete knowledge.148 

 
Like Luther, Leonardo was enthralled by the ideal of an unmediated and infallible path to 

certain knowledge, free from guesswork and untouched by the discordant speech of 

commentary and commentators. “Where there are quarrels,” Leonardo wrote, “there true 

science is not; because truth can only end one way—wherever it is known, controversy is 

silenced for all time. . . .”149 Tertullian’s remark that “Arguments about Scripture . . . achieve 

nothing but a stomach-ache,” expresses much the same aversion.150 

Returning to Steinberg’s list, we find that hiddenness is central to his second 

requirement, in which he states that his interpretations must “make visible what had not 

previously been apparent.” With this brief formulation, Steinberg announces that 

Michelangelo’s paintings have a content that is hidden, that interpretive work is required to 

reveal that content, and that it will be his task to undertake that work. The importance of 

Maranta’s Discorso for the history of this way of relating to visual art should now be clear: 

“In paintings of great artistry, among those whose minds are awake, there have always been 

many things hidden . . .” writes Maranta. And should one explanation fail to satisfy, we are 

 
148 Irma A. Richter et al. and Leonardo, Notebooks (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 152. My 
italics. 
149 Jean Paul Richter, The Literary Works of Leonardo Da Vinci, Vol 1, (New York: Phaidon, 1970), 34: “dove si 
grida non è vera scientia, perché la verità ha un sol termine, il quale essendo publicato il lettiggio resta in 
eterno distrutto. . . .” 
150 See note 140. 
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“obligated to go about thinking whether something better can be said. . . .” We may call this 

the necessity of interpretation—the sense of obligation or compulsion to explain something 

that we are convinced is there but cannot yet see or understand.  

And yet, it was not in Maranta’s age, nor at any time before the twentieth century, 

that the discussion of individual works of visual art developed to a point where the meanings 

of particular works were scrutinized and debated in an ongoing exchange between writers 

comparable to that in which particular Scriptural passages or philosophical texts had been 

debated since antiquity. The reasons for this modern development form an interesting topic 

but cannot detain us here.151 The fact is that, upon publication, Steinberg’s book on 

Michelangelo’s Pauline chapel frescos entered an arena of academic discourse in which the 

validity of Steinberg’s interpretations would be carefully assessed and critiqued. It is this 

concern for the validity of interpretation which brings us to the first requirement that 

Steinberg makes of his interpretations, that they be “probable if not provable.” Once it is 

decided that works of art have a content that should be interpreted, and a commentary 

tradition is established, two grounds for debate over the validity of interpretation emerge. 

The first concerns the accuracy or plausibility of specific interpretations of individual works. 

For example, in his review of Michelangelo’s Last Paintings, Ernst Gombrich called 

Steinberg’s interpretations of the Pauline frescos implausible and even “eccentric”. The 

second ground for debate concerns general principles of interpretation. Steinberg, for 

instance, believed that his colleagues in Renaissance studies were much too cautious in their 

interpretations, and dedicated himself to promoting a more audacious approach.  “I am 

aware,” he wrote, “of the position that frowns on excessively free speculation at the expense 

 
151 James Elkins explores aspects of the development in "Why Are Our Pictures Puzzles? Some Thoughts on 
Writing Excessively," New Literary History 27, no. 2 (1996): 271-290. 
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of the Masters. But there are, after all two ways to inflict injustice on a great work of art; by 

over-interpreting it, or by under-estimating its meaning. If unverifiable interpretations are 

rightly regarded as dangerous, there is as much danger of misrepresentation in restrictive 

assertions that feel safe only because they say little.”152 In his review, Gombrich replied: “I 

cannot agree with Mr. Steinberg that . . . under-interpretations are as bad as over-

interpretations. The first keeps the work intact, though it may fail to exhaust the 

inexhaustible; the other lodges itself in the mind and distorts our experience for ever after, 

even if we refuse it credence. . . .”153  

Statements such as these, which express concern about the necessity, validity and 

discontents of interpretation, appeared very often in the monographs, articles and book 

reviews of academic art history from the 1950s until fairly recently.154 A few scholars even 

devoted entire publications to general problems of interpretation.155 Charles Hope, in an 

 
152 Steinberg, Michelangelo's Last Paintings, 6 (n. 137). A 1969 article entitled “Objectivity and the Shrinking 
serves as a manifesto for Steinberg’s bold attitude toward interpretation. “I am conscious of belonging to a 
generation brought up on Freud and James Joyce. Ulysses and Finnegan’s Wake were the pabulum of my 
teens, and I am always ready to welcome another artist who conceives his symbolic forms multi-storied. This 
means that I am perpetually in danger of projecting my contemporary artistic experience upon the past—
which every respectable art historian knows to be reprehensible. But there is another way of putting the 
matter. If there ever were earlier artists who conceived multi storied symbolic forms, then ours is the 
generation equipped to detect it, symbolic forms, then ours is the generation equipped to detect it, being 
trained, so to speak, in the reading of Joyce. And then it becomes our duty (and pleasure) to announce, at the 
risk even of being wrong, what we are the first to see.” Leo Steinberg, "Objectivity and the Shrinking 
Self." Daedalus (1969): 836. 
153 Ernst Gombrich, “Talking of Michelangelo,” Review of Michelangelo's Last Paintings: The Conversion of St. 
Paul and the Crucifixion of St. Peter in the Cappella Paolina, Vatican Palace by Leo Steinberg, The New York 
Review of Books (January 20, 1977), 19.   
154 In a remark that is typical of the trend toward hermeneutical reflection in twentieth-century art history 
scholarship, Edgar Wind wrote, “there can be no doubt that the presence of unresolved residues of meaning is 
an obstacle to the enjoyment of art. However great the visual satisfaction produced by a painting, it cannot 
reach a perfect state so long as the spectator is plagued by a suspicion that there is more in the painting than 
meets the eye.” Exactly how much interpretation is necessary, or desirable is a question that Wind says, 
“cannot be settled in the abstract, but depends on that altogether indefinable but unmistakable sense of pitch 
which distinguishes a pertinent from a rambling interpretation.” Wind, Pagan Mysteries, 15, 16 (n. 27).  
155 These include David Carrier, "Ekphrasis and interpretation: two modes of art history writing." The British 
Journal of Aesthetics 27.1 (1987): 20-31, and Martin Kemp, Behind the Picture: Art and Evidence in the Italian 
Renaissance (Yale University Press, 1997). 
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article of 1988, lodged a detailed complaint against the urge of art historians to over-

interpret. “Enormous ingenuity is devoted to the exegesis of altarpieces and other images, 

which, it is often said, are filled with allusions to sophisticated theological ideas,” writes 

Hope. This practice is “generally inappropriate,” for “people in the Renaissance did not 

normally interpret works of art at all.”156  “In general,” says Hope, “people would not have 

thought it appropriate if the artist manipulated the subject to bring out complex theological 

ideas; nor would they have looked for such ideas in paintings.”157 Renaissance authors 

described and critiqued works of art, but did not interpret them. And while Renaissance 

viewers might have discussed the meaning of a painting’s subject, they “would have been 

well aware they were talking about the subject, not the artist's performance in representing 

it.” In the art literature of the period, painters “were praised for what they showed, not for 

what the subjects [of their paintings] might signify to a philosopher, a classical scholar or a 

theologian.”158 As evidence for this view, Hope cites several sources that we have discussed 

already, including Gregory the Great’s reductive characterization of painting as the “book of 

the illiterate,” and the criticism of Michelangelo’s obscurity in Ludovico Dolce’s L’Aretino. 

Hope also cites an interesting letter in which Annibale Caro, recommending the Fall of the 

Giants as a subject for the decoration of Verginio Orsini’s castle, points out the impossibility 

of expressing be means of a picture the recondite meanings that could be attributed to the 

mythological subject itself: “I speak only of the paintings,” Caro writes, “because it would be 

beyond what you asked me if I were to write at length on that which one cannot paint of this 

myth, [that is,] on the mysteries, significances and various opinions that there are [of it].”159 

 
156 Hope, “Aspects of Criticism,” 8, 9 (n. 8). 
157 Hope, “Aspects of Criticism,” 9 (n. 8). 
158 Hope, “Aspects of Criticism,” 9 (n. 8). 
159 Hope, “Aspects of Criticism,” 9 (n. 8). 
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But while Hope may be correct in saying that scholars tend to over-interpret, his 

characterization of the hermeneutic behavior and interests of Renaissance viewers is 

contradicted by other sources that we have been discussing: Maranta, of course, develops and 

extols an aesthetic of hiddenness at considerable length, while Paleotti’s chapter on obscure 

images, with its demand that artists not play at being theologians by putting meanings into 

hiding, could hardly have been written if the problem did not to some extent actually exist. 

Indeed, in another text of interest for our topic, Gregorio Comanini’s 1591 dialogue on 

painting entitled Il Figino, one of the speakers makes specific reference to the problem of the 

viewer who is intent on looking for allegorical meaning where no such meaning was intended 

by the artist—the same error, that is, that Hope accuses modern art historians of committing. 

Like Maranta and other period authors, Comanini makes his point by analogy to the 

hermeneutics of the written word:  

Searching for the meaning of every word in [biblical] parables would be a waste of 
time. Similarly, with sacred images, the viewer should not try to explain everything 
allegorically or demand such strict [allegorical] correspondences in art, but rather 
should permit the painter sometimes to mix in an invention for the embellishment of 
the work. I have seen a painting by Raphael given by the most excellent Don 
Ferrando Gonzaga to the Countess of Sala, showing the Virgin with a small basket 
full of needlework at her feet. A sleeping cat lies over it. Wouldn't it be ridiculous to 
go looking for the meaning of that sleeping animal? Wouldn't someone who didn't 
find it and tried to criticize the painter look like an irritating slanderer?160 
 

 
160 Comanini, The Figino, 78. Gregorio Comanini, Il Figino, Overo del Fine della Pittura (Mantova: Francesco 
Osanna, 1591), 186-187: “Sì come nelle parabole non si dee cercare il senso d'ogni parola, altrimenti ne 
seguirebbono molte sconvenevolezze, così nelle sacre imagini non dee il riguardatore voler esporre 
allegoricamente ogni cosa e ricercare tanta strettezza dall'arte, ma dee permettere che 'l pittore vi meschi 
talvolta alcuni capricci per abbellimento dell'opera. Ho veduto una tavola di Raffaello donata 
dall'eccellentissimo signor Don Ferrando Gonzaga alla Contessa di Sala, ove si vede effigiata la Vergine con un 
picciolo paniero a' piedi, pien di lavori donneschi, e sopra una gatta che giace dormendo. Non sarebbe egli 
ridicoloso l'andar cercando qual significato abbia quivi l'addormentato animale? E non avendolo, non sarebbe 
noioso calunniatore colui che perciò volesse biasimarne il pittore?” 
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This is the only reference to ‘over-interpretation’ of which I am aware in sixteenth-century 

art literature. Like the texts of Maranta and Paleotti, however, it demonstrates 

incontrovertibly that the possibility of allegorical meaning in visual art, along with other 

concerns relating to problems of interpretation, did circulate in the cinquecento. It is difficult 

for the art historian today to be sure which paintings were created with such meanings in 

mind, or how widespread the search for these meanings was among Renaissance viewers. 

The kind of self-consciously hermeneutical mode of thinking that we find in Maranta may 

have been quite rare. 

As Hope also points out, however, Renaissance visual culture offered another, more 

certain source of artful hiddenness: “If we want to find Renaissance works of art which fit 

modern preconceptions,” he says, “which are multi-leveled in their meaning and which resist 

immediate understanding, the place to look for them is in combinations of picture and text—

in emblems and imprese.”161 Unlike the fresco cycles and altarpieces for which the 

Renaissance is best known, the symbolic devices known as emblems and imprese (singular: 

impresa) were by definition intended to convey meanings that must be puzzled out, or else 

revealed through explanatory commentary. We have observed already that the discussion of 

hermeneutical questions in sixteenth-century art literature borrows heavily from the older 

hermeneutic tradition that was concerned with poetry and other forms of linguistic text. The 

same borrowing process took place, and at the same time, in the culture of emblems and 

imprese. Any discussion of the hermeneutics of the image in the sixteenth century must take 

into account the literature of imprese, a genre of writing that enjoyed wide popularity after its 

emergence in Italy the 1550s, which contains much novel and nuanced reflection on the 

 
161 Hope, “Aspects of Criticism,” 9 (n. 8). 
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aesthetics of hiddenness, deliberately induced uncertainty, the comprehensibility spectrum 

and other matters central to our topic.  

Maranta’s engagement with hermeneutical questions forms a thematic commonality 

between his Discorso and the many dialogues on imprese that were published in the period. It 

is therefore not too surprising to discover that in the early 1560s, at the very time Maranta 

was writing his Discorso, his friend Scipione Ammirato, who plays the role of Maranta’s 

sparring partner in the Discorso, was composing a dialogue on imprese.162 Indeed, Maranta 

appears as one of the four speakers in Ammirato’s dialogue, where he is portrayed as a witty 

and acerbic intellectual who is especially knowledgeable in the art and theory of composing 

imprese. It is clear from evidence internal to the Discorso and to Il Rota that Maranta and 

Ammirato wrote their texts in consultation with each other, and there is reason to believe that 

the two men regarded the Discorso as a sort of companion piece to Il Rota. Reading 

Maranta’s Discorso in relation to Ammirato’s Il Rota will enable us to see that the Discorso 

bridges the gap between sixteenth-century impresa literature, which from its inception was 

always concerned with hermeneutical questions, and Renaissance literature on painting, in 

which hermeneutical themes, though by no means absent, occupy a far less central place. As 

the next chapter of our study will show, Il Rota is an indispensable source of information on 

the culture of hiddenness from which Maranta’s Discorso emerged, as well as on the political 

and religious attitudes of Maranta’s circle of friends in Naples, which will shed considerable 

light on the Discorso’s ideological subtext. 

 
 
 
 

 
162 Scipione Ammirato, Il Rota, overo, delle imprese dialogo (Naples: Gio. Maria Scotto, 1562). Reprinted in 
1598 as Il Rota overo delle Imprese Dialogo del Signor Scipione Ammirato (Fiorenza: Filippo Giunti, 1598). 
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Chapter 3.  
 
Scipione Ammirato’s Il Rota and the scene in Naples  
 
 

Scipione Ammirato’s Il Rota is a book about imprese, a distinctly Early-Modern form 

of art for which there is no close equivalent in the visual culture of our own time. Before 

turning to Ammirato’s text it will be helpful to make some general remarks on imprese and 

emblems, which comprise the two main categories of symbolic device popular in the 

sixteenth century. As the examples in Figure 13 and Figure 14 show, emblems and imprese 

consist of a visual image paired with a written text, which are designed to work together in 

such a way that a concept or set of ideas is conveyed when the device is subjected to the 

interpretive efforts of its beholder.163 The earliest printed collection of emblems was Andrea 

Alciato’s Emblematum Liber of 1531, which served as the model for many subsequent 

emblem books published in the sixteenth century and after. The literature of imprese had its 

beginning a few decades later, with the 1555 publication of Paolo Giovio’s Dialogue on 

imprese. Dozens of similar dialogues followed over the next century in imitation of the form 

established by Giovio. The first of these imitators was Scipione Ammirato’s Il Rota of 1562.  

Emblems differ from imprese in three important ways. The first difference is 

structural. As Figure 13 shows, an emblem has three parts. A heading at the top of the page 

provides a title announcing the emblem’s theme and the name of the emblem’s dedicatee. 

Below the heading an image appears, and below the image, a text, usually around fifty words 

in length and written in verse. An impresa, meanwhile, has two parts, an image and a text. As  

 
163 On imprese, see Dorigen Sophie Caldwell, The Sixteenth-Century Italian ‘impresa’ in Theory and Practice 
(Brooklyn, NY: AMS Press, 2004). On emblems, see Donato Mansueto and Elena L. Calogero, eds, The Italian 
Emblem: A Collection of Essays (Glasgow: Glasgow Emblem Studies, 2007). 
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Figure 13. Emblem dedicated to Bartolomeo Maranta, in Johannes Sambucus, Emblemata, 
cum aliquot nummis antiqui operis, Ioannis Sambuci Tirnauiensis 
Pannonii (Belgium: Christophori Plantini, 1564) 182. 
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Figure 14. Impresa dedicated to Ippolito de’ Medici, in Paolo Giovio, Dialogo dell’Imprese 
Militari et Amorose di Monsignor Giovio Vescovo di Nocera . . . (Lione: Guglielmo Roviglio, 
1559) 47. 
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the example in Figure 14 shows, the image is typically simpler than that of an emblem, and 

the length of the text or ‘motto’ much shorter, usually just two or three words. The motto of 

the impresa in Figure 14 consists of two words, inter omnes, which appear on the ribbon 

entwined around the comet. As here, the motto of an impresa is typically incorporated within 

its image.   

The lines of text that appear below the impresa in Figure 14 are not properly part of 

the impresa but are a commentary on its meaning. This is a second difference between 

emblems and imprese: while emblem books typically present a series of devices without 

explanatory commentary, so that the beholder is left to work out each emblem’s meaning on 

his own, printed collections of imprese usually take the form of a literary dialogue in which 

the speakers take turns describing and explaining the meaning of each impresa. While the 

meanings of the imprese are therefore ostensibly explained for the reader, the explanations 

themselves are often designed to require interpretative effort on the part of the reader. In 

Ammirato’s Il Rota we will find that the element of hiddenness arises more in the 

commentary than in the imprese themselves. It should be noted as well that in many imprese 

dialogues, including Ammirato’s, the imprese are not actually illustrated, and the reader must 

rely on the speakers’ verbal description of each impresa to form an idea of their appearance.  

A third difference between emblems and imprese consists in the fact that, from 

Giovio’s book on, dialogues on imprese usually include extensive theoretical discussion, in 

which principles for the composition of a well-formed impresa are proposed and debated by 

the speakers, and in which extensive discussion of hermeneutical questions are typically 

found. In these discussions, the speakers virtually always respond to the set of five rules for 
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composing imprese that Giovio set out in his 1555 dialogue, which we will examine 

shortly.164  

To get a better idea of how emblems and imprese use visual art to induce uncertainty, 

let us look in more detail at the devices in Figures 13 and 14. The choice of these two 

particular devices is purposeful, for both are directly connected to Maranta, and the 

biographical information that we will discuss in relation to them will be useful as we move 

forward. The emblem in Figure 13 is dedicated to Maranta himself, and first appeared in a 

book of emblems composed by the Hungarian scholar Johannes Sambucus, which was 

published in 1564. The impresa in Figure 14 is dedicated to Ippolito de’ Medici, and first 

appeared in Giovio’s dialogue on imprese of 1555. It also appears in Ammirato’s Il Rota, 

where it is given a new motto and a new meaning connected to events in the religious turmoil 

of mid-sixteenth century Italy in which Maranta was personally involved. Published 

collections of emblems and imprese often served a journalistic function, detailing and 

disseminating information about people and events in a variety of fields and activities, from 

the arts and sciences to politics and warfare. Most emblems, and virtually all imprese, are 

dedicated to an individual person of public repute, usually someone living or recently 

deceased. As Ammirato’s Il Rota will show, impresa dialogues always include much gossip 

and opinion, opening a window for the historian on the attitudes and perceptions of the age.  

 
164 An important precedent for the discussion of symbolic images in the sixteenth century is Horapollo’s 
Hieroglyphica, a text written in late antiquity, rediscovered in the early 1400s, and first published 1505. The 
Hieroglyphica is divided into brief sections, each of which discusses the appearance and meaning of a 
particular ‘hieroglyph’ or symbolic picture. The popularity of the Hieroglyphica demonstrates an interest in 
symbolic meanings, though nothing ‘hidden’ in its text, which purports to fully describe the meaning of each 
symbol. As Guido Arbizzione explains, innovation in the move from hieroglyph to emblem “lies in supplying 
the hieroglyph with a verbal equivalent by means of a substitutive, generative poetic text, rather than a prose 
explanation (with a subservient role, like a dictionary entry).” Guido Arbizzioni, “Imprese as Emblems: the 
European Reputation of an ‘Italian’ Genre,” in Mansueto The Italian Emblem, 4. 
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Let us look more closely at the emblem that Johannes Sambucus dedicated to 

Maranta. When Sambucus published his emblem book in 1564, he had just returned home to 

Vienna from a long stay in Italy. Sambucus arrived in Naples in early 1562—at the very time 

Maranta most likely was writing his Discorso—and remained in the city until he returned to 

his post as a court physician of Maximillian II in Prague in spring 1563.165 To my knowledge 

there is no documentary evidence of a friendship between Sambucus and Maranta, but the 

two men shared professional and literary interests and may have met in Naples during 

Sambucus’s stay. It is also possible that they had met earlier, in Padua, where both studied 

medicine in the mid-1550s.166  

Sambucus provides no commentary on the emblem he dedicated to Maranta, and to 

my knowledge no modern scholar has written about it. If we are to understand its meaning, 

we are therefore on our own in the field of play. Let us look at its three components (fig. 15). 

The title, virtute duce, refers to virtue as a source of guidance. The image depicts a dignified 

and virile man seated on a throne, while a woman seated on the ground beside him kindles a 

fire from which smoke emanates.167 Beyond the architectural space these two figures occupy, 

to the left of the picture, a man sits in a rough hut constructed from a ruined building. The 

man, who appears to do something with his hands as he sits, has the same beard and short  

 
165 In his study of Sambucus’ emblem book, Arnoud Visser outlines Sambucus’ movements in the period: “In 
the first half of 1562 he left Paris for the last time, forced by the outbreak of the religious wars. In search of 
books and manuscripts he again journeyed south, to the Italian cities of Genoa, Viterbo, Rome, Naples and 
Brindisi. He stayed in Italy until the spring of 1563. In the autumn of 1563 Sambucus is found in the Low 
Countries, in the city of Gent. During his stay he prepared the publication of his collection of emblems.” A. S. 
Q. Visser, Joannes Sambucus and the Learned Image: The Use of the Emblem in Late-Renaissance Humanism 
(Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2005), 15-16. Visser cites a letter by Sambucus to Archduke Maximilian dated Naples, 
January 18, 1563 (Visser, Joannes Sambucus, 19 n. 56), and notes that “In Naples [Sambucus] managed to 
purchase the remains of the library of the Aragon family in 1562” Visser, Joannes Sambucus, 41.  
166 Pier Andrea Mattioli, who was a physician at Maximillian’s court, and to whom Sambucus dedicates an 
emblem in his 1564 book, is another possible connection between Sambucus and Maranta. 
167 And possibly also light, in the form of the thin, tapering line which leads upward from the fire toward the 
female figure’s chin, though this shape may be a part of the fireplace. 
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                   With Virtue to guide us. 

 
                                 To Barth[olomeam] Marantatham. 
 

 
 

Those who can untie the hidden knots of nature 
and who search out causes, like to mark down [or ‘observe’] everything. 
These say that fire is smoke kindled by light, 
a thing often affirmed by expert men. 
[They] say that those born in stables, and sprung from obscure parents, 
are like smoke, for their fame, thanks to Virtue, is sung the world over. 
The light ennobles them, and increases them with the honors they deserve: 
thus they illustriously shine, once they have pushed aside [driven out] the shadows of 
the house.168 

 
 
Figure 15. Detail of Figure 13, emblem dedicated to Bartolomeo Maranta, in Johannes 
Sambucus, Emblemata, cum aliquot nummis antiqui operis, Ioannis Sambuci Tirnauiensis 
Pannonii, with translation of Sambucus’s Latin text. 

 
168 For the English translation, see Joannes Sambucus, “Emblemata (1564),” Glasgow University Emblem 
Website, March 24, 2021. http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.uk/french/emblem.php?id=FSAb129 
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hair as the man on the throne. Considered in connection to what is written in the 

accompanying verses, there is reason to suspect that the two male figures are intended to 

represent the same person, whose condition is transformed through a process symbolized by 

the move from the hut to the throne.  

The verses, meanwhile, present two main themes. The first may be called 

hermeneutical, for it has to do with discovering things that are obscure or hidden. The second 

theme is moral, and concerns honor, virtue and fame. At a basic level, the emblem seems to 

express the humanist commonplace that those who accomplish difficult feats are guided by 

virtue and rewarded with fame. In this reading, the figure in the hut would represent the 

individual engaged in virtuous, productive effort, while the enthroned figure would represent 

the same individual enjoying the status that is conferred by virtue and fame once his difficult 

work is concluded. The woman may be an allegory of virtue itself, the fire and smoke she 

creates symbolizing the fame and noble honors to which virtue gives rise.   

If our reading thus far is correct, it remains to determine how the emblem relates to 

Maranta. The references to “untying the hidden knots of nature,” the search for “causes,” and 

to observing or “marking things down,” may allude to Maranta’s activity as a specialist in 

medicinal plants. Together with Mattioli, Aldrovandi and others, beginning in the mid 1550s 

and continuing in the 1560s, Maranta was part of a large research project directed by his 

teacher Luca Ghini in Padua, and then by Ulisse Aldrovandi in Bologna, to collect, study and 

catalog plant specimens. The phrase “untying the hidden knots of nature” is typical of the 

language used by the natural philosophers of Maranta’s generation, who liked to refer to 

nature as a great puzzle or set mysteries to be solved; Europe’s first scientific society, 

founded in Naples in 1560 by Giambattista della Porta, was the Academia Secretorum 
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Naturae, or ‘Academy of the Mysteries of Nature’. The word ‘knot’ was also a common 

metaphor for a difficult intellectual problem. In Ammirato’s Il Rota, Maranta defines an 

impresa as “a signification of our mind under a knot of words and things,”169 and at the start 

of the Discorso he promises to “untie the knots” of his opponents’ arguments.170 It is fair to 

guess, therefore, that “Those who can untie the hidden knots of nature and who search out 

causes,” refers to Maranta’s professional life. 

More difficult is the reference to “those born in stables, and sprung from obscure 

parents”. Maranta was not born to humble circumstances, and his parents were not obscure—

his father, Roberto, was a professor at the University of Salerno, and authored a widely-read 

legal manual.171 Nor is it clear what is meant by the assertion that fame and honor—

Maranta’s, that is—will come only when the ‘shadows of the house’ have been ‘pushed 

away.’ The darkened house could be another metaphor for mysterious nature, and hence for 

the challenges inherent in Maranta’s botanical work. A house, however, is a distinctly 

artificial category of object—perhaps the ‘shadows of the house’ should therefore be taken as 

an allusion to a problem originating in human rather than natural causes. What kind of 

 
169 Ammirato, Il Rota, 10 (n. 162): “una signification della mente nostra sotto un nodo di parole & di cose.” 
170 Maranta, Discorso, 865; 535v (n.62). The term ‘knot’ was long-established as metaphor for an intellectual 
quandary. Aristotle’s use of the term in the Metaphysics formed a basis for subsequent use: “For those who 
wish to get clear of difficulties it is advantageous to discuss the difficulties well; for the subsequent free play of 
thought implies the solution of the previous difficulties, and it is not possible to untie a knot of which one does 
not know. But the difficulty of our thinking points to a 'knot' in the object; for in so far as our thought is in 
difficulties, it is in like case with those [people] who are bound; for in either case it is impossible to go 
forward.” W. D. Ross, trans, Metaphysics. Internet Classics Archive. March 29, 2021. 
http://classics.mit.edu/Aristotle/metaphysics.3.iii.html.  
Dante uses the term in Canto 10 of the Inferno: “I begged him, ‘untie that knot that has entangled my 
judgment here,’” (“prega’ io lui, ‘solvetemi quel nodo che qui ha ‘nviluppata mia sentenza’”) and in Canto 11: 
“‘Turn back a little yet again,’ I said, ‘to where you say that usury offends God’s goodness, and untie that 
knot.’" (‘Ancora in dietro un poco ti rivolvi,’ diss’ io, ‘là dove di’ ch’usura offende la divina bontade, e ’l groppo 
solvi.’”) Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri. Volume I Inferno, ed. and trans. Robert M. 
Durling (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1996) 158-159, 174-175.   
171 Robert Maranta’s students and friends composed a series of poems in his honor when he died, which are 
conserved in manuscript in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan (H 35 inf: unità codicologica 30 ; 1. 37r. Eustazi, 
Giovanni Giacomo (sec. 16.) Carme, inc. Maranta venusin d'Italia honore). 
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adversity could Sambucus have known Maranta was facing? Let us consider two 

possibilities, both of which could also explain the reference to ‘those sprung from obscure 

parents.’  

First, Sambucus may be alluding to Maranta’s problems with the Roman Inquisition. 

Those problems appear to have begun in Naples in the summer of 1562, and they involve 

events that Sambucus could have observed firsthand, for he was visiting the city at the time. 

We will discuss these events at length later in this chapter, but the basic developments are as 

follows. In May of 1562, in response to growing concern about the spread of heresy in the 

Kingdom of Naples, pope Pius IV appointed a delegate of the Roman Inquisition to the 

Kingdom who was charged with the task of identifying and arresting heresy suspects.172 In 

June, the pope’s delegate, the bishop of Montepeloso, Luigi Campagna di Rossano, ordered 

the arrest of a dozen heresy suspects, who were sent in the summer or early fall from Naples 

to Rome as prisoners of the Inquisition. The most prominent figure among the prisoners was 

a disciple of Juan de Vales named Giovanni Francesco Alois. Two years later, in 1564, Alois 

would be publicly executed for heresy in Piazza del Mercato in Naples, sparking a violent 

insurrection against the ecclesiastic authorities in the city, which in turn led to further arrests, 

including that of Bartolomeo Maranta. Inquisition records indicate that Maranta spent most 

of 1564 through 1567 in prison or under house arrest in Rome. Yet there is evidence that 

Maranta’s troubles had begun already in 1562. A seventeenth-century history of the 

Inquisition in Naples records that Maranta was arrested in the summer of 1562 but managed 

to have the charges against him dropped.173 Whatever the specifics, something drastic took 

 
172 Luigi Amabile, Il Santo officio della inquisizione in Napoli (Città di Castello: S. Lapi, 1892), 264 ff.  
173 See the discussion of this text and others concerning Maranta’s imprisonment at the end of the present 
chapter.  
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place in Maranta’s life beginning in that year, for his correspondence with Ulisse Aldrovandi, 

which comprises a steady exchange of letters beginning in the mid-1550s, abruptly ends after 

a letter of March 1562. Indeed, there are no writings in Maranta’s hand that are datable 

between mid 1562 and 1570.  

Sambucus could hardly have been in Naples in 1562 and 1563 without knowing 

something of these events. Might his emblem allude to Maranta’s troubles with the 

Inquisition? Could the “shadows of the house” be a metaphor for the charge of heresy that 

Maranta and others in his circle were compelled to deal with? Might Sambucus, knowing that 

Maranta was an adherent of heretical religious ideas, have intended the reference to obscure 

parentage as an allusion to a ‘spiritual’ father, such as Juan de Valdes? In a recent study of 

Sambucus’s emblem book, Arnoud Visser provides the following account of Sambucus’s 

religious life, which might be taken as evidence in support this reading of the emblem he 

dedicated to Maranta: 

One of the dominant factors in Sambucus’ life that is rarely articulated in his 
works, is his inclination towards Protestantism. In itself, Sambucus' Protestant 
background is not surprising. By the second half of the sixteenth century central 
Europe was a largely Protestant area…. [d]espite the introduction of the Counter-
Reformation, 90 per cent of the population adhered to a form of Protestant creed.  
Sambucus was no exception in this respect. Although he never explicitly discusses his 
religious beliefs, he almost certainly sympathized with Lutheranism. There are 
several indications for this. In the first place, some opponents accused him explicitly 
of having Lutheran tendencies. A history of Vienna University refers to Sambucus 
with a special caveat: "etsi caeterum homo Lutheri dogmatibus depravatus" (but 
besides he is corrupted by Lutheran ideas). According to another source, Sambucus 
received a formal reprimand after having his children baptized by heretical preachers. 
Furthermore, the many items of Calvin, Luther and Melanchthon in his library may 
not be considered as proof of his religious opinions, but at least they point to his 
special interest in the discussions on Protestant doctrine. In any case, in the period 
between 1573 and 1578 the court used this presence of suspect literature in his library 
as one of the excuses for delaying the payment in the transaction of his books.174 

 

 
174 Visser, Joannes Sambucus, 29-30 (n. 165).   
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In his attempt to grasp Sambucus’s religious leanings, Visser faces the same problem that we 

will face in our own attempt to understand Maranta’s beliefs. Like Sambucus, Maranta left 

behind no clear statement of his religious convictions, and we have only circumstantial 

evidence and second-hand accounts on which to form our judgments. On the basis of the 

evidence in the passage above, Visser concludes that Sambucus “almost certainly 

sympathized with Lutheranism.”175 Assuming that Sambucus did hold these sympathies, and 

knew that he held them in common with Maranta, it is plausible that his emblem for Maranta 

is imbued with a religious meaning. And yet, Visser also reports that he has found no trace of 

Lutheran or Protestant sympathies in any of the emblems that appear in Sambucus’ book. 

Indeed, he says, “There are hardly any emblems in collections published by Plantin 

[Christophe Plantin, Sambucus’s publisher] that respond to the religious problems of the 

Reformation . . . it seems that the tricky subject of religion was best avoided.”176  

Perhaps the religious interpretation of Sambucus’s emblem for Maranta is only a 

mirage. There is, in fact, an equally plausible solution to the emblem’s riddle, which has 

nothing to do with religion, but focuses again on Maranta’s professional life. We have 

already mentioned Maranta’s feud in the early 1560s with Pier Andrea Mattioli over the 

identification of the plant known as the lonchite aspera. That feud was in turn part of a larger 

argument between the students of Luca Ghini that began at Ghini’s death in 1556. At issue 

was the question of which student would take the master’s place as the most esteemed Italian 

expert in medicinal plants, and who would inherit the mass of unpublished research that 

Ghini left behind, much of which had been carried out with the help of the pupils. As Paula 

Findlan writes in her study of the situation that followed the death of the master, “Everyone 

 
175 Visser, Joannes Sambucus, 29 (n. 165). 
176 Visser, Joannes Sambucus, 61 (n. 165). 
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needed Ghini’s materials to complete their own projects . . . and everyone was eager to make 

their publications the mouthpiece for Ghini’s still authoritative words. . . .”177 During his stay 

in Naples in 1562 and 1563, Sambucus may have learned that Maranta’s professional 

reputation was still compromised by this situation, and decided to compose an emblem 

expressing the poignancy of Maranta’s predicament. The reference in Sambucus’ emblem to 

“those born of obscure parents” would be an apt description of Luca Ghini’s students, for in 

spite of his accomplishments and extensive research, Ghini authored no publications, 

remaining in this sense ‘obscure’. That Maranta regarded Ghini as a kind of ‘parent’ is clear: 

when Ghini died, Maranta wrote to Ulisse Aldrovandi, “I would not be lying if I said that I 

was more displeased at his death than I was at that of my father.”178 In the last line of the 

emblem’s text, where Sambucus refers to those who “illustriously shine, once they have 

pushed aside the shadows of the house,” the ‘house’ may therefore stand for the community 

of Ghini’s students, and the ‘shadows’ for the squabbles between them, which would have to 

be resolved before Maranta’s reputation could shine. 

We need not pursue the question of the meaning of Sambucus’ emblem further; both 

of the solutions we have proposed is plausible, and neither is provable. Let us take the case as 

an illustration of the purpose for which emblems are designed, which is to draw their 

audience, as we have been drawn, into the field of interpretive play. When we continue our 

investigation of Maranta’s Discorso in the next chapter, we will find that the essay’s possible 

religious and political messages are among its most intriguing aspects. We will also find that 

Maranta is deliberately elusive in the passages that seem to concern these matters; by his own 

 
177 Paula Findlan, “The Death of a Naturalist: Knowledge and Community in Late Renaissance Italy,” 
in Professors, Physicians and Practices in the History of Medicine, ed. Gideon Manning and Cynthia Klestinec 
(Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2017), 181. 
178 Findlen, “The Death of a Naturalist,” 158 (n. 177). 
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design, when we try to discover the ideological dimension of the Discorso, we are in the field 

of play.  

Scipione Ammirato’s Il Rota, which also contains many artfully concealed opinions 

on delicate topics, will help us to understand these aspects of Maranta’s Discorso. As we 

have said, Il Rota is patterned on the literary model set by Paolo Giovio’s dialogue on 

imprese, in which the speakers take part in a discussion that combines theoretical reflection 

on the nature and composition of imprese with interpretative commentary on a series of 

individual devices. Since Ammirato’s Il Rota contains no actual illustrations of the imprese 

that are discussed in its pages, it will be useful for us to look at an example of one that is 

illustrated with a woodcut in Giovio’s book (fig. 14). In Giovio’s text, the discussion of this 

impresa is as follows: 

The [impresa] which Molza fashioned for Cardinal Ippolito de' Medici, though most 
beautiful in appearance and subject, had a flaw: for it was not well understood by 
anyone except learned persons and experts, and those able to recall the poetry of 
Horace. For, wanting to express [the idea] that Lady Giulia Gonzaga shined with a 
beauty higher than all others, like the star of Venus, which is commonly called Diana, 
and has rays for a tail that resemble a comet, and shines more brightly than the other 
stars, [Molza] put there a motto which said INTER OMNES. For Horace says, Micat 
inter omnes Iulium Sidus ["The Julian Star shines among them all"]. But this impresa 
had the form of a Comet, and thus it announced and brought with it death, since 
[Ippolito] ended his difficult life in the castle of that singular and most excellent 
woman in Itri, with pain and damage to the whole Roman court.179 

 

 
179 Paolo Giovio, Dialogo dell’Imprese Militari et Amorose di Monsignor Giovio Vescovo di Nocera . . . (Lione: 
Guglielmo Roviglio, 1559), 9: “Quella anchora che figurò il Molza à Hippolito Cardinal de' Medici, benche fusse 
bellissima di vista e di soggetto, hebbe mancamento: perche non fù compitamene intesa, senon da' dotti e 
prattichi, e ricordevoli del Poema d'Horatio. Perchioche volendo egli isprimere, che Donna Giulia di Gonzaga 
risplendeva di bellezza sopra ogn'altra, come la stella di Venere chiamata volgarmente la Diana, c'hà i raggi per 
coda à similtudine di cometa, riluce fra l'altre stelle, le pose il motto, che diceva, INTER OMNES. Perche 
Horatio dice, Micat inter omnes Iulium Sidus. Ma questa impresa haveva forma di Cometa, e così gli prenuntiò 
e gli apportò la morte; perche finì la sua vita assai tosto in un Castello di quella unica, e Eccellentissima 
Signora, chiamato Itri, con dolore e danno di tutta la corte Romana.” 
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In a form that is typical of imprese literature, we are first given the name of the impresa’s 

creator and dedicatee, who in this case are the poet Francesco Maria Molza and the cardinal 

Ippolito de’ Medici. Before explaining the impresa’s meaning, the speaker accuses Molza of 

having made a device that is too difficult to understand. As such, Molza has violated one of 

the five rules for the composition of imprese that Giovio sets out at the start of his dialogue. 

Giovio’s five rules are an integral part of impresa culture, and they have interesting 

hermeneutical characteristics, so let us briefly review them now.  

Giovio’s first rule states that an impresa must have “the correct proportion between 

soul and body.”180 Here Giovio establishes the convention in impresa literature of using the 

term ‘soul’ (anima) to refer to the written motto of an impresa, and ‘body’ (corpo) to refer to 

the pictorial component. The point of the rule is that the words and the picture of an impresa 

must contribute equally to the impresa’s meaning, so that neither expresses the meaning in 

full on its own. By contrast, we may compare the emblem that Sambucus dedicated to 

Maranta, wherein the image seems more to restate the content of the written verses than to 

add to it.  

Giovio’s second rule has to do with the clarity-obscurity spectrum: the impresa “must 

not be so obscure that one needs a Sybil as an interpreter to understand its meaning, nor so 

clear that every common person can understand its meaning.”181 This passage contains the 

earliest use of which I am aware of the term ‘obscure’ in connection to visual art, and the 

earliest application in a discussion of images (albeit a category of image that is always paired 

with a text) of the concept of a hermeneutic ‘golden mean’ between undesirable extremes of 

 
180 Giovio, Dialogo dell’Imprese, 9 (n. 179): “Prima[,] giusta proportione d’anima & di corpo. . . .” 
181 Giovio, Dialogo dell’Imprese, 9 (n. 179): “Seconda, ch’ella non sia oscura, di sorte, c’habbia mistero della 
Sibilla per interprete a volerla intendere; ne tanto chiara, ch’ogni plebeo l’intenda. . . .” 
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clarity and obscurity. Embodying these extremes, at one end of the spectrum Giovio places 

the Sybil, a figure from ancient myth possessing deep mystical knowledge, and at the other 

the “common person” whose meagre intellectual capacities form a boundary that the properly 

calibrated impresa should not cross into.  

Shifting from the hermeneutic to the aesthetic, Giovio’s third rule states that the 

‘body’ of an impresa should be beautiful to look at, which can be done “by including stars, 

suns, moons, fire, water, leafy trees, mechanical instruments, bizarre animals and fantastic 

birds.”182 The fourth rule stipulates that depictions of the human form should never be used 

in the ‘body’ of the impresa.183 Finally, Giovio’s fifth rule states that the impresa’s ‘soul’ 

should be composed in a language that is not the mother tongue of the person who views it: 

this way, Giovio says, “the meaning is more covered.” Giovio also adds that the ‘soul’ of the 

impresa should be brief—“two or three words are good.”184 

Returning to Molza’s impresa for Ippolito de’ Medici, we see how Giovio’s five rules 

furnish the criteria for a scheme of criticism that can be applied in the discussion of 

individual imprese. The speaker says that the impresa was “most beautiful in appearance”, 

and thus it fulfills Giovio’s third rule, but he also says that it “had a flaw, for it was not well 

understood by anyone except learned persons and experts, and those able to recall the poetry 

of Horace,” violating Giovio’s second rule. The criticism in this case seems rather artificial, 

for Molza’s impresa is no more obtuse than most, and the use of passages from ancient 

 
182 Giovio, Dialogo dell’Imprese, 9 (n. 179): “Terza, che sopra tutto habbia bella vista, laqual si fa riuscire molto 
allegra, entrandovi stelle, Soli, Lune, fuoco, acqua, arbori verdegianti, instrumenti mecanici, animali bizzarri, & 
uccelli fantastichi. . . .”  
183 Giovio, Dialogo dell’Imprese, 9 (n. 179): “Quarta non ricercar alcuna forma humana. . . .” 
184 Giovio, Dialogo dell’Imprese, 9 (n. 179): “Quinta richiede il motto, che è l’anima del corpo, & vuole essere 
communemente d’una lingua diversa dall’Idioma di colui, che fà l’impresa, perche il sentiment sia alquanto più 
coperto: vuole anco essere breve, ma non tanto, che si facia dubbioso; di sorte che di due ò tre parole quadra 
benissimo. . . .” 
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authors was common practice in composing the ‘soul’ of imprese; at least three other devices 

in Giovio’s book take their mottos from Horace, and none of these receives criticism. Indeed, 

it should be pointed out that the majority of the imprese that appear in dialogues like 

Giovio’s would be quite impossible for a beholder to decipher fully and accurately on his 

own. Most imprese were no doubt created with the assumption that they would be explained 

by their author in person, or, in the case of published imprese, that they would be 

encountered together with explanatory commentary.  

Giovio next describes the ‘soul’ and the ‘body’ of Molza’s impresa. His explanation 

of their meaning comprises two ideas, one of which is clear-cut, and the other of which 

seems to leave something unsaid, a conclusion not stated but implied. Though Molza’s 

impresa is dedicated to Ippolito de’ Medici, it equally concerns Giulia Gonzaga, with whom 

Ippolito shared an intimate relationship that ended in 1535, when he died while visiting 

Giulia at her castle in the town of Itri, between Rome and Naples. The meaning of the 

Horatian motto inter omnes, we are told, is that, like the planet Venus (the “Julian star”), 

Giulia Gonzaga’s beauty radiates more brightly than that of all other women. Giulia’s star 

also resembles a comet, however, which in astrological lore portends disaster. Molza’s 

impresa therefore points to, but does not assert, the possibility that Giulia herself somehow 

brought about Ippolito’s death.185  

Molza’s impresa exemplifies the way in which fashionable scientific and literary 

ideas, interesting in their own right, could be combined in an impresa with commentary on 

recent social and political events. This blending of learned reference and celebrity gossip has 

an entertainment value that must account in large part for the popularity that imprese books 

 
185 Whether Ippolito died naturally or was poisoned is not known; for bibliography, see the entry for Ippolito 
de’ Medici in the Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani. 
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enjoyed for many years. Because of their highly personal nature, imprese could also give 

offence, and provoke reactions. Later we will see that in Scipione Ammirato’s Il Rota, 

Molza’s impresa is treated to a revision, with a new motto and a new meaning that was 

clearly intended as a rebuke of the reference to Giulia Gonzaga as a ‘bad star’ in Molza’s 

original. The creator of the revised version in Il Rota was Giovanni Francesco Alois, a close 

friend of Giulia Gonzaga’s who like Giulia was a prominent Neapolitan follower of the 

Spanish heretic Juan de Valdes.   

We now turn to Ammirato’s Il Rota, our discussion of which will proceed in five 

steps.186 First we will say a few words about the book’s author, and about the speakers who 

take part in the dialogue. We will then examine a key passage from the book’s first pages that 

contains a veiled reference to Ammirato’s debate with Maranta over Titian’s San Domenico 

Annunciation, and in which Maranta makes the first of several anti-clerical remarks that 

appear in Il Rota. Third, we will look at some theoretical remarks that the speakers make on 

the art of composing imprese; these will show how hermeneutical and political themes 

develop side-by-side in Ammirato’s text. Fourth, we will examine passages pertaining to 

three specific imprese, in which members of Maranta’s circle make known their position on 

three important political and religious events in the recent history of Naples. Finally, we will 

review the evidence pertaining to Maranta’s arrest and imprisonment by the Inquisition, 

which occurred shortly after the publication of Il Rota, and which is intimated in Il Rota in 

several ways. Having gained insight on several important aspects of Maranta’s life and 

 
186 On Ammirato’s dialogue, in addition to Caldwell, The Sixteenth-Century Italian ‘impresa’, 43-61, see also 
Maiko Favaro, "Sulla concezione dell'impresa in Scipione Ammirato," Italianistica: Rivista di letteratura italiana 
(2009), 285-298, and Armando Maggi, “L’impresa come  narrazione nel ‘Rota’ di Scipione Ammirato,” 
Italianistica: Rivista di letteratura italiana 26, no. 1 (1997): 75-83. 
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milieu in Naples, we will then be prepared to examine the rest of Maranta’s Discorso in 

Chapter Four. 

Scipione Ammirato, the author of Il Rota, was born in the Apulian city of Lecce in 

1535, and was thus fairly young when Il Rota was published in 1562.187 While Ammirato 

lived in Naples only for a few years, from around 1560 until his return to Lecce in the early 

or mid-1560s, in that time he developed close relationships with several prominent figures in 

the city, including Maranta and Maranta’s friend Ferrante Carafa. Ammirato later settled in 

Florence, where he served the Medici grand dukes and wrote his history of Florence, the 

work for which he is best known, as well as other books, including several genealogical and 

biographical volumes on the noble families of Florence, Naples and other parts of Italy. 

Ammirato dedicated the 1562 edition of Il Rota to Vincenso Carafa, who, like his relative 

Ferrante Carafa, provided support to Ammirato while he was in Naples. In 1598, three years 

before his death, Ammirato published a second edition of Il Rota, which he dedicated to 

Christina of Lorrain, the grand duchess of Tuscany. In this later edition, Ammirato omitted a 

few politically sensitive passages from the 1562 book, which we will examine below.  

The speakers in Ammirato’s dialogue are Bartolomeo Maranta, Nino de Nini, 

Alfonso Cambi, and Bernardino Rota. Documentation on de Nini is scanty. He was bishop of 

Potenza between 1526 and his death in 1564, and he composed a few poems (including one 

in praise of Michelangelo) that appear in sixteenth-century collections of verse, but he is 

known almost exclusively for his appearance as a speaker in Il Rota. Alfonso Cambi was 

born to a Florentine family that had moved to Naples in the early 1500s, and he died in 

 
187 On Ammirato, see the entry under his name in the DBI. The only monographic study of Ammirato is 
Umberto Congedo, La vita e le opere di Scipione Ammirato (notizie e ricerche) (Trani: V. Vecchi, 1904).   
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Naples in 1570 at the age of thirty-five.188 In the Lives of the Artists, Giorgio Vasari recounts 

that he painted a full-length nude portrait of Cambi in the guise of the mythological shepherd 

Endymion, which is now lost; Vasari describes Cambi as a “most beautiful, lettered, virtuous 

youth.” Toward the end of the Discorso, Maranta cites Cambi as an expert judge of painting 

and as someone who held Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation in high esteem. In the fall of 

1562, Cambi wrote three letters to the publisher Paulo Manuzio in Rome, in which he begged 

Manuzio to give assistance to Giovanni Francesco Alois, who had recently been arrested in 

Naples and sent to Rome as a prisoner of the Inquisition. In one of these letters, dated 

November 14, 1562, Cambi asks Manuzio to pass along Maranta’s greetings to Pietro 

Carnesecchi, who like Alois was under trial by the Inquisition in Rome and would later be 

executed for heresy. 

Bernardino Rota, the poet and nobleman for whom Ammirato’s book is named, was 

born in Naples in 1508. When Rota died in 1575, he was interred in the church of San 

Domenico Maggiore. His tomb can still be seen in the Rota family chapel, close to the chapel 

of Cosimo Pinelli where Titian’s Annunciation was located, and close to the chapel of 

Maranta’s patron, Ferrante Carafa, who was also a friend of Rota. Rota is known to 

cinquecento specialists mainly for his involvement in the literary cultural of his age. Rota 

also appears, briefly, in the annals of sixteenth-century religious conflict. Just before Pietro 

Carnesecchi’s execution for heresy in 1567, Carnesecchi was asked by inquisitors about his 

relationship with Rota: “we met around 1540 or 1541,” Carnesecchi replied, “on account of 

the nearness of his house to the one in which [Juan de] Valdes and I were staying, which was 

 
188 In addition to the DBI entry on Cambi, see Angelo Borzelli, Un letterato minore del Cinquecento in Napoli: 
Alfonso Cambi Importuni con un’appendice: Vasari e Pistoia (Naples: Libreria antiquaria comm. Raffaele 
Ruggieri, 1939) and Pietro Daniel Omodeo, “Fato, amore e astrologia. Uno scambio poetico tra Francesco 
Giunti e Alfonso Cambi Importuni,” Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie 127 (2011): 360-6.   
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the house of the signora [Giulia Gonzaga]. But I didn’t have much conversation with him, 

and that little which I had was more on the topic of poetry than religion.”189 Despite this 

denial, in sixteenth-century Italy, the discussion of literature was often combined with the 

discussion of sensitive matters of religion and politics; Ammirato’s Il Rota will provide 

several clear examples of this. In 1547, a decade and a half before the publication of Il Rota, 

the viceroy of the Kingdom of Naples, Don Pedro da Toledo, ordered the dissolution of the 

Accademia dei Sereni, a literary academy that Rota, Ferrante Carafa and other Neapolitan 

literati had established the previous year, which Toledo suspected was providing cover for 

the exchange of subversive ideas. During his long tenure as viceroy (1532-1552), Toledo 

greatly expanded Spanish viceregal power in the kingdom of Naples at the expense of the 

Neapolitan nobility, including Rota and Carafa, many of whose members regarded the 

viceroyalty with bitter hostility. The political, social and religious antagonism between the 

Spanish viceroy and the Neapolitan nobility will form an important context for our reading of 

Ammirato’s Il Rota and Maranta’s Discorso. 

Poems by Bernardino Rota, Ferrante Carafa and Giovanni Francesco Alois appear in 

a volume titled Rhymes of Diverse Neapolitan Gentlemen, which was published in 1552 and 

again in 1555 by Lodovico Dolce, and in 1560 two collections of Rota’s poetry were 

published in volumes edited by Scipione Ammirato. The first of these, Sonetti et canzoni, is 

dedicated to Giulia Gonzaga’s nephew, Vespasiano Gonzaga, who Maranta served as 

physician during a military campaign of 1556.190 This volume also includes sonnets 

 
189 Massimo Firpo and Dario Marcatto, I Processi Inquisitoriali di Pietro Carnescecchi (1557-1567) Vol 1. I 
Processi Sotto Paolo IV e Pio IV (1557-1562), (Città del Vaticano: Archivio Segreto Vaticano, 1998), 329, n. 1: “II 
signor Bernardino Rota fu conosciuto da me insin ne l'anno '40 et '41 per occasione della vicinanza della casa 
sua con quella dove stavamo il Valdes et io, ch'era la casa della signora [Giulia Gonzaga]; ma non hebbi pero 
più conversatione che tanto con esso, et quella poca che hebbi fu più per conto di poesia che di religione.” 
190 Bernardino Rota, Sonetti et canzoni con l'egloghe pescatorie (Napoli: Gio. Maria Scotto, 1560). 
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addressed to Rota by Giovanni Francesco Alois, Scipione Ammirato, Ferrante Carafa, and 

Nino de Nini. The theme that predominates in nearly all of Rota’s literary work is announced 

in the title of the second of the two volumes published in 1560, Sonnets by Bernardino Rota 

on the Death of his wife, Porzia Capece.191 When Rota’s wife Portzia died in the summer of 

1559 at the age of thirty-six, Rota resolved to live the rest of his life in a state of continuous 

mournful tribute to her. Rota also composed a series of forty-six imprese on theme of his 

sorrow for Portzia, which were painted on the garden walls of his villa at Pizzofalcone, 

which stood on a hill overlooking the bay of Naples just beyond the city’s northern 

perimeter. In the first pages of Ammirato’s Il Rota, we encounter Maranta, de Nini, Cambi 

and Rota as they climb aboard Rota’s coach for an outing to Pizzofalcone, where they will 

pass the day discussing imprese.  

Rota’s villa has not survived, and the imprese on its garden walls are lost. Sometime 

before 1562, however, Rota had a monument to his wife Porzia constructed in the church of 

San Domenico Maggiore, which does survive. Carved in low relief on the monument’s base 

are three large imprese.192 (fig. 11) Few visitors to San Domenico over the last four and half 

centuries are likely to have paid much attention to the imprese on Porzia’s monument, much 

 
191 Bernardino Rota, Sonetti del S. Berardino Rota in morte della S. Porta Capece sua moglie (Napoli: Mattia 
Cancer, 1560). 
192 Evidence that the monument was completed by 1560 appears in Rota’s Sonetti del S. Berardino Rota in 
morte della S. Porta Capece sua moglie, which was published in that year, and which contains the following 
explication,  composed by Scipione Ammirato, of a sonnet that Rota wrote about the monument: “Having 
arranged a marble tomb to receive his lady in San Domenico, which is very beautiful, in this sonnet, [Rota] says 
almost that he had made a mistake, for he did not want that his lady lay in a tomb of stone and marble, but in 
his own heart, mind and chest; [and] that she should rest and be lodged in no other place than that. And 
alluding to the rich and pompous tombs that are made for the dead, he wanted instead that the memory and 
thoughts be rich, of that good for which he left all other goods behind.” Rota, Sonetti, 91-92: “Havendo 
apperecchiato di far un sepolcro di marmo alla donna sua, à San Domenico, assai bello, dice in questo sonetto, 
quasi non avesse ben diliberato; che egli non vuole, che il sepolcro della dona sua sia il sasso, ed il marmo, che 
l'apparecchia; ma ben' il core, la me[n]te ed il petto suo: per cagione ch’ à lei non si deve altro ricetto, ne' altro 
albergo di quello. Ed alludendo alle sepolture ricche, e pompose, che si fanno à morti, vuol, che per 
conseguente ricca sia la memoria, e l'intelletto di quel bene, per lo qual egli lasciava ogn’altro bene à dietro.”   
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less managed to decode them, but authoritative interpretations are available, for all three 

imprese are discussed at length in Ammirato’s Il Rota. The interpretations given for these 

imprese appear to deal strictly with the themes of love, marriage and loss. As usual, however, 

we are not far from period polemics, for we are told that the impresa at the center of the 

monument’s base (fig. 16) was composed by Mario Galeota, a translator and publisher of 

Juan de Valdes’ writings, who played an important role in the diffusion of Valdesian ideas in 

Italy. Galeota was also a cousin of Giovanni Francesco Alois, the nobleman whose execution 

for heresy in 1564. Like Maranta, Galeota would be incarcerated by the Inquisition during 

the tumult that followed the execution of Alois.193  

As a further indication of the taste for hiddenness among the members of Maranta’s 

circle, and of the significance of the church of San Domenico Maggiore for the history of art 

that is designed to induce uncertainty, we should pause to note the peculiar set of allegorical 

statues that decorate Bernardino Rota’s tomb (fig. 18). Conventional religious imagery is 

nowhere to be found on this tomb, but rather an expression of Rota’s love for eloquence, 

learning and recondite images. At the top of the composition, two river gods representing the 

Tiber and the Arno, and by extension the Latin and Italian languages in which Rota 

composed his verses, extend laurel wreaths to Rota’s effigy. In the niches below, two female 

figures embody ars and natura, themes which they convey by the unusual means of various 

objects carved in relief up and down their arms and legs. The statue in the niche on the left 

(fig. 19), representing the arts and sciences, is adorned with tools of calculation and 

measurement, including an hourglass, compass, square and armillary sphere, and with 

 
193 On Galeota see Alessandro Pastore, “Galeota, Mario,” Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, March 29, 2021,  
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/mario-galeota_(Dizionario-Biografico). 
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musical instruments, including the lyre, horn, Panpipes and double flute. On the right (fig. 

20), natura is represented by a figure in which the forms of two ancient statue types are  

 
 
Figure 16. Annibale Caccavello and Giovanni Domenico D'Auria, Tomb of Porzia Capece, 
1559, San Domenico Maggiore, Naples. 
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Figure 17. Detail of Figure 16, with impresa composed by Mario Galeota. 
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Figure 18. Giovanni Domenico D'Auria, Tomb of Bernardino Rota, 1569-71, Capella Rota, 
San Domenico Maggiore, Naples. 
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Figure 19. Statue in the left niche of Bernardino Rota’s tomb (fig. 18), with details. 
 

 
Figure 20. Statue in the right niche of Bernardino Rota’s tomb (fig. 18), with details. 
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combined, the nudity and contrapposto of the figure deriving from the Knidian Aphrodite 

type, and the multi-breasted torso from the Artemis of Ephesus type. A variety of plants and 

animals appear on the figure’s arms and legs, which we may assume were selected to express 

particular concepts, and to contribute concertedly to a general theme or themes. Whatever 

these may be, the work was clearly conceived with the intention of opening a field of play for 

the learned viewer, who is stimulated to draw upon his knowledge of those ancient and 

modern texts—Aristotle’s de Animalia, Pliny’s Naturalis Historia, Piero Valeriano’s 

Hieroglyphica—in which the myriad characteristics of plants and animals are discussed, and 

their moral or symbolic connotations delineated.194 For the uneducated viewer, meanwhile, 

Rota’s statue promises a different kind of experience, and here we may recall our distinction 

between competent and incompetent uncertainty. With its nudity and arcane symbolism, 

Rota’s natura figure is a prime example of the kind of art that Counter-Reformation critics 

railed against. Indeed, it would be hard to find a more egregious violation of the Council of 

Trent’s injunction, included in the decrees of the Council published in 1564, against anything 

“lascivious, unusual, indecorous or confusing” in church art. 

Let us turn now to Ammirato’s Il Rota. In the dialogue’s first pages, we encounter its 

four speakers in Naples as they board Bernardino Rota’s coach, which is to carry them to 

Rota’s villa in Pizzofalcone. On the rear of the coach, just below the Rota family arms, the 

 
194 Concepts of reproduction, fertility and the four elements or humors are plausible, and one scholar has 
proposed a connection to the natural philosophy of Bernardino Telesio. See Massimiliano Rossi, “Un 
'manifesto' di estetica telesiana? La tomba di Berardino Rota in San Domenico Maggiore,” in La scultura 
meridionale in età moderna nei suoi rapport con la circolazione mediterranea (Lecce: M. Congedo, 2007), 241-
274. On the ancient Artemis of Ephesus type in sixteenth-century art, see Rebecca Zorach, Blood, Milk, Ink, 
Gold: Abundance and Excess in the French Renaissance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), 13 ff. To 
my knowledge, the figure on Rota’s tomb is the only example of a Renaissance work in which the multi-
breasted form of the Artemis figure is combined with the nudity and contrapposto pose of the Knidian Venus 
type. 
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speakers notice an inscription bearing the words mors una duobus (“one death for two”), a 

motto that Rota adopted after the death of his wife to express his feeling that with her passing 

he too had perished. Maranta suggests to his companions that, if paired with a suitable 

‘body,’ this motto would make the ‘soul’ of a beautiful impresa. Two exchanges then follow, 

one between Maranta, Nino de Nini and Bernardino Rota, and one between Maranta and 

Alfonso Cambi. Both exchanges are of interest to us, so let us read the passage in full:   

ROTA. [To the bishop, Nino de Nini] Come now Monsignor, take a place [in the 
coach] wherever you'd like. BISHOP. I'm going to settle in the middle with Maranta 
here; I want to have him right across from me, as I intend to question him. With you 
[others] by the doors, should you see us come to blows, it will be easier to put 
yourselves between us. MARANTA. I accept the invitation with pleasure, Monsignor, 
just as long as you don't treat me like that bishop who said he killed men with wounds 
and then sent them to the devil's house with excommunications. BISHOP. Signor 
Maranta never lets up. We bishops are hardly worse than you doctors; you pry our 
souls out of our bodies with your medicines at the same time you lighten our wallets 
of money. And while others receive punishment for killing men, you doctors are paid 
to do it. ROTA. Steady now, Maranta—you're dealing with a Roman courtier and a 
priest, who wants to have it out with the likes of you until the cows come home. 
Coachman, turn into the garden up ahead. CAMBI. So as not to lose time, and seeing 
as we need to get on to the imprese that we had already begun to discuss, I'd like us to 
move on. It seems there was some difference in what the bishop and Maranta were 
saying. BISHOP: I was saying that those words, mors una duobus, being without a 
body, seemed to me to be like an aerial spirit. MARANTA: And I was saying that to 
me they seemed like an angel. CAMBI: That's well and good, so long as it's not like 
that angel that came from Venice, which you, flouting world opinion, wish to appear 
beautiful in the eyes of all. The Marchese of Santo Lucido is right to say that in this 
your judgment is in error. MARANTA: Let us leave painting aside for now, Signor 
Cambi, for we'll speak of it on another day; then the Signor Marchese, like yourself, 
will not say I am all wrong, as you imagine.195  

 
195 Ammirato, Il Rota, 6-7 (n. 162): “RO[TA]. Horsù Monsignore prendete il luogo, ove vi pieace. VES[COVO, 
Nino de Nini]. Anderò dentro col Marnata & lo vò dirimpetto, che intendo di questionar con lui. Voi stando alle 
porte, vedendoci alle mani, più facilmente vi potrete porre per mezzo. MA[RANTA]. Io accettarò lonvito 
volontieri Monsignore; pur che voi non mi facciate come quel vescovo; che diceva uccider gli huomini con le 
ferite, & poi gli mandava à casa del diavolo con le scomuniche. VES. S. Maranta va & va. Noi altri siamo à poco 
meno piggior partito con voi medici: che ci cavate l'anima dal corpo con le vostre ricette; & in un isteso tempo 
ci alleggerite la borsa di danari. Et dove gli altri uccidendo gli huomini sono puniti, voi mercè della vostra 
industria ne s[i]ete pagati. RO. State saldo S. Marnata, che havete à fare con un cortigia[no] Romano, & con un 
prete, che la vuol con esso voi infino al finocchio. Ma tu Cocchiere tra tanto tira verso il giardino. CAM[BI]. Per 
non perder tempo; poi che s'hanno à veder imprese, & habbiamo gia' cominciato à ragionar de fatti loro; 
vorrei, che si seguisse oltre; che par ch'era differenza tra quel, che diceva il Vescovo, & le parole dì M. 
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At the outset of Ammirato’s dialogue, therefore, Maranta is identified as a sardonic critic of 

the clergy and a lonely champion of Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation. There are several 

points to make about this passage. Let us begin with the exchange toward the end, between 

Maranta and Cambi.  

We should note first of all that the reference in this passage to the debate over Titian’s 

Annunciation, and in particular the suggestion that Maranta has yet to speak his mind on the 

painting but intends to do so soon, adds to the circumstantial evidence we have for dating 

Maranta’s Discorso to 1561 or 1562, the year in which Il Rota was published.196 This is the 

only reference in Il Rota to the debate over Titian’s painting, and the playfully allusive way 

in which the speakers address the matter is significant as another example of the fashion in 

Maranta’s circle for hiddenness and the field of play. When Cambi speaks of “that angel that 

came from Venice,” we recognize that he really means “that painting of the angel of the 

 
Bartolomeo. VES. Io diceva, che quelle parole, MORS UNA DUOBUS, per essere senza il corpo, mi parevano 
uno spirito aereo. MA. Et io diceva che mi parevano un'angiolo. CAM. Pur, che no[n] sia come quel angiolo 
venuto di Venetia, ch'al dispetto del mondo volete, che paia bello à gli occhi di tutti; et il Marchese di Santo 
Lucido ha ragio[ne] di dire, che in questo voi peccate di giuditio, la cosa va bene. MA. Signor Cambi lasciamo 
star la pittura da canto, che ne parleremo un altro'dì. Et così il S. Marchese come voi non mi darete tanto 
torto: quanto voi forse v'imaginate.” 
196 At the start of the Discorso, Maranta tells us that the argument in San Domenico between he and 
Ammirato had occurred “just the other day,” which suggests that little time passed between the argument in 
the church and the writing of the Discorso. The presence in Il Rota of the passage referring to the debate 
between Maranta and his friends over the painting suggests that the argument, and hence the composition of 
the Discorso itself, dates to around the time that Il Rota was composed. The title page of Il Rota indicates a 
publication date of 1562, and Ammirato indicates on the dialogue’s first page that the conversation recorded 
in Il Rota took place on April 10. Il Rota must have appeared in print before May 10, 1562, for on that date 
Ammirato wrote a letter to a certain Giulio Cesare Maffei, apologizing for an offensive impresa that appears in 
Il Rota (we will discuss this episode later in the present chapter). It is difficult to imagine that the book was 
produced and printed between April 10 and May 10; the April 10 date is therefore likely to be a fiction, 
intended to give the impression that the conversation recorded in Il Rota had taken place just a few days 
before the book appeared in print. As additional evidence for dating the Discorso to 1561 or early 1562 we 
may note the coincidence of themes between the Discorso and a series of lectures on poetics that Maranta 
composed in the summer 1561 (which we will discuss in Chapter Four), as well as the absence of any surviving 
writings in Maranta’s hand between Spring 1562 and 1567, apparently due to his entanglement with the 
Inquisition, which we will discuss later in the current chapter. The most likely dating for the Discorso is 
therefore between the second half of 1561 and early 1562. 
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Annunciation that came from Titian’s studio in Venice.” But we are able to fill in the missing 

pieces more or less readily only because we come to Ammirato’s text already familiar with 

the story of the debate over Titian’s painting. How would a reader who is not familiar with 

the story make sense of Cambi’s words? It is true that Maranta provides a clue where says 

“let us leave painting aside for now,” which may be enough for the reader to gather that the 

speakers are talking about a painting of an angel by a Venetian artist. But the reader can 

hardly reach that conclusion without turning back to read again and think over the preceding 

lines. The passage exemplifies Wolfgang Iser’s notion that it is through “omissions that a 

story will gain its dynamism.” The omissions in the phrase “that angel that came from 

Venice” are the kind Iser says “bring into play our own faculty for establishing 

connections—for filling in the gaps left by the text.” And yet, beyond Maranta’s circle of 

friends, it is unlikely that many readers of Il Rota have managed to comprehend and 

appreciate this example of literary hiddenness as we have.   

For the reader who is interested in the history of Maranta’s Discorso, another ‘gap’ 

opens where Maranta remarks, “Let us leave painting aside for now, Signor Cambi, for we'll 

speak of it on another day. Then the Signor Marchese [Ferrante Carafa], like yourself, will 

not say I am all wrong, as you imagine.” Might this promise of a future conversation about 

painting be an allusion to Maranta’s Discorso? Was Ammirato aware, as he was writing Il 

Rota, that Maranta intended to write, or was working on, or had already completed a text of 

his own, in which the same group of friends would gather to speak about painting, as they 

discuss imprese in Il Rota? As written, the Discorso is for the most part a monologue, but 

Maranta begins his essay with a series of direct quotations in which Ammirato and Ferrante 

Carafa voice their opinions on Titian’s Annunciation. It therefore seems possible that at some 
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point Maranta had intended to write a dialogue. Ammirato may have conceived the ‘angel 

from Venice’ exchange in Il Rota as a sort of literary preview for a text that he expected 

Maranta would produce, which would serve as a kind of sequel or companion to Il Rota. 

Whatever the case, the contents of Ammirato’s Il Rota and of Maranta’s Discorso are closely 

linked in many ways, and each has much to tell us about the other. 

Any plans that Maranta may have had in 1561 or 1562 to publish his writing on 

Titian’s Annunciation are likely to have been disrupted by his troubles with the Inquisition, 

which stemmed from events in Naples that also affected several other persons whose names 

appear in the pages of Il Rota. While the meaning of the reference to the ‘angel from Venice’ 

is allusive, there is nothing veiled in Maranta’s expression of his anti-clericalism in the 

exchange with Nino de Nini that precedes it. It is not clear to whom Maranta is referring 

when he speaks of “that bishop who said he killed men with wounds and then sent them to 

the devil's house with excommunications,” but the passage unambiguously casts Maranta as 

an opponent of the church. That Ammirato could treat Maranta’s opinions on sensitive 

religious matters with the openness and humor found in this exchange may be attributable to 

the short-lived sense of security that critics of the church and adherents of heterodox 

religious ideas experienced following the death of Paul IV in 1559. Pietro Carnesecchi, under 

interrogation by the Inquisition shortly before his execution in 1567, claimed that the 

followers of Juan de Valdes felt “emboldened” by the death of the notoriously intransigent 

pope. Whether or not Ammirato had Valdesian tendencies, several of Valdes’ prominent 

Neapolitan followers are mentioned repeatedly in Il Rota, including Giovanni Bernardino 

Gargano and Gian Francesco Alois, whom the dialogue’s speakers regard as close friends.  
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In 1564, two years after Il Rota was published, Alois and Gargano were publicly 

executed for heresy in Naples; in the tumult that followed their execution, Maranta and many 

others were arrested and imprisoned. No doubt these unhappy events help explain why, when 

Ammirato published a second edition of Il Rota in 1598, he omitted the exchange between 

Maranta and Nino de Nini entirely. At least one other passage from the 1564 edition was 

excised from the 1598 edition, which, like the first, contains a reference to excommunication. 

Cambi and de Nini are discussing the appropriate length of the ‘soul’ or motto of an impresa, 

when de Nini makes a mocking reference to publicly posted notices of excommunication: 

CAMBI: “Regarding the words [of an impresa] . . . is there any limitation regarding 
quantity? BISHOP [de Nini]: Absolutely, because those who would like to make a 
preface of it  [far un prefatio sopra, i.e. write a lengthy motto], would [make it] seem 
like one of those excommunications in Rome attached to stalls, or to the mint. 
CAMBI. Would you be content with one verse? BISHOP:  Not really—if I'm the one 
who has to read it, I would prefer they didn't go beyond three words, four at most.”197 

 
To take the Church’s public pronouncements against heretics as an example of rambling, 

superfluous language must have seemed unwise to Ammirato in 1598, for the passage was 

removed. However, much remained in the 1598 edition that could be perceived as 

subversive, as Ammirato himself seems to acknowledge in his dedication of the book to the 

grand duchess of Tuscany, Christina of Lorrain, where he writes, “I am sure, my lady, that 

 
197 Ammirato, Il Rota, 12-13 (n. 162): “CAM. Disse M. Bartolomeo sotto un nodo di parole, & di cose. A queste 
parole oltre il linguagio in quanto alla quantità ecci niuna limitatione? VES. Grandissima, perche chi ci volesse 
far un prefatio sopra, parrebbe che fosse una di quelle scomuniche, che si attaccano in Roma à banchi, overo 
alla zecca.  CAM. Contentarestevi d'un verso? VES. Mal volontieri, Se à me istesse di far la legge; io non vorrei, 
che passassero tre parole, o quattro al più.” In the 1598 edition of Il Rota, the vescovo’s response to Cambi is 
altered, and the reference to excommunication removed: "VES. Grandissima, perche chi ci volesse far una 
leggenda sopra, non harebbe ne gentilezza ne grazia.”  CAM. Contentarestevi d'un verso? VES. Mal  
volontieri. . . ." Ammirato, Il Rota (1598), 8 (n. 162). 
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you will detect the scent of the errors of my youth, the only excuse for which is that when I 

was young, I wrote, spoke and acted as a young person does.”198  

Maranta’s reputation for anti-clerical opinion is revealed again in the continuation of 

a passage from Il Rota that we cited earlier. Maranta’s friends have cajoled him into 

discussing some imprese of his own design, and when he is done, de Nini scolds him: 

BISHOP [de Nini]: It was very unkind of you, signor Maranta, to have made such 
beautiful imprese and not to have explained them to us. CAMBI: Don't be surprised 
by that, Monsignor, for melancholics, who very often are annoying to themselves, not 
surprisingly think that they will be annoying to others with their things. BISHOP: I 
would never be annoyed, even though I know that, were he to recount many things, 
he would also say many bad things about us priests, for in recounting just a few, he 
has said not a few.199  

 
“As they say of priests, ‘give them a finger, and they take the whole arm’,” Maranta had 

quipped a few lines earlier.200 By the end of the present chapter, when we have examined 

Maranta’s entanglement with the Inquisition in detail, the significance of these statements 

will become apparent. 

 While Il Rota is rich in discussion on matters concerning the social and political life 

of Maranta’s time, it also contains interesting discussion on hermeneutical questions 

pertaining to the nature of imprese as a means for conveying ideas. It is given to Maranta, 

toward the start of the dialogue, to provide a definition for the term: 

CAMBI: [I]f we wish to come up with a definition of the impresa, what should we 
say that it is? I ask you Signor Maranta, for you a philosopher. And I would 
appreciate that you do not make it too detailed, as you usually do with definitions.” 

 
198 Ammirato, Il Rota (1598), 1 (n. 162): “Son certo Madama, che le odorerà degli errori dell amia giovanezza: a 
che non posso allegar altra scusa, se non qualla, che quando io era giovane, scrivea, parlava, e operava da 
giovanve.” 
199 Ammirato, Il Rota, 210 (n. 162): VES. Era troppa scortesia la vostra S. Maranta, havendo fatto sì belle 
imprese a non dircele. CAM. Non vene maravigliate Mons. Che i melancolici, venendo assai spesso à noia à lor 
meddesimi, non è gran fatto, che è pension di venir à noia anche à gli altri con le lor cose. VES. A me non 
verrebbe egli mai; se ben mi credo, che in raccontarne molte, direbbe anche molto male di noi altri preti; poi 
che in raccontarne poche, non ne ha detto poco.” 
200 Ammirato, Il Rota, 209 (n. 162): “come dice de Preti Mons. che quando si da loro il dito; si pigliano tutto il 
braccio. . . .” 
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MARANTA: For now I would say that an impresa is nothing other than a 
signification of our mind under a knot of words and things.201  

 
The viewer of an impresa, Maranta goes on to say, “interprets the combined soul and body, 

and reads the hidden [occulto] thought of the author, almost as though through hieroglyphs, 

under the knot of those two things. . . .”202 In another passage, Maranta elaborates on 

Giovio’s second rule, concerning the degree of obscurity that is appropriate in an impresa, 

and then links these comments to a reflection on Giovio’s first rule, concerning the proper 

hermeneutical relationship between text and image:  

As you know, all things have their excesses. One who gives away much is prodigal. 
One who withholds much is greedy. . . . The same is true in poetry. One who wants to 
make much understood is vulgar and groveling. One who goes about making 
everything subtle is obscure, and it will be necessary to bring along a team of 
interpreters to understand his thoughts. The same happens with imprese. Thus, as I 
said when I gave my definition, when making imprese, it is necessary to avoid 
making an enigma. As Aristotle says, one who wishes to join every type of figure [i.e. 
metaphor] together in a single speech, will produce an inextricable knot. To resolve 
this matter, I shall make myself understood by saying that in an impresa, marvel 
[meraviglia] is not generated from a recondite thing or from an obscure word, for in 
joining two obscure things together, one will run into an enigma. Rather, marvel 
consists in the joining together of two intelligible things, in such a way that they 
constitute a third thing, which is neither the one nor the other, but a mixture; this is 
the way to produce marvel.203 

 

 
201 Ammirato, Il Rota, 10 (n. 162): “CAM. . . . se noi volessimo far una deffinitione dell'impresa; che cosa 
diremmo, ch'ella si fosse. S. Maranta à voi dico, che sete filosofo. Ne mi curo, ch' ella non sia cosi appuntata, 
come voi fate delle diffinitione. MA. Impresa per hora non direi ch'ella fusse altro, che una signification della 
mente nostra sotto un nodo di parole & di cose.” 
202 Ammirato, Il Rota, 14 (n. 162): “dall'anima & dal corpo insieme giunti si interpreta da colui, che vede, & che 
legge l'occulto pe[n]siero dell'autore quasi per hieroglifici sotto il nodo di quelle due cose. . . .” 
203 Ammirato, Il Rota, 31-32 (n. 162): “MA. Tutte le cose Monsig. some sapete, hanno i loro eccessi. Chi molto 
dona è prodigo. Chi strigne & ritiene assai avaro. Chi molto ardisce è prosuntuose & temerario. Così nella 
poesia. Chi molto si vuol far intendere: è rimesso & abieto. Chi la vuol molto gir assottigliando è oscuro, & 
bisogna portar gli interpreti à cintola per penetrare ne i suoi intendimenti. Il simile aviene nell'imprese. Et pero 
dissi, quando parlai della diffinitione; che bisogna avertire nel far dell'imprese, che non si facesse un' enigma; 
come dice Aristotele, che chi volesse accoppiare i[n] una medesima oratio[n]e ogni sorte di figura, egli farebbe 
un nodo inestricabile. Et per risolvere questa cosa, sì ch'io mi lasci intendere, dico; che la meraviglia 
nell'impresa non si cava dalla cosa recondita, o dalla parola oscura; che in questo modo con accoppiar due 
cose oscure, o lontane un poco, si incorrerebbe nell'Enigma. Ma la meraviglia consiste nell' accoppiame[n]to di 
due cose intelligibili, le quali per cagion, che costituiscono un terzo, che non è ne l'uno ne l'altro delle due 
cose; ma un misto, quindi è, che si generi la meraviglia.” 
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Thus, Maranta applies to imprese the ‘golden mean’ between clarity and obscurity that 

Aristotle had first articulated in his Poetics. Aristotle’s statement can itself be regarded as a 

starting point for the tradition of hermeneutical reflection on literary texts and verbal 

discourse. Now, in the mid-sixteenth century, when the characteristic concepts of literary 

hermeneutics were first applied to the discussion of visual art, we find two major examples of 

the new trend, Maranta’s Discorso and Ammirato’s Il Rota, that were written around the 

same time, by authors who were close friends. We do not know to what degree Ammirato 

may have consulted with Maranta while writing Il Rota, or Maranta with Ammirato while 

writing the Discorso, but there is considerable commonality of themes and terminology 

between the two. For example, in the passage from Il Rota above, Maranta indicates that the 

purpose of hiddenness in an impresa is to generate meraviglia, or ‘marvel’, a term that also 

appears throughout the Discorso. In Ammirato’s dialogue, when Nino de Nini asks Maranta 

to explain the term meraviglia, Maranta’s reply includes a line from Ariosto’s Orlando 

Furioso: “As the poet says, ‘Through marvel, the lips tighten, and the eyebrows arch”; the 

same line also appears, in paraphrase, in the Discorso: “When one marvels, they . . .  close 

their mouth tightly and wrinkle their forehead.”204 Another example is found in the use in 

both texts of the words fingimento and fintione to refer to the ‘conceits’ that generate 

obscurity. In a passage from Il Rota (spoken by Nino de Nini, rather than Maranta) we read,  

It was an ancient practice among all men of wisdom to carefully and cleverly take 
care never to reveal to all people their fine doctrines and knowledge, so that these 
would not become profaned by the mob. This was the reason for which they devised 
the fingimenti of their stories; the ancient wise men concealed beneath this outer layer 
all their secrets of the speculative sciences, the things of nature, and all useful and 
necessary thoughts pertaining to man. In this way, for the ignorant person the 
pleasure of the story remained, while the man of wisdom would gather its fruits by 

 
204 Ammirato, Il Rota, 30 (n. 162): “Come dice il poeta, Et far per meraviglia Stringer le labra, & inarcar le 
ciglia.” The line is from Canto 10 of Orlando Furioso. Maranta, Discorso, 888, 540v (n.62): “quando alcuno si 
meraviglia . . . abbassa le ciglia e comprime la bocca e corruga la fronte.” 
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penetrating more deeply. And since poetry and painting are sisters born at the same 
birth, just as poetry began elaborating these fintioni with words, painting began in the 
same way to depict many things, which seemed monstrous [i.e. grotesques], but 
which concealed many fine secrets… [thus] just as the philosopher began to elaborate 
his wonderous and divine secrets beneath his stories, so that they would be 
understood by some, but not by all, so the gentleman turned to the fintioni of imprese 
in order to explain his meaning to some, but not all.205 

 
In the Discorso, Maranta expresses the doctrine of hiddenness in similar terms: 

[I]t is clear to all that poetry and painting, the one being spoken and the other mute, 
are in fact the same thing, and what is said of the one may also be applied to the 
other. The fatness of [Titian’s] angel and the youthfulness of Michelangelo’s Christ 
must therefore be considered two mute allegories of painting which no one has yet 
been able to unravel. One might venture to say that Michelangelo did this to express a 
glorified body and to make it appear much different than it did when Christ, in his 
discomfort, lived among us, thus turning this fingimento into a sort of metaphor, or 
rather allegory, in which perpetual youth tacitly recalls the power of glory and 
grace… From this similar case we may go looking for the solution to Titian’s 
fizione.206 

 
The words fingimento, fintione and fizione do not appear in the two sixteenth-century texts on 

painting that we know Maranta to have been familiar with, Vasari’s Lives and Dolce’s 

Aretino, nor are they used in Paolo Giovio’s earlier dialogue on imprese. Their application to 

 
205 Ammirato, Il Rota, 14-15, 16 (n. 162): “fù antica osservanza di tutti i savi guardarsi con ogni studio & 
ingegno di non palesar le belle dottrine & scienze à tutte le persone in guisa, ch'elle si venissero à profanare 
dal volgo. Et questa fù la cagione, che si ritrovassero i fingimenti delle favole: sotto le cui scorze si ricoprivano 
da quelli antichi savi tutti i segreti delle scienze speculative, & delle cose della natura, & tutte le utili e 
necessarie cognitioni, che appartengono all'homo. Di modo che all'ignorante restava la piacevolezza della 
favola & il savio ne raccoglieva, penetra[n]do più à dentro, il frutto di essa. Et perche la poesia e la pittura sono 
sorelle tutte nate un un parto; si come la poesia con le parole cominciò a spiegare queste fintioni; così 
comincio susseguentemente la pittura à pigner di molte cose, che parevano mostruose: le quali però sotto 
esse rinchiudevano molti belli segreti. . . .  Si come il filosofo sotto le favole cominciò à spiegare i segreti sui 
meravigliosi, & divini per farsi intendere da alcuni, & non da tutti; così il cavaliere per ispiegare ad alcuni, & 
non à tutti il suo intendimento ricorse alle fintioni dell’imprese.”  
206 Maranta, Discorso, 866-867, 535v (n.62): “E di già è cosa chiarissima a ciascuno che la poesia e la pittura, 
dall'esser l'una parlante e l'altra mutola in fuori, sono una cosa medesima, e ciò che dell'una si dice si può 
all'altra applicare. Saranno dunque la grassezza di quell'angelo e la giovanezza del Cristo di Michelangelo due 
allegorie della pittura mutole, le quali non si possono ancora sciorre da ciascuno. Ancorché si potrebbe per 
aventura dire che Michelagnolo abbia ciò fatto per voler così esprimere un corpo glorificato e farlo parere 
alquanto diverso da quello che fu mentre tra noi visse a disagio, riducendo quel fingimento in una certa qualità 
di metafora, o vogliamo dire di allegoria, chiamando tacitamente perpetua giovanezza la forza della gloria e 
della grazia. Che se di quella istessa figura che ebbe mentre fu patibile l'avesse dipinto, lo arebbe di facile 
ridotto nella mente di alcuno patibile ancora; il che era fuor della sua intenzione. Da questa somiglianzà 
potremmo noi andar cercando qual sia il discioglimento di quest'altra fizzione di Tiziano. . . .” 
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the discussion of visual art in the Discorso and in Il Rota may well be an innovation of the 

Neapolitan literary and intellectual culture that Maranta and his companions comprised, a 

culture that appears to be more invested in concepts of hiddenness than other regional groups 

in cinquecento art literature, such as Dolce and Aretino in Venice, or Vasari and Benedetto 

Varchi in Florence.  

In another coincidence of phrasing, we read in the passage from Il Rota above that 

“for the ignorant person the pleasure of the story remained, while the man of wisdom would 

gather its fruits by penetrating more deeply [penetrando più à dentro],” while in the 

Discorso, Maranta writes, “Those who do not challenge themselves to penetrate more deeply 

[penetrare più addentro] than the sense that is given on the surface are like vulgarians, like 

little girls who delight in music that is full of consonances and who favor songs suited to the 

intellect of an ignorant little priest.”207 In these and other passages, Il Rota and the Discorso 

engage the old hermeneutical question concerning the relationship between competence, 

comprehension and social status. Nino de Nini says that, following the ancient sages who 

“cleverly [took] care never to reveal to all people their fine doctrines and knowledge, so that 

these would not become profaned by the mob,” the creator of imprese aims to “explain his 

meaning to some, but not all.” In another passage from Il Rota, spoken by Maranta, the same 

notion is given an explicitly polemical cast: 

Let the masses take pleasure in the picture [i.e. the ‘body’ of the impresa], and extract 
what sense they can from the words; they’ll make sense of things in their own way, 
while we'll pay no attention to it. Let us not be forced under this law which says we 
have to make them understand everything. The poets do the same, for while the outer 
shell [of their poems] is known and obvious, the inner pulp is secret and hidden, and 

 
207 See note 119. 
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one must be learned and knowledgeable to penetrate into their lofty and profound 
concepts.”208  
 

This may be the only occasion in sixteenth-century art literature in which the principle that 

art should be made clear for the benefit of the uneducated is subjected to direct criticism. 

Maranta’s reference to a ‘law’ demanding such clarity recalls Paleotti’s assertion that 

paintings must serve “as books for the illiterate, whom it is always imperative to address 

openly and clearly.” The emphatic rejection of this law is consistent with Maranta’s sharp 

words against the tastes of the ‘masses’ in the Discorso. Considering Maranta’s position on 

this polemical hermeneutical question in relation his anticlerical remarks in both Il Rota and 

in the Discorso, we may conclude that Maranta’s Discorso and Ammirato’s Il Rota constitute 

an anti-Counter-Reformation category of art literature, which pushes back against the 

strictures of the conservative position on visual art that emerged in the mid and later-1500s. 

We will soon examine the discussion in Il Rota of three individual imprese that show 

the full potential of the art form as a means for expressing contentious opinions on religious 

and political problems. In considering the subversive side of sixteenth-century impresa 

culture, however, it is worth pausing to note Gabriele Paleotti’s remarks in the chapter of his 

Discourse on Sacred and Profane Images entitled “On pictures in imprese,” in which Paleotti 

delivers a vigorous denunciation of the literary and artistic phenomenon represented by 

Ammirato’s Il Rota. “Imprese,” says Paleotti at the start of the chapter, “are meeting . . . 

much opposition among good and wise persons.”209 The critique that follows is grounded on 

 
208 Ammirato, Il Rota, 143 (n. 162): “Il volgo dilettisi nella pittura; dalle parole cavi quel senso che può; faccia i 
sentimenti à suo modo, che noi di ciò non ci curiamo, purché non ci sforzi sotto questa legge che del tutto ci 
abbiamo à far intender da loro. Che così somiglia[n]temente fanno i poeti, le corteccie de' quali come so[no] 
note e patenti, così la midolla è segreta, & occulta. Et bene conviene esser dotto & scientiato colui che 
penetrar possa nei loro alti & profondi concetti.”  
209 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 290; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 252r-252v (n. 22): “l’imprese . . . patiscono . . . 
gran contradizzione presso i buoni e savii. . . .” 
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a distinction between imprese, which Paleotti characterizes as vain, obscure and indifferent to 

the common good, and ‘symbols’, which promote universally beneficial values: 

[Among] the many other differences there are between symbols and imprese, the 
main one is that . . . [symbols] imply a virtuous universal precept that improves the 
discipline of common life. Imprese, on the other hand, extract a particular concept 
from things with general relevance and apply it to the proper person of the author of 
the impresa, and all this concept normally does is to magnify some action or thought 
of the author’s own. Indeed, just as symbols represent to us that royal majesty and 
liberality that is intent on nothing but serving everyone and doing good to others, 
imprese on the contrary seem to show us a glimpse of a certain tyrannical instinct to 
direct everything to our own advantage.210 

 
Paleotti is referring to a practice that was typical in the earliest phase of the impresa tradition, 

before the first published collections appeared, in which the ‘gentleman’ would design his 

own device, dedicated to himself, as it were, as a way of making a public statement of his 

own values and virtues. Paleotti then goes on to criticize the themes that imprese typically 

treat:  

it is glaringly obvious, as anyone can observe, that some [imprese] belabor subjects of 
little gravity, indeed very youthful and sensual ones having to do with love, ladies, 
dancing, masques, performances, and things of that sort, which require no further 
comment because they reveal their quality all by themselves and how unsuitable they 
are to a serious person, or one of any standing in any city or republic whatsoever, 
much less to a Christian person who professes to believe and observe what our law, 
the capital enemy of idleness and lasciviousness, commands about such things.211  

 

 
210 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 290; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 252v-253r (n. 22): “oltre molte differenze che 
sono tra i simboli e le imprese, questa si scuopre principale, che i simboli . . . inferiscono un precetto 
universale virtuoso e giovevole alla disciplina della vita commune; ma l’imprese, per lo contrario, da cose atte 
a riferirsi universalmente inducono un concetto particolare applicato alla propria persona dell’autore 
dell'impresa, il qual concetto ordinariamente altro non fa che magnificare qualche azzione o pensiero di sé 
stesso. Talmente che, sì come i simboli ci rappresentano quella maestà e liberalità regia, che ad altro non è 
intenta che al servizio commune et al far bene ad altri, così nelle imprese, per il contrario, pare che si scuopra 
quasi che un certo tirannico instinto di dirizzare ogni cosa a commodo proprio e valersi dell'altrui per interesse 
particolare.” 
211 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 291; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), : 253v (n. 22): “a chi bene riguarda appare assai 
chiaramente che alcune di esse si travagliano intorno a soggetti poco gravi, anzi molto giovinili e sensuali, 
come di cose d’amore, di dame, di danze, di mascherate, di scene e di cose simili, delle quali non è necessario 
il discorrere altrimente perché da sé stesse scuoprono la loro qualità, e quanto poco convengano a persona 
grave o di alcun grado in qualonque città o republica, non che ad una persona cristiana che faccia professione 
di credere e di osservare quello che la legge nostra, nemica capitale dell'ozio e della lascivia, ne commanda.” 
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This criticism recalls the impresa by Francesco Maria Molza that we discussed above (fig. 

14), with its praise for Giulia Gonzaga’s beauty and reference to the death of Ippolito de’ 

Medici during a liaison between with Giulia. Having condemned the frivolous and 

unwholesome content of imprese, Paleotti adds the hermeneutical complaint that imprese 

“may . . . have conceits too lofty and obscure,” which “may be drawn from animals or plants 

or stones about which little is known, or from excessively recondite properties they may 

have.”212 Finally, he says, “people frequently err in making a public spectacle of them and 

multiplying their numbers needlessly, which reveals an inordinate wish to be commended as 

a fine wit and reputed a deep thinker.”213 It is easy to see Maranta and his companions in this 

description. It is also easy to imagine what Paleotti would have thought of the mysterious trio 

of imprese that appear at the base of the monument that Bernardino Rota built for his wife in 

San Domenico Maggiore: obscure and individualistic, Rota’s imprese violate the principles 

of clarity and universality that church decoration ought to serve. 

We therefore find the culture of imprese squarely condemned by the Counter-

Reformation church’s chief sixteenth-century spokesperson on visual art. Yet Paleotti’s 

chapter on imprese misses the real subversive potential of the medium. We will now look at 

three passages from Ammirato’s Il Rota which show that potential clearly.  

The first passage concerns an impresa composed by Scipione Ammirato in honor of 

Placido di Sangro, a Neapolitan nobleman who was also a friend of Ferrante Carafa and 

Bernardino Rota. The theme of Ammirato’s impresa is di Sangro’s heroism in helping to 

 
212 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 292-293; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 255v (n. 22): “abbino concetti troppo alti et 
oscuri . . . perché siano cavati da animali o piante o pietre di che non s’ha notizia, o da proprietà loro troppo 
recondite. . . .” 
213 Paleotti, Discourse (2012), 293; Paleotti, Discorso (1582), 255v (n. 22): “di più si erra spesso in farne publico 
spettacolo e multiplicarle senza occasione, il che mostra troppo voglia di essere commendato per bello 
ingegno e tenuto per molto saputo.” 
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thwart the attempt of the viceroy Pedro da Toledo in 1547 to extend the jurisdiction of the 

Spanish Inquisition to the kingdom of Naples. This event, which saw violent clashes between 

the Neapolitan populace and Spanish soldiers garrisoned in Naples, was a defining moment 

in the struggle for power between the city’s nobility and the Spanish viceregal regime that 

had been installed in Naples at the start of the century, and attained under Toledo’s reign 

(1532-1553) extensive control over the legal, financial and bureaucratic order of the 

Kingdom.214 Ferrante Carafa, the nobleman to whom Maranta’s Discorso is addressed, was 

briefly imprisoned in 1547 as a leader of the resistance against the viceroy’s attempt to 

introduce the Inquisition. As the description of di Sangro’s impresa indicates, the event was 

still vivid in the memory of the members of Maranta’s circle when Il Rota was published in 

1562. We return to Ammirato’s dialogue at a point where Bernardino Rota has been telling 

his companions about an impresa depicting the mythical double-headed serpent known as the 

amphisbaena. This reminds Alfonso Cambi of the impresa that Ammirato designed for 

Placido di Sangro, in which the serpent-killing mongoose, or ichneumon, appears:  

[CAMBI:] Your amphisbaena, S. Bernardino, has reminded me of the ichneumon of 
S. Placido di Sangro, which is a very beautiful impresa. ROTA: Tell us about it, S. 
Alfonso—since it is such a strange animal, and since the judgment of S. Placido has 
deemed it worthy, it must indeed be beautiful. CAMBI:  As you know gentlemen, the 
ichneumon is a small animal, yet very strong and vigorous, and it kills two fierce and 
venomous serpents, the asp and the crocodile (for which reason, perhaps, the 
Herakleopolitans of Egypt considered it a god). Among other things, pulled by natural 
instinct, wherever it finds the eggs of the crocodile—which lays many—it breaks and 
smashes them. According to those who have written about animals, what is truly 
remarkable is that it will not under any circumstances eat these eggs, which clearly 
shows that it [destroys them] only for the utility and benefit of men. As you know, in 
the time when the emperor's ministers attempted to bring the Inquisition into the 
Kingdom of Naples, against the wishes of his Majesty, the people, and most of the 

 
214 The Spanish Inquisition was an institution distinct from its Roman counterpart. Toledo’s attempt to 
introduce the Spanish Inquisition to the Kingdom of Naples in 1547 failed, while the Roman Inquisition would 
extend its activities to the Kingdom in 1562, leading to the arrest of Maranta and others. For useful essays on 
many aspects of the political history of sixteenth-century Naples, including an extensive bibliography, see 
Tommaso Astarita, ed, A Companion to Early Modern Naples (Leiden: Brill, 2013). 
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nobility, set themselves in opposition against that madness. Among these persons, 
distinguishing himself greatly, was S. Placido, who was elected ambassador of the 
city by universal consent, and was sent to the emperor to liberate the fatherland from 
the yoke of such a bitter and hard servitude, which he obtained thanks to the goodness 
of that most just prince, but not without considerable effort, and many dangers to his 
life, as you can well remember. And truly he opposed those designs only for the 
public good, not for his own, for, living according to the law, he had no reason to fear 
such provisions. All these things he had in common with the ichneumon, which 
therefore stands for him [in his impresa, where it is shown] in the act of breaking the 
eggs, which were [like] ideas that never came into effect, but which, if they had, 
would have generated many dangerous and pestiferous crocodiles. With these words 
from Virgil [for the impresa’s motto], THE DEED'S RENOWN IS ENOUGH, it is 
like saying, the fame of the act is enough for me; that is, it is enough reason for me to 
do it; for one can see that I break them not to eat them myself, but for the well-being 
and health of others. ROTA. A most compelling sign; indeed, I've never heard of 
anything that would be more apt for S. Placido than this, for he was truly born for the 
public good, and to give pleasure always to his friends, more than to himself. In sum, 
[the impresa] is most spirited and ardent. S. Cambi, do you know who its author was? 
CAMBI: Ammirato [was the author]. . . .”215 

 
With its bold objection to the aggressive policies of the viceroy, the passage is a striking 

document of religious and political tensions in Naples at the time. Though the meaning of  

 
215 Ammirato, Il Rota, 134-136 (n. 162): “La vostra Amphisbena S. Ber[nardino] mi ha fatto sovenir 
l'Ichneumone del S. Placido di Sangro, ch' è una bellissima impresa. ROTA. Raccontatela S. Alfonso; che per 
esser l'animal bizzarro, & per haverlo approvato il giuditio del S. Placido; non può essere se non bella. CAMBI. 
Sapete signori, che l'Ichneumone è picciolo animale; nondimeno è di tanta forza, e vigore; che uccide due 
bravi e venenosi serpenti, l'Aspide, & il Crocodilo (per la qual cagione forse gli Heracleopolitani d'Egitto 
l'havevano in luogo di Dio) Et fra l'altre cose tirato dall'istinto della sua natura sempre ovunque ritruva l'uova 
del Crocodilo, che sono molte, le spezza, & fracassa. Et quel, ch'e di gran meraviglia secondo raccontano 
coloro, che hanno scritto degli animali; è che queste uova egli non mangia per nessun modo, mostrando 
chiaramente ciò fare ad utilità solo, e benefitio degli huomini. Sapete ancora, come nel tempo; che da i 
ministri dellomperadore [sic] si tentò di metter l'inquisitione nel Regno di Napoli contra la mente di sua 
Maestà, il popolo, & gran parte de cavalieri, si oppossero à quella furia. Tra qualli molto si segnalò il S. Placido; 
il quale con universal consentimento eletto ambasciadore dalla città, fù mandato à Cesare per liberare la 
patria dal giogo di così aspra, & dura servitù; & l'ottenne per la bontà di quel giustiss[imo] principe, ma non 
senza fatiche, & molti pericoli della vita sua; come ben vi potete ricordare. Et veramente si oppose egli à que 
disegni solo per cagion publica, e non per sua; il qual vivendo secondo le leggi non havea à temer di così fatte 
provisioni. Fa egli dunque, havendo à tutte queste cose riguardo l'Ichneumone; per lo quale intende se stesso, 
che sta in atto di romper l'uova, et già le rompe; che erano i pensieri no[n] anco venuti in effetto; & venendo, 
harebbono generati molti danosi, & pestiferi Crocodili. Con queste parole di Virgilio. FACTA FAMA SAT EST 
Quasi dica à bastanza è per me la fama del fatto; ciò è della cagione; perche io fò questo; poi che si vede, che 
io le rompo non per mangiarmele io, ma per l'altrui comodità e salute. RO. Ha tocco il segno. Alla fe io non ho 
udito cosa che più convenga al S. Placido di questa; nato veramente al ben publico; & per giovar sempre à gli 
amici; più ch' à se stesso. In somma ella ha molto del vivo, & dell' ardente. S. Cambi non ne sapete l'autore? 
CAM. l'Ammirato, o per dir meglio l'affettione, che ha l'Ammirato à quel buon cavaliere. . . .” 
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di Sangro’s impresa is spelled out quite clearly, the modern reader does need to fill one 

‘gap’, namely that by ‘the emperor’s ministers’ the speaker intends the Spanish viceregal 

government, which ruled the Kingdom of Naples in the name of the king of Spain and Holy 

Roman Emperor, Charles V. No reader of Il Rota in sixteenth-century Naples would have 

failed to recognize that the one who tried to ‘lay the eggs’ of a new inquisitorial regime in the 

city was the Spanish viceroy, Pedro da Toledo. In a recent study, historian Aurelio Musi 

gives an overview of the forces in play: 

Complex causes were behind the revolt of 1547: religious ferments and the spread of 
the “Modern Devotion” (a movement advocating more intense and personal spiritual 
life, which was popular among the educated laity of various areas of Europe) among 
the capital's elites; the awareness, on the part of both nobles and others, that the 
Spanish Inquisition would have altered the kingdom's constitutional basis, founded 
hitherto on respect for local autonomy and laws; and opposition to control 
mechanisms that were not just religious, but also political. Spanish inquisitorial 
procedure circumvented ordinary judicial procedures, thus reducing the role of local 
magistrates. The first phase of the crisis saw various protagonists: first, the 
Neapolitan nobles, who, in memoranda sent directly [by Placido di Sangro] to Charles 
V, exploited the crisis to attack not only the viceroy but also his allies, the togati, who 
were deemed guilty of having replaced the aristocracy in the Collateral Council; 
secondly, Toledo, who, Summonte [eighteenth-century historian Giovanni Antonio 
Summonte] wrote, “wanted the Inquisition especially as a way to punish the 
nobility”; and third, representatives of the "people," who initially supported and then 
distanced themselves from the viceroy. The second phase of the crisis, beginning in 
July 1547, marked the real tumult. In one day, the viceroy ordered 407 artillery 
charges on the city. Spanish infantry attacked while the fleet besieged the city.216  

 
Cambi’s description of di Sangro’s impresa gives literary expression to the bitter divisions 

that Musi describes. Cambi defends di Sangro from suspicion on the delicate matter of 

religion, by saying that he opposed the Inquisition, “for the public good, not for his own, for, 

living according to the law, he had no reason to fear such provisions.” While I am unaware of 

any direct evidence that di Sangro was a Valdesian, his name does appear on a list that 

 
216 Aurelio Musi, “Political History,” in A Companion to Early Modern Naples, ed. Tommaso Astarita (Leiden: 
Brill, 2013), 140. 
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Massimo Firpo has recently drawn up of “members of the aristocracy who had been 

influenced by [Juan de Valdes’] teaching.”217 On the political side, the remark that Toledo’s 

attempt to institute the Inquisition was made “against the wishes of his Majesty” expresses a 

sentiment that was often voiced by the viceroy’s aristocratic opponents, who were always 

eager to make it known that they did not blame Charles V for the hated policies of the 

viceroy that ruled in his name. It is also worth pointing out that Cambi says the viceroy’s 

plans were opposed by “most of the nobility” but not by all of them; as Musi notes, some 

nobles collaborated with the viceroy, including those who sat on the so-called Collateral 

Council, an organ of the viceregal government that provided loyal elites with a measure of 

status and influence within the regime.  

With its combination of zoological and poetical lore, Cambi’s exposition of di 

Sangro’s impresa shows how the learned fashion for the natural world and the arts (visibly 

expressed, as we have seen, also by the two allegorical statues on Bernardino Rota’s tomb) 

could be adopted to the task of fashioning partisan identity in the arena of political and 

religious conflict. The viceroy Pedro da Toledo was aware of the connection between the 

learned culture and the political orientation of his rivals in Naples; in 1547, the year of his 

failed attempt to establish the Spanish Inquisition in Naples, he ordered the disbanding of 

two literary academies in the city on the suspicion that they were serving as centers for the 

exchange of subversive ideas. He was probably correct—one of these groups, the Accademia 

dei Sereni, was headed by Placido di Sangro, and the other, the Accademia degli Ardenti, was 

headed by Ferrante Carafa. Mario Galeota, the Valdes disciple who authored one of the 

imprese on Porzia Capece’s funerary monument and later would spend time with Maranta as 

 
217 Firpo, Juan de Valdés, 38 (n. 21). 
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a prisoner of the Roman Inquisition, was a member of the Accademia dei Sereni. Bernardino 

Rota and Ferrante Carafa were also members.218 When Pietro Carnesecchi, under 

interrogation by the Inquisition, stated that his past conversations with Rota had been “more 

on the topic of poetry than religion,” his inquisitors no doubt knew that the two topics were 

by no means mutually exclusive. Cambi’s exposition of di Sangro’s impresa in Il Rota 

illustrates the connection clearly. 

In the passage from Il Rota to which we turn next, Bernardino Rota presents an 

impresa dedicated to Pedro da Toledo himself. The author of this impresa was the Neapolitan 

literatus Marcantonio Epicuro, a close friend and former tutor of Rota, who had also been a 

member of the Academia dei Sereni before the group was disbanded by Toledo.219 Not 

surprisingly, Epicuro’s impresa gives a withering appraisal of the viceroy, casting a shadow 

over an event that Toledo regarded as a major accomplishment. In 1537, Turkish corsairs had 

attacked several towns along the coast of Apulia, killing or enslaving thousands of the 

region’s inhabitants. A viceregal army headed by Toledo eventually drove the Turks away—

an action in which Toledo clearly took great pride, for he chose it as the subject of one of the 

 
218 Benedetto Croce, Aneddoti di varia letteratura, Vol 1 (Bari: Laterza, 1953) 302-309. Croce writes, “Le 
accademie dei Sereni, degli Ardenti, degli Incogniti, create in Napoli nel 1546, furono una luminosa ma breve 
apparizione, non spentasi già ma brutalmente soffocta, dopo poco più di un anno, dal vicerè Toledo. Rimasero, 
per altro, a lungo nel cuore dei letterati napoletani, che non cessarono di farvi accenni, pieni di rimpianto, nei 
decenni seguenti; e nel 1585 uno degli ormai vecchi supperstiti di esse, il marchese di San Lucido Ferrante 
Carafa,--che era stato nel 1546 presidente degli Ardenti,--tentò di farle risorgere, fuse in una, ch'egli ribattezzò 
cattolicitmente e spagnolescamente come dei "Sereni Ardenti di Cristo e di Maria, dell'Austria e dei Gironi", 
cioe del Giron duca di Ossuna, allora vicerè. Che era mi ricocdo di quelle antiche accademie, e insieme uno 
scongiuro contro i sospetti che avevano indotto il governo spagnuolo a discioglierle ed abolirle.” Croce, 
Aneddoti, 302. It should be noted that the statutes for the founding of the Accademia dei Sereni, a docment 
dated March 14, 1546 which Croce transcribes, expressly forbid discussion of Scripture, so as to avoid any 
‘murmuring’, under threat of penalty at the discretion of the academy’s ‘prince’ or leader: “Et per evitar il 
mormorar d'alcuno, non sia nesuno che disputi della Scriptura sacra, alla pena da commettersi all'arbitrio del 
nostro Prencepe.” Croce, Aneddoti, 305. 
219 See the DBI entry for Galetoa, Mario.  
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three narrative reliefs on his tomb in the Neapolitan church of San Giacomo degli 

Spagnoli.220 

In Ammirato’s text, the exposition of the impresa that Epicuro designed for Toledo 

follows immediately upon the description of an impresa dedicated to the condotiere 

Vespasiano Gonzaga. As we noted earlier, Vespasiano was the nephew of Giulia Gonzaga 

and had engaged Maranta as a physician during a military campaign of 1556. The courage 

and valor accorded to Vespasiano in the discussion of his impresa sets up a deliberate 

contrast with Pedro da Toledo, who is represented in his impresa by a vile creature known as 

the basilisk: 

ROTA: Quite different [from Vespasiano’s impresa] is the impresa that was made for 
Don Pedro da Toledo. When he showed up in Castro, he made the Turks draw back; 
they had already caused much damage, descending from the cape of Otranto into the 
towns, plundering and burning many castles. [The impresa showed] a basilisk with 
the words TU NOMINE TANTUM. The reason is that… while the basilisk chases 
away the serpents with his hiss, you [Toledo] chase away enemies with [your] name. 
As Pliny says Sibilio omnes fugat serpentes, and Eliano refers to this as well, 
adducing the authority of Archelao: when many serpents have gathered around a 
beast that has died in the solitudes of Africa, they will either run off into the desert or 
into a cave to hide as soon as they hear the basilisk's whistle. Then, when the basilisk 
has eaten, and taken in peace as much as he wants of the carcass, he departs, hissing 
once again, which is like a sign calling the hidden serpents to return, for he is 
satisfied, and has no more need of it. Aside from this, I know of no other imprese by 
Epicuro. . . .221   

 
220 I have not been able to obtain a photograph of the relief, but have seen it. The scene is a panoramic view of 
the seacoast, with Turkish ships amassed along the shore, and a group of Spanish soldiers, led by Toledo 
advancing over a hill. For a discussion of Toledo’s tomb, which does not include the relief depicting Toledo’s 
repulsion of the Turks, see Tanja Michalsky, “Tombs and the Ornamentation of Chapels” in Artistic Centers of 
the Italian Renaissance: Naples, ed. Marcia B. Hall and Thomas Willette (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2017) 287-288. 
221 Ammirato, Il Rota, 42 (n. 162): “RO. Sul diverso sta l'impresa fatta à don Pietro di Toledo; quando egli 
comparito sovra Castro fè ritirar i Turchi; che già con molto danno del capo d'Otranto erano scesi in quel 
paese, & rubato, & arso molte castella. Questa fù un Basilisco con tali parole. TU NOMINE TANTUM percioche 
ove il Basilisco col fischio discaccia tutti gli altri animali. Et però dico diverso; perchioche ove il basilisco 
discaccia i serpenti col fischio; tu discacci i nemici col nome. Sibilo (dice Plinio) omnes fugat serpentes & Eliano 
riferisce adducendone l'autorità d'Archelao; che essendo molti serpenti intorno una bestia, che si era morta 
nelle solitudini dell'Africa, subito udito il fischio del Basilisco s'andarono o dentro l'arena, o in caverne à 
nascondere. Et che il Basilisco mangiato, che hebbe in pace quanto hebbe voglia, di quel corpo, si partì un altra 
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In his Natural History, Pliny describes the basilisk as a powerful but wicked beast: “It 

destroys all shrubs, not only by its contact, but those even that it has breathed upon; it burns 

up all the grass, too, and breaks the stones, so tremendous is its noxious influence.” The 

basilisk made a fitting symbol for a wicked ruler, for as Pliny says, “It has a white spot on the 

head, strongly resembling a sort of crown” (fig. 21).222  

 
 
Figure 21. The basilisk, illustrated in Ulisse Aldrovandi, Serpentum et draconum historiae 
libri duo (Italy: Clementem Ferronium, 1640), 363. 
 

While the role that Placido di Sangro played in thwarting the viceroy’s plans in 1547 is 

clearly spelled out in the passage describing di Sangro’s impresa, Rota’s description of 

Toledo’s impresa leaves it to the reader to fill in the implied political comment, namely that 

Toledo drove the Turks out of Apulia only so that he might ‘feed’ upon the people of the 

 
volta fischiando; quasi facendo segno; che i nascosti serpenti ritornassero; poi che egli già si partia dalla preda 
satollo senza haver piu' bisogno di quell'esca. Del più à me non sovengono essempi dell' Epicuro.” 
222 Pliny the Elder, “The Natural History,” Perseus Digital Library, April 1, 2021,  
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:1999.02.0137:book=8:chapter=33&highlight=ba
silisk 
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region himself. Thus the selfish, devouring cruelty of the basilisk becomes an allegory of 

viceregal abuses. Interestingly, Maranta, whose family was from Apulia, is connected to the 

history of resistance to viceregal policy in the region in the early 1560s, during the tenure of 

the viceroy Pedro Afán de Ribera. In 1561 or 1562, at the very time Maranta and Ammirato 

were writing the Discorso and Il Rota, Maranta’s brother Lucio, bishop of the Apulian town 

of Lavello, read an oration at the final session of the Council of Trent in which he accused 

the viceregal administration of despoiling of the churches of Apulia. The speech, which 

survives in a manuscript entitled “Discourse by the Bishop of Lavello, held during the Most 

Holy Tridentine Council, Inveighed Against the [Vice]regal Ministers in the Kingdom of 

Naples,” provides more insight on the acrimonious divisions in the Kingdom.223 “They have 

sacked the incomes of the bishops and clerics in order to pay the soldiers,”224 Lucio told his 

audience at Trent. “I know that in my city of Venosa [the church of] Santa Trinità . . . was 

deprived of 5,000 ducats . . . the bishopric of Melfi, of 2,000 ducats . . . [and] my own 

bishopric [of Lavello], of 600 ducats.”225 “[We] are treated like slaves,” Lucio said.226 In 

according the blame, Lucio was careful to distinguish between the viceregal government and 

the King of Spain, who was now Philip II:  

Do not believe that I am accusing the Catholic King himself, lord of the Kingdom of 
Naples, who we always regard as an upright example of religion and sanctity, of 
causing the ruin of the churches and the recent usurpation of which I am complaining 
. . . I am accusing the ministers of the most serene King Phillip: the judges, pretori, 

 
223 Lucio Maranta. Branc. I. A. 16. 73r – 80v. "Declamatio Episcopi Lavellensis in Sacro sancta Tridentina Synodo 
habita vel proiecta contra Ministros Regios in Regno Neapolitano" My thanks to Elisa Vergani for her valuable 
assistance in translating Lucio’s oration. 
224 L. Maranta, Declamatio, 75r (n. 223): “episcoporum et clericorum redditus in militum stipendia 
depraedaverunt.” 
225 L. Maranta, Declamatio, 76v, 77r (n. 223): “scio in patria mea Venusina Sanctissimam Trinitatem . . . 
quinque millibus ducatis spoliatam . . . episcopatum Melficae duobus millibus ducatis . . . episcopatum meum 
sex centis ducatis. . . .” 
226 L. Maranta, Declamatio: 75r (n. 223): "Qui dignitate populari, redditibus spoliati, publicanis obtemperare et 
servire cogimur, in servilemque modum habiti et vexati.” 
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administrators and the whole of the Collateral Council of Naples, who exert 
themselves against the churches with such cruelty, avarice and impiety. . . .227  

 
Although Pedro da Toledo had died a decade before these accusations were made, Epicuro 

created his impresa for Toledo in the same spirit of grievance against viceregal mistreatment 

of the kingdom’s subjects. Lucio’s oration will come up again in our discussion of 

Bartolomeo Maranta’s arrest in the summer of 1562, for an early source asserts that the arrest 

was predicated on a suspicion that he, Bartolomeo, had authored a polemical tirade against 

the viceregal administration that was read by Lucio Maranta at Trent—possibly the very 

document we have just been examining.  

The final passage from Il Rota that we will discuss concerns an impresa composed by 

Giovanni Francesco Alois, lord of the town of Caserta near Naples, in honor of his cousin 

and fellow nobleman, the Marquis of Vico, Galeozzo Caracciolo. The author and the 

dedicatee of this impresa were among the most renowned heretics of sixteenth-century Italy. 

In 1551, about a decade before Ammirato wrote Il Rota, Galeazzo Caracciolo had publicly 

and to great scandal broken with the Roman Catholic church and fled to Geneva, where he 

became a prominent member of the Protestant community led by John Calvin. In 1564, three 

years after Il Rota was published, Giovanni Francesco Alois would be executed for heresy, 

following several decades in which Alois covertly promoted the reformed spirituality of Juan 

de Valdes in and around Naples.  

 
227 L. Maranta, Declamatio: 73v-74r (n. 223): “Ac ne me vos regem ipsum cattolicum, [74r] regni Neapolitani 
dominum, accusare existimebis, non regem ipsum, quem semper et religionis et sanctitatis specimen utque 
exemplar non immerito omnes existimamus, ecclesiarum novam labem, usurpationem recentem, queror: 
novum iniustumque cogendae pecuniae institutum. Serenissimi regis Philippi ministros [ms. minostros] 
accuso: iudices, praetores, publicanos totumque collaterale consilium Neapolitanum, qui nihil non contra 
ecclesias crudeliter, avare ac nefarie student.” 
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To fully appreciate the significance of the impresa that Alois created for Caracciolo, 

the reader of Il Rota must fill more, and larger, gaps than those found in the descriptions of 

the imprese dedicated to Placido di Sangro and Pedro da Toledo that we discussed above.228 

At this point in Ammirato’s text, Cambi is giving Maranta, Rota and de Nini an account of a 

conversation on imprese that he had recently had with Alois. Cambi directly reports Alois’ 

own description of the impresa he designed for his friend Galeazzo:   

Galeazzo Caracciolo [said Alois], being a young man of noble and great mind, fell 
ardently in love with a lady by the name of Giulia. And as it seemed to [Galeazzo] 
that love could not be damaging and of harmful effect to all, and feeling himself 
[instead] that it was favorable and beneficial—while wanting at the same time to 
allude to his woman's name—I made for him [an image of] a comet, for its affinity 
with the Iulium sidus, and placed there as a motto FACIES NON OMNIBUS UNA 
[The Face is Not One to All]. That is, while to many the comet seemed a bad omen, 
for him it was a good and most happy one. And so it said that it was not the same 
face, or the same image, to all.229  

 
To understand the subtle political content of the passage, the reader must be familiar with 

Paolo Giovio’s dialogue on imprese, and recognize that Alois has conceived his impresa for 

Galeazzo as a response to the impresa that Giovio says Francesco Maria Molza designed for 

Ippolito de’ Medici. As Giovio wrote,  

wanting to express [the idea that] that Lady Giulia Gonzaga shined with a beauty 
higher than all others . . . [Molza] gave [the impresa] a motto which said INTER 
OMNES. For as Horace says, Micat inter omnes Iulium Sidus [The Julian Star shines 
among them all]. But this impresa had the form of a Comet, and thus announced and 
brought with it death, since he [Ippolito de' Medici], ended his difficult life in the 
castle of that singular and most excellent woman. . . .230 

 
228 On Caracciolo, see Emidio Campi, “The Italian Convert: Marquis Galeazzo Caracciolo and the English 
Puritans,” in Church and School in Early Modern Protestantism, ed. Jordan J. Ballor et al. (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 
2013), 153-163. 
229 Ammirato, Il Rota, 199-200 (n. 162): “Il S. Galeazzo Caracciolo, come giovane, & di animo nobile, & grande, 
& niente addormentato, s'innamorò d'una signora, il cui nome fu Giulia; ardentissimamente. Et parendogli; 
che l'amore no[n] dovesse essere à tutti di danno, & nocimento cagione & sentendoselo egli favorevole, & 
benigno; & volendo dall'altro canto al nome della sua donna alludere, io gli feci la Cometa per quell'affinità del 
Iulium sidus, & vi posi per motto. FACIES NON OMNIBUS UNA. Ciò è, che se ben la Cometa era a molti di 
cattivo augurio; à lui era di buono, e di felicissimo. Et però diceva non à tutti esser un egual volto, e un'istessa 
immagine.”  
230 See note 179. 
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Alois gives Molza’s impresa a new ‘soul’ or motto, which reverses the judgment on Giulia 

Gonzaga: while Molza’s impresa suggests that Giulia exerted a fatal influence on Ippolito 

de’ Medici, Alois’ impresa asserts that her influence on Galeazzo Caracciolo was “favorable 

and beneficial.” To understand what Alois intended to imply Giulia did for Galeazzo, one 

must be familiar (as the members of Maranta’s circle no doubt were) with the nature of the 

relationship between Giulia, Galeazzo and Alois, and the relationship of all three to another 

figure, the fountainhead of Italian philo-Protestant religious culture, the Spanish mystic Juan 

de Valdes. When Ippolito de’ Medici died in 1535, Giulia Gonzaga, aged 22, entered a 

convent in Naples, where she would reside for the rest of her life. One year later, Giulia met 

Juan de Valdes, who had recently arrived in Naples after fleeing the Inquisition in Spain, 

where his brother had been executed for heresy some years earlier. In the same year of 1536, 

Valdes composed the most influential literary expression of his religious thought, in the form 

of a dialogue between he and Giulia Gonzaga entitled The Christian Alphabet. Following 

Valdes’ death in Naples in 1541, Giulia became the beloved central figure of the city’s 

community of spirituali, or followers of Valdes, a role she maintained until her death in 

1566.  

Alois’ impresa for Galeazzo Caracciolo serves as a tribute to the influence that Giulia 

had on one of the persons whom her spirituality affected most decisively. The relationship 

between Galeazzo and Giulia was to become part of the fabled lore of Protestant 

hagiography. As an early twentieth-century biographer of Giulia put it, 

In Giulia Gonzaga alone, he [Galeazzo Caracciolo] found encouragement and 
sympathy, and as time passed on and he found his life intolerable, at variance with 
those he loved in a matter which to him was one of life or death, it was from her 
support that he gathered courage to make the final sacrifice and give up all for his 
Faith. On March 26, 1551, he took an affectionate leave of his family—for he could 
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not even persuade his wife to join him—and set forth on his lonely pilgrimage to a 
land of freedom, where he could openly profess his Reformed religion.231 

 
In the description of his impresa, when Alois says that Galeazzo “fell ardently in love with a 

lady by the name of Giulia,” his knowing audience would have understood that Alois was in 

fact referring to an intense spiritual relationship, the religious connotation of his words being 

concealed under the appearance of a common case of courtly love.  

In the earliest published biography of Galeazzo Caracciolo, written by Niccolò 

Balbani and printed in Geneva in 1587, special credit for Galeazzo’s conversion is given to 

Alois himself. In the following passage, from an English translation of Balbani’s book 

published in 1663 under the title The Italian Convert: Newes from Italy of a Second Moses: 

The Life of Galeacius Caracciolus, Balbani outlines the story of Galeazzo’s conversion, with 

reference to the central tenet of reformed thought, the doctrine of justification by faith alone, 

according to which salvation is a free and unearned gift of God’s grace. It was the circulation 

in Naples of the ideas contained in Balbani’s description, disseminated by figures like 

Valdes, Alois and Gonzaga, that had led Pedro da Toledo to attempt to establish the Spanish 

Inquisition in the kingdom in 1547:   

So it was that in those days, a certain Spaniard, a Nobleman did sojourn at Naples, 
who had [the] name Johannes Waldesius [Juan de Valdes]; this Gentleman, being 
come to some knowledge of the truth of the Gospel, and especially of the Doctrine of 
Justification, used often to confer with and to instruct divers other Noblemen, his 
companions and familiars, in points of Religion, confuting the false opinions of our 
own inherent justification, and of the merits of good works, and so consequently, 
detecting the vanity of many Popish points, and the fondness of their superstitions, by 
which means he so prevailed, or rather the Lord by him, that divers of these Noble 
Gentleman began to creep out of Popish darkness, and to perceive the light of the 
truth. Amongst there was one Johannes Franciscus Casarta [Giovanni Francesco 
Alois], a Noble Gentleman and kinsman to this our Galeacius [Galeazzo Caracciolo]. 
Of this Gentleman, first of all did Galeacius hear divers things in conference, which 
seemed to him much contrary to the course of the vain world; yea, much to cross even 

 
231 Christopher Hare, A Princess of the Italian Reformation: Giulia Gonzaga 1513-1566 Her Family and Her 
Friends (London; New York: Harper & Brothers, 1912), 212-213. 
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his age and estate, and course of life; as namely of the true means of our justification, 
of the excellency and power of God's work, [and] of the vanity of the most of Popish 
superstitions. . . .232 

 
Galeazzo settled in Geneva, where he became a prominent member of John Calvin’s circle 

and translated several of Calvin’s works into Italian. The esteem that Calvin held for 

Galeazzo is documented in the preface to the 1556 edition of Calvin’s Commentary on 

Corinthians, which he dedicated to Galeazzo: 

although you [Galeazzo] do not court public applause —satisfied to have God alone 
as your witness — and though it is not my design to herald your praises, yet it were 
not proper to conceal altogether from my readers what is useful and profitable to be 
known— that a man, sprung from a family of the first rank, prosperous in honors and 
wealth, blest with a spouse of the noblest descent and strictest virtue, a numerous 
offspring, domestic quiet and harmony, and happy in his entire condition in life, has, 
of his own accord, with the view of joining the camp of Christ, quitted his native 
country, has left behind him a fertile and lovely domain, a splendid patrimony, and a 
residence not less commodious than delightful, has stripped himself of domestic 
splendor, has left father, wife, children, relatives, and connections, and after bidding 
farewell to so many worldly allurements, satisfied with our mean style, adopts our 
frugal and homely way of living. . . .233 

 
By the time Ammirato’s Il Rota was published in 1562, Galeazzo Caracciolo was known 

throughout Italy and Europe as an arch-heretic: one of the few Italians, and the only Italian 

nobleman, to renounce his allegiance to the Roman church, flee Italy, and take up residence 

in Protestant lands. Most Italian adherents to reformed spirituality preferred to keep their 

religious opinions out of view, and to remain, as Calvin disapprovingly put it, “where they 

are happy in the soft, sweet pleasures of the beautiful country of Italy.”234 The description of 

 
232 W.C., trans, The Italian Convert: Newes from Italy of a Second Moses: The Life of Galeacius Caracciolus the 
Noble Marquess of Vico Containing the Story of his admirable Conversion from Popery . . . Written first in 
Italian, thence translated into Latine by recverend BEZA; and for the benefit of our people, put into English; and 
now published by W.C. (London: T.R. for Abel Roper at the sign of the Sun in Fleetstreet, 1663) 7-6. The orginal 
Italian edition is Historia della vita di Galeazzo Caracciolo, chiamato il Signor Marchese: nella quale si contiene 
un raro e singolare essempio di costanza e di perseveranza nella pietà e nella vera religione (Geneva: n.p., 
1587; repr., Firenze: Tip. Claudiana, 1875.) 
233 Rev. John Pringle, trans., Commentary on the Epistles of Paul the Apostle to The Corinthians by John Calvin 
Vol. 1 (Edinburgh: T. Constable, 1858), 34. 
234 Firpo, Juan de Valdés, 170 (n. 21). 
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Alois’ impresa for Galeazzo Caracciolo in Il Rota, which leaves so much unsaid, is another 

example of the culture of hiddenness in Maranta’s circle. If we are to fully appreciate the 

historical significance of that culture, we must try to understand its relationship not only to 

the history of hermeneutics and the aesthetics of hiddenness, but also to the practice of 

religious secrecy and dissimulation that was necessary for those adherents of heterodox or 

heretical beliefs who remained in Italy, where they were exposed to strong institutional 

forces of religious persecution. 

We will now set Ammirato’s Il Rota aside and turn our attention for the remainder of 

this chapter to a series of developments in Naples that began shortly after the publication of Il 

Rota in the spring of 1562 and would affect Maranta and others in his circle profoundly. A 

familiarity with these developments will add detail to our understanding of Maranta’s place 

within the political and religious divisions of his time, which in turn will help us to 

appreciate certain ideological connotations that lie below the surface of Maranta’s remarks 

on Titian’s painting in those parts of the Discorso that we have yet to examine.  

In the summer or early fall of 1562, Giovanni Francesco Alois was arrested for heresy 

and sent to Rome to face trial by the Inquisition. On March 4, 1564, before a horrified and 

soon riotous public, Alois was executed for heresy in Piazza del Mercato in Naples, together 

with Giovanni Bernardino Gargano, another friend of Maranta’s group who appears in Il 

Rota. Three days later, the viceroy Pedro Afán de Ribera sent a letter to king Philip II of 

Spain detailing the evidence against Alois. One witness, the archbishop of Otranto, testified 

that “between 1540 and 1547, when there were the tumults in Naples, I spoke with him 

[Alois] many times, and he declared that he held and believed in the Lutheran doctrine, and I 

was present when, with great vehemence and authority, speaking with others, he discoursed, 
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preached and taught the Lutheran doctrine. In those times, he was considered by the 

Lutherans in Naples to be one of the leaders of the sect.”235 Another witness reported that 

Alois “held and believed the principle of justification that Valdes held—that is, that man is 

justified by faith alone,” while another said that Alois “possessed a Lutheran book entitled 

the Benefice of Christ, and was very pleased with it.”236 These were the offenses of the crime 

of heresy primarily consisted: belief in prohibited doctrines, in particular that of salvation by 

faith alone, the reading of prohibited literature and the dissemination of illicit ideas. They 

were activities in which many, and perhaps most, of those in Maranta’s circle were to a 

greater or lesser extent involved. 

The executions of Alois and Gargano in 1564 culminated a campaign against heresy 

in Naples that had begun in May of 1562, when the Holy Office of the Roman Inquisition 

appointed Luigi Campagna di Rossano to be its representative in the Kingdom of Naples. 

Previously, religious crime in Naples had been dealt with at the diocesan level; now, the 

Roman Inquisition, a powerful, centralized organization with the pope at its head, would 

intervene directly. A papal brief dated May 16th, 1562, invested Campagna with “the 

superintendence of all matters related to the Catholic faith and religion, in every single 

province of the Realm,” authorizing Campagna to “summon, cite, incarcerate, fine . . . , 

subject to torture, compel to abjure . . . , absolve the penitent, punish the obstinate, etc.”237 In 

 
235 Cesare Cantù, Gli Eretici d'Italia, Vol. 3 (Torino: Unione Tipografico Editrice, 1866), 28: “Dell'arcivescovo 
d'Otranto, dice che dal 1540 fin al 1547 quando furono i tumulti a Napoli, parlò con esso molte volte, e 
dichiarò che teneva e credeva la dottrina luterana, e si trovò presente quando con grandissima veemenza e 
autorità, parlando con altri, discorreva, predicava e insegnava la dottrina luterana; e in quel tempo a Napoli 
era tenuto dai Luterani per un de' caporioni della seta.” 
236 Cantù, Gli Eretici d'Italia, 29 (n. 235): “[Alois] credeva il punto della giustificazione come lo teneva il Valdes, 
cioè che l'uomo si giustifica per la sola fede. . . . [Alois] teneva un libro luterano intitolato Il Benefizio di Cristo, 
e molto se ne piaceva.” 
237 Amabile, Il Santo officio, 264 (n. 172). 
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the fall of 1563, having already seen to the arrest and transportation to Rome for trial of 

many Neapolitan heresy suspects, Campagna was provided with an assistant, the future 

archbishop and cardinal, Giulio Antonio Santorio. Some years later, Santorio would write an 

account of the events surrounding the brief but violent revolt against political and religious 

authority in Naples that followed the execution of Alois and Gargano in the spring of 1564. 

Santorio’s chronicle is filled with statements that illuminate the factions and rivalries in the 

city, including numerous references to figures in Maranta’s circle and to Maranta himself. 

Santorio makes it clear that he and Campagna were aligned—or at least perceived by their 

opponents to be aligned—with the viceroy of Naples, Pedro Afán de Ribera. Writing in the 

third person, as he does throughout his account, Santorio explains that following the 

executions of Alois and Gargano, “The word having spread throughout the city that, to the 

pleasure of the Viceroy, he [Campagna] and Santorio intended to institute the Spanish 

Inquisition . . . a great roar arose in the city . . . the viceroy immediately sent a company of 

Spanish soldiers to guard them [Campagna and Santorio], telling Santorio that he would offer 

them every aid and favor.”238 The same antagonisms and factions that had been in play when 

Pedro da Toledo moved to establish the Spanish Inquisition in Naples in 1547, were again at 

the center of the conflict in 1564. Economic grievances were a motivation for conflict, for 

Campagna decreed that the lands and possessions of convicted heretics would be forfeited to 

the Inquisition. When the property of Alois and Gargano was seized after their execution, 

many in Naples were led to perceive the wave of anti-heretical fervor under Campagna’s 

 
238 Giulio Antonio Santorio, “Persecutione eccitata al signor Santorio che fu poi cardinale et fu detto il 
cardinale di Santa Severina,” Barb. lat. 4592, cc. 139-159, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rome: 142v: 
“Essendosi sparsa voce per la citta che egli et il Santorio fussino autori di mettere l'inquisitione al uso di 
spagna per conpiacere al Vice Re . . .  fu levato gran rumore nella citta . . . il V. Re mando subido in lor guardia  
. . . una compagnia di soldati spagnoli dicendo al Santorio che stessi di buon animo offerendo loro ogni aiuto et 
favore.” 
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direction as a ploy to enrich the Holy Office and the viceroy. The concern was part of a 

general pattern of grievance that also manifests in the accusations that Lucio Maranta had 

made at the Council of Trent against the despoiling of the churches by the “emperor’s 

ministers”. 

In his chronicle, Santorio lists nine persons whom he characterizes as the “principle 

authors of the tumult” that erupted in the city after Alois and Gargano were executed (fig. 

22). Four of these nine ringleaders are familiar to us: the Marchese of Santo Lucido, Ferrante 

Carafa, to whom Maranta addressed his essay on Titian’s painting; Vincenzo Carafa, to 

whom Ammirato dedicated Il Rota; Mario Galeota, who authored one of the imprese on the 

funerary monument of Bernardino Rota’s wife; and Placido di Sangro, the hero of the 

uprising against Pedro da Toledo’s attempt to introduce the Inquisition in 1547, whose 

actions in that conflict were also commemorated by an impresa in Il Rota. A fifth person on 

Santorio’s list of conspirators is “the Marchese of Vico son of Galeazzo who was in 

Geneva.” This is Colantonio Caracciolo, the son of Galeazzo Caracciolo, the Italian heretic 

who had fled Italy to join Calvin in Switzerland a decade earlier, and to whom Alois 

dedicated an impresa in Il Rota. According to Santorio, therefore, Bartolomeo Maranta’s 

friends and associates were at the center of anti-Inquisitorial, anti-viceregal activity in 

Naples. 
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Figure 22. List of the “Principal authors of the tumult,” in Giulio Antonio Santorio, 
Persecutione eccitata al signor Santorio che fu poi cardinale et fu detto il cardinale di Santa 
Severina, Barb. lat. 4592, cc. 142v, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rome.  
 
 

Santorio’s chronicle also contains information on the fortunes of Maranta himself. 

Shortly after the viceroy’s Spanish soldiers had quelled the rioting in Naples, a group of 

prisoners was extradited to Rome to be tried for heresy: “On the 4th day of April at three 

o’clock in the morning, Santorio received an order from the Cardinal of Naples [Cardinal 

Alfonso Carafa] to immediately hand over to Captain Salinas (that Salinas who always 

showed much piety and great faith in capturing heretics) the following persons, who had 

been jailed for heresy. . . .”239 Santorio lists twenty-one names, among which “Bartolomeo 

Maranta Medico di Venosa” (fig. 23).  

 
239 Santorio, “Persecutione,” 143v (n. 238): “A di 4 di Aprile a 3 hore di notte nel 1564 il Santorio ricevò una 
poliza scritta dal Sig Cardinale di Napoli per la quale gli ordina che consegni subito al Capitano Salinas (il qual 
Salinas si porto sempre con molta pieta in quello catture di heretici et con molta fede) li appressi carcerati per 
conto di heresia…” 
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Figure 23. Passage reporting Bartolomeo Maranta’s imprisonment, in Giulio Antonio 
Santorio, Persecutione eccitata al signor Santorio che fu poi cardinale et fu detto il cardinale 
di Santa Severina, Barb. lat. 4592, cc. 143v, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rome.  
 
 
The prisoners, Santorio says, were “consigned to Captain Salinas, and the next day were put 

on a boat and sent to Rome.”240 It is not clear how long Maranta had been “jailed for heresy” 

in Naples prior to his transferal to Rome on April 4. But the physician from Venosa who had 

been playfully characterized as a critic of the Church in Il Rota two years earlier was now a 

prisoner of the Inquisition. 

In one of the more peculiar developments of his story, Maranta at this point came to 

be involved in a plot to accuse Giulio Antonio Santorio, Luigi Campagna di Rosano and 

cardinal Alfonso Carafa of conspiring to poison pope Pius IV. Santorio writes, “To take their 

revenge on them [on Campagna and Santorio], they [the prisoners] devised a most wicked 

plot, either while on the boat, or while they were in the prisons of the Holy Office in Rome, 

where they made a hole in the wall [of the prison cell] so as to confer with each other 

 
240 Santorio, “Persecutione,” 143v (n. 238): “li quali furono consegnti al Capitan Salinas, et il giorno seguente 
furono messi in barca et mandati a Roma.” 
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regarding the details and means of this great lie.”241 Among the prisoners, the leader of the 

plot was a physician named Ortensio Abbaticchio, described by Santorio as a “friend and 

consettaneo [fellow sect member] of Alois,” who had been “anguished by his [Alois’] 

suffering while under examination.”242 When news of the supposed assassination plot began 

to circulate, the prisoners, including “the physician Maranta,” were interrogated.243 While 

Santorio provides no details regarding Maranta’s interrogation, he does elaborate on the 

testimony of another prisoner, Giovanni Nigro di Jerace Calabrese, who was apparently very 

close to Galeazzo Caracciolo, and who claimed that not only Maranta, but Maranta’s brother 

Lucio, the bishop of Lavello, was to play an instrumental role in executing the plot:  

On the August 6, Giovanni Nigro . . . di Jerace Calabrese entered the scene, an old 
servant of the Marchese di Vico [Galeazzo Caracciolo] who had already been to 
Geneva three times to see Galeazzo and had already been brought by the Holy Office 
to the Torre di Nonna [a prison in Rome used by the Inquisition]. He [Giovanni 
Nigro] shed much light on the Abbaticchio affair, asserting that . . . he had been there 
when Abbaticchio boasted of having important secrets to reveal to the Pope, or to 
Cardinal Borromeo, [and that the prisoners] Maranta, Guglielmino, Simonetta, 
Mastiano and D. Niceodemo had also been there [when the plot was devised], and 
that Verdone and others were nearby the room, and that Maranta urged Abbaticchio 
to be certain to emphasize that the case concerned the life of His Holiness, so as to 
secure an audience, and that through [Maranta], his brother, the bishop of Lavello 
would have taken care of the matter. . . .244  

 

 
241 Santorio, “Persecutione,” 143v (n. 238): “Si ordisce da costoro una sfacciatiss[i]ma congiura, ma p[er]o 
p[er]icolosa p[er] il Cardinale p[er] il Campagna et p[er] il Santorio o che tramita fusse mentre erano in barca 
p[er] vendicarsi di loro, o pur fomentato poi nelle carcere del sant officio di Roma havendo fatto in buco nel 
muro della prigione per stabilire li fondamenti et mezzi di venire à capo di si gran falsita. . . .” 
242 Santorio, “Persecutione,” 144r (n. 238): “amico, et consettaneo dell' Alois, del quale egli si doleva essere 
stato gravato nell'esamine.” 
243 Santorio, “Persecutione,” 150r (n. 238): “fu poi esaminato il Medico Maranta.” 
244 Santorio, “Persecutione,” 151r (n. 238): “Alli 6 di ago[sto] venne in scena Gio[vanni] Nigro, o Micro di Jerace 
Calabrese antico servitore del Marchese di Vico et gia stato tre volte in Ginevera à ritrovare Galeazzo, gia 
trasportato dal S. Officio in Torre di Nona Costui diede gran luce del trattato dell' Abbaticchio, asserendo . . . 
ch'egli s'era trovato quando l'Abbaticchio s'era dato vanto d'havere segreti importanti da revelare al Papa, o al 
Cardinale Borromeo, presenti con il Maranta, il Guglielmino, Il Simontetta, il Masitano et D. Niceodemo, et 
vicino quella camera vi erano il Verdone, et altri, et il Maranta esorto l'Abbaticchio à fare istanza che fosse 
inteso importando il caso alla vita di S.S.to et che sarebbe da lui il Vesco[vo] di Lavello suo frat[ell]o che 
havrebbe fatto l'effetto. . . .”  
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Presumably, Lucio’s task was to use his status as a bishop of the Church to get close to the 

pope and give a credible account of the prisoners’ accusations against Santorio, Campagna 

and their other opponents. Santorio reports that he underwent interrogation himself on 

August 23, at which time he testified that he “believed it true that the idea of the poison was a 

plot hatched by Abbaticchio, Maranta and other heretics.”245  

The prisoners’ plan soon unraveled. Santorio says that on September 6, 1564, 

Abbaticchio was hung from a cord by his wrists and whipped until he confessed that he had 

devised the poison plot to take revenge on Campagna and Santorio.246 After two years of 

imprisonment, Abbaticchio was executed in Rome on June 15, 1566.247  

Santorio’s chronicle provides no further information on Maranta. Unlike Abbaticchio, 

Maranta survived his ordeal with the Inquisition, but he would spend the next three years 

confined to Rome, much of that time in prison, while his case before the Inquisition was 

processed. Maranta’s trial dossier, which would contain all official documents pertaining to 

his case, appears to be among the many Inquisition records that have been lost.248 In its 

general outline, however, Maranta’s movement through the inquisitorial system can be traced 

 
245 Santorio, “Persecutione,” 155r (n. 238): “Disse ancora… che teneva per vero che l'inventione del veleno 
fussi stata congiura ordita dall'Abbaticchio, et Maranta, et altri heretici.” 
246 Santorio, “Persecutione,” 156v-157r (n. 238): “Al 6 di settembre di Mercoledi . . . . fu esaminato 
l'Abbaticchio. . . . fu spogliato, et esortato a dire il vero, attaccato alla corda con qualche sguasso alla fune per 
tre quarti d'hora stette molto p[er]tinace affermando che quando haveva deposto era vero circa il veleno . . . 
levato su un'altra volta dopo haver gridato tre volte ohime, ohime confesso al fino che la cosa del veleno era 
stata sua ritrovato per vendicarsi del Campagna et del Santorio, li quali l’havevano carcerato. . . .” 
247 Delio Cantimori, “Abbaticchio, Ortensio,” Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, April 5, 2021,  
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/ortensio-abbaticchio_%28Dizionario-Biografico%29/. On the affair of 
the plot to poison the pope (though with no substantial comment on Maranta) see Vincenzo Ligori, “Ortensio 
Abbaticchio, eretico. Il medico che calunni il Cardinal di Napoli di voler venenar il Papa,” Bollettino storico di 
terra d’Otranto 10 (2000): 19-55.  
248 For general information on the workings of the Inquisition and the study of its primary sources, see 
Christopher F. Black, The Italian Inquisition (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009) and John A Tedeschi, The 
Prosecution of Heresy: Collected Studies on the Inquisition in Early Modern Italy (Binghamton, N.Y.: Medieval & 
Renaissance Texts & Studies, 1991). My thanks to Caoimhe Ní Ghormáin, manuscripts and archives librarian at 
Trinity College Dublin, for his report that there are no documents relating to Maranta at Trinity College Library, 
where a significant share of extant documentation from the early history of the Inquisition are held. 
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through study of the Decreta, or Acta Sancti Officii, a set of manuscript volumes held today 

in the Archive of the Congregation for the Defense of the Faith, which record the actions 

taken by the congregation of cardinals that ran the Inquisition during the course of their 

weekly meetings.249 At the head of each Decreta entry, the date of the meeting is indicated, 

followed by the names of the cardinals and other officials in attendance, which periodically 

include the pope, presiding in his role as head of the Congregation of the Holy Office of the 

Inquisition. The bulk of each Decreta entry then records, alongside the name of the accused 

person, a brief description of the actions taken at the meeting in connection to their case.  

Of the twenty-one names that appear on Santorio’s list of prisoners who were sent by 

boat to Rome from Naples on April 4, 1564, sixteen can be found in the Decreta. Fourteen of 

these sixteen, including Bartolomeo Maranta, make their first appearance in the Decreta 

under the entry for the meeting of the Congregation held on June 18, 1564.250 In that entry, 

we read that “Bartolomeo Maranta was to be heard by the Most Illustrious and Reverend 

Lord Cardinal Simonetta.”251 Perhaps in response to the sudden influx of new cases from 

Naples, the cardinals convened again only two days later, on June 20. In the entry for this 

meeting, we read next to Maranta’s name: “In this [meeting of the Congregation], a petition 

of his [Maranta’s] was read. Having heard it, [the cardinals] entrusted him to the Most 

Reverend Lord Cardinal Simonetta.”252 Maranta’s case was thus assigned to cardinal Luigi 

 
249 Decreta S.O. 003 (1563-1565), 004 (1565-1567), 005 (1565-67), 006 (1567-1568), Archive of the 
Congregation for the Defense of the Faith [ACDF], Rome. I am indebted to Professor Stefania Tutino, whose 
generous assistance in transcribing, translating and interpreting the Decreta records pertaining to Maranta has 
been invaluable to this study.  
250 ACDF Decreta, 003, 44v-47r, June 18, 1564. 
251 ACDF Decreta, 003, 46v, June 18, 1564: “Barth.ei Maranta . . . Ill.mus et R.mus D. cardinalis Simonetta 
audiat.”  
252 ACDF Decreta, 003, 54r, June 20, 1564: Bartholomaei Maranta in qua fui lectum illius memoriale quo 
audito, praefati domini commiserunt R.mo S. Card. Simonetae.” 
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Simonetta, possibly in fulfillment of a request advanced by Maranta in the petition that is 

mentioned in the entry. It would be Simonetta’s task, therefore, to coordinate the collection 

and assessment of evidence regarding the accusations against Maranta, and to lead the other 

cardinals in arriving at a verdict.  

The Decreta records pertaining to Maranta’s case make no mention of the poison plot 

in which Maranta was involved with Abbaticchio. Indeed, the Decreta are extremely short on 

details; of the several dozen entries in which Maranta is mentioned, spanning a period of over 

three years, only the entry for December 14, 1565 refers to crime for which he was being 

tried. Maranta seems to have been temporarily out of prison on bail at the time, for the 

cardinals decreed that Maranta must return to them when summoned, “under penalty of 

professing himself guilty of the crime of heresy with which he is charged.”253  

Like many heresy suspects of high social standing, Maranta benefited from 

connections to influential supporters. Roughly once a month, or every fourth entry, the 

Decreta begin with a list of the names of those currently being held prisoner by the 

Inquisition; others who were under trial might be free on bail. The list of the jailed changes 

from month to month as new prisoners arrived and others were released on bail, exonerated, 

turned over to the secular authorities for punishment or executed. Maranta’s name appears on 

the lists of the jailed during two separate periods: between October 1564 and February 1565, 

and between June and December 1566. It was toward the end of the first period of his 

imprisonment that Lucio Maranta wrote to cardinal Archangelo Bianchi, the Commissary of 

 
253 ACDF Decreta, 004, 30v, December 14, 1565: “sub poena professatorum criminum heresis de quibus  
imputatur. . . .” The full entry reads: “Bartholomei Marantha in qua fuit lecta supp[licati]o eiusd[em] tenoris 
etc. qua audita et intellecta p.ti domini decreverunt q[uod] data caut[ione] q[uae] ips[u]m sub poena 
ducentorum scutorum et f[act]a obligatione p[er] ips[u]m simili et ulterius sub poena p[ro]fessator[um] 
criminum heresis de quibus imputatur de redeundo infra me[n]sem post creationem novi pontifices licentietur 
p[ro]ut licentiarunt.”   
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the Roman Inquisition, to plead on his brother’s behalf. Sent from Venosa and dated January 

25, 1565, Lucio’s letter reads:  

Your most Reverend Lordship, 
 
I left from Rome very discontented that I did not come first to pay my respects to 
your lordship as I ought to have, I left immediately to get out of there altogether and 
with the intention of never seeing it again as long as I could help it; I hope your 
lordship has forgiven me . . . I entrust to your lordship that poor brother of mine, and 
while I know that he is immoderate and am certain as well that he will not depart 
from his usual [habits] nor treat everyone thoughtfully, my love and fraternal concern 
compel me to ask, though one certainly was not obliged to, and I beg you to convey 
to him my pleadings, and tell him that great necessity required me to depart and that I 
cannot do more than try to call in some debts, and that he be patient and mind his 
behavior and beg [?] for grace that God make him contrite. . . .254 

 
Lucio’s desire never to see Rome again may be attributable to strains associated with his 

polemical interventions at the Council of Trent. In any case, his appeal to Bianchi may have 

helped, for Maranta’s name disappears from the lists of the jailed after February 29, 1565. As 

we noted earlier, Maranta also received assistance from his colleague and rival Pier Andrea 

Mattioli, who wrote to Ulisse Aldrovandi in a letter of February 2, 1566 (almost exactly one 

year after Lucio’s letter) that, “Maranta and I have more or less made up . . . having forgotten 

the injuries, I sprang him from prison through favors done for him with letters from my 

prince to Cardinal Simonetta, and if I hadn’t done this I promise you he’d still be in prison, 

while instead he’s been free for a year.”255 A few months after Mattioli’s writing, however, 

 
254 Lucio Maranta, Letter to Archangelo de Blanchis (Archangelo Bianchi, 1516-1580), St. St. LL3 b Lettere di 
Arcivescovi e vescovi del Regno di Napoli al Santo Officio, 1554-1637, ACDF, Rome: “Partivi da Roma tanto mal 
sodisfatto che non venni primo a far l'officio che dovea con V.S. partivi subito per uscirne proprio et con 
intentione di non vederla mai piu de buona volunta mia priego V.S. ad haver mi iscusato: et vengo hora con 
questa [lettera] a far reverentia a V.S.  et ad offerirmili a quanto potro da queste bande. Racomando a V.S. 
quel povero fra' mio et benche sappia certo sia soverchio et so certo non lasciera dal suo solito ne usar carita 
con tutti pure lo amor mio e passiona fraterna mi lo fa far ancor che sia certo che non bisognaria, e la priego a 
darli le mie racomandationi e dirli che grande necessita mi ha fato partir et che non posso far altro che trattar 
di uscir dali debiti ho fatto in Roma che habbia patientia et attenda al suo governo et a suplir [?] la gratia che 
Dio li fa contrito. . . .” 
255 See note 70. 
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Maranta was back in jail; the Decreta entry for May 30, 1566, reports that “Our Most Holy 

Lord [Pope Pius V] committed Bartolomeo Maranta to prison.” The Decreta indicate that 

Maranta’s second period of incarceration lasted seven months. In the entry for June 22, the 

cardinals grant him permission “to speak with his brother the bishop;” notwithstanding his 

desire to remain far from Rome, Lucio thus returned to help his troublesome brother.256 On 

October 5, the cardinals granted Maranta’s request to obtain a bed “for his well-being while 

in jail.”257 On December 14, 1566, Maranta was again released. Interestingly, in the Decreta 

entry for that date, we learn that Maranta’s adversary Giulio Antonio Santorio, who had 

recently been made Archbishop of Santa Severina, was present at the meeting of the 

cardinals, and pronounced an opinion on the course of action the court should take with 

Maranta. The entry states that, 

[Maranta’s] case was read; the opinions were given [by the cardinals] that he should 
be released on bail, [on the condition that] he present himself whenever he may be 
summoned, and [that he] not leave the city. However, the reverend lord Archbishop 
of Santa Severina was of the opinion that he [Maranta] might undergo purgatio 
canonica. The most illustrious and reverend lord cardinal inquisitors general then 
decided that Bartolomeo Maranta be released, under condition of punishment of 
confession and conviction for the crimes that have been imputed to him, and that he 
not leave the city, and [that he] present himself whenever he may be summoned, etc., 
under a fine of two hundred scudi.258 

 

 
256 ACDF Decreta, 004, 60v, June 22, 1566: “Bartholomei Marantha, in qua fuit lectu[m] eius memoriale tenoris 
etc. quo audito et intellecto p.ti d[omi]ni decreveru[n]t q[uod] loquatur Ep[iscop]us eius fr. cum ipso in 
pr[aesen]tia tamen R.d. commissarii et mei notarii.” 
257 ACDF Decreta, 004, 77v, October 5, 1566: “Barth[meus] Maranta, cui domini p.ti concesserunt lectum cum 
padigliono data cautione de tuto carcere.”  
258 ACDF Decreta, 004, 89r, December 14, 1566: “Bartholomei Maranta in qua fuit lectus eius p[ro]cessus in 
qua fueru[n]t data vota q[uod] relaxetur data cautione de se representando toties quoties et non  
discenden[dum] ab urbe sed R. D. Archiepiscopus S.tae Severinae fuit in voto q[uod] possit sibi indici purgatio 
canonica. Qui I.mi et R.mi D.ni cardinales Inqui. gen. decreveru[n]t q[uod] Bartholomeus Maranta relaxetur 
facta obligatione per ipsum sub poena confessi et convicti criminis de quo imputatur de non discedendo ab 
urbe et de se representan. totius quoties etc. et sub poena ducentorum scuoturm ac praestita fideiussione 
simili sub poena ducen. scut.” 
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Purgatio canonica was a type of sentence that could be used in cases where the inquisitors 

strongly suspected that a defendant was guilty of heresy, but in which guilt could not be 

established with certainty on the available evidence.259 The accused was required to swear his 

innocence on the Bible, and if he was found guilty of heresy in the future, he would be 

treated as a relapsed heretic, for which the punishment was execution. Depending on how the 

evidence in Maranta’s case was leaning, Santorio’s recommendation of purgatio canonica 

could be interpreted either as a bid for leniency—an unlikely possibility, given Maranta’s 

supposed role in the plot to frame Santorio for conspiring to assassinate the pope—or as an 

attempt to ensure that Maranta’s trial would not end in a verdict clearing him of all charges. 

The cardinals did not sentence Maranta with purgatio canonica on December 14, but 

released him on bail while they continued to process his case. Following the entry for 

December 14, there are only two more Decreta entries in which Maranta is mentioned, and 

neither announces an end or conclusion to his trial. The first is dated July 26, 1567, seven 

months after his release.260 At this meeting, Maranta advances a petition and the cardinals 

decree that the matter should be discussed in a private meeting; no details are provided. Two 

weeks later, in the entry for August 9, we read that “a summary of the problems of his 

[Maranta’s] case was read, and all consultants were supplied with [copies of] the same.”261 

While this would seem to indicate that Maranta’s case was not concluded, his name does not 

appear in any subsequent Decreta entries.  

 
259 For an overview of purgatio canonica, see Neil Tarrant, "Giambattista Della Porta and the Roman 
Inquisition: Censorship and the Definition of Nature's Limits in Sixteenth-century Italy," The British Journal for 
the History of Science 46, no. 4 (2013): 619-620. 
260 ACDF Decreta, 004, 138r, July 26, 1567: “Bartholomei Manantha cuius supplicatio fuit lecta tenoris etc. qua 
audita P.ti D. remiserunt ad privatam congregationem.” 
261 ACDF Decreta, 004, 141v, August 9, 1567: “Bartholomei Marantha in qua fuit lectum summarium 
difficultatis causae eiusdem et omnibus consultoribus data copia eiusdem.” 
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There are a few other documents that help us to understand Maranta’s fate after the 

Decreta entry of August 9, 1567, and we will look at them shortly. First, however, let us 

examine two sources that purport to show how and when Maranta’s trouble with the religious 

authorities first began. While the Decreta records and Santorio’s chronicle of the events of 

1564 have until now gone unnoticed in the literature on Bartolomeo Maranta, historians have 

long been aware that at some point Maranta was involved with the Inquisition, thanks to two 

additional sources that have been available in print for over a century. The earlier of the two 

sources was first published in 1892, as an excerpt in Luigi Amabile’s The Holy Office of the 

Inquisition in Naples, a book that remains invaluable for the wealth of documentary material 

it contains.262 In his account of the events that followed the 1562 arrival of Luigi Campagna 

di Rosano as the Inquisition’s agent in Naples, Amabile cites a passage from another, 

unpublished history of the Inquisition’s activity in Naples, written in the late seventeenth 

century by Giuseppe Valletta, which provides a brief but intriguing discussion of Maranta’s 

arrest for heresy—not in 1564, where Santorio’s references to Maranta begin, but in 1562.263 

Valetta, in turn, indicates that his source on Maranta’s problem with the religious authorities 

is a legal document that Maranta’s lawyer composed in his defense. While mid-sixteenth 

century Naples was in truth a laboratory of heretical ideas, Valletta’s history of the 

Inquisition was intended to prove the exemplary Roman Catholic faith of the city’s people; 

heresy, Valetta claims, was not really nurtured by the Neapolitans, but was a “foreign 

infection” practiced in the city by outsiders, whether Protestant converts from other regions 

 
262 See note 172. 
263 Giuseppe Valletta, “Al Nostro Santissimo Padre Innocenzio Duodecimo Intorno Al Procedimento Ordinario e 
canonico nelle Cause che si trattano nel tribunale del S. Uficio nella citta e nel regno di Napoli,” XI C 9, 1r-338r, 
Biblioteca Nazionale, Naples. 
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of Italy, or Jewish conversos recently arrived from Spain.264 In support of this version of the 

facts, Valetta presents Maranta as a distinguished, blameless citizen of Naples who was 

falsely accused of heresy by persons who had been threatened with torture by overzealous 

Inquisitors. The passage from Valetta’s account cited by Amabile reads as follows:  

Among those few who abjured, mention should be made of the philosopher and 
physician Bartolomeo Maranta, well known to us all for the books by him that have 
been published, against whom the above-mentioned Alois and Gargano testified, on 
account of a wicked sonnet by Molza, recited by Alois in front of the same [Maranta], 
which contained the justification of Christ in the Lutheran mode, and other similar 
religiously suspect things. They [Alois and Gargano] then spontaneously revoked 
their depositions, as having been made under fear of the torture with which the 
ministers of the Inquisition had threatened them. The Provincial Father of San Pietro 
a Maiella, who had denounced him [Maranta], as well as other witnesses, [including] 
Don Bernardino de Bernardini, Alfonzo Cambi, Gabriello Mercuri, de Blasio, Raimo 
and Paduano, were [likewise] considered false and deceitful in their depositions. The 
Congregation of the Holy office of the Inquisition recognized as well that the Bishop 
of Montepeloso [Luigi Campagna di Rossano], at the time vicar of our city, had 
proceeded against Maranta out of animosity, accusing him [Maranta] on the basis of 
the sole suspicion that Maranta had written an oration that the Bishop of Lavello 
[Lucio Maranta] had read at the Council of Trent, against the ecclesiastic officials of 
the kingdom, and consequently, against the vicar [Campagna] himself, for which 
reason Maranta was sent there [to Rome] freely on the orders of the same 
Congregation, with a bail payment of only five hundred ducats. And undergoing trial 
again, with one hundred and sixty-five questions being made of the witnesses, the 
overweening zeal of the accuser and the animosity of the vicar, as well as the 
inconstancy of the witnesses became evident. All of this is shown in a document 
drawn up in that time, the year 1562, by the lawyer Vincenzo Mancini in defense of 

 
264 Valletta, “Al Nostro Santissimo Padre,” 144r-145r (n. 263): “Gli altri Istorici poi, che favellan del fatto di 
Giova Francesco Alois di Caserta, di Giovan Bernardino Gargano di Aversa, e di Fra' Vincenzo Iannelli di Capua, 
nel secolo passato dichiarati, e condennati Eretici, dicono esser avvenuto per infezzione di Forastieri; 
perciocchè poco tempo prima furono nella nostra Città, e nel Regno Pietro Martire Vermiglio, Fra Bernardino 
Occhino, come Marc' Antonio Flaminio, e Fra' Lorenzo Romano (benche quegli si ammendasse, e questi poi 
abiurasse, tanto in Napoli, quando in Roma) e altri stranieri, e disseminare quei venosi semi di Eresia, 
germogliati già Germania: per causa de' quali Forastieri furono alcune volte in Regno Ministri dell' Inquisizione 
non giammai in Napoli, nè conosciuti dal medesimo Arcivescovo, come si raccoglier da molte scritture, e 
particolarmente si legge una lettera scritta dalla suprema Inqusizione al nostro Arcivescovo Gesualdo, così 
dicendo: ‘Quanto a' Monsignor Arcivescovo di Sorrento Ministro del Santo Ufficio sappia Vostra Signoria 
Illustrissima, che questa non è cosa introdottta di nuovo, ma usata fin' a' tempo di Paolo IV., et esso a 
Monsignore sono venticinque Anni che serve il santo ufficio in Napoli presso il ViceRe', e per negozii di varii 
luoghi del Regno con Vescovi, et Ordinarii, et altre Persone, e per cause, e commessione de' Forastieri.’ Come 
furono tutti quei di Ebraismo accusati, non altrimenti Napoletani. Perche intorno a quel tempo vennero alla 
nostra Città tremila, e ducento Famiglie de' Giudei caciati dalle Spagne, de quali molti, dice il Mazzella ‘per non 
perder la roba fintamente si battezzarono, et erano mali Cristiani.’” 
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the said Maranta, in which notice of the above-mentioned facts appears, and the 
names of the above-mentioned witnesses are recorded.265 

 
The first observation to make about this passage concerns chronology. While Santorio states 

that Maranta was sent to Rome in April of 1564 and the Decreta show that his imprisonment 

and trial in Rome lasted from 1564 to at least 1567, Valleta tells us that his source, a 

document produced by Maranta’s lawyer, is dated 1562. If Valetta’s representation of the 

dating and content of this document is accurate, we have reason to believe that Maranta’s 

trouble with the authorities began in earnest in 1562, but that he soon managed to get free, 

only to be arrested and tried again later, as Santorio and the Decreta indicate.266 This second 

arrest could have happened around the time of the execution of Alois and Gargano in March 

 
265 Valletta, “Al Nostro Santissimo Padre,” 145r-146r (n. 263). The following transcription was made from 
Valetta’s original manuscript in Naples; the excerpt published by Amabile in 1892 begins at “a’ causa di un’ 
empio sonetto”: “E se pur fra' quei pochi, che avessero abjurato, si voglia annoverare Bartolomeo Maranta 
Filosofo e Medico a tutti notissimo per li suoi libri mandati alle stampe, contro di cui fecero le Testimonianze i 
mentovati Alois, e Gargano à causa d' un'empio sonetto del Molza, avanti il medesimo dal suddeto Aloi 
recitato, nel quale conteneasi la giustificazione di Cristo al modo Luterano, e di altre simili cose di Religione 
suspetto: Costoro poi spontaneamente revocavono le loro deposizioni, come fatte per timore della Tortura, 
che loro minacciavasi da Ministri dell'Inquisizione, e il Padre Provinciale di San Pietro a Maiella, che 
denunciato l'avea come altri Testimoni Don Bernardino de Bernardini, Alfonzo Cambi, Gabriello Mercuri, de 
Blasio, Raimo, e Paduano furno considerati come varii e mendaci nelle loro deposizioni. E per essersi 
riconosciuto ancora dalla Congregazione del Sant' Ufficio dell' Inquisizione di allora, che il Vescovo di 
Montepeluso allora Vicario della nostra Città avea proceduto contro il Maranta animosamente, facendo la 
causa proprioa per un solo sospetto, ch'egli ebbe, cioè che il Maranta avesse disteso un' Orazione, che fecitata 
nel Concilio di Trento dal vescovo di Laviello contro gli Ufficiali Ecclesiastici del Regno, e conseguentemente 
contro esso Vicario, per la qual cosa fu' il Maranta trasmesso costa per ordine della medesima Congregazione 
liberamente, e con la mallevadoria di soli ducati cinquecento: e fattosi di nuovo il Giudicio con interrogazioni 
sino al numero di cento sessantacinque facte a' Testimoni, si osservò il soprabbondante zelo del Denunziante, 
l'animosità del Vicario, e l'incostanza de' Testimoni, come il tutto si riconosce per una scritura divisata sin da 
quel tempo dell' Anno MDLXII dall' Avvocato Vincenzo Mancini a’ pro' del detto Maranta, dalla quale apparisce 
la notizia del fatto suddetto, e la pubblicazione de'nomi de i Testimoni di sopra mentovati.” 
266 Indeed, it is also worth noting that four of the six persons named by Valletta as having falsely testified 
against Maranta in 1562—Don Bernardino de Bernardini, Gabriello Mercuri, Raimo and Paduano—reappear 
on Santorio’s list of the prisoners who were extradited to Rome in April of 1564, and the same four also 
appear in the Decreta for the first time, together with Maranta, on June 18, 1564. It is possible that the date of 
1562 that Valetta gives for his source on Maranta is erroneous, and that Valletta was actually looking at one of 
the documents produced during the period covered by the Decreta.  
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1564, or it could have happened earlier—Santorio says only that when Maranta was sent to 

Rome in 1564, he was one among several persons who already had been “jailed for heresy.”  

The sources leave us with some uncertainty regarding Maranta’s status between early 

1562, before there is any evidence that he was facing trouble, and 1564, when his 

imprisonment and progress through the inquisitorial system can be tracked in the Decreta. 

One indication of when his troubles began may be gleaned from the chronological 

distribution of his datable writings. While there are dozens of surviving manuscripts in 

Maranta’s hand that can be securely dated to a period spanning half a dozen years up to the 

spring of 1562, there appear to be no such documents datable between the spring of 1562 and 

the spring of 1570. Maranta’s correspondence with Ulisse Aldrovandi, which comprises 

twenty-one autograph letters written by Maranta at regular intervals between 1554 and 1562 

ends abruptly with a letter of March 4, 1562.267 The only other extant letter from Maranta to 

Aldrovandi was written eight years later, and its contents suggest that there indeed had been 

no communication between them in the interim. Dated April 9, 1570, Maranta begins by 

telling Aldrovandi, “The letter you wrote to me on the  March 15, which I received on April 

5, gave me the greatest contentment, to have renewed our old friendship by means of  

letters. . . .”268 In the same letter, Maranta asks Aldrovandi to let one of their mutual friends 

know that, “While my travails have caused my habit of writing often to be interrupted, there 

 
267 Werner Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere di Bartolomeo Maranta all’Aldrovandi,” Rivista di storia della medicina 78, 
(1964), reproduces one letter sent from Maranta to Aldrovandi in 1554; four in 1556; one in 1557; four in 
1558; three in 1559; four in 1560; two in 1562; and one in 1562, dated March 4, as well as one letter with no 
date. 
268 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 227 (n. 267): “La lettera di V.E. scrittami delli 15 marzo et da me ricevuta alii 5 
aprile mi e stata di sommo contento per essersi rinovellata con lettere la nostra antica amicitial. . . .”  
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will certainly be occasion to make up for the lost time. . . .”269 Presumably, Maranta’s arrest 

and trial by the Inquisition were the “travails” that made it impossible for him to write. 

In trying to determine when those travails began, we should note a pair of brief 

references to Maranta in two letters written by Alfonso Cambi in the fall of 1562, which 

seem to suggest that Maranta was free at that time. Cambi, we remember, is one of the 

speakers in Ammirato’s Il Rota, and he is also named by Valetta as one of the witnesses who 

made false accusations against Maranta, presumably under threat of punishment, sometime in 

1562. The two letters that mention Maranta, together with one additional surviving letter, 

were addressed by Cambi to the publisher Paolo Manuzio in Rome. In the first letter, dated 

October 3, 1564, Cambi passes Maranta’s greetings to Manuzio.270 In the second, dated 

October 24, Cambi pleads with Manuzio to provide whatever assistance he can to Giovanni 

Francesco Alois, who had recently been arrested in Naples and imprisoned in Rome by the 

Inquisition.271 In a third letter, dated November 14, Cambi again asks Manuzio to help Alois. 

He also asks Manuzio to pass Maranta’s greetings to Pietro Carnesecchi. One of the most 

renowned Italian heretics of the age, Carnesecchi had just undergone a trial for heresy that 

 
269 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 228 (n. 267): “Se i miei travagli sono stati causa che la pratica del scriverne spesso 
sia intermessa, non mancherà occasione da rifare il tempo perduto. . . .” 
270 Giuseppe Campori, Letter di Scrittori Italiani del Secolo XVI Stampate la Prima Volta (Bologna: Gaetano 
Romagnoli Libraio-Editore, 1877), 74: “Il Maranta e l’ Ciccarello vi salutano.” The latter is Pietro Ciccarello, or 
Ciccarelli, a member of Maranta’s circle of whom little is known. Ciccarelli is a speaker in Maranta’s dialogue 
on poetics entitled Lucullianarum Quaestionum, which was published in Basil in 1564. His name also appears 
in the Inquisition Decreta: along with Maranta, Ciccarelli’s appears first in the entry for June 18, 1564. His 
name appears in eleven subsequent entries, the last dating April 5 (or 8), 1565, when the cardinals granted his 
release. 
271 Campori, Lettere, 77-78 (n. 270): “Il dì che giunse la mia [lettera] nella quale vi pregava ad ajutare in quell 
che per voi si poteva il sig. Gio. Francesco Alois, dovette giungnere anco uno mandato di qua dalla sig.ra 
Isabella Caracciola sua moglie con vestiti et alter cose necessarie per la commodità et salute sua, con tutto 
questo torno di nuovo a raccomandarvelo perchè essendomi compare et essendo egli gentilhuomo della 
qualità che sabato vi scrissi et che haveta da altri potuto intendere, et da per voi conoscere, desidero molto di 
servirlo et tanto più quanto per ch’ho potuto ritrarre si ritruova ne’ termini che stà per l’altrui malignità, et 
non per errore ch’ habbia commesso.” 
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ended in his acquittal and release.272 When his close friend Giulia Gonzaga died in 1566, 

compromising letters between she and Carnesecchi were discovered in her quarters; this led 

to another trial by the Inquisition, and to Carnesecchi’s execution in Rome as a relapsed 

heretic in 1567. The fact that Cambi was able to write and send letters to Manuzio suggests 

that Cambi was himself not under arrest at the time, and the fact that he was passing along 

Maranta’s greetings suggests that Maranta was also free and conversing with Cambi in 

Naples. We should also point out that Maranta’s request to pass his greetings to Carnesecchi 

may be regarded as circumstantial evidence for his sympathy with the reformed religious 

ideas that Carnesecchi is known to have held. In the epistolary culture of the Counter-

Reformation period, requests to pass on salutations were not made casually, but could 

function as gestures of solidarity; when Carnesecchi was freed in 1561, he wrote to Giulia 

Gonzaga asking her to pass on news of his exoneration to their friend Mario Galeota. 

Carnesecchi asks Gonzaga to tell Galeota, “that I am still an Israelite [i.e. still committed to 

reform spirituality] and that from now on he [Galeota] need not have so much fear as he has 

shown in the past to respond to the salutations made to him in my name by our common 

friends, to whom however I am certain that he did not fail to reply tacitly with his heart, just 

as now I do not doubt that he is rejoicing with all his soul over this, my honored 

liberation.”273 

In sum, Giuseppe Valletta’s account of Maranta’s arrest, together with the sudden halt 

in writings by Maranta, suggest that a calamitous period in Maranta’s life began immediately 

 
272 Alfonso Cambi, letter to Paolo Manuzio from Naples, 14 Novembre 1562, E 34 inf. Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 
Milan, 127v: “Ho fatto l'ambasciata al Maranta il quale vi risaluta et vi prega a salutar Mons. Carneschi in suo 
nome il che vi piacera far anche in mio. . . .” 
273 Camilla Russell, Giulia Gonzaga and the Religious Controversies of Sixteenth-Century Italy (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 2006) 181. 
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or soon after the publication of Ammirato’s Il Rota in the spring of 1562—which we recall is 

also when Maranta most likely composed his Discorso on Titian’s San Domenico 

Annunciation. Because Valetta’s account has until now been the only source known to 

scholars concerning Maranta’s affair with the Inquisition, we should also note that the 

impression we get from Valetta, that Maranta’s troubles were conclusively resolved in 1562, 

is a false one. As the Decreta and Santorio’s chronical indicate, his troubles at that time were 

only beginning.  

A second observation to be made about Valetta’s account concerns his remarks on the 

reasons for Maranta’s arrest. Valletta gives two reasons, one having to do with religious 

doctrine, and the other with politics. Both support Valetta’s intention to portray Maranta as a 

heresy suspect who was unjustly accused and quickly vindicated. Valetta says first that 

according to the testimony of Giovanni Francesco Alois, Maranta was present on an occasion 

when Alois had recited a poem containing “religiously suspect things,” including “the 

justification of Christ in the Lutheran mode.” While Catholic authorities regarded adherence 

to the doctrine of justification by faith alone as a litmus test for heresy, Maranta’s mere 

presence at the reading of such a poem would hardly suffice to establish that he was a heretic. 

Valetta no doubt intended the accusation against Maranta to appear frivolous. Coincidentally, 

Valetta says that author of the poem was Francesco Maria Molza, who was also the creator of 

the impresa dedicated to Ippolito de’ Medici that Alois had altered to produce the impresa 

honoring Galeazzo Caracciolo, which had recently been published in Ammirato’s Il Rota. 

While he is not known to have held heretical beliefs, Molza was from Northern Italy, so his 

authorship of the poem is consistent with Valletta’s thesis that “foreigners” were responsible 

for the circulation of heretical ideas in Naples.  
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Valletta goes on to give another explanation for Maranta’s arrest, which seems to 

make the question of Maranta’s actual involvement with heretical ideas irrelevant. Valetta 

states that Luigi Campagna di Rossano had arrested Maranta not on account of any doctrinal 

transgression, but because he suspected that Maranta was the author of a speech attacking the 

“ecclesiastic ministers” of the kingdom of Naples that the Bishop of Lavello—Maranta’s 

brother, Lucio—had read at the Council of Trent. Campagna, Valetta says, took the speech as 

an attack against himself. Might Bartolomeo, rather than Lucio, have written the oration that 

we examined above?274 Whatever the case, we can add this remark by Valletta to the several 

other sources—Santorio’s chronicle, the Decreta records, Lucio’s letter to Archangelo 

Bianchi—which suggest that the two Maranta brothers worked in concert in these years to 

attack or to defend themselves from their adversaries in and beyond the Kingdom of Naples. 

Though Valetta’s account, like other sources we have encountered, raises more 

questions about Maranta’s story than we can pursue in the present study, we may at least take 

it as further evidence that Maranta was immersed in a volatile situation where political, 

religious, intellectual and artistic life converged. One additional source of information is 

provided by a document that, like Valetta’s account, has been available in print for over a 

century, but can now be appreciated more fully in light of the other materials we have been 

examining. Around 1600, a local author named Jacopo Cenna wrote a chronicle of the city of 

Venosa.275 In a series of biographical sketches of notable persons from the city, Cena 

discusses several members of the Maranta family, including Bartolomeo Maranta’s father 

Roberto, who was a professor of jurisprudence at the university of Salerno, and his brother 

 
274 The manuscript of the oration is not in Maranta’s hand, but appears to have been made by a copyist.  
275 Gerardo Pinto, ed., Giacomo Cenna e la sua Cronaca Venosina, ms. del sec. XVII della Bibl. Naz. di Napoli 
(Trani: V. Vecchi, Tipografo-Editore, 1902). Jacopo Cenna may have been related to Maranta, whose mother 
was Viva Cenna. 
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Silvio Maranta, a soldier who fought at the Battle of Lepanto. In his remarks on Lucio 

Maranta, Cenna notes that, following his appointment to the bishopric of Lavello in 1561, 

Lucio was “called to the Council of Trent, where he did much work on many things, 

especially in promotion of ecclesiastical freedom, as I have seen in many orations written in 

his own hand, which were recited by him at the said Council.”276 Thus, there is reason to 

believe that the oration we discussed above was actually one of series that Lucio prepared for 

presentation at Trent, perhaps in collaboration with his brother Bartolomeo. 

Cenna’s remarks on Bartolomeo Maranta give an idea of how our protagonist was 

remembered in his hometown some three decades after his death. Cenna begins with a 

summary of Maranta’s professional achievements and writings: 

Bartolomeo Maranta was a most excellent physician; among all of the most 
experienced physicians, he was particularly excellent in recognizing ailments by 
sight, without touching the patient’s pulse. In recognizing the virtues of herbs, he had 
no equal in the world. He composed and sent to press a book for Ferrante Imparato, 
the herbalist from Naples, in which he gave a most detailed account of the procedure 
for making theriac, and all the other things that regard medicine and herbalism. For 
Paolo Monaco, his friend, he wrote an epistle on a type of water that was useful for 
many infirmities, which he had recently found. He likewise published a beautiful 
volume, entitled Lucullianorum quaestiones ad artem poetarum facientes. He wrote a 
thick volume on Horace, his compatriot, which was not published, and I believe that 
some other person [published] it under their own name. He also wrote another book 
about many and various herbs unknown to others, which, together with the simples 
[medicinal plants] themselves, is preserved today by his relatives, [eventually] to be 
published.277 

 
276 Pinto, Giacomo Cenna, 361 (n. 275): “Dopoi da Pio IV nell'anno 1561 fu fatto vescovo di Lavello. E chiamato 
al Consiglio di Trento, oprò assai in molte cose, e spetialmente in favore della libertà ecclesiastica, sincome ho 
visto in molte orationi scritte di sua propria mano, recitate da esso in detto Consiglio.” 
277 Pinto, Giacomo Cenna, 342-343 (n. 275): “Bartolomeo Maranta fu medico eccellentissimo, e tra tutti medici 
di molta esperienza, hebbe molta eccellentia nel conoscere l'infermo solo in vista, senza toccargli il polso. Nel 
conoscere le virtù dell'herbe non ebbe pari al mondo. Compose e mandò in stampa un libro a Ferrante 
Imparato spetiale in Napoli, nel quale dava minutissimo conto come s'havea da regolare in fare la triaca, e 
tutte altre cose spettantino alla medicina e spetiaria. Scrisse a Paulo Monaco, suo amico, una epistola di 
un'acqua che serveva a molte infirmità che di curto esso haveva ritrovata. Stampò medesmamente un 
bellissimo volume, quale intitulò: Lucullianorum quaestiones ad artem poetarum facientes. Scrisse un grosso 
volume sopra Horatio Flacco, suo patriota, quale non andò in stampa; e credo che alcun altro se l'abbia 
intitulato per sè. Scrisse medesmamente un altro libro di molte e varie herbe non conosciute da altri, il quale 
con l'istessi simplici se conserva presso li suoi parenti per mandare quello in stampa.” 
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The various writings to which Cenna refers here are interesting not only with regard to their 

contents, but to the conditions of their publication and reception. Maranta’s book on the 

medicinal preparations known as theriac and mithridate was published posthumously in 

1572, one year after his death, and soon became the focus of an attack by several other 

physicians on its methods and conclusions, which in turn provoked the publication in 1577 of 

a book written in defense of Maranta by his young friend Nicola Antonio Stigliola, whose 

own colorful history includes friendships with Tommaso Campanella and Giordano Bruno, 

and a trial for heresy in Naples in 1595.278 The book Maranta published in 1559 on the 

curative properties of the waters produced by a spring outside Naples carries the imprimatur 

of Girolamo Seripando, the archbishop of Salerno and later a cardinal, who played a 

prominent role at the Council of Trent, where he tried unsuccessfully to reconcile the 

reformers and ‘intransigents’ within the Church.279 Seripando also carried on correspondence 

with Scipione Ammirato and Bernardino Rota, of which several letters have survived. 

Maranta’s dialogue on poetics, entitled Lucullianorum quaestiones, was published in Basil, 

Switzerland in 1564 and dedicated to Colantonio Caracciolo, son of the heretic in exile 

Galeazzo Caracciolo and one of the persons named by Santorio as the “principle authors of 

the tumult” following the executions of Gargano and Alois in 1564.280 From a letter written 

by Maranta to Ulisse Aldrovandi in 1561, we know that the manuscript for Lucullianorum 

 
278 On Stigliola, see Saverio Ricci and Andrea Cuna, Nicola Antonio Stigliola Enciclopedista e Linceo con 
l’edizione del trattato Delle Apparenze Celesti (Roma: G. Bardi, 1996). 
279 Bartolomeo Maranta, De Aquae, Neapoli, in Luculliano scaturientis (quam ferram vocant) metallica materia, 
ac viribus. Ad Paulum Monachum Neapol. Medicum, Epistola (Neapoli: apud Matth. Cancer. Sumptibus Io. 
Dominici Galli, 1559). 
280 Bartolomeo Maranta, Lucullianarum Quaestionum Libri Quinque (Basileae: per Ioanem Oporinum, 1564). 
For an analysis of this work, with a large selection of passages translated into Italian, see Francesco S. 
Minervini, Didattica del linguagio poetico in un retore del Cinquecento: Bartolomeo Maranta (Bari: Editrice 
Adriatica, 2004).   
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quaestiones was almost complete in that year, and the absence of a prefatory letter of 

dedication in the printed edition suggests that the book was published with the help of others, 

conceivably in connection with Galeazzo in Switzerland, while Maranta was in prison. The 

unpublished writings on medicinal simples to which Cenna refers at the end of the passage 

above may be connected to several writings on this topic that appear among the unedited 

documents in Maranta’s hand that are held in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan. 

Following his summary of Maranta’s achievements, Cenna ends his short account of 

Maranta’s life with an anecdote that purports to explain Maranta’s imprisonment by the 

Inquisition. Given the picture of Maranta’s character that emerges from the sources we have 

studied, and considering what we know about Maranta’s involvement with the culture of 

imprese, it is perhaps not surprising that in Cenna’s telling, Maranta’s imprisonment was the 

result of an offensive impresa. “[M]ore for fun rather than for anything else,” Cenna says, 

Bartolomeo wanted… to make an impresa for a gentleman who was in love with a 
woman, in which he placed a branch of sempre viva with an indoglia, as though to 
signify that [the gentleman] lived forever in pain on account of this love [sempre per 
amore viveva in doglia]. And since [the gentleman] took this badly, he brought a suit 
[against Maranta] in Rome, and made him go through a big trial, and had [Maranta] 
imprisoned in the Holy Office of the Inquisition. If it hadn't been for his brother, the 
most Reverend Lucio Maranta, at the time bishop of Lavello, who, returning from the 
Council of Trent, resolved the matter and had him released from prison, the said 
Bartolomeo would have played about [trastullato] for some time in that prison.281  

 
Knowing that his words would influence Maranta’s reputation in posterity, Cenna seems to 

have decided to treat Maranta’s entanglement with the Inquisition in a humorous and 

 
281 Pinto, Giacomo Cenna, 343 (n. 275). “Fu chiamato in Spagna per medico di Sua Maestà ; e perchè allora se 
ritrovava in Napoli, dove havevano alcuni gentilhomini e cavalieri neapolitani eretta una bellissima accademia 
di persone virtuose, volse in quella esso Bartolomeo, più tosto per gioco che per altro, fare un'impresa ad un 
cavaliero innammorato d'una signora, e vi pose un ramo di sempre viva con una indoglia, quasi ha vesse 
voluto significare che quello sempre per amore viveva in doglia. E perchè quello pigliò il fatto a punto, lo 
querelò in Roma, li fe compilare un grosso processo, e lo fe carcerare nel Santo Officio per l'Inquisitione. Che 
se non era il R.mo Lutio Maranta suo fratello, vescovo all'hora di Lavello, che venendo dal Consiglio di Trento, 
reparò al negotio e lo scarcerò, havria detto Bartolomeo in dette carceri trastullato un pezzo.” 
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dismissive way. However, his account does bear some relation to known facts. He is correct 

in saying that Lucio Maranta helped secure Bartolomeo’s release from jail, as the Decreta 

and Lucio’s letter to cardinal Bianchi show. And while its connection to Maranta’s arrest and 

imprisonment is uncertain, the affair of the offensive impresa to which Cenna refers did take 

place, at least partly before the public eye. The story can be traced to the spring 1562 

publication of Ammirato’s Il Rota, in which the impresa in question is discussed in an 

exchange between Alfonso Cambi and Nino de Nini. Cambi first describes the impresa, 

which Maranta apparently devised to humiliate a fellow physician from Naples named 

Giovanni Camillo Maffei. Nino de Nini then interjects with a jab at doctors, and by 

implication at Maranta, continuing the row between the de Nini and Maranta that forms a 

running theme in Il Rota. De Nini’s remark sets up for a response by Cambi which suggests 

that he—and by implication, probably also his companions, including Maranta—regarded 

Maffei with considerable hostility: 

CAMBI: listen, please, to the impresa that Signor Maranta made…. [T]he physician 
M. Gio. Camillo de Maffei was so deeply enamored with a fine (and old) woman, that 
he’d gone quite out of his mind. And since it seemed to him that a physician like 
himself should not fail [in such a case] to perform some noble act, he went to this 
good man [Maranta] to have him make an impresa that would convey [the idea] that 
his life was most unhappy, and that he was living in misery, tears and pain. Right 
away, signor Bartolomeo put his hand to a prescription, and made for him [an 
impresa with] one of those salamis that in Naples are popularly called an indoglia 
(which is a big intestine filled with other intestines and a few herbs, very tasty 
eating), which was set handsomely upon a yellow field, to show that he had indeed 
gone mad, and all around it almost like a frieze, he placed a sempreviva 
[‘liveforever’, a succulent plant] . . . so as to signify, ‘I live forever in pain’ 
[semprevivo in doglia]. BISHOP [de Nini]: That’s what you get for trusting the 
doctors. Do you see now how they take us for a ride? CAMBI: At least in this case, 
let their hands be blessed. If only it were possible in all cases that punishment could 
follow so closely upon sin, I’m sure there would be few malicious people out there. 
How well such persons are paid for their foolish and mad temerity.282 

 
282 Ammirato, Il Rota, 57-58 (n. 162): “CAM: Udite di gratia l'impresa, che fece il Signor Maranta. . . . M. Gio. 
Camillo de Maffei medico invaghì si forte d'una buona femina, et vecchia, che ne menava smanie. Et 
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When we compare this with Cenna’s remarks on the episode, two discrepancies arise. On the 

one hand, while Cenna claims that Maranta composed the impresa “more for fun than 

anything else,” Cambi’s words at the end of the passage from Il Rota suggest that he, and by 

extension his friends Ammirato and Maranta, regarded the impresa as retaliation for 

something very bad that Maffei had done. What he did, and to whom, we do not know. But it 

hardly seems plausible, as Cenna would have his readers believe, that Maranta’s 

imprisonment and trial by the Inquisition resulted solely from the affair of the impresa—

Cenna’s explanation, that the offended person “took [it] badly” and thus “brought a suit 

[against Maranta] in Rome, and made him go through a big trial, and had [Maranta] 

imprisoned in the Holy Office of the Inquisition,” is facile to say the least. Indeed, in the late 

fall of 1562, Maffei published a volume of his own writings that includes letters written to 

him by Maranta and by Scipione Ammirato, together with responses by Maffei, which 

suggest that the affair of the offensive impresa was resolved more or less amicably, shortly 

after Il Rota was published.283 In the first letter, dated May 10th, 1562, Ammirato writes to 

Maffei:  

Better informed [as I now am] of the singular virtues and sound judgment of your 
lordship, I am extremely pained that I did not speak of you in my writings with the 
decorum that your great learning and goodness merit. Whereas those who wish you ill 
and are invidious of you had persuaded me otherwise, assured [as I am] now of your 

 
parendogli che un medico, come lui non dovea stare senza far qualch'atto notabile, sene venne à ques'huomo 
da bene, che gli facesse un'impresa; & volendo dire, che la vita sua era infelicissima, & che sempre viveva in 
miserie, & in lagrime, & in dolori; subito Messer Bartolomeo pose mano alla sua ricetta, & fecegli un di que 
salami; che quì in Nap[oli] popolarescamente si dice l'indoglia (che è un budello grande ove vi vanno dell' altre 
budella con alcune erbuccie assia piacevoli al gusto) la qual era assai ben aggarbata in campo giallo per 
mostrargli, che gia havea dato di capo al matto, & d'intorno quasi per fregio havea la Semprevive; come qui à 
Florio si vede del Lauro tra i fegatelli. Onde venia a' significare ‘Semprevivo in doglia.’ VES. Va ti fida de medici 
va. Non vedete come ve la caricano. CAM. In questo tanto gli sien benedette le mani. Et se in tutte le cose 
riuscisse, che così presto andasse vicina la pena al peccato; io mi rendo securo; che pochi sarebbono i 
malfattori. Come son ben pagati costoro della lor folle, & pazza temerita.” 
283 Giovanni Camillo Maffei, Discorsi Filosofici (Napoli: Raymundo Amate, 1562). The book's dedicatory preface 
is dated November 12, 1562. 
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fine qualities, I revoke and retract all of those things that one reads of you [in my 
book], and I promise that, as a good friend, for my own satisfaction and for your 
merit, I will erase your name from the second printing [of the book].284  

 
This is followed by Maffei’s response, in which he kindly thanks Ammirato and accepts his 

apology, adding that in the future he should choose his friends more wisely. As it happened, 

when a second edition of Il Rota finally was finally published in 1598, the offensive passage 

remained. 

Not surprisingly, Maranta’s letter to Maffei, dated May 15th, 1562, offers nothing like 

Ammirato’s humble apology, but instead coolly denies any wrongdoing: 

The respect and reverence that is owed to your lordship by myself and by every 
gentleman, requires that I visit you with this letter, for it has been a long time since I 
had news of you; I therefore greet your lordship, and along with my greeting, I say to 
you, knowing that many people who are jealous of our long and close friendship are 
searching for a way to sow discord between us, and knowing, among other things, 
that in the writings of Scipione Ammirato one reads a certain something that perhaps 
could be seen to sully your lordship's name and the obliging relationship I have with 
you, it seems necessary to me to let you know that I know nothing of this nor of any 
other bad behavior, and I beg you from now on not to listen to those who try to assail 
our friendship, and to know that I could never speak of you in terms other than (as 
you are) the most gentlemanly, and with that I kiss your hand.285 

 
Maffei’s reply to Maranta is as gracious as it is clear in the doubt that it casts on Maranta’s 

denial: 

 
284 Maffei, Discorsi Filosofici, 141-142 (n. 283): “Meglio informato delle singolarissime virtù, & intiero giuditio 
di V.S. mi doglio estremamente di non haverla nominata ne’ miei scritti con quel decoro che conviene alla 
molto dottrina, e bontà sua. E percio come certificate delle sue rare qualità, le quali da maligni, & invidi suoi, 
m’erano state dispinte altrimente[,] rivoco, e ritratto, tutte quelle cose ch’in nome suo si leggono, 
promettendole da buono amico per mia sodisfatione, e per lo merito suo, nella seconda stampa scancellare il 
nome suo, Poi che l’isperienza, e grandezza delle sue virtù mi mostra chiaro, che V.S. merita d’essere celebrate 
con lettere d’oro.” 
285 Maffei, Discorsi Filosofici, 143-144 (n. 283). “Lo rispetto, e riverenza laquale da me e da ogni gentile spirito 
si deve à V.S. richede ch’io la visiti con questa lettera, poi che sono molti giorni, ch’io non hò havuta nova di 
lei, Saluto dunque V.S. e co’l saluto insieme le dico, come intendo che molti invidiosi della nostra antica, e 
stretta amicitia procacciano modo di ponere zizania tra noi, e tra l’altre cose, intendendo che, ne’ scritti di 
Scipion’ Ammirato si legge non sò che, che potria forsi pregiudicare al nome di V.S. & alla servitù che tengo 
con lei. E m’è paruto avisarla che nè di questo nè d’altro mal’ufficio io non sò cosa alcuna, e pregarla che di 
quà inanzi non voglia porger l’orecchia à chi cercasse scancellarmi dalla sua memoria, & amicitia, che sà V.S. 
ch’io non potrei dire di lei, se non cosa di gentilissimo spirito come gliè. E con tal fine le bascio la mano.” 
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Your letter was very dear to me, for I can see from it that you are well. The apology 
was not necessary, for I am convinced that the ties that bind our friendship are so 
strong and tight, that no teeth could tear them apart or break them, no matter how the 
biting fangs of invidious persons may try. I have always held you to be a man of one 
face, not of two, and as a friend worthy of a crown of myrtle, not of lampazzo. And 
yet, so as to avoid any possible sort of offense, do not hesitate now to leave behind 
playful jokes, and to embrace instead some high and marvelous undertaking 
[alcun’alta, e meravigliosa impresa], for, if you do, you will put me in your debt for 
all I have. Be well.286 
 

Maranta would have understood Maffei’s comical reference to the lampazzo plant, which 

Dioscorides described as bearing “large hat-like leaves, as if they were mushrooms.”287 In 

admonishing Maranta to make better use of his energies, Maffei also plays on the double 

meaning of the word impresa. Given the relatively pacific tone of these letters, we may 

suspect that Jacopo Cenna fabricated the connection between Maffei’s impresa and 

Maranta’s imprisonment by the Inquisition, using a minor scandal to whitewash a major one. 

We are left to wonder, however, what Maffei did to draw the ire of Maranta and his friends in 

the first place. Might the “foolish and mad temerity” to which Cambi refers in Il Rota have 

had to do with a matter of weighty political or religious import? If Maranta and Ammirato 

thought that the attack on Maffei in Il Rota was merited, why did they write letters 

apologizing to him as soon as Il Rota was published? What sort of threat did Maffei pose? 

Here as elsewhere, the sources are suggestive but short on detail. As our review of the 

 
286 Maffei, Discorsi Filosofici, 144-145 (n. 283): “La lettera di V.S. m’è stata molto cara per haver inteso il bene 
star suo. L’iscusa non era necessaria; perche me persuado che lo stame che tiene allacciata la nostra amicitia, 
è tanto duro, e stretto, che non truova dente che lo possa dileguare, o rompere; anchora che le mordaci zanne 
de gli invidiosi molto vi s’affatichino. In fine io v’ hò sempre tenuto per huomo d’ una faccia, e non di due, e 
per amico degno di corona non di lampazzo, ma di mirto. Pure per evitar ogni sorte di biasimo, non vi rincresca 
hormai di lasciar i giochevoli scherzi, & abbracciar alcun’alta, e meravigliosa impresa, ch’in questo modo, me vi 
fareste debitor di quant’ hò. State Sano.” 
287 Lily Y. Beck trans., Pedanius Dioscorides of Anazarbus De materia medica (Hildesheim; Zürich; New York: 
Olms-Weidmann, 2017), 291. Lampazzo is one of many Italian names for the Petasites officinalis Moench.   
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documentation connected to Maranta’s case before the Inquisition ends, the answers to many 

questions remain hidden.  

Let us briefly summarize the ground we have recently covered. At the end of Chapter 

Two, we compared some hermeneutical aspects of the discourse on visual art in our time to 

the hermeneutics of visual art in Maranta’s time, adding to the evidence we had adduced 

earlier for the claim that sixteenth-century Italy occupies a place of importance in the history 

of hermeneutical reflection in the literature of visual art. This discussion led into our 

consideration of the art and theory of imprese in the sixteenth century, which included 

remarks on the related art of emblems, and on one emblem in particular, which Johannes 

Sambucus composed in honor of Bartolomeo Maranta, and published in his emblem book of 

1564. Because Sambucus was present in Naples in 1562 and 1563, given the state of 

religious controversy in the city at that time, we suggested that this emblem may contain a 

hidden reference to Maranta’s problems with the Inquisition. We then introduced Scipione 

Ammirato’s Il Rota, and discussed its speakers, its characterization of Maranta as a habitual 

critic of the clergy, its veiled allusion to the debate over Titian’s San Domenico Maggiore 

Annunciation and its engagement with hermeneutical questions pertaining to the creation and 

interpretation of imprese. Our analysis of the discussions in Il Rota of three specific imprese 

dedicated to Placido di Sangro, Pedro da Toledo and Galeazzo Caracciolo showed how the 

culture of artistic and literary hiddenness represented by Il Rota was closely connected to the 

religious and political history of sixteenth-century Naples. We may sum up our observations 

on this topic by saying that in Il Rota, hiddenness adds entertainment value and a protective 

layer of concealment to the negotiation of political, social and cultural prestige within public 

discourse. This led to our discussion of the events surrounding the execution of Giovanni 
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Francesco Alois in 1564, and our survey of the sources relating to Maranta’s entanglement 

with the religious authorities in Naples and Rome. Summarizing our findings on that topic, 

we may say that while we have found no direct evidence for Maranta’s religious beliefs, we 

have learned that he had a reputation for anti-clericalism, that his friends and associates 

included several of the most prominent heretics of the age, including Giovanni Francesco 

Alois, Giulia Gonzaga, Mario Galeota, Galeazzo Caracciolo, Pietro Carnesecchi, and that he 

spent several years confined in Rome while a charge of heresy against him was processed by 

the tribunal of the Inquisition. The information we have gathered in this chapter on all these 

themes will be important for our analysis of the rest of Maranta’s Discorso in the chapter to 

follow.  

Scipione Ammirato’s dialogue on imprese has proven to be a most valuable source 

for our understanding of the social and cultural scene in Naples around the time Maranta 

wrote his Discorso. Ammirato had moved to Naples from his birthplace in Puglia only two 

years before the publication of Il Rota, yet he managed, no doubt with input from Maranta 

and his other Neapolitan friends, to produce a text that is dense with facts and lively gossip 

concerning the people and the recent history of the city. It is worth noting that just a year 

after Il Rota was published, Ammirato departed from Naples, and except for one brief visit, 

he never returned. In light of Ammirato’s success in gaining friendships and patronage 

among the city’s elite, his early twentieth-century biographer Umberto Congedo was left to 

wonder why Ammirato chose not to stay in Naples. Congedo also was unable to account for 

Ammirato’s whereabouts for several years after his departure: “How could it be,” Congedo 

asked, “that notwithstanding the honors and favors bestowed upon him by the Neapolitan 

aristocracy, Ammirato so totally alienated himself from them that he never returned to 
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Naples? And between 1564 and 1568, what studies did he attend to?”288 Congedo was 

unaware of the turmoil that afflicted Ammirato’s circle of Neapolitan friends in just those 

years, when several people Ammirato was close to—Maranta, Alois, Galeota—were 

imprisoned for heresy. It seems fair to guess that Ammirato decided to leave Naples and 

remain out of public view to distance himself from these persons and events. In 1569 he 

reemerged in Florence, where he had a long and distinguished career as a writer in the court 

of the Medici grand dukes. As we noted earlier, in 1598, thirty-six years after the publication 

of the first edition of Il Rota, Ammirato published a second edition of the book, with a new 

prefatory letter that concludes with a warning to his patroness: “I am sure, my lady, that you 

will detect [in this book] the scent of the errors of my youth, the only excuse for which is that 

when I was young, I wrote, spoke and acted as a young person does.”289 This statement must 

have been made with thoughts in mind of the perils that Maranta and other old friends had 

faced shortly after the 1562 edition Il Rota was published.290  

 
288 Congedo, La vita e le opere di Scipione Ammirato, 117: “Perchè mai l'Ammirato, malgrado gli onori e le 
carezze dei cavalieri napoletani, si alienò totalmente da essi tanto da non tornar più a Napoli? È dal 1564 al 
1568 a quali studi attese?” 
289 See note 198. 
290 Christopher Black gives this account of Mario Galeota’s experience, which encapsulates the fate met by 
many Italian Valdesians, and the movement as a whole, as Ammirato was no doubt aware: “Mario Galeota, 
abjuring at an auto [public confession] in Rome before Carnesecchi's on June 22, had been more leniently 
treated [than Carnesecchi, who was executed]. He had provided Countess Giulia Gonzaga with manuscript 
copies of his friend Valdes' works; he had also translated some, and organized their printing. In 1566 he 
abjured ideas derived from them and from the Beneficio di Cristo; notably that 'faith alone justifies and saves 
man'. He had denied that good works gave merit, denied purgatory and the intercession of saints, the validity 
of monastic vows, and so forth. But he was not judged as dangerous as Carnesecchi. He was sentenced to five 
years in prison, away from Naples. Inquisitor Giulio Santoro in the context of [discussing] religious troubles in 
Naples (1559-64), had noted Galeota as 'one of the authors of the tumult, previously investigated, disciple of 
Valdes', and pushed Rome, and especially Cardinal Ghislieri to pursue him. In May 1571 Galeota was 
apparently leading a normal life in Naples, and died in 1586, probably accepting the Valdesian cause was 
misguided as well as defeated. When the Beneficio and Valdesian works had been banned he had said: 'It 
matters very little to me, because they are in my head, and no one can erase them from there, and even if 
they can prevent me reading them, they cannot take them from my mind.' The Congregation of the Index set 
out to ensure that the next generation would not read these works in the first place.” Black, Church, Religion, 
and Society, 179-180 (n. 85). 
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The first mention that we have of Maranta after his release from prison appears in a 

letter written by Ippolito Rossi, the bishop of Pavia, to Ulisse Aldrovandi on June 30th, 1568. 

“With this letter,” Rossi says, “I greet your lordship, together with our Signor Bartolomeo 

Maranta, who would like to pay you his respects in person one day soon. Our Maranta is 

unceasing both in his efforts to procure the health of the most Illustrious and Reverend 

Lordship our patron and his whole household, and to create a garden of many of the most 

notable simples. . . .”291 Rossi goes on to request seeds from Aldrovandi for Maranta’s 

garden, which he says should be sent by mail to the house of cardinal Francesco Abbondio 

Castiglione.292 Rossi’s remarks suggest that Maranta was serving as a personal physician to 

Castiglione, who was probably suffering from illness at the time, for he died on November 

14, 1568. A history of the Castiglione family published in the seventeenth-century notes that 

“in addition to divine things,” the cardinal “always spent much time in the study of literature 

. . . and in conversation with virtuous men of knowledge, of whom he was always a singular 

protector.”293 It is possible that in 1568 Maranta was still under order from the Inquisition not 

to leave Rome, but was able to find a position in Castiglione’s retinue, which also gave him 

the chance to return to his work with medicinal plants.  

That Maranta had at this point only recently been freed is suggested by another letter 

to Aldrovandi, dated September 25, 1568, from the physician Alfonso Pancio. The topic 

 
291 De Toni, Nuovi documenti, 10/1514 (n. 65): “Con questa [lettera] visitarò V.S. insieme col nostro S. 
Bartholomeo Maranta che desidera un giorno far d’ufficio in presentia. Il nostro S. Marnata non cessa e di 
procurar la sanità e di Monsig.r Ill.mo nostro padrone di tutta la casa, ma ne anco di comporre un Giardinetto 
di diversi simplici. . . .” 
292 De Toni, Nuovi documenti, 10/1514 (n. 65): “in Casa del Cardinale Castilioni della Trinità.” This must be 
Francesco Abbondio Castiglione, the only identifiable cardinal of this name at the time. 
293 Antonio Beffa-Negrini, Elogi historici di alcuni personaggi della famiglia Castigliona . . . (Mantua: Francesco 
Osanna, 1606), 513: “Doppo le cose divine spese egli sempre il tempo nello studio delle buone lettere . . . & 
nella conversatione de’ virtuosi, & scientiati, de’ quali era singolar protettore. . . .” 
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again is botanical: “I don’t think that you are going to have anything special from Maranta,” 

Pancio told Aldrovandi, “for he wrote to me not long ago to ask if I would send him a variety 

of seeds to make a garden, as he hadn’t been in Rome long, and really had nothing.”294 

Maranta had in fact been in Rome for more than four years—at least since his appearance in 

the Decreta in April 1564—but must only recently have been granted a degree of liberty that 

would allow him to write letters and to work on a garden.  

A year and a half later, on April 9, 1570, Maranta wrote to Aldrovandi. Maranta was 

no longer in Rome, but in the town of Molfetta on the Adriatic coast, where his family 

maintained a residence. This is the letter mentioned above in which Maranta speaks of his 

correspondence with his friends having been cut off by his “travails,” which had at this point 

apparently only just ended. “I thought I would have to remain in Rome forever,” Maranta 

tells Aldrovandi, “but have [now] come to this area at the exhortation of my brothers. . . .”295  

Maranta also mentions that he failed to receive a letter that Aldrovandi had sent to 

him “by way of Cardinal Paleotti” in Rome.296 Aldrovandi was a close friend of Paleotti 

(both were born in Bologna in 1522), with whom he carried on a long correspondence, 

including several letters from the early 1580s in which Aldrovandi responded to a request for 

guidance on various points that Paleotti wished to discuss in his Discourse on Sacred and 

Profane Images, which he was then preparing for publication. While Maranta’s own 

 
294 Giovanni Fantuzzi, Memorie della vita di Ulisse Aldrovandi, medico e filosofo bolognese, con alcune lettere 
scelte d'uomini eruditi a lui scritte. . . . (Bologna: Lelio dalla Volpe, 1774), 236 “Dal Maranta non credo, che V. 
E. sia per havere cosa alcuna di raro, perche me scrisse non fa molto, che gli mandassi semi d’ogni sorte per 
far un giardino, perchè in Roma era novo, e non haveva cosa alcuna.” 
295 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 229 (n. 267): “io pensava di dovere starmene per sempre in Roma, e poi a 
esortazione de miei fratelli venni a queste parti. . . .” 
296 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 228-229 (n. 267): “La lettera che V. E. mi scrisse per mezzo del Card.e Paleotti non 
mi fu data et io n hebbi aviso, credo da M. Galeazzo Ghini in Roma, e non me ne fu data nuova da quelli di casa 
del Cardinale. . . .” 
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connection to Paleotti appears to be slight, the existence of any link at all between them is 

interesting, for in their writings on art, the two men not only gave more attention to 

uncertainty and hiddenness than any other period authors, but they take up diametrically 

opposed positions on hiddenness and can indeed be seen as representing opposite ends of the 

ideological spectrum in Counter Reformation-era art theory.  

As in their past correspondence, the collection and study of plants is the main topic of 

Maranta’s 1570 letter to Aldrovandi. Maranta indicates that he recently received a letter from 

Aldrovandi describing the many additions that Aldrovandi had recently made to his vast 

collection or ‘theater’ of plant, mineral and animal specimens. The collection, which 

Aldrovandi had been working on for years with the help of friends and colleagues, 

constituted the first large-scale, methodical assemblage of its kind in the history of the 

natural sciences.297 “I am amazed by your great collection of simples,” Maranta writes, 

“which you tell me you have mounted in fourteen volumes, and by the many minerals and 

gems, numbering four-thousand five-hundred, and also by the many plants that your painter 

has painted, which now, after twelve years, number two thousand.”298 Maranta then discusses 

some problems concerning the identification a few plants growing in the area around 

Molfetta, which he hoped to contribute to Aldrovandi’s collection: “I will obtain for you 

several nice branches with flowers, and later, [branches] with seeds, so that you may add 

them to your fine Theater. But I cannot promise you paintings, for here we have no painters, 

either good or bad, who would be capable of it. I hope to content you with the live plants, 

 
297 Remnants of the collection are still on display at the University of Bologna, where Aldrovandi taught. 
298 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 229 (n. 267): “Et mi avete fatto stupire di tanta collezione di semplici, che mi dite 
avete agglutinati in 14 volumi, et di tanti minerali e gemme etc. al numero di quattromilla e cinquecento, e di 
tante piante dipinte dal suo pittore, che già dodici anni sono al numero di due milla.” 
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however, so that you can have illustrations made of them yourself.”299 Whether Maranta ever 

sent the specimens he promised is unknown, for this is the last surviving letter of his 

correspondence with Aldrovandi. Nor is it likely that he ever saw his old friend again, for 

Maranta died in Molfetta on March 24, 1571. But the reference to plant illustration in this 

passage points to an important fact. Though Maranta claims at the start of the Discorso that 

“judging paintings has never been my profession,” like other naturalists of his time, Maranta 

had extensive experience with the examination of images. The sixteenth century was an age 

of significant advancement in scientific illustration, when paintings, drawings and prints 

were used in increasingly sophisticated ways to convey knowledge about the natural world. 

In scrutinizing such images, a botanist’s eye could be as sharp as an artist’s, or sharper. On 

that note, let us return to the early 1560s, just before Maranta’s ‘travails’ began, and just after 

his visit with Scipione Ammirato to the church of San Domenico Maggiore, to take up our 

discussion of Maranta’s essay on Titian’s Annunciation once again. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
299 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 229 (n. 267): “Et pigliarò a nome suo anco parecchi rami belli coi fiori et poi coi 
semi perchè possa metterli nel suo bello Theatro, et pittura non le posso promettere perchè qui non 
habbiamo pittori nè buoni ne cattivi che ne sappiano uscire ; però spero contentarla della pianta viva in guisa 
che volendo ne possa pigliare ella istessa la figura.” 
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Chapter 4.  
 
The character of Maranta’s interpretations 
 

In the preceding chapters, we have seen that Maranta’s Discorso occupies a 

significant place in the history of hermeneutical reflection on visual art, and we have seen 

how Maranta was involved in the religious and political conflicts of his time. The 

relationship between these two facts forms a particularly interesting area of inquiry for the 

study of the Discorso. As we turn now to discuss the remainder of the Discorso, let us briefly 

recall the suggestion we made in Chapter Two, that Maranta conceived his essay in part as a 

response to Lodovico Dolce’s 1557 dialogue on painting L’Aretino. The opening lines of the 

Discorso, we observed, were apparently written in imitation of the first lines of Dolce’s 

dialogue, while Maranta’s arguments in defense of Michelangelo and of hiddenness make a 

fitting reply to Dolce’s criticism. Knowing what we do now about Maranta’s temperament 

and conduct, it is easy to imagine that the attack on Michelangelo’s obscurity in Dolce’s 

dialogue could have provoked him to respond.  

It is perhaps useful to think of the relationship between Dolce’s Aretino and 

Maranta’s Discorso as one that is analogous to the relationship between the impresa that 

Francesco Maria Molza designed for Ippolito de’ Medici, and the impresa that Giovanni 

Francesco Alois designed for Giulia Gonzaga and Galeazzo Caracciolo. As we have seen, 

Alois took Molza’s impresa, with its unfriendly reference to Giulia Gonzaga, and used it to 

form a new impresa, which functioned both as a clever retort to Molza’s remark on Giulia, 

and as an occasion to make a subtle, ‘hidden’ move into deeper polemical territory, by 

offering a veiled tribute to the role that Giulia played in Galeazzo’s conversion to Valdesian 

spirituality. Like Alois’ impresa, Maranta’s Discorso seems to draw initial motivation from 
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an unsympathetic text, in this case Dolce’s, and then extend its polemical scope beyond that 

text into still more contentious ground. So far, we have examined only the first two sections 

of the Discorso, comprising about one quarter of Maranta’s text. In the present chapter we 

will discuss the remainder of the Discorso, which contains much additional material of 

relevance to the themes we have been pursuing, including several interesting allusions to 

political or religious matters. Some of these are obvious, while others are subtle enough that 

our interpretation of them can only be conjectural. On the whole, Maranta’s Discorso 

continues to exhibit the character of a text that, like Il Rota, invites the knowing reader into a 

field of interpretive play, where the meanings and ideas in hiding are apt to be contentious 

ones. 

Having set out his views on hiddenness in Section Two of the Discorso, Maranta 

enters a long and detailed analysis of Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation, in which he 

extols and defends the painting from its critics by showing how Titian’s depiction of the 

angel Gabriel satisfies a five-fold criterion for judging beauty in the human body. This part of 

the Discorso, which we have designated Section Three, begins with a statement on the 

proportions of Titian’s angel: “One aspect for which the painting could perhaps be 

criticized,” Maranta says, “is that it does not seem Titian has properly followed the rules of 

proportion in all of the angel’s body. Indeed, the length from the knee to the foot is so short 

with respect to the rest of the body that it seems quite unnatural.”300 This may have been the 

point of criticism that launched Maranta’s argument with Ammirato and Carafa in the first 

place, for the lower legs of Titian’s angel are indeed conspicuously short in relation to the 

 
300 Maranta, Discorso, 873; 537r (n.62): “Ma quello che per aventura si potrebbe in esso riprendere è che non 
par che abbia Tiziano bene intesa la proporzione di tutto il corpo dell'angelo: percioché dal ginocchio insino al 
piede è così poco spacio a rispetto di tutto il corpo, che pare una cosa assai fuori della naturalità.” 
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rest of his body. Without resolving this indisputable fact, Maranta proceeds to set out a five-

part scheme for judging the beauty of the human body, which becomes the basis for an 

analysis of Titian’s painting that will extend nearly to the end of the Discorso. While this 

scheme draws inspiration from discussions of beauty in the Platonic and Neo-Platonic 

traditions, Maranta’s selection and definition of terms exhibits several original features. “In 

its perfection,” he says, “beauty in the human body . . . requires the appropriate proportion, 

appropriate size [quantitá] and appropriate vivacity of color. Furthermore, in each of these 

three things a certain grace [grazia] is required, which we also refer to as loveliness 

[leggiadria]”301 Maranta then points out that while these four qualities—proportion, size, 

color and grace—must be present in living bodies and painted bodies alike if they are to be 

considered beautiful, paintings must also exhibit a fifth quality, which Maranta calls 

dispositio, or ‘disposition’, a term that encompasses pose, gesture and facial expression: “The 

painting that imitates [i.e. possesses] this beauty must have each of these four things, and in 

fact more; there is in addition the disposition, which, though present and required for the 

attainment of beauty in living bodies, nonetheless is understood [in living bodies] to be part 

of the fourth quality, that of grace and loveliness. But in painting it is considered a separate 

condition, for grace [in living things] consists in the actions and movements of the members, 

while paintings cannot show more than one movement. . . .”302 Maranta will go on to make 

much of this concept. If the artist is to merit praise in his handling of a figure’s disposition, 

 
301 Maranta, Discorso, 874-875; 357v (n.62): “La bellezza umana (perché di questa è il nostro ragionamento) 
alla sua perfezzione richiede debita proporzione, debita [875] quantità e convenevole vivacità di colore et 
[oltre a] ciò una certa grazia in tutte tre queste cose, che per altro nome siamo usi dir leggiadria.” 
302 Maranta, Discorso, 875; 357v (n.62): “La pittura che imita questa bellezza deve anco essa avere tutte 
queste quattro cose, anzi di più, separatamente, la disposizione, la quale se bene nei corpi viventi si truova e si 
richiede al compimento della bellezza, nondimeno s'intende sotto la quarta, che è la grazia e la venustà. Ma 
nella pittura si mette come a condizione separata, percioché, consistendo la grazia negli atti e ne' movimenti 
de' membri, non può la pittura mostrarne più di uno. . . .” 
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he must forge a carefully calculated combination of fitness to narrative, so that the ‘body 

language’ of the figure clearly conveys the physical and psychological action of the story, 

and adherence to the requirements of beauty, so that the figure conforms to the most 

agreeable standards of proportion, size, color and so on. To clarify his point, Maranta once 

again turns to Michelangelo’s Last Judgment: 

We will thus call the disposition in the picture the fifth condition, different from the 
fourth, and we will understand it as the placement, or shall we say the pose or attitude 
of the body, which the artist has given to the painted figure. This, more than anything 
else, when done with art and with grace brings the highest praise to the painter, and in 
this way, we will say that in the painting of the Last Judgment, among other marvels, 
Michelangelo made sure that all the figures are given a different placement and 
disposition. This makes up part of the grace [grazia], which also consists in much 
more, as will be shown by other things we will say on the subject.303 

 
Mastery of disposition thus lies partly in the artist’s ability to create an inexhaustible variety 

of graceful poses. Maranta adds, however, that grace also “consists in much more.” Just what 

he means by this is a matter we will take up when we turn to Maranta’s extensive comments 

on grace below.  

Having introduced the five conditions of beauty, Maranta proceeds to discuss Titian’s 

angel in relation to each. At 8,740 words, Section Three of the Discorso constitutes 68% of 

the essay’s total length. It can be divided into seven sub-sections as shown below, with the 

percentages indicating the share of Section Three that each sub-section comprises: 

 

 

 
303 Maranta, Discorso, 876; 357v-358r (n.62): “Metteremo dunque la disposizione nella pittura per quinta con-
dizione e per cosa diversa dalla quarta, et intenderemo per essa il sito, o vogliamo dire la positura o 
l'attitudine del corpo, nella quale l'artefice ha fatto l'uomo dipinto. La quale, quando è fatta con arte e con 
grazia, acquista lode grandissima al pittore più che di altra cosa che vi sia, et in questo modo diremo che 
Michelagnolo nella pittura del Giudicio fra'll'altre meraviglie abbia osservato che tutte le figure sono di vario 
sito e disposizione, e questa viene a essere parte della grazia, la quale contiene molto più, come da quello che 
appresso di essa diremo si potrà comprendere.” 
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3.1  On Proportion: 467 words (5% of Section Three) 
3.2  Introduction to the five parts of human beauty: 523 words (6%) 
3.3  On Quantity: 878 words (10%) 
3.4  On Color: 742 words (8%) 
3.5  On Grace: 1,981 words (23%)  
3.6  On Disposition: 3,594 words (41%)  
3.7  More on proportion: 555 words (6%)  

 
The discussions of quantity, color and grace exhibit a certain unity, for Maranta seasons his 

remarks on them with several overt or presumable references to political or ideological 

matters, akin to those we have seen in the discussion of Alois’ impresa for Galeazzo 

Caracciolo, or Epicuro’s impresa for the viceroy Pedro da Toledo. In what follows, we will 

first examine a series of passages drawn from Maranta’s analyses of quantity, color and 

grace, focusing our attention on the political allusions they contain. We will then turn to 

Maranta’s discussion of disposition, which is nearly as long as his remarks on the four other 

conditions of beauty combined. In his statements on disposition, Maranta appears to set 

politics aside, and devote his full attention to that aspect of Titian’s painting that seems to 

have interested him most from a purely aesthetic point of view. It is here that Maranta’s 

essay reaches its a peak of subtlety and originality as an exercise in applied art theory. We 

will pause during our examination of Maranta’s discussion of disposition to consider a 

question that takes us back to the central concept of Chapter Two, namely, whether it is 

correct to say that in the comments he makes in Section Three of the Discorso, Maranta is in 

the field of interpretative play. Finally, we will discuss Maranta’s engagement in the last 

paragraphs of the Discorso with what he calls the ‘two evils,’ a hermeneutical problem that 

all commentators who undertake to analyze a great work of art must eventually confront. 
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 When we turn to Maranta’s statements on the aspect of human beauty that he calls 

‘quantity’ [quantità], we find that, as elsewhere, he draws upon the Poetics of Aristotle. 

Maranta writes: 

As we have already spoken of the doubts regarding the proportions of the angel, we 
will now speak of the other conditions of beauty. We shall first consider quantity, 
which in all things (as Aristotle admonishes) must be neither so excessively large that 
at first sight one cannot see where the thing begins and ends, nor so small that its 
parts can barely be discerned and one cannot properly discuss them.304 
 

The reference is to a passage from the Poetics that reads: 
 

a beautiful object, whether it be a living organism or any whole composed of parts, 
must not only have an orderly arrangement of parts, but must also be of a certain 
magnitude; for beauty depends on magnitude and order. Hence a very small animal 
organism cannot be beautiful; for the view of it is confused, the object being seen in 
an almost imperceptible moment of time. Nor, again, can one of vast size be 
beautiful; for as the eye cannot take it all in at once, the unity and sense of the whole 
is lost for the spectator; as for instance if there were one a thousand miles long.305 

 
Aristotle uses this visual analogy to illustrate a point of literary theory; a work of narrative 

literature, he says, must neither be so brief that its events cannot be adequately described, nor 

so lengthy that the main trajectory of the plot is lost. Maranta might have used Aristotle’s 

analogy to critique the physical size of the angel and the Virgin Mary in Titian’s painting, but 

instead he adapts the concept to the aesthetics of hiddenness. The Aristotelian point about 

quantity, he says, applies “not only to apparent quantity [quantità apparente], but also to that 

which, in this [apparent] quantity, one may veiledly apprehend [velatamente intendere], as I 

 
304 Marnata, Discorso, 876; 358r: “Tornando dunque a quel che dicevamo, perché della proporzione di 
quell'angiolo se ne è detto quello che ne potea far dubio, diremo ora delle altre condizioni della bellezza, e 
primo consideraremo la quantità, la quale in tutte le cose (come ne ammonisce Aristotele) deve essere né così 
grande [358r] e smisurata che al primo incontro della vista non se ne possa vedere il principio et il fine, né così 
picciola che le parti sue appena si discernano et in esse non si possa fare conveniente discorso.” 
305 S. H. Butcher, trans., The Poetics of Aristotle (Edinburgh: R. & R. Clark, 1907), 31. 
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now will show.”306 Quantity therefore concerns not only what is evident, but also that which 

is perceived by penetrating a veil. Maranta continues: 

While at first sight the angel in [Titian’s] picture appears to satisfy this condition [of 
quantity], insofar as his body as a whole is neither very large nor extremely small, 
some doubts regarding his size could nonetheless be raised. Among which is that, by 
painting the angel in the form of a youth—so as to denote, among other things, his 
purity, as we said above—it is necessary to capture that [specific] part of youth that 
could not evoke any impurity in the mind of the spectator, for the body of the angel is 
a sort of pictorial metaphor [metafora pitturale] for something that cannot be 
expressed in its true state with painting, which is to say the angel’s nature and 
being.307 

 
Maranta goes on to say that, since children tend to carelessness, and adults to immorality, 

Titian should be praised for depicting his angel as a youth poised between childhood and 

adulthood, which projects the strength, obedience and moral constancy that Gabriele’s divine 

mission required. In support of this assertion about the appropriateness of the adolescent age 

for the angel, Maranta cites two authorities: Michelangelo and the early Christian theologian 

known as Dionysius the Areopagite. Both figures were known in their respective fields for 

having a penchant for hiddenness, and Maranta makes polemical use of them. “The 

adolescent body,” Maranta writes,  

being more firm, denotes the stability and perpetuity of the vital virtue, which must 
last eternally in a [celestial] being. The divine Dionysius the Areopagite teaches us 
this, and we referred to it above in the case of the Christ in Michelangelo’s Last 
Judgment. It may be added that this way of depicting angels more openly shows their 
spiritual and incorporeal nature, just as almost all painters have depicted the soul in 
the form of a youthful figure, whether it be the soul of an old man or young man, 
whether bearded or not . . . so as to make us understand that after death there is no 

 
306 Maranta, Discorso, 876; 358r (n.62): “e questo non solo per la quantità apparente, ma eziandio per rispetto 
di quello che in quella quantità si può velatamente intendere, come mi dichiarerò or ora.” 
307 Maranta, Discorso, 876; 358r (n.62): “E come che a prima vista l'angelo di quella pittura mostri di avere 
questa condizione, per essere tutto il suo corpo né molto grande né estremamente picciolo, nondimeno il 
discorso che si può fare sopra di quella grandezza, può ricevere alcuni dubbi. Tra' quali sarà che, dipingendosi 
l'angiolo in forma puerile, come disopra abbiam detto, per denotar frall'altre cose la purità sua, bisognarebbe 
pigliar quella parte di puerizia che non potesse generar nella mente di chi 'l riguarda imaginazione alcuna 
d'impurità, da che questo corpo di angelo è una certa metafora pitturale di quello che nel vero non [877] si 
può con pittura esprimere, cioè della natura e dell'esser suo.”  
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difference between persons, and that we are all equal, without exception. 
Michelangelo painted the souls in this way in his painting of the Last Judgment, and 
so do all those who paint the angel Michael when he weighs the souls in the balance 
or scales. And if in Michelangelo’s Last Judgment there are some who are bearded 
(and there are few), Michelangelo painted them this way for other reasons, as in the 
case of the portrait of that Bishop, who, having offended Michelangelo, can be seen 
depicted in Hell, at the moment he becomes aware [that he is in Hell].308 
 

The last line alludes to the story told by Giorgio Vasari of the revenge Michelangelo took on 

a critic of the Sistine Chapel Last Judgment. In the 1550 edition of the Lives, Vasari writes 

that, “His Holiness [Pope Paul III] wished to see the Chapel; and when the master of 

ceremonies [the papal chamberlain, Biagio da Cesena] presumptuously let himself in and 

criticized [the painting] for its many nudes, Michelangelo, wanting to vindicate himself, 

made a portrait of [Biagio] in hell in the figure of Minos among a mountain of devils.”309 

Maranta deviates somewhat from the facts: the Minos figure in the Last Judgment is not 

bearded, and Biagio da Cesena was not a bishop. Given Maranta’s anticlericalism, though, it 

is hardly surprising that he casts Michelangelo’s critic as an ecclesiastic. The passage may be 

added to the list of others we have encountered in which Maranta strikes a similar tone, 

including his remark in the Discorso against “music suited to the intellect of an ignorant little 

 
308 Maranta, Discorso, 877-878; 358r (n.62): “la pubescente età . . . per esser più ferma, così si denota la 
costanza e la perpetuità della virtù vitale, che eternamente in un essere ha da durare. Il che il divino Dionisio 
Areopagita ne insegna e noi nel Cristo del Giudicio di Michelagnolo di sopra accennammo. Aggiugnesi a questo 
che così più apertamente [878] si dimostra la spirituale et incorporea natura loro, perciò che quasi da ognuno 
è stata dipinta l'anima in forma puerile, o sia stata di vecchio o di giovene barbato o senza barba, e ciò non 
solo per le ragioni dette, ma ancora per darci a intendere che dopo morte non è differenza di persone, ma 
tutti siamo uguali senza eccezzione. Così le ha depinte Michelagnolo nella pittura del suo Giudicio, così tutti 
quelli che fanno l'angelo Michele contrapesare le anime nelle bilancie o nella staterà. E se alcune ve ne sono 
nel Giudicio di Michelangelo con la barba (che ben pochi sono), sonosi così da lui dipinte per altre cagioni che 
a così far lo ritraevano, come fu il ritratto di quel Vescovo, il quale, mentre era a Michelagnolo importuno, si 
vide ritratto nell'Inferno che appena se ne accorse.” 
309 Vasari, Le vite (1550), vol 6, 69-70 (n. 35): “Sua Santità volse vedere la Cappella; e perché il maestro delle 
cerimonie usò prosunzione et entròvvi seco e biasimolla per li tanti ignudi, onde, volendosi vendicare, Michele 
Agnolo lo ritrasse di naturale, nell'inferno, nella figura di Minòs fra un monte di diavoli.” This is the account 
that appears in the 1550 edition of Vasari’s Lives, with which Maranta seems to have been familiar; in the 
1568 edition, Vasari gives a more detailed telling of the story. 
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priest” and his comment in Il Rota about “that bishop who punished men with wounds and 

sent them to the devil with excommunications.”310   

No less polemical, though in a different way, is Maranta’s interpretation of the beauty 

of Michelangelo’s figures as signifying “the stability and perpetuity of the vital virtue.” 

Maranta attributes this recondite notion to Dionysius the Areopagite, the most esoteric of the 

major Christian writers, who was an enthusiastic proponent of hiddenness. “All those who 

are wise in divine matters, and are interpreters of the mystical revelations,” wrote Dionysius, 

“prefer incongruous symbols for holy things, so that divine things may not be easily 

accessible.”311 Maranta’s mystical readings of the works of Michelangelo and Titian 

exemplify precisely the tendency against which Gabrielle Paleotti inveighs when he states 

that “the office of the painter is to imitate things in their natural state of being, purely as the 

eyes of mortals behold them . . . he must leave it to theologians and sacred doctors to extend 

those things to other, loftier and more hidden sentiments.”312  

Indeed, when Maranta turns to discuss color, the third element in his five-fold scheme 

for judging human beauty, we can watch him take the step Paleotti prohibits, as he announces 

his move from a naturalistic mode of analysis to a theological one. Starting with natural or 

‘human’ appearances, Maranta says that the face of the angel in Titian’s painting exhibits, 

a certain reddish tinge similar to that which usually appears in the face of one who 
has run or walked in a great hurry for a good stretch, to indicate to us the great speed 
that the angel must have used to quickly carryout the mandate of the eternal God. And 
if one observes the face closely, it looks like a face from which the sweat has just 
been wiped off. Not because angels tire themselves from walking and get worn out, 
but to express by means of these human details the particulars of the subject.313  

 
310 See notes 119 and 195 above. 
311 Wind, Pagan Mysteries, 12-13 (n. 27). 
312 See note 29 above.  
313 Maranta, Discorso, 880; 358v (n.62): “Il viso poi ha . . . un certo rossore simile a quello che suole apparire 
nel volto di chi per un buon tratto di via ara con gran fretta caminato o corso, per darci ad intendere con 
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From these “human details” Maranta turns to “divine things.” Here, presumably, is an 

example of what Paleotti intended by “loftier and more hidden sentiments”: 

But should we wish to pass more deeply into the profundity of divine things, we will 
find that the redness expresses nothing so much as it does fire, which theologians 
figuratively attribute to angels. Indeed thrones and seraphim are said to be made of 
fire and one assigns to them the same properties that fire has, and in this way the 
theologians want us to know that the faces of the celestial spirits are illuminated by 
the splendor of the face of God as if by fire. And so (as the Areopagite teaches) those 
who have spoken of God in a most holy way, to make the minds of mortals capable of 
fathoming Him, have designated his eternal, immaterial substance, which is without 
form or figure, with various properties of fire…. [The theologians] therefore imagine 
that the celestial spirits are made of fire to make us understand that their divine nature 
does nothing other than imitate (to the extent that it is possible for them to do so) the 
eternal and holy God, who is appropriately made to resemble fire; also for this reason 
one usually makes angels dressed in vestments of luminous red color. And Titian, 
mindful of how necessary this is, carefully observed it; in this manner he mixed white 
with red in the angel’s vestment, so that [the color] seems to come not from an 
exterior light, but rather to be born from within, from his own illuminated person.314 

 
Whatever the likelihood that Titian actually intended his colors to express the ideas of 

Dionysius the Areopagite, Maranta seems clearly to imply that the artist was conscious of 

these theological associations: “Titian, mindful of how necessary this is, carefully observed 

it,” he says. The characterization of Titian that emerges in Maranta’s essay is that of a painter 

 
questo la velocità grande ch'era verisimile ch'usasse l'angelo per eseguir prestissimo il mandato dell'eterno 
Iddio. E chi ben considera quel volto, gli rassembrerà uno che pur dianzi si abbia rasciugato il sudore. Non 
perché gli angioli si affatichino per lo camino e si angoscino, ma per esprimere con questi umani accidenti le 
particolarità del misterio.” 
314 Maranta, Discorso, 880-881; 358v-359r (n.62): “Ma se vorremo noi più adentro passare nella profondità 
delle cose divine, trovaremo che quel rossore non ne dimostra altro se non il fuoco, il quale da' teologi 
figuratamente è attribuito agli angioli. Anzi gli troni e gli serafini dicano essere di fuoco et a loro assegnano le 
istesse proprietà che ha il fuoco, e vogliono per questo farci conoscere che la faccia delli celesti spiriti sia per lo 
fulgore della faccia di Dio illuminata a guisa di fuoco. Percioché (come l'Areopagita ne insegna) coloro che 
santissimamente hanno di Dio parlato, per farne le menti de' mortali capaci, hanno la sua sustanzia eterna, 
immateriale, e di nulla forma o figura ricetto, con le varie proprietà del fuoco disegnata. . . . Fingono dunque i 
celesti spiriti essere di fuoco per farci conoscere che la natura loro divina non fa altro che imitare (quanto per 
loro possibile è) Dio eterno e santo, il quale è attamente al fuoco assomigliato; e per questa cagione anco si 
suol fare negli angioli vestiti la vesta di color rosso e luminoso. Il che ha Tiziano, [881] ricordevole di quanto 
bisognava, assai bene osservato; [359r] nella quale vesta ha di tal maniera il bianco col rosso mescolato, che 
non pare che venga dall'esterior lume, ma più tosto nasca di dentro e dalla persona sua illuminata.” 
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who, far from limiting himself to the imitation of “things in their natural state,” uses his work 

to express the “loftier and more hidden sentiments” of theology.  

Readers of the Discorso who know as much about Maranta as we do may come to 

suspect that at certain points, the text of the Discorso itself might contain hidden theological 

sentiments. The question to which we now turn, perhaps not surprisingly, is whether Maranta 

has hidden religious ideas of a controversial or even heretical kind in his essay. The religious 

transgressives of sixteenth-century Naples, whose adherence to philo-Protestant, ‘Valdesian’ 

spirituality often led them to trouble with the Inquisition, were connected in their thought and 

attitudes by a common stock of books, written by Juan de Valdes and others, which employ 

characteristic ways of speaking about religious doctrine. Maranta may have written certain 

lines of the Discorso in imitation of this ‘reformed’ manner of speaking. Take his statement, 

which we read above, that the radiant color of Titian’s angel “seems to come not from an 

exterior light, but rather to be born from within, from his own illuminated person.” The use 

of light as a metaphor for salvation occurs throughout Juan de Valdes’ major work, a 

dialogue between he and Giulia Gonzaga entitled The Christian Alphabet: Which Teaches the 

True Way to Acquire the Light of the Holy Spirit, written by Valdes in Naples in 1536, and 

published in 1545. In a typical passage, Valdes contrasts exterior, natural light with inner, 

supernatural light, in a way that Maranta’s words could have been intended to echo: “we 

cannot know Christ by the light of Nature, nor by other human industry, if God does not 

internally illumine and open the vision of our souls. I say that this knowledge of God through 

Christ is supernatural knowledge for which the special grace of God is necessary.”315 Both 

 
315 Juan De Valdés, Alfabeto Christiano . . . A Faithful Reprint of the Italian of 1546: With Two Modern 
Translations, In Spanish and In English (London: n.p., 1861), 103; Juan de Valdés, Alfabeto cristiano, Domande 
e risposte, Della predestinazione, Catechismo per in fanciulli, ed. Massimo Firpo (Torino: Einaudi, 1994), 59: 
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the followers and opponents of Valdes recognized that in statements like these, Valdes was 

alluding to the central tenet of Protestant theology, the belief that human salvation or 

‘justification’ is ensured by faith in God’s grace alone, and is not obtained by human effort, 

good works or the rites and sacraments of the Church. It is the same doctrine to which 

Giuseppe Valetta refers in his account of Maranta’s arrest, where he says that Maranta was 

implicated in the recitation of a sonnet that “contained the justification of Christ in the 

Lutheran mode.”316 To express this idea in any form in Italy during the second half of the 

sixteenth century was dangerous—the doctrine of salvation by faith in God’s grace alone was 

declared anathema by the Council of Trent in 1547, and Valdes’ Christian Alphabet, together 

with other principle texts of reform spirituality, was officially banned by the Church when 

the Index of Prohibited Books was established in 1559. Its placement on the Index occurred 

in spite of the fact that Valdes always refers to salvation by grace alone with a certain 

mystical obliqueness, rather than overtly: “when I say faith I mean to speak of that faith 

which is alive in the soul, acquired not by industry, nor human contrivance, but by means of 

the grace of God communicated with supernatural Light.”317 We can hardly prove that 

 
“non possiamo conoscere Christo per lume naturale ne per altra industria humana se Iddio intrinsecamente 
non alluma et apre gli occhi dell’ anima nostra, dico questa cognitione di Dio per Christo è sopranaturale, per 
la quale bisogna speciale gratia da Dio.” 
316 See note 265 above. 
317 Valdés, Alfabeto Christiano (1861), 74-75; Valdés, Alfabeto cristiano (1994), 43 (n. 315): “quando dico fede, 
intendo di quella fede che vive nell’anima, guadagnata non con industria, né con artificio humano ma 
mediante la gratia di Dio, con lume sovranaturale. . . .” In his study of Valdesianism, Jose C. Niento writes of 
these notions that, “Valdes . . . conceives reason, prudence, human wisdom or ‘natural light’ as a corruption of 
the original ‘spiritual light’ which man had before the fall. . . . through the fall, man lost his ‘spiritual light’ and 
gained instead a new light which is the ‘natural light.’ This ‘natural light’ Valdes identifies with reason, 
prudence, human wisdom, etc. . . . Consequently natural knowledge . . . is always false knowledge because it 
springs from that new organon gained through sin. . . . For Valdes, knowledge of God is only possible when the 
‘spiritual light’ which man lost in the fall, is given back to him. This takes place or coincides with the moment 
of justification and regeneration, because at this moment the image of God lost through the fall is beginning 
to be restored in man. This coincides also with the moment of the illumination of the Spirit and ‘inward 
vision’.” José C. Nieto, Juan De Valdés and the Origins of the Spanish and Italian Reformation (Genève: Droz, 
1970), 203. 
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Maranta had such notions in mind when he wrote that the color of Titian’s angel “seems to 

come not from an exterior light, but rather to be born from within,” but the possibility is 

intriguing, and plausible. 

The most compelling of Maranta’s possible theological allusions appears, fittingly, in 

his discussion of ‘grace,’ the fourth quality in his scheme for analyzing human beauty. 

Grazia, Maranta explains, is a quality which 

the Platonists say is an influx that comes directly from the face of God and spreads 
through the faces of humans, some more and some less, and we do not know how it is 
made and where it resides, but we only know it from the faces of others, and the eyes 
more than anything else delight in it and with the greatest satisfaction of the soul look 
at it and admire it, and it seems certain that it can derive from nowhere but from God. 
. . . And therefore this grace, which is different in everyone and which we call the 
‘air’ of a figure, is a gift from God and only from God does it flow into us, no 
differently than the way he gives shape and being to the soul, without nature having a 
part in it, as nature does in the other three parts spoken of above, which derive from 
the optimal natural composition of the body. And thus the painter requires that divine 
spirit and must know how to carefully show it in his works, imitating in this a thing 
that God alone (it being absent in nature) is capable of doing.318 

 
The main question here concerns the remark that “this grace . . . is a gift from God and only 

from God does it flow into us . . . without nature having a part in it.” Might Maranta be using 

aesthetic grazia as a veiled signifier for theological grazia? It is hard to imagine that he was 

unaware of the polemical connotations that the conjunction of the words “grace” and “gift” 

carried in Reformation-era discourse. It was Saint Paul’s statement on the gift of grace in 

Ephesians 2:8 that first led Martin Luther to doubt the church’s teaching on justification: “for 

 
318 Maranta, Discorso, 882; 359r-359v (n.62): diceno Platonici che è uno influsso che immediatamente viene 
dal volto di Dio e si sparge nei volti umani a chi più e a chi meno, e noi non sappiamo come ella sia fatta e 
quale sia la sua sede principale, ma solamente la conosciamo negli altrui visi e l'occhio più che ogni altra cosa 
se ne rallegra e con grandissima sodisfazzione dell'animo la guarda et ammira, e ben pare che non da altro 
possa procedere che da Dio. . . . dunque questa grazia, la quale in ciascuno è diversa e che noi chiamiamo aria, 
è dono di Dio e da Dio solo a noi s'influisce non altrimente che l'anima che ne da la forma e l'essere, senza che 
la natura vi abbia parte come ha nelle altre tre parti dette di sopra, le quali risultano dall'ottimo 
temperamento naturale, così di divino spirito bisogno è che sia quel pittore, il quale nelle sue opere la saprà 
attamente dimostrare, imitando in questa una cosa il magistero che a Dio solo (eccettuandone [359v] eziandio 
la natura) è conceduto a poter fare.” 
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by grace you have been saved through faith, and that not of yourselves; it is the gift of God, 

not of works, lest anyone should boast.”319 In his commentary on Ephesians, John Calvin 

wrote, “If, on the part of God, it is grace alone, and we bring nothing but faith . . . it follows 

that salvation does not come from us.”320 Like Maranta, Calvin contrasts the gift of grace 

with ‘nature’: “let it be observed, that the gifts of the Spirit are not the gifts of nature. Till the 

Lord opens them, the eyes of our heart are blind.”321 The same notion appears in Calvin’s 

commentary on Galatians: “The World is . . . contrasted with regeneration, as nature with 

grace, or the flesh with the spirit.”322 Similar statements on grace and justification appear in 

The Benefit of Christ, an influential work of Italian philo-Protestant literature, written in 

Sicily by the monk Benedetto da Mantova in 1543 then edited and published by Marcantonio 

Flaminio, a close follower of Valdes who infused the work with Calvinist and Valdesian 

language: “If many died through the sin of one [i.e. Adam’s Original Sin], God’s grace and 

the gift that proceeds from grace . . . abounds in many more. Unlike that one sin by which 

one man brought death . . . the gift [leads] from many sins to justification. . . . No one is 

justified by means of his works; he is who just[ified] receives justness as a gift. . . . our 

merits have no part at all in justification.”323 This kind of talk was regarded by the religious 

and secular authorities of Catholic Europe as proof of heresy. Shortly after Giovanni 

Francesco Alois’s execution in 1564, when the viceroy of Naples sent an account of the 

 
319 Ephesians 2:8 New King James Version. 
320 Rev. John Pringle, trans., Commentaries on The Epistles of Paul to the Galatians and Ephesians by John 
Calvin (Edinburgh: T. Constable 1854), 227. 
321 Pringle, Commentaries on Galatians and Ephesians, 212 (n. 320). 
322 Pringle, Commentaries on Galatians and Ephesians, 27 (n. 320). 
323 Churchill Babington, The Benefit of Christ’s Death . . . Reprinted in Fac-Simile from the Italian Edition of 
1543. . . . (London; Cambridge: Bell & Daldy; Deighton, Bell, & Co. 1855): 8-8v; 25v-26: “se per lo peccato di 
uno molti sono morti, molto maggiorme[n]te la gratia di Dio, & il dono, che procede da la gra[tia] . . . abo[n]do 
in molti & non si come per uno, che pecco ve[n]ne la morte . . . il dono da molti delitti [venne] alla 
giustificatione. . . . [N]iuno e giustifícato p[er] le sue opere, ma chi e giusto ha la giustitia in dono . . . i meriti 
nostri non ha[n]no parte alcuna nella giustifícatione.” 
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evidence against Alois to the King of Spain, he wrote that the bishop of Catania had testified 

that Alois had read “the writings of the arch-heretic Valdes,” the bishop of Policastro had 

testified that Alois, “reading the Epistles of Saint Paul, had taught and preached the Lutheran 

opinion on predestination” and the bishop of Nola had testified that Alois possessed “a 

Lutheran book entitled the Benefit of Christ, and was very pleased with it.”324 

Given Maranta’s manifest anticlericalism, his proximity to known Valdesians like 

Alois, and his arrest and trial for heresy, there is reason to suspect that he had the doctrine of 

salvation by grace alone in mind when he wrote that Titian’s angel exhibits a “grace . . . that 

is a gift from God.” This was arguably the most transgressive idea that could be ‘hidden’ in a 

painting in sixteenth-century Italy. And while scholars have frequently suggested that 

particular works of cinquecento religious art were designed to express philo-Protestant 

ideas—Michelangelo’s Last Judgment, for instance, or Pontormo’s San Lorenzo frescos—if 

what we are suggesting about Maranta’s remark on grace is true, it would appear to be the 

only instance in which a sixteenth-century author attributed, in a positive, approving way, a 

heretical doctrine to a work of visual art.  

However, it is possible that Maranta did not mean to do this at all. As Maranta 

himself indicates, his comments on grace draw from Neo-Platonic ideas on beauty and 

divinity: “the Platonists,” he writes, “say that [grace] is an influx that comes directly from the 

face of God.” In Marsilio Ficino’s commentary on Plato’s Symposium, which was widely 

read and influential in Maranta’s time, Ficino speaks of inner illumination and grace in terms 

 
324 Cantù, Gli Eretici d'Italia, 29 (n. 235):“Dal vescovo di Catania dice che . . . [Alois] mostrò possedere . . . scritti 
di man del Valdes eresiarca, dei quali lessero alcune parti in sua presenza;” “Del vescovo di Policastro dice che 
. . . leggendo le epistole di san Paolo, aveva insegnato e predicato della predestinazione quel che opinano i 
Luterani;” “Del vescovo di Nola che . . . teneva un libro luterano intitolato Il Benefizio di Cristo, e molto se ne 
piaceva.” 
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that could account for Maranta’s remarks in the Discorso: “the holy Angelic Mind . . . shines 

within itself, where it sees that face of God engraved in its own heart. It marvels at the sight, 

and in marveling it passionately unites with it forever. Beauty is the name we give to that 

grace of the divine countenance.”325 Ficino says that “Beauty is a kind of grace,” and speaks 

of “beauty as a spiritual gift.”326 Are Maranta’s statements on grace in the Discorso heretical, 

or merely Platonic?  

Perhaps they are both. In 1544, John Calvin published a diatribe against the so-called 

‘Nicodemites,’ adherents of Protestant teaching who kept their reform beliefs secret, and 

whose commitment to spiritual reform Calvin regarded as inadequate. Calvin first describes 

Nicodemism in members of the clergy and in courtiers, then turns to Nicodemist 

intellectuals. His characterization of these may sum up Maranta’s position well:  

There is the third group, those who convert halfway Christianity into philosophy, or 
at least do not take things to heart but rather wait without doing anything to see 
whether any good reformation will occur. They have no courage to work for it, 
insofar as they see that this is a dangerous thing. Moreover, some of them imagine 
Platonic ideas in their minds about the way to serve God; they excuse thus most of the 
foolish superstitions that are in the papacy as things one cannot do without. This band 
is made up almost exclusively of men of letters. . . . [O]ne will find many scholars 
who . . . [maintain that it] is good enough if they know God and understand what is 
the right Way to salvation . . . for the rest, they pray to God in secret to put good order 
into it, without interfering or preventing anything, as though it was not their office.327 

 
In converts to the reformed faith, Calvin would condone nothing less than full, public 

repudiation of Roman Catholicism. When Calvin dedicated his commentary on Corinthians 

 
325 Arthur Farndell, trans., On the Nature of Love. Ficino on Plato’s Symposium (London: Shepheard-Walwyn, 
2016), 62-63. Marsilio Ficino, Sopra lo Amore, O Ver’ Convito di Platone (Firenze: Neri Dorteláta, 1544), 97: “La 
Santa Mente dello Angelo . . . in se medesima si riflette: dove vede quel volto di Dio nel suo seno scolpito: Et 
veggendolo si maraviglia: & maravigliandosi, con grande avidità a quello sempre si unisce. Et noi chiamiamo 
Belleza, quella grazia del volto divino. . . .” 
326 Farndell, On the Nature of Love, 69, 67 (n. 325). Ficino, Sopra lo Amore, 108, 104: “conchiudiamo . . . la 
Bellezza essere una certa grazia. . . .”; “la Bellezza E Dono Spirituale.”  
327 Eric Kayayan, trans., “Apology of John Calvin, To Messrs. The Nicodemites Upon the Complaint that they 
Make of His Too Great Rigour (1544).” Calvin Theological Journal 29 (1994): 351-352. 
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to Galeazzo Caracciolo in 1556, Calvin praised Galeazzo for the example of total spiritual 

resolve that he had set when he renounced his noble title, abandoned his wife and children 

and fled the land of the papists to reside in Geneva. Very few reformed Italians went so far. 

“They prefer to remain where they are happy,” wrote Calvin, “in the soft, sweet pleasures of 

the beautiful country of Italy.”328 Calvin’s charge that Nicodemist intellectuals “convert 

halfway Christianity into philosophy” and “imagine Platonic ideas in their minds about the 

way to serve God” accurately reflects the eclectic and flexible mixing of religious and 

philosophical ideas that educated Valdesians cultivated. To obscure a reference to the 

doctrine of salvation by grace alone by covering it with a Platonic veil—if indeed that is what 

Maranta has done—would fit perfectly with Calvin’s profile of the intellectual Nicodemist. 

Though Maranta’s language is too vague for us to say with certainty that he wove “the 

justification of Christ in the Lutheran mode” into the Discorso, had he wanted to do so, and 

do so subtly, his remark on the grace of Titian’s angel is very much what we would expect 

the result to look like. 

Let us return to the Discorso and read on. That Maranta was in a polemical mood 

when he penned his discussion of grace is clear from the comments he proceeds to make on 

two figures from mid-sixteenth century Neapolitan political life. The first, Antonio 

Barattuccio, was a high-ranking magistrate under Pedro da Toledo and successive viceroys, 

whose posts included a twenty-three-year term as avvocato fiscale, or lead attorney, for the 

Kingdom of Naples. The reference to Barattuccio appears in the context of some remarks by 

Maranta on the use of contemporary portraits in the depiction of religious subjects. Maranta 

disapproves of this practice, for reasons he illustrates with the example of a problematic 

 
328 Firpo, Juan de Valdés, 170 (n. 21). 
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altarpiece by Leonardo da Pistoia, in which Barattuccio’s portrait appears in the figure of 

Simeon, the priest who performs the circumcision of Christ in the Gospel story known as the 

‘Presentation in the Temple’ (fig. 24). Made in the early 1540s for the high altar of the 

church of Monteoliveto in Naples, Pistoia’s painting was removed in 1545 and replaced with 

a painting of the same subject by Giorgio Vasari.329 The two altarpieces share a room today 

in the museum of Capodimonte in Naples. Maranta writes: 

I believe that the face [of Titian’s angel] was not painted from any living person, but 
was formed in Titian’s mind and then placed on the canvas, even though at times 
Titian has (according to what others have told me) done this, perhaps deferring to the 
wishes of the one who had the work made. And although this [use of portraits from 
life] is easier, in religious painting it does not generate much devotion, for when we 
see the face of a man who we know to be a sinner, and who is perhaps even 
considered evil, dressed up as a saint, the image will represent that man’s own life 
[rather than the saint’s], and in a way will make the saint appear to be someone who 
leads a bad life. Or rather, it will seem to be a portrait of hypocrisy, and in looking at 
it you will have reason to wonder whether the figure might actually be damning you. 
It was for this reason that the reverend fathers of Monteoliveto removed from the high 
altar that painting of the Circumcision [of Christ] in which Barattuccio was portrayed 
in the guise of Simeon. For it was in that time that Barattuccio, as avvocato fiscale, 
made use of lashes, fire, shackles and other torments. He whipped, dragged and 
hanged, along with other sorts of punishments, and although he seemed venerable on 
account of that large white beard, he was nonetheless regarded to be a cruel man, not 
merciful, as the greatness of this mystery [of the Circumcision] required. Those good 
fathers therefore removed the painting and had another made by Giorgino di Arezzo 
[Giorgio Vasari] which now stands in its place.330   

 
329 Of Il Pistoia, Vasari says: “Fu discepolo di Giovan Francesco [detto Il Fattore] Lionardo detto il Pistoia per 
esser pistolese, il quale lavorò alcune cose in Lucca, et in Roma fece molti ritratti di naturale, et in Napoli per il 
vescovo d’Adriano Diomede Caraffa, oggi cardinale, fece in San Domenico una tavola della lapidazione di 
Santo Stefano in una sua cappella; et in Monte Oliveto ne fece un'altra, che fu posta all'altar maggiore, e 
levatane poi  per dar luogo a un'altra di simile invenzione di mano di Giorgio Vasari aretino. Guadagnò 
Lionardo molti danari con que’ signori napoletani, ma ne fece poco capitale, perché se gli giocava di mano in 
mano. E finalmente si morì in Napoli, lasciando nome di essere stato buono coloritore, ma non già d'avere 
avuto molto buon disegno.” 329 Vasari, Le vite (1568), vol 4, 334-335 (n. 9).  
330 Maranta, Discorso, 884-885; 539v-540r (n.62): “credomi che quel volto non sia ritratto da persona alcuna 
vivente, ma formato nella mente sua e poi posto nella tela, ancor che abbia alle volte Tiziano (per quanto da 
altri mi è stato riferito) fatto ciò forse a compiacenza di chi ha fatta far l'opera, peroché, come questo è più 
facile, così anco nelle pitture religiose non genera molta devozione; percioché il vedere il volto di uno uomo da 
noi conosciuto per peccatore e forse anco per cattivo e segnalato tra gli uomini, vestirsi dell'abito di un santo, 
ne rappresenta la vita sua et in un certo modo ne fa parere quel santo di mala vita, o vero ne parrà un ritratto 
della ipocrisia, e par che in guardarlo vi da cagione di dubitare che d'ora in ora non siate da lui dannificato. E 
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Figure 24. Leonardo Pistoia, Presentation in the Temple, c. 1544, oil on panel, Museo di 
Capodimonte, Naples.  

 
per questa cagione quei reverendi padri di Monte Oliveto levor [885] no dall'altar maggiore quel quadro della 
Circoncisione nel quale era ritratto il Barattuccio in abito di Simeone, e fu in quel tempo che, essendo egli 
avocato fiscale, interveniva a dar fune, fuoco, ceppi et altre sorti de tormenti. Facea scopare, [540r] 
strascinare, impiccare et altre specie di pene, et ancor che fusse di aspetto venerando per quella gran barba 
canuta, nondimeno era per crudel uomo tenuto, e non per misericordioso, come richiedeva la grandezza del 
misterio. La levorno dunque quei buoni padri dal maggiore altare e da Giorgino di Arezzo feciono farvi 
quell'altra che ora vi sta.” 
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As in his earlier reference to the ‘bishop’ who criticized the nudes in Michelangelo’s Last 

Judgment, Maranta uses a politically charged anecdote to make his aesthetic point. Indeed, 

the argument against using portraits for holy figures may merely have been a pretext for the 

attack on Barattuccio. Period sources help explain why Maranta would speak of Barattuccio 

with such hostility. Giovanni Antonio Summonte, in his late-sixteenth-century History of the 

City and Kingdom of Naples, recounts an event that took place in the first year of Pedro da 

Toledo’s reign, which set the course for Toledo’s acrimonious relationship with the people of 

Naples, and which seems to implicate Antonio Barattuccio in at least one of the offences—

strangulation—that Maranta mentions in his list of atrocities. Summonte writes, “The first 

incident of note to occur during [Pedro da Toledo’s] government, was that [Toledo], 

intending to remove the old stones from the city’s streets and repave them, and to fortify the 

city walls, wanted to cover the cost by imposing a tax of one tornese on every parcel of meat, 

cheese or fish. Fearing that once imposed, [the tax] would not be lifted, the populace was 

very upset.”331 Tensions grew when Domenico di Batio, an official who was “very dear to 

the viceroy, and for that reason equally hated and suspected by all the other citizens,” was 

accosted by an angry crowd on his way to meet with Toledo.332 An “audacious” wine vendor 

named Focillo di Micone informed Domenico that if he consented to the viceroy’s tax, the 

crowd would “burn his house, along with him, his wife and his children.”333 A few hours 

 
331 Giovanni Antonio Summonte, Dell’ Historia della Citta, e Regno di Napoli . . . Ove si Descrivono Le Vite, Et I 
Fatti del Rè Catolico, dell’Imperador Carlo V. e del Rè Filippo II. Con Le Loro Effigie, e Racconto de’ Titolati, de’ 
Magistrati, e de gli Huomini Illustri, che vi Fiorirono. E di Tutte L’Altre Cose Avvenute. Tomo Quarto (Napoli: 
Giacomo Gaffaro, 1643), 170: “Il primo accidente notabile, che occorse nel suo governo, fù che trattandosi di 
levare dalle strade della Città l’antiche Selci, e quelle mattonare, e fortificare le sue mura, per la cui spesa si 
voleva imponere una Gabella d’un tornese per ciascun rotolo di Carne, Formaggio, e Pesce; il Popolo temendo 
che ‘l peso una volta imposto più non si levasse, ne stava mal contento.” 
332 Summonte, Historia, 170 (n. 331): “molto caro al Vicerè, perilche era alquanto odiato, e sospetto à tutti 
gl’altri Cittadini.” 
333 Summonte, Historia, 170 (n. 331): “Focillo di Micone Mercante di Vino, huomo audace . . . lo minacciò 
dicendo che s’egli a tal gabella co[n]sentiva, il Popolo l’havrebbe bruggiato la Casa con lui, la moglie, e i figli.” 
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later, on Toledo’s orders, Focillo was arrested and imprisoned in the Palace of the Vicaria, 

seat of the principle criminal court of Naples. An angry crowd rushed to the Vicaria, 

demanding Focillo’s release. Summonte records Barattuccio’s role in what happened next: 

At the time, the Regent of the Vicaria was the Spaniard Federico Uries, a knight of 
the Order of Jerusalem, and Antonio Barattuccio was one of the Criminal Judges. 
While these two distracted the rioters with fine words, Focillo, having descended into 
the dungeon and fearing for his life, pulled away the ladder by which he had 
descended and brandished a knife, so that no one could approach him. The Regent 
and Barattuccio, worried by the large mob that had rushed there yelling and 
screaming, called out to Focillo, swearing to him on their faith that, in order to calm 
the mob, they would free him; whereupon he, trusting their words, climbed out. But 
no sooner did he appear, than he was strangled by a cord around his neck. And thus 
he died, with two torches lit, for it was around two o'clock in the morning, and they 
had him thrown out of one of the windows of the Palace, where he remained hanging. 
At the sight of this, the crowd lost its resolve, and seeing that there was nothing else 
to do, left mumbling. This rash incident  
. . . took place on Monday, January 19, 1533.334 

 
The author of a nineteenth-century history of the Neapolitan Vicaria adds, on the testimony 

of another early chronical, that before Focillo was killed, he was “interrogated with the cord 

by the judge Sasso and the avvocato fiscale Marino Mastrogiudice to extract the names of his 

accomplices; notwithstanding the pains of this torture, the judges were unable to pull any 

names from his mouth, only screams and piercing cries.”335 A few days after Focillo’s death, 

 
334 Summonte, Historia, 171 (n. 331): “Era in quel tempo Regente della Vicaria Federico Uries Spagnuolo 
Cavaliere dell’Ordine Gierosolimitano, e frà i Giudici Criminali era Antonio Barattuccio, costoro trattenivano i 
tumultuarii con buone parole, & essendo Focillo disceso nelle Carceri, e dubitando di sua vita, haveva levato la 
scala di là donde disceso era, e teniva nelle sue mani un coltello col quale non si faceva venire persona avanti, 
e il Regente con il Barattuccio dubitando della Plebe, la qual ivi in gran numero concorsa era con tal gridi, e 
strepiti, che dava lor da pensare, perilche chiamarono Focillo, promettendoli sù la lor fede liberarlo per 
quetare il Populo; onde egli fidatosi à quelle parole sormontò sù, mà non si presto gionse, che fù con una fune 
al collo strangolato, e cosi morte co[n] due torce accese, p[er]ch’era circa due hore di notte & lo ferno gettare 
da una delle finestre del Palazzo, ove appiccato restò, al cui spettacolo cadè dalla plebe ogni furore, & audacia, 
e visto che non vi era altro rimedio, se n’andarono via borbottando; Fù questo così impetuoso accidente . . . il 
lunedi alli 19 di Gennaro 1533.” 
335 Bartolommeo Capasso, La Vicaria Vecchia Pagine della Storia di Napoli. Napoli: R. Tipografia Comm. 
Francesco Giannini & Figli, 1889, 172: “Fucillo era, sul nome dei complici, interrogato alla corda, dal giudice 
Sasso e dall’avvocato fiscale Marino Mastrogiudice; ma malgrado i dolori della tortura, invece di nomi, il 
giudice non poteva strappargli di bocca che grida e lamenti strazianti.” 
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two more rioters were hanged and left dangling from the windows of the Palazzo della 

Vicaria. “Such severe justice,” Summonte says, “struck terror into all.”336 

Under Pedro da Toledo, Barattuccio was named Royal Counselor in 1534, and 

avvocato fiscale in 1538. He held the latter position until his death on March 9, 1561—just 

around the time Maranta seems to have written the Discorso.337 Whether or not it is true, as 

Maranta says, that the painting in Monteoliveto was removed because of resentment toward 

Barattuccio, we may surmise that Maranta saw Barattuccio not only as a cruel man, but as a 

loathsome representative of the Spanish viceregal regime. In connection to Maranta’s 

criticism of the judge Barattuccio, we may recall Lucio Maranta’s attack, in the oration that 

he read during the 1561-62 session of the Council of Trent, against the “judges, pretori [and] 

administrators” of the viceroyalty, for their supposed theft of assets belonging to the churches 

of Puglia.338 We may also note that Antonio Barattuccio was the uncle of Giovanni Antonio 

Santorio, Maranta’s accuser in the plot to poison the pope in 1564. In his autobiography 

Santorio briefly mentions Barattuccio: “In 1553, there having been issued a very rigorous 

edict against bandits in the Kingdom, I composed a commentary upon it, which I dedicated to 

Antonio Barattuccio, the cousin of my mother, who was avvocato fiscale and a most 

educated and eminent man.”339 While Maranta’s reference to Barattuccio in the Discorso is 

 
336 Summonte, Historia, 172 (n. 331): “dato terrore à tutti, di così severa giustitia.” 
337 Lorenzo Giustiniani, Memorie degli scrittori legali del Regno di Napoli, I (Napoli: Nella Staperia Simoniana, 
1787), 99. 
338 See note 227. 
339 G. Cugnoni, ed., “Vita del Card. Giulio Antonio Santori detto Il Card. di S. Severina Composta e Scritta da Lui 
Medesimo,” in Archivio della R. Società Romana di Storia Patria Volume XII (Roma: Forzani e C., tip. del 
Senato, 1889), 332: “Nel 1553 essendo uscito un editto molto rigoroso contra banditi del regno, composi un 
trattato seu commentario in iure sopra di quello, con intitolarlo ad Antonio Barattucci, cuggino di mia madre, 
avocato fiscale, homo molto dotto et eminente.” 
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terse, his intended readers no doubt had little trouble interpreting its significance as political 

commentary. 

 Given the character of his remarks on the viceregal official Barattuccio, it comes as a 

shock that in his next breath, Maranta offers what appears to be an admiring tribute to the 

viceroy himself, Pedro da Toledo. Titian, Maranta says, wisely chose to depict the angel 

Gabriel with a bearing that is serious rather than mirthful. “A similar bearing,” Maranta 

writes, 

was seen in the appearance of don Pedro da Toledo of most happy memory, who, 
merry and cheerful as he was, did not let this completely take away a certain 
frightfulness, by which he forced those who looked at him to lower their eyes. From 
this one may refute the opinion of those who would want the face of the angel to be 
all cheerful and laughing, and who have reprimanded Titian for not painting him in 
this way. For showing an expression only of cheerfulness would give no indication of 
the loftiness of the mystery [of the Annunciation]. Rather, I say that even if there 
were no need at all to project amazement and marvel, indeed even if the whole 
mystery was denoted only by cheerfulness, it would still not be appropriate to make 
the angel all happy and laughing, just as a servant should not laugh at anything 
together with his lord, as doing so would exhibit pride and poor manners, as though 
he wished to relate with his lord in a casual and fraternal way.…340 

 
What are we to make of this apparent appeal to obedience in the presence of authority? Either 

Maranta really believed that Toledo’s memory was a happy one, and that while he lived he 

was “merry and cheerful” and deserving of deference, or these compliments were intended to 

be read ironically. The latter seems far more likely. Maranta’s Discorso, we remember, is 

addressed to Ferrante Carafa, who founded an academy that was shut down under suspicion 

 
340 Maranta, Discorso, 886-887; 540r (n.62): Un simile atto si vedea nell'aspetto della felicissima memoria di D. 
Pietro di Toledo, al quale, per festevole et allegro che e' [887] fusse, non si gli toglieva però in tutto un certo 
che di spaventevole, per lo quale sforzava ad abbassar gli occhi a chi 'l mirava. Di qua si viene a sciogliere la 
oppenione di coloro che voleano il viso dell'angelo tutto allegro e ridente e che riprendevano Tiziano di non 
averlo così dipinto, percioché con l'atto dell'allegrezza sola non si dava saggio veruno dell'altezza del misterio. 
Anzi di più dico che, quando ben non vi si fusse richiesto considerazione alcuna di stupore e di meraviglia, ma 
che tutto il misterio fusse da dinotarsi con la sola allegrezza, che né anco sarebbe convenuto far l'angelo tutto 
allegro e con ridente faccia, percioché non deve il servidore ridere di cosa alcuna insieme col suo signore, che 
così mostrerebbe soperbia e mala creanza, parendo di volere con lui trattare alla domestica e dar mostra di 
fratellanza, il qual atto è abominevolissimo a tutti signori et altri amici superiori. . . . ” 
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of sedition by Toledo in 1547, and who was arrested as a leader of the revolt against Toledo’s 

attempt to introduce the Spanish Inquisition to Naples in the same year. Carafa was also 

someone with whom we know Maranta partook in joking banter: “I continue to believe,” 

Maranta tells Carafa at the start of the Discorso, “that all you said about [Titian’s painting] 

was said more to provoke the other critics and to kid with me . . . than because you truly 

thought that way.” In this ironic spirit, and in the spirit of hiddenness, Maranta’s comments 

on Toledo may allude to political matters known to Carafa, but obscure to the casual reader 

of the Discorso today. We recall, for example, that in Scipione Ammirato’s Il Rota the 

speakers discuss an impresa that compared Toledo to the vile creature known as the basilisk, 

which served as a metaphor for the viceroy’s destructive policies in the provinces of the 

kingdom. The same association may underlie Maranta’s ostensibly reverent description of 

Toledo as someone who “forced those who looked at him to lower their eyes,” for the 

basilisk was known as an animal that killed with its glance—“All who behold its eyes, fall 

dead on the spot,” wrote Pliny;341 “come, basilisk,” Shakespeare’s Henry VI says, “And kill 

the innocent gazer with thy sight.”342 We may speculate that the likening of Toledo to the 

basilisk was a running joke in Maranta’s circle, which Maranta adopts in this passage of the 

Discorso to make a barbed witticism that only the thoroughly initiated reader could perceive. 

Maranta’s statement at the end of the passage on Toledo, that “a servant should not 

laugh at anything with his lord,” nor “relate with his lord in a casual and fraternal way,” also 

appears to have a specific political referent, in this case having to do directly with Ferrante 

 
341 Pliny the Elder, “The Natural History,” Perseus Digital Library, April 1, 2021, 
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.02.0137%3Abook%3D8%3Achapte
r%3D32. Pliny uses this line to describe the creature he calls the catoblepas, but he begins his discussion of the 
basilisk by saying that “There is the same power also in the serpent called the basilisk.”  
342 King Henry VI. Part II. 3.2 
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Carafa. Shortly before Maranta wrote the Discorso, at the start of Pedro Afán de Ribera's 

tenure as viceroy in 1559, Carafa had taken the lead role in bringing about a change in the 

ceremonial customs that governed relations between the Neapolitan nobility and the Spanish 

viceroy at the viceregal court. We learn about this from Carafa’s memoirs, which he wrote a 

few years before his death in 1587, and which he addressed to Pedro Téllez-Girón, viceroy of 

Naples between 1582 and 1586.343 “[I]n these few pages,” Carafa says to Girón, “I have 

wished to place before your Excellency's eyes all of the things that I recall regarding the 

governments of the past 64 years . . . so that by considering the past with your exceptional 

judgment, Your Excellency may be able to guide [affairs in] the present, and govern the 

future.”344 Carafa’s advice mainly concerns what Girón must do if he wishes to maintain 

better relations with the Neapolitan nobility than his predecessors had, in particular the 

abysmal Pedro da Toledo. Carafa describes the years before Toledo’s arrival in glowing 

terms; the early viceroys had recognized the traditional status of the local nobility and treated 

the nobles with affection and respect. However, Carafa says, “the golden age of those 

fortunate early times became [an age] . . . of the vilest mud, trod upon by base animals.”345 

Carafa explains how Toledo, in violation of established custom, demanded that the 

representatives of the city’s leading noble families, known as the Eletti, remove their hats and 

remain with their heads uncovered whenever in his presence. The nobles regarded this as an 

 
343 On Carafa’s memoirs and place in history of the of the Neapolitan nobility in the sixteenth century, see 
Raffaele Ajello, Una società anomala. Il programma e la sconfitta della nobiltà napoletana in due memoriali 
cinquecenteschi (Napoli: ESI, 1996.)   
344 Scipione Volpicella, ed., “Memorie di Ferrante Carrafa, Marchese di San Lucido (secolo XVI).” Archivio 
storico per le Province Napoletane 5 (1880), 248: “ho voluto porre avanti gli occhi dell' Ecccellenza Vostra tutte 
le cose dei governi passati da 64 anni in qua che io mi ricordo . . . acciocchè l’Eccellenza Vostra, col suo 
sovraumano giudizio considerando il passato, possa guidare il presente, e governare il futuro. . . .”    
345 Volpicella, “Memorie,” 246 (n. 344): “l'età dell'oro di quei primi fortunati tempi . . . divenne . . . fango 
vilissimo calpestato dagli animali irrazionali.” 
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outrageous affront to their status. When Toledo’s long reign finally ended in 1553, the 

problem was briefly remedied by his successor, Pedro Pacheco di Villena, who Carafa says, 

“was in every way the opposite of the Viceroy Don Pedro da Toledo; he favored the city by 

allowing the Eletti to cover themselves, and demonstrated much love to those who had little 

love for the previous viceroy, and little or no courtesy to those who loved the House of 

Toledo.”346 But Pacheco’s tenure ended in 1555, and successive viceroys—there were four 

over the next four years—reverted to Toledo’s policy. When Pedro Afán de Ribera became 

viceroy in 1559, the Eletti confronted him on the matter, and he replied that he would abide 

by precedent. The Eletti then chose Ferrante Carafa—one of the few of their number who 

was old enough to recall the days before Toledo—to speak in private with the viceroy. Carafa 

writes that during his meeting with Ribera, 

I told him of the golden age that had been in Naples in the time of the daughter of 
King Alfonso II, the Duchess of Milan, and the government of Signor Ramondo di 
Cardona, and of Signor Don Carlo della Noia, and Signore Andrea Carrafa, the Count 
of Santa Severina and Lieutenant General of the Kingdom, and I told him of the 
courtesies that they had extended to the City and to the whole Kingdom, and how 
they were loved, revered and esteemed as fathers and lords; and [I told him] that, for 
this reason, in his own happy government, his Excellence should take these 
[predecessors] as an example, and not the things that transpired in the rancorous time 
of the Signor viceroy Don Pedro da Toledo.347  

 
A few days later, Ribera summoned the Eletti to his chamber, and solemnly called on Carafa 

to remove his hat. He then told Carafa to turn to the Eletti, and bid them to remove theirs; 

 
346 Volpicella, “Memorie,” 249-250 (n. 344): “Poi venendo il Signor Cardinal Pacecco, che era in tutto contrario 
al Vicerè Don Pietro di Toledo, favorì la Città con far coprire gli Eletti, e mostrò inoltre amorevolezze alli poco 
amorevoli del Vicerè passato, ed assai poco cortesie o nulla agli amorevoli di Casa di Toledo.” 
347 Volpicella, “Memorie,” 251 (n. 344): “gli venni a narrare l’ età dell’oro, che era in Napoli al tempo della 
Signora Duchessa di Milano figliuola del Re Alfonso II di Aragona, e nel governo del Signor Ramondo di 
Cardona, e del Signor Don Carlo della Noia, e del Signor Andrea Carrafa Conte di Santa Severina e 
Luogotenente generale nel Regno, con raccontargli le cortesie che faceano quei Signori alla Città e a tutto il 
Regno, e come essi erano amati, riveriti e stimati come padri e signori; per lo che l’ Eccellenza Sua nel suo 
felice governo dovea prendere esempio da questi, e non dalle cose che erano corse nel tempo dei rancori del 
Signor Vicerè Don Pietro di Toledo. . . .” 
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henceforth, they would be permitted to keep their heads covered in the viceroy’s presence. 

“And this,” Carafa writes, “His Excellency did by his own will, without consulting or dealing 

with others, only for having heard the truth of the matter recounted to him by me.”348  

Maranta’s remark, following close upon his reference to Toledo, that “a servant 

should not . . . relate with his lord in a casual and fraternal way,” was in all probability 

intended as a teasing allusion to this episode, which clearly was a matter of great importance 

and pride to Carafa, and hence the perfect target for Maranta’s irony. Maranta had told 

Carafa at the start of the Discorso that he believed Carafa’s remarks on Titian’s painting 

were said “more to kid with me . . . than because you really thought that way;” we may 

presume that by feigning an attitude of reverence toward Carafa’s old enemy, Maranta was 

responding in kind. 

While politics loom below the surface of much of the Discorso, Maranta appears to 

leave them behind when he turns to the fifth condition of human beauty, which he calls 

‘disposition,’ and which he defines as “the pose or attitude of the body that the artist [gives] 

to the painted figure.”349 That this aspect of painting interested Maranta more than any other 

is suggested not only by the fact that he drops the irony and political allusions that 

 
348 Volpicella, “Memorie,” 253 (n. 344): “ciò era fatto per propria volontà di Sua Eccellenza, senza consultarsi o 
trattarne con altri, se non con aver solamente intesa la verità del fatto raccontatole da me.” Benedetto Croce 
recounts an earlier instance of friction over the protocol of head-covering, between the Neapolitan nobility 
and their imperial overlord, Charles V: “In 1535, when Charles was expected on a visit to the Kingdom, the 
barons expressed a wish to keep their heads covered in his presence. He was coming, they said, not as 
Emperor, but as King of Naples, and the kings had always deferred to this custom, including Ferdinand the 
Catholic on a recent occasion. But Charles would not hear of any such demonstration of equality, and after 
empty words and even emptier proposals of resistance one of the barons, the Marquis of Atripalda, 
‘committed himself,’ that is gave in; and the others, in order not to show themselves unwilling to pay homage 
to the soverign, followed his example. All of them (as their contemporary, Gragorio Rosso tells it) stood in 
caruso (shaven), that is, with bear heads.” Benedetto Croce, History of the Kingdom of Naples, trans. Frances 
Frenaye (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1970), 100. 
349 Maranta, Discorso, 876; 357v (n.62): “la positura o l'attitudine del corpo, nella quale l'artefice ha fatto 
l'uomo dipinto.”  
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characterize the passages we have just examined, but by the fact that he devotes nearly as 

many words to the topic of disposition as he does to proportion, quantity, color and grace 

combined. Maranta also proclaims the preeminence of disposition overtly: “when done with 

art and with grace,” he says, disposition “brings higher praise to the painter than anything 

else.”350 The indispensable role that pose, gesture and facial expression play in conveying 

thought and emotion in visual art led other period authors to the same conclusion. “The most 

important thing that can be found in discourses on painting,”  wrote Leonardo da Vinci, “are 

the movements appropriate to the mental states of all animate beings, such as desire, scorn, 

rage, mercy, and others like these.”351 Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo wrote that the movements of 

the body constitute “the most important part of painting,” for they provide “an extrinsic 

demonstration of the things that the mind experiences internally . . . no less than by their 

words, it is in this way that the internal movements of people are known.”352 What 

distinguishes Maranta from other writers of his time is his emphasis and insight on the 

relationship between body language and speech; for Maranta, disposition is above all a 

pictorial substitute for verbal dialogue. Hand gestures are especially important in this 

 
350 Maranta, Discorso, 876; 357v (n.62): “La quale, quando è fatta con arte e con grazia, acquista lode 
grandissima al pittore più che di altra cosa che vi sia.” 
351 Leonardo da Vinci, Treatise on Painting, ed. A.P. McMahon (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1956), 
Vol. II, 48: “La più importante cosa che nei discorsi della pittura trovare si possano, li movimenti apropriati alli 
accidenti mentali di ciascun animale come desiderio sprezzamento ira pieta è simili.” 
352 Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo, Trattato dell'arte della pittura, scoltura, et architettura . . . diviso in sette libri. Ne' 
quali si discorre De la proportione. De' moti. De' colori. De' lumi. De la prospettiva. De la prattica de la pittura. 
Et finalmente de le Istorie d'essa pittura [1584], in Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo, Scritti sulle arti, ed. Roberto Paolo 
Ciardi (Florence: Marchi e Bertolli, 1973-74), Vol. II. 97, 98: Questa parte è la più difficile a conseguire in tutta 
l’arte ed anco la più importante, e più necessaria da sapersi; perciocchè per questa i pittori fanno conoscere 
differenti i morti dai vivi, i fieri dagli umili, i pazzi dai savj, i mesti dagli allegri, et in somma tutti le passioni e 
gesti che può mostrare un corpo umano tra se distinti, che si domandano con questo nome di moto, non per 
altro che per una certa espressione e dimostrazione estrinseca nel corpo di quelle cose che patisce 
internamente l’animo che non meno che per questa via si conoscono i moti interni delle genti che per le 
parole, anzì piú, per operarsi questo dal proprio corpo, il quale né piú né meno opera di quello che gli viene 
ordinate dall’anima razionale rivolta o da bene o da male secondo l’apprensioni.”  
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regard—Maranta says that the artist must “accompany with the hand the form of speech 

and voice that the situation calls for”—but the body must also be considered in its entirety: 

“the movements of the other parts of the body are often made to accompany speech,” he says, 

“and therefore it is not enough to position the hand and the arm properly, if they do not 

correspond to the disposition of the whole body.”353 In the passages from the Discorso that 

we are about to read, this interest in the correspondence between disposition and dialogue 

leads Maranta to produce what is arguably the most intricate and carefully observed 

description of a painting in all of Renaissance art literature. Maranta’s main purpose is to 

explicate the relationship between the painted figures of the angel Gabriel and the Virgin 

Mary as they appear in Titian’s altarpiece and the words that Gabriel and Mary speak in the 

biblical account of the Annunciation, which occurs in the Gospel of Luke. Since Maranta 

refers at several points to specific lines from the text of the Bible, it will be useful to have 

those lines in mind as we read his analysis. The stage for the story is set in Luke 1:26-27: 

“Now in the sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent by God to a city of Galilee named 

Nazareth to a virgin betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, of the house of David. The 

virgin’s name was Mary.” The exchange between Gabriel and Mary then develops as 

follows: 

Luke 1:28. Gabriel greets Mary: Having come in, the angel said to her, “Rejoice, 
highly favored one, the Lord is with you; blessed are you among women!”  

 
Luke 1:29. Mary reacts: But when she saw him, she was troubled at his saying, and 
considered what manner of greeting this was.  

 

 
353 Maranta, Discorso, 889-890; 541r (n.62): “Ora diciamo della mano, la quale è sì importante all'atto, che non 
senza gran fatica et ingegno è il disporla nel sito che si richiede, per accompagnare con essa quella forma di 
parlare e di voce che al proposito si richiede. . . . non basta bene collocare la mano et il braccio, se non vi è la 
corrispondenza della disposizione [890] di tutto il corpo.” 
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Luke 1:30-33. Gabriel responds: “Do not be afraid, Mary, for you have found favor 
with God. And behold, you will conceive in your womb and bring forth a Son, and 
shall call His name Jesus….”  

 
Luke 1:34. Mary inquires: Then Mary said to the angel, “How can this be, since I do 
not know a man?”  

 
Luke 1:35-37. Gabriel answers: And the angel answered and said to her, “The Holy 
Spirit will come upon you, and the power of the Highest will overshadow you…”  
 
Luke 1:38. Mary assents: Then Mary said, “Behold the maidservant of the Lord! Let 
it be to me according to your word.” And the angel departed from her.354 

 
The story of the Annunciation, therefore, comprises several distinct verbal events. If we look 

closely at the disposition of the figures in Titian’s painting (fig. 25), which of these verbal 

events would we say the figures are enacting? The question opens a range of considerations 

regarding the relationship between text and image, and Maranta provides an elaborate 

answer. “It remains now,” he says,  

to look at the artistry Titian used in the disposition of the angel, which is the fifth and 
last condition of painting. [Titian] made the angel with his left foot forward, in the 
form of a man walking with his right hand extended out, so as to accompany his 
words with this action, bent a bit at the waist, while the head is lifted slightly back. 
The angel is in the act of walking forward, as it is probable that, having arrived on the 
side to which Mary had her shoulders turned, the angel went to meet her in the space 
toward which she was facing. But she, having heard a noise, broke off from her 
prayers and turned to the direction from which the angel was coming. The angel, 
finding himself at that point face to face with Mary, collected himself, and, coming to 
a stop, greeted her. Having already anticipated and understood her response, which 
was How can this be and that which follows, the angel is in the act of saying The holy 
spirit will come upon you and that which comes after; and while the angel is saying 
this, the Madonna, having adopted that pose of humility appropriate for having to say 
Behold the maidservant of the Lord, waited with her arms in the form of a cross, 
kneeling down in that pose which she suddenly and almost hurriedly adopted, as well 
as she was able to do, until the angel finished speaking. In the painting, therefore, 
Mary does not speak, and for this reason her mouth is shut. The mouth of the angel is 
open, and from the sign he makes with his hand and the disposition of Mary, and also  
 

 
354 Luke 1:26-38, New King James Version. 
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Figure 25. Detail of Titian’s San Domenico Maggiore Annunciation (fig. 4).  
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from the air of the faces of both figures discussed above, one can easily understand 
that the Angel is saying the Holy Spirit will come upon you.355 
 

Thus, Maranta concludes that Titian’s angel is shown delivering the lines of Luke 1:35, while 

Mary waits in bodily anticipation of the assent she will give in Luke 1:38. Next, Maranta 

knocks down two alternate readings—that the angel is delivering the lines of Luke 1:28, and 

Mary the lines of Luke 1:34: 

Because if the angel were saying Hail you who are full of grace, it would not be 
appropriate for the hand to be in that position, which one usually adopts when saying 
something of great importance. The angel’s greeting is neither of little nor of great 
importance, and the pronouncement of the greeting calls for either no hand gesture, or 
at most a gesture which shows more pleasantness [than the one that is seen]. As I 
have said, [the fact that this is what the angel is saying] is also understood from the 
placement or position of Mary, because Mary and the Angel both spoke two times, 
and each one of these times required a different pose in each figure, and since Mary’s 
first response, where she asks how can this be, is full of marvel and bafflement, a 
different gesture of the hands and arms and of the whole body would be required, 
which is not that in which she is seen, as anybody can understand on their own. 
Because when someone marvels, they draw both arms toward themselves and show 
their palms in the direction they are facing, they are rigid at the waist, they lower their 
brow, close their mouth tightly and wrinkle their forehead. Since there is absolutely 
no sign of marvel in Mary, it follows that she is set to give her second response, and if 
that is the case (as it truly is), one necessarily concludes that the angel is pronouncing 
his second statement.356  

 
355 Maranta, Discorso, 887-888; 540v (n.62): “Ora resta a veder l'artificio che nella disposizione dell'angelo ha 
Tiziano usato, che è la quinta et ultima condizione della pittura, avendo di sopra a bastanza mostrato quel che 
sia essa disposizione. Egli l'ha fatto col pie manco avanti, in forma di uom che camini con la mano dritta 
cacciata in fuori per accompagnar con questo atto il suo parlare, con la vita alquanto piegata e con la testa che 
mostra di rilevarsi un poco indietro. Sta in atto di caminare più avanti, percioché è verisimile che, essendo egli 
giunto da quella parte dove tenea la Madonna rivolte le spalle, era per andare a incontrarla dalla parte dove 
avea il viso rivolto. Ma ella, sentito il rumore, lasciò l'orazione e rivoltossi verso quella parte donde l'angelo 
veniva. Il quale, vedendosi già da faccia a faccia con lei in quel modo che in quel punto si ritrovò fermandosi, la 
salutò, et aspettata et intesa già la risposta, che fu Quomodo fiet istud e quel che segue, sta in atto di dire 
Spiritus Sanctus superveniet in te con quel che viene appresso; e mentre questo diceva l'angelo, la Madonna, 
postasi in quell'atto di umiltà che conveniva per avere a [888] dire Ecce ancila Domini con el rimanente, 
aspettava con le braccia in forma di croce, e con quel maggior inchino che in quella positura, così 
all'improvviso e quasi in fretta presa, le fu lecito a poter fare, che l'angelo finisse. In maniera che Maria in 
quella pittura non parla e per questa cagione è fatta con la bocca serrata. L'angelo sta con la bocca aperta, e 
dal segno della mano sua e dalla disposizione in che sta Maria et anco dall'aria del volto d'amendue detta di 
sopra, si può agevolmente comprendere che egli stia dicendo Spiritus Sanctus superveniet in te etc.” 
356 Maranta, Discorso, 888; 540v (n.62): “Percioché, s'egli stesse dicendo Ave gratta piena, non conveniva che 
il braccio stesse in quel modo che si suoi fare quando si dice cosa di grande importanza. Percioché il saluto non 
ha seco né poca [né] molta importanza e nella pronunzia o non richiede atto veruno di mano o almeno un 
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The gesture that Maranta describes as a sign of ‘marvel’, where figures “draw both arms 

toward themselves and show their palms in the direction they are facing,” is one that was 

used in many paintings of the Annunciation from the fourteenth century on; the version by 

Andrea del Sarto in Figure 26 is one of many cinquecento examples.  

 

 
 
Figure 26. Andrea del Sarto, Annunciation, 1528, oil on panel, 96 x 189 cm, Galleria 
Palatina, Florence. 
 
 
There would appear to be no precedent or sequel in Renaissance art literature for the kind of 

pictorial analysis that Maranta performs in these passages. If any other period viewer 

 
altro che dia segno di maggior piacevolezza. Conoscesi, come ho detto, eziandio dal sito o disposizione di 
Maria, percioché, avendo due volte parlato l'angelo e due volte Maria, ciascuna delle volte in amendue 
richiedeva diverso atto, et essendo la prima risposta di Maria tutta piena di meraviglia e di stupore in dicendo 
Quomodo fiet ìstud etc., altro gesto di mani e di braccia e di tutto il corpo richiedeva, che non quello in che ella 
sta, come ciascuno può da sé conoscere. Percioché, quando alcuno si meraviglia, ritira ambedue le braccia in 
sé stesso e mostra le palme verso il luoco dove egli guarda, sta ritto con la vita, abbassa le ciglia e comprime la 
bocca e corruga la fronte. Non ci essendo dunque veruno segno di meraviglia in essa, segue che stia 
apparecchiata per dire la seconda risposta; e se ciò è (come veramente è), necessariamente si conchiude che 
l'angelo stia anco esso dicendo la seconda sua proposta.” 
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attempted to pin down with comparable exactitude the narrative moment depicted in a 

particular painting, trying out verses from the literary sources to see which best fit best, they 

did not commit their reflections to writing. It is no surprise that in the one case we have of 

such an analysis, the subject of the painting in question should be the Annunciation of the 

Virgin Mary, for the Annunciation is by far the most ubiquitous narrative subject in 

Renaissance art, and the structure of the Gospel account, with its clear division into compact 

units of dramatic, portentous dialogue, in a sense lends itself to such an interpretive 

operation. In spite of its extreme rarity as a phenomenon in the art literature of the period, 

however, scholars are likely to feel there is something familiar about Maranta’s exercise in 

matching image to text, thanks to a renowned passage from Michael Baxandall’s Painting 

and Experience in Fifteenth Century Italy, in which Baxandall categorizes several paintings 

of the Annunciation according to the biblical verses they supposedly depict. The impetus 

for Baxandall’s analysis came not from the art literature of the period, but from a late 

fifteenth-century sermon in which the preacher Fra Roberto Caracciolo expounds the 

various moral and spiritual virtues that the Virgin Mary displayed at each step of her 

conversation with the angel. Here, for example, are Caracciolo’s remarks on the first of 

those virtues, revealed by Mary in Luke 1:29:  

The first laudable condition is called Conturbatio; as St. Luke writes, when the 
Virgin heard the Angel’s salutation—‘hail, though art highly favored, the Lord is 
with thee: blessed art thou among women’—she was troubled. This disquiet, as 
Nicholas of Lyra writes, came not from incredulity but from wonder, since she 
was used to seeing angels and marveled not at the fact of the Angel’s apparition 
so much as at the lofty and grand salutation, in which the angel made plain for 
her such great and marvelous things, and at which she in her humility was 
astonished and amazed.357 

 

 
357Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy: A Primer in the Social History of 
Pictorial Style (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 51. 
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Fra Roberto goes on to describe in similar fashion Mary’s other laudable conditions—

Cogitatio (reflection), Interrogatio (inquiry) and Humilitatio (submission)—each keyed to a  

 
 
Figure 27. Sandro Botticelli, Annunciation, c. 1490, tempera on panel, 150 x 156 cm, 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence.  
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line in Luke’s Gospel. Under the sporting assumption that Fra Roberto’s categories constitute 

“divisions within the Annunciation narrative that exactly fit the painted representations [of 

the period],” Baxandall indicates several quattrocento paintings that appear to fit one or 

another of Mary’s laudable conditions; Botticelli’s Cestello Annunciation, for instance, 

would illustrate Conturbatio (fig. 27).358  

Baxandall’s idea is attractive, and it has provided several generations of art 

enthusiasts with something worthwhile to ponder when looking at any of the innumerable 

paintings of the Annunciation that have come down to us. And yet, Maranta’s Discorso is the 

only example we have of a Renaissance-era text in which the kind of nuanced narrative 

dissection that Fra Roberto carries out in his sermon was applied to the critique of a work of 

visual art. How Maranta came to author such an unusual piece of pictorial analysis is 

therefore a question worth considering.  

Maranta’s penchant for argumentation was one factor. Returning to the Discorso, we 

learn that the relationship between disposition and dialogue was a point of contention 

between Maranta and his opponents in the debate over Titian’s painting. Regarding the 

exegesis he has just performed, which we read above, Maranta says,  

From this, those who are displeased that the Virgin is not in the act of speaking either 
of the two responses will realize their error, as they require from the picture the 
impossible: although the painting can show but a single action (as we discussed at 
greater length above), they would like it to show two. And although it is true that in 
the mystery [of the Annunciation] the angel speaks and Mary speaks, it would not 
have been appropriate to make both of them speak, as this would give the impression 
that both were speaking at the same time. As it is reasonable that while one speaks the 
other is silent and listens, it was necessary that if the angel was made to speak, the 
Virgin be shown listening. But the greatness of Titian’s ingenuity, in this detail 
without any doubt truly marvelous, is that even though the Virgin is quiet, 

 
358 Baxandall, Painting and Experience, 55 (n. 357). 
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nonetheless one understands from her pose not only that she had yet to respond, but 
also what she would say as soon as the angel quieted.359  

 
The reference to “those who are displeased” suggests that the problem of narrative logic 

under discussion was a matter of disagreement between Maranta and his opponents. The 

mention of arguments “discussed at greater length above,” meanwhile, must refer to the 

following passage, which we passed over earlier but may take note of now:  

because a painting must show only one action of a story or of a history, and this 
single action of the story and no more, if it is not chosen well and altogether without 
the slightest fault, it will not be considered good. This is especially important in 
painting, for with regard to actions painting is much simpler than poetry. For 
example, when Albrecht Dürer wanted to depict all the mysteries of the Passion of 
Our Lord, he was forced to make sixteen pictures to show as many actions, as a 
picture can only show a single action.360 

 
Maranta’s claim that a picture can show but one temporal instant is belied by his remark, in 

reference to the Virgin in Titian’s painting, that “one understands from her pose not only that 

she had yet to respond, but also what she would say as soon as the angel quieted.” As 

Maranta’s opponents could have argued, a narrative painting may contain elements that point 

forward or backward in time. But while the presence of an adversary was no doubt a 

stimulant to Maranta’s discussion of pictorial narrative, it does not account for the skill and 

 
359 Maranta, Discorso, 888-889; 540v-541r (n.62): “Da questo si possono accorti rendere dell'errar suo coloro 
a' quali non piace che la Vergine stia in atto di non parlare alcuna delle due risposte, percioché richieggono 
dalla pittura l'impossibile; ché non potendo ella mostrare se non uno atto solo (come più a lungo di sopra 
[541r] abbiam detto), vorebbono che ne mostrasse due. Et ancor che sia vero che in quel misterio l'angelo 
parlasse e Maria parlasse, non di meno non conveniva far ambedue parlanti, che così arebbe fatta mostra che 
tutti due parlassero in un tratto. Ma essendo cosa ragionevole che, mentre l'un parla, l'altro taccia et intenda, 
biso [889] gnava, introducendo l'angelo a parlare, che la Vergine mostrasse d'intendere. Ma la grandezza 
dell'ingegno di Tiziano, in questa particolarità senza dubio veruno meravigliosa, fe’ che ancor che la Vergine 
stesse cheta, non di meno si comprendesse dall'atto in che ella stava non solo che già le restava a rispondere, 
ma eziandio che cosa, subito che l'angelo tacesse, a rispondere avesse.” 
360 Maranta, Discorso, 875-876; 357v (n.62): “Imperoché, dovendo quella mostrare un atto solo di una favola o 
di una istoria, e questa una azzione sola di favola e non più, se non sarà scelta e senza pecca alcuna, ancorché 
menoma, non si comporta né si tiene per buona. E questo tanto più nella pittura si richiede, quanto che nelle 
azzioni è molto più semplice della poesia. Come, per esempio, Alberto Durerò [876] volendo dipingere tutti i 
misterii della Passione di Nostro Signore, gli fu forza fare dicessette quadri per mostrare altretante azzioni, 
percioché un quadro non potea esprimere se non una azzione.” 
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subtlety of his analysis. Borrowing a phrase from Baxandall, we must ask what “cognitive 

and reflective equipment” Maranta possessed that would so highly attune him to the 

relationship between textual and pictorial narrative.361 

We can give a fairly complete answer. Among the trove of Maranta’s manuscripts in 

the Biblioteca Ambrosiana are drafts of five lectures on poetic theory, in which Maranta 

deals with questions of narrative structure in great detail.362 Maranta indicates that he 

delivered these lectures to the Academia Napolitana—a presumably ephemeral and otherwise 

untraceable entity—in the church of San Pietro a Maiella, over several weeks in the late 

summer of 1561.363 The dates of the lectures fall squarely within the period of a year or so 

during which Maranta most likely composed the Discorso, and the venue, San Pietro a 

 
361Michael Baxandall, Patterns of Intention: On the Historical Explanation of Pictures (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1985), 107. 
362 While the lectures are five in number, they are entitled “second” through “sixth”: “Discorso secondo sopra 
la poetica di Horatio,” R 126 sup. 128r-130v, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan; “Discorso terzo fatto nell'Academia 
Napoletana adi primo di agosto 1561 sopra la poetica di Horatio,” R 126 sup. 136r-144r; “Discorso quarto 
sopra la poetica Horatiana fatto nell'Accademia Napoletana nel secondo precetto di Horatio, 15 di agosto 
1561,” R 126 sup. 145r-150v; “Discorso quinto sopra la poetica di Horatio intorno al secondo precetto, 
nell'Accademia Napoletana, 20 agosto 1561,” R 126 sup. 153r-161v; “Discorso sesto sopra la poetica di Horatio 
intorno al secondo precetto,” R 126 sup. 163r-170v. For a short but authoritative analysis of the place of 
Maranta’s lectures in the context of Renaissance poetic theory, see Bernard Weinberg, A History of Literary 
Criticism in the Italian Renaissance vol. 1 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961), 162-163; 471-477. 
Weinberg also studied a second set of manuscripts by Maranta on poetical topics that are held in the 
Ambrosiana; see Weinberg, A History of Literary Criticism, 486-494. In an article of 1955, Weinberg proposed a 
scheme for the dating of these manuscripts that he himself admitted was questionable, and which I find 
implausible; see Bernard Weinberg “Bartolomeo Maranta: nuovi manoscritti di critica letteraria,” Annali della 
Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa 24 (1955), 118 n. 1 ff. For Maranta’s writings on poetics in the Ambrosiana, 
see also Guido Avezzù, “Un inedito di Bartolomeo Maranta: note sulla Poetica di Aristotele (circa 1562),” Atti 
dell’ Istituto Veneto di scienze, lettere ed arti 131 (1972–73): 305-29.    
363 The few scholars who have studied Maranta’s Ambrosiana lectures have been puzzled by their reference to 
an ‘Academia Napolitana’. Both Weinberg and Minervini report finding no mention of the group’s existence or 
activities beyond Maranta’s manuscripts. See Weinberg “Bartolomeo Maranta,” 124, and Francesco S. 
Minervini, Didattica del linguagio poetico in un retore del Cinquecento: Bartolomeo Maranta (Bari: Editrice 
Adriatica, 2004), 57, n. 111. We may speculate that for a brief time Maranta and his friends decided to view 
their meetings and exchanges as a revival of the academies that had been outlawed by Pedro da Toledo in 
1546. In connection with San Pietro Maiella, the venue in which Maranta indicates he delivered his lectures, it 
should also be noted that in his account of Maranta’s arrest for heresy, Giuseppe Valletta reports that 
Maranta was denounced to the Inquisition by the “Padre Provinciale di San Pietro a Maiella.” This suggests an 
association between the ‘Academia Napolitana’ and the heterodox or heretical ideas that presumably led to 
Maranta’s imprisonment. See note 265. 
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Maiella, is located directly behind San Domenico Maggiore, a moment’s walk from the 

chapel that held Titian’s Annunciation. While we cannot be sure when the visit to the chapel 

that initiated the argument between Maranta and Scipione Ammirato took place, it is 

plausible that it occurred sometime in the period of three or four weeks during which 

Maranta delivered these lectures.  

The significant overlap of themes and terminology between the San Pietro a Maiella 

lectures and Maranta’s Discorso makes this conjecture all the more possible. A passage from 

the third lecture, delivered on August 1, 1561, can be taken as representative of the topics 

and tone of the lecture series as a whole. When composing a narrative poem, Maranta says, 

the poet must “first of all construct the model of the whole action, which is called the 

universal. Next, one puts into place the words, which determine [i.e., give determinate form 

to] all of that which in the universal was said abstractly; the Universal is thus converted into 

a telling [favola]. Finally, one adds the episodes [episodii], the positioning of which must be 

considered well, so as not to spoil the universal, or the telling.”364 The ‘universal’ of a poem, 

then, is the poem’s story or plot understood as an abstract, paradigmatic entity; by giving 

verbal expression to it, the author creates a favola or ‘telling’ of the universal. The favola is 

in turn made up of episodes, which are clusters of related events that must be formed and 

arranged in a manner that is consistent with the universal. To this scheme, Maranta adds the 

concept of the poem’s ‘principle action’, and the distinction between events that are extra 

 
364 Maranta, “Discorso terzo,” 136r (n. 362): “La vera methodo et il vero modo di componere quasivoglia 
poema, (siccome guidati dall'am[m]aestramento di Aristotele dissemo ne passati nostri discorsi) era che 
dovessimo primieramente costituire il modello di tutta l'attione, il qual modello si chiama Universale, appresso 
si doveano mettere i nomi determinando tutto quello che nell'Universale era detto astrattamente, cioè 
convertire l'universale in Favola; e ultimamente attaccare gli episodii et considerar bene i luoghi dove si 
doveano mettere che non guastassero l'Universale, ne la favola. . . .” 
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l’attione and intra l’attione, or ‘outside’ and ‘inside’ the principle action. “As an example,” 

says Maranta,  

we shall take Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex. First, we identify the principle action, which 
is that Oedipus, realizing he has killed his father Laio and taken his mother Jocasta 
for his wife, gouged out his eyes and left the kingdom of Thebbes. All that which 
does not belong to this fact is called extra l’attione. Thus, the plague that was in 
Thebbes, and all the diligence Oedipus showed in making it cease, should be regarded 
as extra l’attione, for it has nothing to do with Oedipus’ learning that he killed Laio; 
rather, it tends to another end, the cessation of the plague. All discussion having to do 
with this will be considered an episode, for it fills out the telling, but it is extra 
l’attione, for it does not derive from the principal [action].365  

 
As we saw in Chapter Two, Maranta uses the story of Oedipus in the Discorso to illustrate 

the concept of permissible variation in painting: “just as a poet cannot alter or vary a 

universally accepted favola (for example the killing of Laius by his son Oedipus) yet may 

vary the episodes [episodi] (for instance, the manner in which this death occurred) similarly, 

the painter cannot depict the Angel in a way that is not already accepted by everyone. 

However, he may vary the manner [modo], as this is analogous to episodes in poetry.”366 The 

same argument, expressed in the same terms, appears in the San Pietro a Maiella lectures: 

“that which can be changed [in a poem] . . . are the episodes, which can be conceived in 

different manners [modi], as one sees when [different] poets write the same favola; this, 

 
365 Maranta, “Discorso sesto,” 164r (n. 362): Et p[er] saper bene questo bisogna vedere che cosa intendiamo 
noi extra l’attione e intro l’attione. La qual cosa p[er] li esempi de poeti si conoscerà facilmente. Et p[rimo] 
daremo l’esempio in una tragedia, et piglieremo Edipo Tiranno di Sofocle Et ne cavaremo p[rimo] la principla 
attione La quale sarà questa Che Accortosi Edipo di haver am[m]azzato Laio suo padre e di havere presa p[er] 
moglie Jocasta sua madre si cavo gli occhi e lacio il Regno di Thebbe. Tutto quello che non appartiene a questo 
fatto si chiama extra l’attione. Et cosi La peste che era in Thebbe e tutta quella diligenza che dimostra Edipo in 
far la cessare si dice extra l’attione p[er] che questo no[n] ha che fare al far sapere ad Edipo che esso havea 
am[m]azzato Laio; ma tende a unaltro fine cioe a far cessare la peste: onde tutto q[ue]llo ragionamento che 
appartiene a q[ues]to si chiamera Episodio p[er]che dilata la favola ma extra l’attione p[er]che no[n] e p[re]so 
dal fatto principale. . . .” 
366 See note 113. 
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however, they do not alter, because it cannot be altered, even though they do alter the 

episodes [episodi], and handle the connection or resolution of the favola differently.”367  

Bernard Weinberg, the only scholar who has studied the San Pietro a Maiella lectures 

in detail, wrote in his History of Literary Criticism in the Italian Renaissance that while “not 

without merit,” Maranta’s exposition in the lectures is “hopelessly long-winded” and “could 

not help but bore its listeners.”368 At around sixty pages—twice the length of the Discorso—

the lectures are indeed long, and at times numbingly repetitive. But they are also useful, for 

they show that questions of narrative structure were at the fore of Maranta’s thoughts when 

he wrote the Discorso, and the specific concepts they treat go a long way in explaining how 

Maranta came to construe Titian’s painting in the way that he did, as a pictorial ‘telling’ of 

one moment within a narrative sequence, understood in its relation to the other moments, and 

to the sequence as a whole.  

Maranta’s discussion of disposition exhibits another quality, however, which his 

study of narrative structure cannot really account for, and that is the striking level of detailed 

visual description that he provides for the figures in Titian’s painting. We have seen evidence 

of this already, but it reaches a climax in the passage below, in which Maranta builds upon 

his identification of Luke 1:35 as the moment depicted in Titian’s painting. “The mouth of 

the angel is open,” Maranta had said earlier, “and from the sign he makes with his hand, and 

the disposition of Mary, and also from the air of the faces of both figures discussed above, 

one can easily understand that the Angel is saying the Holy Spirit will come upon you.”369 

 
367 Maranta, “Discorso terzo,” 136v (n. 362): “quello che si puo mutare e esser altrimenti . . . sono gli episodii i 
quali si posonno pensare in più modi si come si vede in q[ue]lli poeti che hanno scritto la med[esim]a favola, la 
q[ua]le punto no[n] hanno mutata p[er]che no[n] si deve mutare; ma bene han mutati gli episodii e 
diversamente fatta la co[n]nessione e la solutione della favola.” 
368 Weinberg, A History of Literary Criticism vol 1, 162. 
369 See note 355. 
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Maranta now adds that in order to depict this particular verse, “it was necessary [for the 

artist] to choose a disposition of the hand appropriate to accompany a speech filled with the 

greatest marvel of all marvels past present, and future.”370 The description of the hand and 

arm of Titian’s angel that follows is a tour de force of visual analysis, so minutely detailed 

that we are tempted to read it as farce. Moreover, the description culminates in a turn of 

deductive reasoning that constitutes Maranta’s most elaborate tribute to the aesthetics of 

hiddenness. In Titian’s angel, Maranta says, the ‘marvel’ of the words in Luke 1:35 is shown, 

by the right arm thrusting out—and not the left arm, which is the weaker one and 
cannot show that force and vehemence of pronunciation which is seen in the other. 
Likewise, the large finger is joined with the index finger in the hand [which is] raised 
up a little toward the outside part of the arm. The angel has his right arm in this 
position, leaving a role of little importance for the left arm, which is that of holding 
the lily; for which reason no concern was taken to make this arm appear in full. The 
right arm is shown nude from just above the elbow to the back of the hand, and the 
long bone that spans from the elbow joint to the hand, which the anatomists call the 
elbow bone, is positioned facing the ground and can be seen very clearly, as this bone 
is not covered by any muscle, only by skin. And because Titian wanted to show this, 
one sees a certain firmness in that part of the arm and in the other part a softness, 
where the muscles are. Above this bone, in the part [of the arm] that faces the sky, 
there is another bone of almost of the same length which the anatomists call the 
radial. Although this bone, because it is covered by only one muscle, renders that part 
of the arm less firm than the elbow [bone], it is nevertheless only moderately soft 
with respect to the rest of the arm. And because the extension of the four fingers 
(excluding the thumb) is carried out by the strongest of the three muscles which 
originate from the exterior part of the bone called the humerus or arm bone, which is 
attached to the upper part of the elbow bone, and as this muscle is near to the surface 
and covers almost half the length of the ulna, and then divides into four tendons, each 
of which raises a finger, it was necessary that this muscle be shown, since the angel’s 
four fingers are extended and raised. And for this reason at the midpoint of the arm 
one sees a muscle gently protruding from the base of the elbow, and the muscle 
protrudes more the farther down toward the hand it goes, especially near the area of 
the radial. Therefore, having lowered the index finger somewhat, (a motion that is 
made by one of the inner muscles of the ulna, which serves to bring together the 
index finger and the thumb) as those who must discourse on something very 
important often do, the muscle necessarily shows greater concavity in the direction in 
which this finger is lowered. And because this muscle, which causes the thumb to 
move obliquely and brings the thumb together with the index finger, originating in the 

 
370 Maranta, Discorso, 890; 541r (n.62): “era necessario scegliere quella disposizione nella mano, la quale può 
accompagnare un parlare pieno della maggior meraviglia fra tutte le meraviglie passate, presenti e future.” 
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uppermost part of the of the elbow bone, passes obliquely upward from under the said 
muscle which creates greater concavity and division toward the body, one sees that 
obliqueness of the muscle in the arm more clearly. And from this spring two of 
Titian’s marvels: one is that this disposition of the muscles places before the eyes that 
which the painting hides, that is, that the thumb is joined to the index finger, even 
though the thumb cannot be seen at all. The other marvel is that since one might see 
some ugliness in these two fingers when they are brought together, it seemed best to 
Titian not to show the gesture, but to imply it. From this one sees even more clearly 
how much greater the artistry is when parts of the body are at times hidden rather than 
shown.371  

 
Piling up minutiae to a point that verges on the absurd, Maranta gives a staggering 

demonstration of his principle that, “in paintings made with great artistry, among those 

 
371 Maranta, Discorso, 890-891; 541r-541v (n.62): “E questo mostra il braccio dritto cacciato in fuori, e non il 
sinistro, come a quello che è più debole e nel quale non si può mostrare quella forza e quella veemenza di 
pronunzia che nell'altro si vede.  Il dito grosso similmente, ragiunto con l'indice nella mano alzata un poco 
verso l'esterior parte del braccio, accompagna quel medesimo atto et in questa collocazione apunto ha 
l'angelo il braccio dritto, lasciando il sinistro in ufficio di poca importanza, che è il tenere il giglio; e per questa 
cagione non si curò di farlo parer tutto. Sta dunque il braccio dritto mostrando ignudo poco più sopra del 
gomito insino al rovescio della mano, e l'osso lungo che viene dall'articolo del gomito alla prima parte della 
mano, chiamato per proprio nome dagli anatomisti osso del gomito, resta riguardando verso terra et 
apparisce assai bene in quel braccio, percioché questo osso non [541v] è coverto da muscolo alcuno, ma solo 
dalla pelle, e volendolo cosi esprimere Tiziano, vi si vede una certa sodezza in quella parte, come nell'altra una 
morbidezza, dove i muscoli si richieggono, e l'altro osso che soprasta a questo quasi della medesima 
lunghezza, che per nome de anatomici vien detto radio, resta nella parte che riguarda il cielo. Il qual osso non 
avendo più che un muscolo per coverta, se ben rende il braccio in quella parte di vista non così sodo come il 
gomito, resta nondimeno in una mezzana morbidezza, avendo rispetto al resto del braccio. E perché la 
distensione delle quattro dita (non intendendo il pollice) vien fatta dal maggior muscolo de' tre che hanno 
origine da quella esterior parte dell'osso detto umero o braccio, la quale si congiunge con la parte suprema 
dell'osso del gomito, e questo muscolo è superficiale et ingombra quasi tutto il mezzo per lungo dell'ulna, 
[891] e dapoi, diviso in quattro tendini, ciascuno alza in su il suo dito, fu necessario che questo muscolo 
apparisse, poiché la mano dell'angelo sta con le quattro dita distese e per così dire risupinate. E per questo si 
vede nel mezzo di quel braccio spiccare un muscolo dolcemente dal principio del gomito, ma più spiccante poi 
quanto più verso la mano si va e massimamente verso la parte del radio. Percioché, avendo alquanto calato 
l'indice, la qual mozione si fa da uno de' muscoli interiori dell'ulna, e questo per accoppiare insieme l'indice col 
pollice, come sogliono quelli che di cosa di molta importanza hanno a ragionare, venia necessariamente a 
mostrare maggior concavità verso quella parte dove questo dito s'abbassava. E perché quel muscolo che 
muove il pollice obliquamente e l'accoppia all'indice, avendo la origine dalla suprema parte di tutto l'osso del 
gomito, obliquamente passa per disotto all'altro già detto muscolo, genera maggior concavità e divisione verso 
il corpo, e per questa cagione si vede in quel braccio quella obliquità di muscolo più apparente. E di qua 
nascono due meraviglie di Tiziano: l'una è che da questa disposizione di muscoli mette inanzi agli occhi quello 
che la pittura nasconde, cioè che il pollice sia accoppiato con l'indice, ancor che del pollice non vi sia pur un 
segno. L'altra egli è che, quando si accoppiano queste due dita, si mostrarebbe forse in loro alcuna bruttura, la 
quale gli parve bene a non far vedere, ma solo far intendere l'atto della mano. Dal che si vede ancora 
chiaramente quanto sia maggior artificio il nascondere alle volte i membri che il non mostrarli.” 
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whose minds are awake, there have always been many things hidden.”372 Though we may 

suspect him of exaggerating for rhetorical effect, to a large degree the description actually 

does match the forms in Titian’s painting. Nowhere in Renaissance art literature do we find a 

comparable record of such sustained, attentive viewing.  

Maranta’s study of poetic theory can account only partly for the conceptual basis of 

his comments on disposition. While his physician’s knowledge of anatomy is clearly on 

display in the passage above, Maranta’s exceptional attention to visual detail, as well as his 

inclination to compare Titian’s painting with the text of the Bible, seem to owe a particular 

debt to habits connected with his work in the field of botany. Indeed, the type of analysis that 

Maranta performs on Titian’s Annunciation in the passages we have just read is one that he 

had performed countless times before in his study of ‘simples’ or medicinal plants. We can 

get an idea of the parallel by reading his remarks on the disposition of Titian’s angel 

alongside his statements on the lonchite aspera, the plant that was the focus of Maranta’s 

long feud with his fellow naturalist, Pier Andrea Mattioli. Both men were involved in an 

ambitious effort to collect and catalogue plant specimens headed by their colleague Ulisse 

Aldrovandi in Bologna, who served as a sort of referee in the row over the lonchite. The 

argument concerned which of two plants fit the description of the lonchite that the ancient 

Greek physician Dioscorides gives in his treatise On Medical Materials, a text that served as 

the chief reference source in sixteenth-century botanical studies. Illustrations of the two 

plants in question, under the labels ‘Lonchitis Matthioli’ and ‘Lonchitis Marantae,’ appear in 

a collection of Mattioli’s letters that was published in 1561, which includes a letter addressed 

to Maranta in which Mattioli outlines his side of the argument (fig. 28).373  

 
372 See note 133. 
373 On Maranta’s argument with Mattioli, see Findlan, "The Death of a Naturalist” (n. 177). 
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Figure 28. Illustration of Lonchitis Matthioli and Lonchitis Marantae, from Pier Andrea 
Mattioli, Epistolarum medicinalium libri quinque (Prague: In officina Georgii Melantrichii ab 
Aventino, ad instantiam Vincentii Valgrisii, 1561) 294.  
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The difficulty of determining which plant Dioscorides had in mind stemmed in large part 

from the terseness of his description of the lonchite aspera: “it sends out leaves resembling 

the leaves of the miltwaste, except rougher, larger, and more incised.”374 Dioscorides’ 

remarks on another, related lonchite plant provided a few additional clues. In a letter to 

Ulisse Aldrovandi, dated May 26, 1560, Maranta gives an extensive account of his position, 

hoping to persuade Aldrovandi, who was convinced that Mattioli’s plant was the true 

lonchite aspera. In the passage from the letter below, Maranta scrutinizes details of shape, 

texture and color with a degree of nuance that exceeds the best efforts at formal analysis of 

any period critic of visual art, with the exception of Maranta’s own command performance in 

the Discorso:  

Coming now to the matter of the lonchite, let us see which opinion, yours or mine, is 
better. If we really consider Dioscorides’ description carefully, we'll find that the 
characteristics [he describes] do not fit your [plant]. If we consider the shape, given 
that it must have leaves like the miltwaste, one finds there is little or no resemblance 
to yours. If we consider the texture, there is not just little [resemblance], but none at 
all, nor is there any in the color, for the [true plant] has fronds that are green and 
smooth on top and fuzzy and reddish underneath, while yours is instead uniform in 
color, more yellowish-green than pure, grass-like green, and it has nothing of 
roughness or fuzziness, but is entirely smooth. And even if there is some resemblance 
in the grooves (which are an attribute of the shape) they are, however, without the 
joints that Dioscorides requires, which must not only be similar, but must be much 
more separated in the lonchite, which is not to be seen in yours. If we wish to 
consider his description carefully, as it is appropriate that we do, we will per force 
confess that it must be understood in this way.375  

 
374 Beck, Pedanius Dioscorides, 244 (n. 287). 
375 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 217 (n. 267): “Hora venghiamo al fatto propria della Lonchiti, et vediamo qual sia 
migliore oppenione la vostra o la mia, et se vorremo ben bene considerare la descrittione di Dioscoride 
truoveremo che molto impropriamente se egli accomodano quei segni alla vostra. Imperochè debba havere le 
foglie di scolopendrio, se consideriamo la figura, poco o nulla similitudine vi si truova, se la sustanza, non pur 
poca ma niente affatto, et niente anco nel colore perochè lo aspleno ha le sue frondi verdi et liscie per di 
sopra, et di sotto hirsuto et rossigne. La vostra e uniforme nel colore, il quale piutosto nel verde gialleggia che 
sia verde nel puro et i herbaceo, et non ha nulla asprezza ne hirsutie ma sono per tutto liscie, et se bene li 
intagli hanno qualche somiglianza (il che appartiene alla figura) non sono però con la giunta che vuol 
Dioscoride che non solo l hanno a essere simili, ma molto più divise nella Lonchiti, lo che non si vede nella 
vostra. Ma volendo noi sottilmente (come conviene) considerare quella descrittione, confesseremo per forza 
che la si debba intendere cosi.” Note that Werner Vallieri’s transcription of Maranta’s letter mistakenly 
renders ‘Lonchiti’ (the lonchite aspera) as ‘Conchiti’; I have corrected the mistake in the preceding citation. 
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These observations, which continue in the same vein for several pages, exemplify a 

professional activity that was routine for Maranta, and that is likely at the source of the 

careful looking and reasoning over form that we find in the Discorso. Maranta’s comparison 

between the Gospel text and Titian’s painted figures can be understood as a transferal to art 

criticism of his practice of comparing passages of verbal description from Dioscorides’ 

treatise to the morphology of specific plants, as where he says to Aldrovandi, “that which is 

given in the Greek [by Dioscorides] as και μαλλoν ε’χισμένα, and which Ruellio translates as 

verte ac multo magis divisa, is not seen in your lonchite; you perhaps understand from these 

words that the incisions are larger, but this is not the case. . . .”376 The search for a match 

between verbal characterization and physical object produces analogous statements in the 

Discorso: “since Mary’s first response, where she asks how can this be, is full of marvel and 

bafflement, a different gesture of the hands and arms and of the whole body would be 

required, which is not that in which she is seen.”377 In the letter to Aldrovandi, Maranta tells 

his friend, “If we wish to consider [Dioscorides'] description carefully . . . we will per force 

confess that it [i.e. the match with the plant morphology] must be understood in this way;” in 

the Discorso, he tells Ferrante Carafa, “if we recall the words that the angel has in his mouth 

. . . we will know that the arm and the hand could not have been placed in any other  

way. . . .” These statements arise from processes that were engrained in Maranta’s thought. In 

his Method of Recognizing Simples, published in 1559, Maranta analyzes hundreds of plants, 

 
376 De Toni, Nuovi documenti, 44/1548 (n. 65): “quello che nel Greco sta και μαλλoν ε’χισμένα et che il Ruellio 
verte ac multo magis divisa non si mostra nella vostra Lonchiti, le quali parole voi forse intendete che li intagli 
siano maggiori, ma non è così. . . .” I have used De Toni’s transcription of this line, which appears to be more 
accurate than Vallieri’s. ‘Ruellio’ is the French physician Jean Ruel, who published a Latin edition of Dioscorides 
in 1516.  
377 See note 356. 
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comparing his own field observations to Dioscorides’ descriptions, in accordance with a 

detailed scheme for categorizing the physical properties used in plant identification. In his 

last surviving letter to Aldrovandi, written in 1571, Maranta was still at it: “Regarding that 

which you told me about the spincervino, which you believe is related to the licio, I have 

seen one in the Kingdom [of Naples], for it grows in Calabria; however, I am not confident in 

saying that the sap which comes from that plant is in every quality similar to the licio, nor 

that it should be regarded as a species of licio . . . and while Dioscorides includes another that 

he calls licio, I nevertheless would point out that it has nothing to do with this one.378 There 

is no doubt that Maranta enjoyed this activity, and regarded it as a kind of sport. In Scipione 

Ammirato’s Il Rota, as the speakers stand before the series of imprese painted on the walls of 

Bernardino Rota’s garden, Maranta tells his companions, “We’ll do like children do, when 

their teacher describes the qualities of trees and herbs, and they have to guess which tree or 

herb it is.”379 Whether the object under question was a work of nature or a work of art, 

Maranta relished the search for answers. His botanical studies trained him in matching 

intricate forms to verbal descriptions, while his work on narrative theory attuned him to the 

way that representations of speech and action come together in the telling of a plot. 

Maranta’s incomparable analysis of the figures in Titian’s San Domenico Annunciation 

appears to be the product of an interaction between these distinct skills and interests.  

Our study of Maranta’s Discorso has covered much ground and is nearly at its end. In 

what remains we will focus on Section Three of the Discorso as it relates to the hermeneutics 

 
378 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 228 (n. 267): “Quanto mi dice dello Spincervino che ella crede che sia congenere al 
licio io ne ho veduto nel regno et nasce in Calabria. Però non mi assecuro a dire che il sugo cavato di questa 
pianta sia per essere di ogni sua qualità simile al liciom ne si dovrà mettere per specie di licio . . . e se bene 
Dioscoride ne mette un’altra che chiama licio indico non di meno non ha che fare con questo.” 
379 Ammirato, Il Rota, 96 (n. 162): “Facciamo un poco come i fanciulli; i quali intorno al maestro del giuoco che 
propone le qualità degli arbori, e dell' erbe anno cerchando d'indovinar l'arbore, o l'herba proposta. . . .” 
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of visual art. As we observed earlier, in Section Two of the Discorso, Maranta lays out the 

principles of an aesthetics of hiddenness, and illustrates a kind of praiseworthy, pleasurable 

uncertainty that leads the viewer into the field of interpretative play. The direct engagement 

with hermeneutical themes that we find in Section Two does not continue in Section Three. 

Maranta does make one grand reference to hiddenness (of the ‘literal’ variety) in the latter 

section of his essay, winding up his long description of the angel’s arm with the 

pronouncement that “this disposition of the muscles places before the eyes that which the 

painting hides. . . .” It may also be argued that in a general sense the hermeneutical point of 

view that Maranta adopts in Section Two carries over into Section Three by implication. But 

Maranta delivers his judgments in Section Three with an air of certainty that seems to run 

counter to the mood of tentative exploration that he establishes in his initial discussion of 

hiddenness. As we have noted, the use of conditional and subjunctive verbs can be used as a 

grammatical indicator that an author is in the field of play, as where Maranta writes, “we 

could say that [Titian] wanted to figuratively denote to us that . . . , ” “one might venture to 

say that Michelangelo did this to express . . . ,” or “should this solution not be accepted. . . .” 

But statements like these are absent from Section Three of the Discorso, which is 

characterized throughout by the language of factual certainty. In what sense, then, does this 

part of Maranta’s essay actually belong to the history of art-induced uncertainty?  

Philosopher Laurent Stern provides the basis for an answer in his book Interpretive 

Reasoning, in which he examines the distinction between interpretation and description. In 

Stern’s framework, descriptions are unproblematic expressions of undisputed facts, while 

interpretations are statements about matters that are understood to be uncertain or disputable. 

As Stern explains, interpretations can become descriptions, and a continuum exists between 
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the two: “Interpretations are unstable, for they thrive as interpretations only as long as they 

are not considered to be factual descriptions. If they gain in stability, they are transformed 

from deep-level to surface-level interpretations, and from surface-level interpretations to 

what are considered factual descriptions.”380 Thus, when Vasari says, “I have not been able 

to interpret what Giorgione intended [the figure] to stand for, unless . . . [he] meant her to 

represent Germany,”381 his doubt shows that he is interpreting; if evidence for his 

interpretation should begin to mount, the statement “he meant her to represent Germany” 

would gain stability, until it is accepted as factual description.  

Interpretations are often presented with an appeal to what Stern calls the 

‘universalizability principle’, which takes the form of an assertion that “Every reasonable 

person who is familiar with the circumstances understands what is at issue the way I do,” or 

“When you become an expert in this field, you will understand this the way I do.”382 In 

Section Three of the Discorso, Maranta appeals to this principle often: “anyone of sound 

judgment will know upon seeing this work how well it came out,”383 he says; “anyone who 

looks carefully at how old the angel appears will judge him to be more or less seventeen 

years old;”384 “from the sign he makes with his hand . . . one can easily understand that the 

Angel is saying ‘the Holy Spirit will come upon you’.”385 These claims of universalizability 

tell us that while Maranta may have made up his own mind on the matters at hand, he is 

 
380 Laurent Stern, Interpretive Reasoning (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2005), 160. 
381 See note 38. 
382 Stern, Interperetive Reasoning, 9, 11 (n. 380). 
383 Maranta, Discorso, 898; 544r (n.62): “quanto bene gli sia riuscita quest'opera, ciascuno che di sano giudicio 
è potrà in vedendola saperlo.” 
384 Maranta, Discorso, 877; 358r (n.62): “chi ben guarda l'età che dimostra quell'angelo, ciascuno il giudicherà 
di dicessette anni poco più o meno.” 
385 Maranta, Discorso, 888; 540v (n.62): “dal segno della mano sua . . . si può agevolmente comprendere che 
egli stia dicendo Spiritus Sanctus superveniet in te.” 
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uncertain whether others will agree with his conclusions; phrases like “anyone of sound 

judgment will know” or “one can easily understand” aim to persuade, and persuasion would 

be unnecessary if Maranta were firmly in the realm of description. “Interpretations supported 

by the Universalizability Principle occupy the space between idiosyncratic, sectarian, or 

essentially contestable interpretations on one side and facts or true descriptions on the other,” 

says Stern.386 That is to say, such interpretations are reasonable but not obvious. Thus, while 

Maranta expresses his judgments with confidence in Section Three of the Discorso, his 

frequent appeals to the universalizability principle reveal his awareness that they are not 

beyond doubt.  

This is one way in which the theme of art-induced uncertainty continues in Section 

Three of Maranta’s essay. Another lies in Maranta’s evocation of pictorial alternatives—

things that might have appeared in Titian’s painting but do not—as supporting evidence for 

his assertions. The most interesting example occurs in his remarks on the disposition of the 

Virgin Mary. Mary is shown, Maranta says, in a “pose of humility appropriate for having to 

say Behold the maidservant of the Lord, with her arms in the form of a cross.” If we accept 

that crossed arms can denote ‘humility’ as expressed in the words of Luke 1:38, had Maranta 

said nothing more, we would take him to be describing rather than interpreting. Instead, 

Maranta goes on to debunk another possibility, namely that Mary’s disposition is keyed to 

Luke 1:34. He does this by appealing to universalizability, then with reference to a pictorial 

alternative: 

Since Mary’s response to the angel in which she asks How can this be seeing that I 
know not a man is full of marvel, a different gesture of the hands and arms would be 

 
386 Stern, Interpretive Reasoning, 159 (n. 380). Stern acknowledges that interpretation and description are 
subjective categories: “Interpreters will . . . differ about the demarcation line between interpretations and 
factual descriptions. What one interpreter claims to be a fact, another will identify as an interpretation 
supported by Universalizability, or the other way around.” Stern, Interpretive Reasoning, 166. 
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required, which is not that with which she is seen in Titian’s painting, as anybody can 
understand. Because when someone marvels at something, they draw both arms 
toward themselves, show their palms in the direction they are facing, and lower their 
eyes, they are rigid at the waist, they lower their brow, close their mouth tightly and 
wrinkle their forehead. Since there is absolutely no sign of marvel in Mary, it follows 
that she is set to give her second response. . . .387 
 

The purpose here is to clarify a point of possible uncertainty; as such, it is self-evidently a 

case of interpretation rather than description.  

 For an example of description—or interpretation that is not self-evident—let us look 

at the comments that another sixteenth century author, Francesco Bocchi, made on the 

Annunciation by Andrea del Sarto that we briefly mentioned above (Figure 26). In his 

Beauties of the City of Florence, published in 1591, Bocchi writes: “Andrea depicted a 

luminous air, appropriate to the moment in which the Virgin received the Annunciation; she 

sits with a most lovely grace and singular beauty beyond measure as she listens to the words 

of the Divine Messenger; and in her pose of fear, the beauty of her head, arms, hands and her 

whole body, with its remarkable drapery, is truly impossible to express.”388 There are no 

appeals to universalizability here, and no mention of pictorial alternatives. Nothing in the 

passage suggests the possibility of error in Bocchi’s own perception of the painting or in 

ours. If we read the passage without objection, then we will say that Bocchi is describing. As 

we noted earlier, however, the pose of Mary in Andrea’s painting closely resembles the 

disposition that Maranta describes as signifying ‘marvel’. Could Bocchi be wrong in saying 

 
387 See note 356. 
388 Francesco Bocchi, Le Bellezze della città di Fiorenza: Dove à pieno di Pittura, di Scultura, di Sacri Tempij, di 
Palazzi i più notabili artifizii, & più preziosi si contengono (In Fiorenza: B. Sermartelli, 1591), 225: “Ha finta 
Andrea un’aria abbagliata, dicevole allhora, quando fù la Vergine annunziata; ella siede con grazia belissima, & 
oltra ogni stima di singular bellezza, mentre che ascolta le parole del Nunzio Celeste: & in atto di timore, come 
sia bella nella testa, nelle braccia, nelle mani, & in tutta la persona mirabilmente panneggiata di vero è 
incredibile à dire.” 
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that the Virgin’s pose is one of fear? Once we entertain the possibility, Bocchi’s description 

becomes interpretation.  

In their remarks on disposition, perhaps Maranta and Bocchi are more certain than 

they ought to be. Here we can identify an important alternative to art-induced uncertainty, 

which we may call ‘art-induced false-certainty’. The phenomenon has varied causes; as Stern 

notes, “insincere interpreters, interpreters whose beliefs or understanding is deficient, or self-

deceived interpreters succeed in convincing themselves that instead of interpretations they 

are arguing for descriptions.”389 Whatever appeal the interpretive field of play may hold, and 

however careful we may want to be as we formulate our judgments, the desire for certainty 

exerts a constant pull, which can lead us to cut corners. As we have seen, Michael 

Baxandall wrote that Fra Roberto Caracciolo’s sermon describes “divisions within the 

Annunciation narrative that exactly fit the painted representations.”390 But while 

Baxandall assigns Botticelli’s Annunciation (Figure 27) to the category of Mary’s 

‘disquiet’ in Luke 1:29, the words of a different verse—Luke 1:38—are painted in gold 

letters directly below Botticelli’s Virgin. Is this the moment the artist really had in 

mind? At least one scholar has thought so, writing that, “In pose, action, and expression, 

Mary and the Angel enact with Botticelli’s matchless precision of eloquence the words 

of Saint Luke inscribed in the frame of the painting, words the artist was clearly asked to 

illustrate.”391 The judgement is hardly compatible with Baxandall’s, but the language of 

certainty is the same. Another scholar, no less assured, states that Botticelli’s Virgin “is 

 
389 Stern, Interpretive Reasoning, 160 (n. 380).  
390 See note 358. 
391 Ronald Lightbown, Sandro Botticelli: Life and Work (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978), 108. 
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stretching out her hand, not in defense, as one might think at first sight, but rather in a 

gesture of greeting.”392  

Many readers have no doubt taken the unsupported claims of these authors as 

plain factual description. Indeed, thoroughgoing attempts to support such claims are 

likely to lead to more uncertainty. For instance, if we wished to make an informed 

statement about the body language of Mary in Alessandro Allori’s Annunciation (Figure 29), 

we could point to Maranta’s description of the disposition that denotes the ‘marvel’ of Luke 

1:34: “When someone marvels at something, they draw both arms toward themselves, show 

their palms in the direction they are facing, and lower their eyes, they are rigid at the waist, 

they lower their brow, close their mouth tightly and wrinkle their forehead.” The fit between 

Maranta’s description and Allori’s image is not perfect, but it may suffice to support a 

conclusion at least as convincing as the three statements on Botticelli’s Annunciation above. 

However, if we continue to read the sixteenth-century sources, other possibilities come into 

view. We have already noted Francesco Bocchi’s remarks on Andrea del Sarto’s 

Annunciation, in which the Virgin’s disposition is similar to that in Allori’s painting. Bocchi 

refers to the disposition of Andrea’s figure as a “pose of fear” —might Allori, too, have had 

the fear of Luke 1:29 in mind? Yet Maranta and Bocchi may both be leading us down the 

wrong path. In his Life of the Virgin Mary of 1539, Pietro Aretino describes Mary’s 

disposition as she pronounces the words of Luke 1:38: “then Mary held out her hands, raised 

her beautiful eyes toward the gleaming heights above, and spoke with her lovely voice, 

Behold O omnipotent father, the handmaid of the Lord.”393 Aretino is paraphrasing a passage  

 
392 Barbara Deimling, Botticelli (Cologne: Taschen, 2007), 64. 
393 Pietro Aretino, La vita di Maria Vergine di messer Pietro Aretino, nuouamente corretta e ristampata  
(Venezia: Francesco Marcolini, 1539), 62: “onde Maria distese le mani, e levati i begliocchi a gli aurei tetti 
superni disse con voce soave, Ecco o padre onnipotente l’ancilla del Signore.” 
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Figure 29. Alessandro Allori, 1603, oil on panel, 162 x 103 cm, Galleria dell'Accademia, 
Florence. 
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from Jacobus de Voragine’s thirteenth-century Golden Legend, which reads, “And then 

Mary, extending her hands and raising her eyes toward heaven, said Behold the handmaid of 

the Lord, be it unto me according to your word.”394 Allori’s Mary looks 

down rather than up, but his painting may depict Luke 1:38 after all. Indeed, in the only 

modern scholarly monograph on Allori, we read that his Annunciation “illustrates the popular 

Golden Legend, according to which the Virgin receives the Angel’s announcement by 

opening her arms to demonstrate her obedience to the divine will.”395 We now have three 

narrative moments to consider—Luke 1:29, 1:34 and 1:38—and three psychological 

conditions—‘marvel’, ‘fear’ and ‘obedience’. And to these we must add at least one more, 

for in his Treatise on Art of 1584, Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo writes that, “Happiness 

[allegrezza] is shown by holding the hands open, keeping the elbow in its place and raising 

the hands toward heaven . . . And it is necessary to express in this way the emotion of 

happiness in the blessed Virgin at the Annunciation of the angel, with the hands open and the 

eyes cast toward the ground. . . .”396 While there is no mention of allegrezza in Luke’s 

Gospel, the description fits Allori’s painting well. Perhaps the best conclusion to draw from 

all this uncertainty is that Allori did not intend to depict a single narrative moment and 

 
394 Jacobus de Voragine, Legenda Aurea (Florence: SISMEL Edizioni del Galluzzo, 2007), 381: “Tunc Maria 
expansis manibus et oculis ad celum elevatis ait: Ecce ancilla domini, fiat mihi secondum verbum tuum.” 
395 Simona Lecchini Giovannoni, Alessandro Allori (Turin: U Allemandi, 1991), 295: “Il momento del racconto 
illustra la popolare Leggenda Aurea, secondo la quale la Vergine accoglie l’annuncio dell’Angelo aprendo le 
braccia per dimostrare la sua obbedienza al volere divino.” 
396 Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo, Scritti sulle arti Vol. II, Roberto Paolo Ciardi, ed (Florence: Marchi e Bertolli, 1973-
74), 241: “Fa l’allegrezza tener le mani aperti, non però volte in giù, perchè denotarebbero mestizia, ma 
restando il gombito al suo luogo, le fa alzare verso il cielo . . . Così occorrendoci di esprimere questo affetto di 
allegrezza nella beata Vergine quando fu annunciata dall’Angelo, si rappresenterà in cotal modo, con le mani 
aperte, con gli occhi chinati a terra per umilità, e col colore mischiato di rosso, il quale colore è proprio di tutti 
gli allegri.” 
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psychological state at all, but wanted to show all of the Virgin’s ‘laudable conditions’ at 

once. But we can really be no more certain of this than of anything else.397 

These observations help us to see the relationship between Sections Two and Three of 

Maranta’s Discorso. In Section Two, Maranta establishes uncertainty as a characteristic of 

the art that interests him; he illustrates the point by modeling his own fallibility in the 

passage where he adds, after interpreting the chubbiness of Titian’s angel, that “should this 

solution not be accepted . . . we are obligated to go about thinking whether one can find 

something better . . . to say in explication of Titian's mind.”398 In Section Three of the 

Discorso, Maranta presents the findings of his effort to explicate Titian’s mind. Having 

opened the door to uncertainty, however, he now looks for ways to close it. This, of course, is 

what it must mean to win at the ‘game of the imagination’ that unfolds in the field of play. 

Maranta’s appeals to universalizability and analysis of pictorial alternatives are attempts to 

restrict the interpretive possibilities that the aesthetics of hiddenness inevitably raise. The air 

of certainty that characterizes Section Three of the Discorso is in this sense symptomatic of 

the interpretive venture that Maranta launches at the start of his essay. 

This brings us to a set of passages that contain what we may call the hermeneutic 

denouement of the Discorso, in which Maranta encounters a dilemma that he refers to as the 

‘two evils.’ First, having revealed the hidden disposition of the angel’s thumb, Maranta 

repeats the trick with another example of ‘literal’ hiddenness:  

I won’t neglect to speak of another nice consideration, relating to that small part of 
the [angel’s] arm that from the elbow up is shown nude, of which [Titian], having to 

 
397 Daniel Arasse agrees with Baxandall that Botticelli’s Annunciation depicts the Virgin’s frightened reaction to 
the arrival of the angel, but then adds that the painting “quite clearly also shows the moment of acceptance, 
indicated by the lowering of the head, and above all by the kneeling movement.” Daniel Arasse, 
“Annonciation/ Enonciation: Remarques sur un énoncé pictoral du Quattrocento.” Versus: Quaderni di studi 
semiotici 37 (1984), 4. 
398 See note 102. 
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make the arm appear to extend from its joint (a movement carried out by two of the 
four muscles that bend and straighten this articulation, two of which connect to the 
humerus and, passing obliquely, connect to the elbow bone), wanted to show only 
part; that is, those parts that insert themselves in this articulation, in such a way that 
from this little detail, one would move in one’s imagination to the other parts, which 
are so carefully situated in their place that every expert anatomist may be content with 
it.399 

 
While the earlier passage on the hidden thumb was ingenious, the reader is likely to find this 

verbose reprise less compelling. Indeed, we are now 10,000 words into the Discorso, and 

Maranta’s topic as a whole may be losing its freshness. Sensing this, as he moves into his 

next round of comments, Maranta expresses surprise at the number of observations he has 

made: “Of the position of the [angel’s] neck and the head I would like to say many things, 

but I realize that the greatness of [Titian's] work has led me to say many more things than I 

thought I had to say. . . .” Though he promises to “pass over the question lightly,” what 

follows does not feel particularly brief: 

Moving on from the discussion of the [arm] muscles, it merits admiration and marvel 
together to see how the head is so finely carried by the neck that it seems the voice 
can come out clearly and fully and without any impediment. If the head were further 
lowered, [the voice] would be largely suffocated, as in those whose voice comes more 
from their throat than their mouths—a most annoying thing to hear—or like those 
who adopt a threatening tone. And if the head were attached higher, or the neck were 
twisted, the voice would be like those whose voice comes out sharp and piercing and 
which seems to penetrate one’s brain like the point of a needle. Or else the voice 
would be halting, uneven, obscured and effeminate. Therefore, it seems that in this 
position [in which Titian’s angel appears] the voice can come out with ease and with 
a firmness that is articulated by the mouth—which, to show delicateness, is not given 
a yawning openness, nor is it so closed that the words are reflected back where they 
came from, nor (as is seen in many) that the last syllables cannot be heard. Instead, 
one sees that his words are even, uniform, and flowing. The lips do not move too 
much, but (as decorum requires) the mouth seems to carry out the task of speaking 
rather than the lips, which are even and not distorted, and neither are the teeth seen. In 

 
399 Maranta, Discorso, 891-892; 541v-542r (n.62): “Mostra dunque quel braccio quei muscoli soli che 
bastavano a fare quell'atto di stendere le cinque dita nel modo che abbiam detto, e non era necessario fargli 
apparere tutti, percioché questo si fa quando la mano fa maggior forza e fatica. Et ancor che vi siano gli altri 
che alzano l'articolo di tutta la mano o vogliam dire metacarpo, non di meno, perché quelli sono non così 
superfi [892] ciali et il moto non è forzato e l'angelo è grasso, non si mostrano spiccanti, ma solo per una certa 
aria et a vista da' periti [542r] della notomia si possono considerare.” 
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sum, the angel seems to be a living being which speaks from a distance and on 
account of this distance the voice is not heard, and the breath seems to be easy and 
without effort. And in the throat, if one looks carefully, one seems to see the surface 
of the skin tremble slightly; this happens so as to project the voice, something which 
without doubt is almost impossible to imagine [in a painted figure] let alone to carry 
out. 

 
With reference to more pictorial alternatives, Maranta tackles yet another detail of Titian’s 

painting. In so doing, however, he has become aware of a new problem: how and when will 

he bring his analysis of the Titian’s painting to an end? Addressing Ferrante Carafa directly, 

Maranta narrates his predicament:    

Must I speak to you further of the disposition of the nose? The eyes? The ears? The 
hair? The forehead? The feet? The wings? The vestments? Of the other hand, and of 
an infinite number of other things? In truth, lord Marchese, this is a subject of which, 
easy as it was to find the beginning, I cannot see how I can come to the end. Because 
as soon as I finish saying one thing, I find myself assailed by infinite others, so that I 
seem to find myself between two evils, of which there is one that I necessarily will 
never be able to escape: if I speak of all that I am capable, I will go on for so long that 
Your Lordship will not get through it without extreme annoyance; yet if I do not 
speak, since I have undertaken this task, it seems to me that leaving it imperfect 
would do wrong to Titian.  

 
Here we can identify another variety of art-induced uncertainty—not uncertainty about what 

to think or say, but how and when to stop. It may be the first encounter in art literature with 

the perennial quandary of the commentator. “Opening up the possibility of commentary,” 

wrote Michel Foucault, “dooms us to an endless task that nothing can limit: there is always a 

certain amount of signified remaining that must be allowed to speak. . . .”400 Centuries 

earlier, Tertullian had lamented that in scriptural interpretation, “if we are bound to go on 

seeking as long as there is any possibility of finding . . . we shall be always seeking and never 

believing. What end will there be to seeking?”401 Vasari never encounters this problem in his 

 
400 Gerald L. Bruns, Hermeneutics, Ancient and Modern Yale Studies in Hermeneutics (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1992) 13. 
401 Wilson, About Interpretation, 43 (n. 59). 
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writings on art, nor do Aretino, Bocchi, Comanini or Dolce. Leonardo, of course, complained 

that poems are “often not understood, and therefore it is necessary to make many comments 

on them,” but his point was that with paintings, the problem should never arise.  

While Maranta’s ‘two evils’ speech must occupy a special place in the history of art-

induced uncertainty, his uncertainty in this instance is arguably more artful than sincere. 

What better way to demonstrate the inexhaustible depth of Titian’s painting? The expression 

of self-doubt was a well-known device in classical oratory, called aporia in Greek and 

dubitatio in Latin. The ancient rhetorician Quintilian explains that “Doubt . . . may give an 

air of truth to our statements, as when we feign, for example, to be at a loss where to begin, 

or where to end, or what to say in preference to something else, or whether we ought to speak 

at all.”402 Maranta’s remarks follow a common literary pattern; the Greek statesman 

Demosthenes, for instance, wrote, “I am at a loss where to begin. Shall I relate how your 

father Tromes was a slave in the house of Elpias, who kept an elementary school near the 

Temple of Theseus, and how he wore shackles on his legs and a timber collar round his 

neck? Or how your mother practiced daylight nuptials in an outhouse next door to Heros the 

bone-setter, and so brought you up to act in tableaux vivants and to excel in minor parts on 

the stage?”403 This is not real uncertainty, but a way for the writer to quickly deal with a set 

of topics.  

In Maranta’s case, however, we have reason to believe that the problem he claims to 

face was a genuine problem. Maranta’s reputation for irritating wordiness is established in 

the first pages of Ammirato’s Il Rota, where Alfonso Cambi says, “If we wished to define it, 

 
402 Rev. John Selby Watson, trans., Quintilian’s Institutes of Oratory Vol II (London: Henry G. Bohn, 1856), 159. 
403 Demosthenes. Demosthenes with an English translation. Perseus Digital Library, April 18, 2021 
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:1999.01.0072:speech=18:section=129. 
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what would we say that an impresa is? I ask you, Signor Maranta . . . [t]hough please don’t 

make it too detailed, as you usually do with definitions.404 And at the start of one of his San 

Pietro a Maiella lectures, Maranta writes:   

I intended to do today’s lecture differently than I will do it, for I realized that almost 
everyone has become quite tired of this discussion of episodii. Because this [topic] is 
one that cannot be dealt with without much additional discussion, I’ve decided to do 
it in such a way that, while not abandoning the matter, it will not be so annoying, and 
I will give just an overview of the things that I had intended to say with long 
discussions. But I know well that on account of the brevity, I will be obscure.405 

 
The neurosis is pure Maranta. At later point in Il Rota, when Nino de Nini takes Maranta to 

task for omitting to discuss some imprese he had devised, Alfonso Cambi interjects: “Don't 

be surprised by that, Monsignor, for melancholics, who very often are annoying to 

themselves, not surprisingly think that they will be annoying to others with their things.”406 

Early in our study we noted that Albrecht Dürer’s Melancholia I expresses a kind of 

melancholy that is particular to the seeker who fails to discover what is hidden. But Joseph 

Koerner has suggested another reading, which is closer to the problem represented by 

Maranta’s ‘two evils’: “The vast effort of subsequent interpreters [of Dürer’s print], in all 

their industry and error, testifies to the efficacy of the print as an occasion for thought. 

Instead of mediating a meaning, Melencolia seems designed to generate multiple and 

contradictory readings, to cue its viewers to an endless exegetical labor until, exhausted in 

the end, they discover their own portrait in Durer’s sleepless, inactive personification of 

 
404 See note 201.  
405 Maranta, “Discorso quinto,” 155r (n. 362): “Haveva io il discorso hodierno pensato di farlo altrimenti di 
q[ue]llo che farò perche accorsomi che gia e venuta à noia quasi à tutti questa disputatione degli episodii: et 
essendo ella tale che no[n] si potrebbe finir senza farci molti atri discorsi mi sono disposto far di modo che 
senza lasciarla la materia non sia più fastidioso et diro solo i capi delle cose che havea in mente di dire p[er] 
lunghi discorsi. Ma io so bene che sarò oscuro p[er] affettar la brevità.” 
406 See note 199. 
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melancholy.”407 ‘Endless exegetical labor’ is exactly what Maranta is up against. When we 

are intent on explaining everything, the pursuit of what is hidden never ends. 

Following his encounter with the ‘two evils’, Maranta presses on: “Picking one thing 

to explore rather less than thoroughly from among the many that come to my mind, it will be 

physiognomy, the rules of which Titian seems to have made careful use of in this 

painting.”408 Protracted ruminations on the angel’s head and face then follow, until the old 

problem comes up again: “Now, must I enter into the physiognomy of each particular 

member? And if I enter into this other vast field [questo altro così ampio campo], whenever 

will I find a path to get myself out of it? It is better that I remain silent, in the certainty that 

what I have said will suffice not only to knowledgeable men, but to every coarse and boorish 

mind.”409 With these words, Maranta finally leaves the field of play. 

 In the last section of the Discorso, Maranta briefly relates the testimonies of three 

other supporters of Titian’s painting. The Neapolitan painter Giovan Bernardo Lami, who 

executed frescos in the ceiling of the Pinelli Chapel, “not only gives enormous praise to 

Titian’s painting, but never tires of admiring and being amazed by it.”410 Giovan Vincenzo 

Pinelli, whose father commissioned the painting, “confirms to me that he is greatly pleased 

by the invention and artistry and all that there is to consider in the painting.” And Alphonso 

Cambi, who “has made the judgment of painting his special profession,” likewise “praises 

 
407 Koerner, The Moment of Self-Portraiture, 23 (n. 11). 
408 Maranta, Discorso, 893; 542v (n.62): “tra tante cose che mi si rappresentano nella mente una cosa 
pigliandone, di quella vedrò cercarne meno che distesamente, e sarà la fisonomia, delle cui regole par che 
s'abbia Tiziano curiosamente servito in questa dipintura.” 
409 Maranta, Discorso, 896; 543r (n.62): “Ora devrò io rientrare nella fisonomia di ciascun membro 
particolarmente? e se in questo altro così ampio campo rientro, quando poi ritroverò il guado da uscirne? Sarà 
meglio dunque tacerne, essendo io più che certo che questo può, non che a uomini intendenti, ma ad ogni 
cervello di grosso e materiale ingegno bastare.” 
410 Maranta, Discorso, 898; 544r (n.62): “non solo loda estremamente quella pittura, ma non si sazia giamai di 
ammirarla e di stupirla.” 
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this work to the heavens.”411 This is ironic, for in Ammirato’s Il Rota, it is Cambi who refers 

to “that angel that came from Venice, which you [Maranta], flouting world opinion, wish to 

appear beautiful in the eyes of all.” Cambi then adds that “The Marchese of Santo Lucido 

[Ferrante Carafa] is right to say that in this your judgment is in error,” to which Maranta 

replies, “Let us leave painting aside for now, Signor Cambi, for we'll speak of it on another 

day; then the Signor Marchese, like yourself, will not say I am all wrong, as you imagine.”412 

That day came, and having said his part, Maranta ends the Discorso with characteristic 

humor and ire:  

What if I had wanted to enter into a discussion of the rules of perspective, which 
Titian observed so well, showing himself to be a most skilled master of that science? 
But I do not wish to speak of that, both to avoid the long speech and because, being a 
subject that involves great mental abstractions, it would be annoying to listen to at the 
end of such a long discussion. Indeed, I could say much more than I have said about a 
great many things, especially if I wished to enter into details regarding the Madonna. 
More because I carried on talking for so long than by intention, I said few things 
about the Madonna, and it seems best to me that I remain silent on the matter rather 
than burden you more than I have with such a long, prattling speech. It will be enough 
for me, with all my reasonings regarding the angel, to have responded as far as I was 
able to the opinions of those who obtain no other price or payment than to criticize 
good things. God willing, they will mend their ways and come to their senses, and 
begin to acknowledge the truth, and cast off the vanities which they have in such 
great and infinite abundance, and which in every piazza they dispense and 
disseminate in large and copious measure. Your Lordship, having jokingly put the 
powers of my ingenuity to the test, and having thereby brought upon yourself the 
annoyance of such a long volume, do temper the irritation of the lesson with good 
will that I have shown I favor the truth, of which in all things you are the greatest 
lover and friend, securing me in my belief that, since your taste in poetry is known to 
all, and your taste in painting is also pure and excellent, you will be able to do no 
other than commend my good soul, and condemn the simplicity and ignorance of 
those who, though they put their all into criticizing that painting, do not even know 
what a paintbrush is. In this way, Titian’s fame, with that reputation that he and his 
virtue acquired many years ago, will remain with you, and I, seeing myself favored in 

 
411 Maranta, Discorso, 899; 544r (n.62): “Né posso tacere il signor Alfonso Cambi, il quale in ogni sorte di 
lettere in sin da fanciullo è profittevolmente versato. Ma nel dar giudicio della pittura ha fatta particolar 
pro-fessione, per essere egli gentiluomo di quella città nella quale più che in qualsivoglia altra è sempre fiorita 
quest'arte. Costui non manco degli altri detti di sopra inalza insino al cielo quell'opera e di essa da particolar 
ragione, segnando minutamente ogni avertimento che in essa è stato dall'artefice considerato.” 
412 See note 195. 
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such sweet and pleasant ways will be able to make it clear to myself and to the world 
that I am one of those who is most dear to you. For so many years, above all other 
things, this is what I have desired.413 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
413 Maranta, Discorso 899-900; 544r-544v (n.62): “Or che sarebbe stato s'io avesse nelle regole della 
perspettiva voluto entrare, le quali ha sì bene osservato Tiziano, che bene ha dimostrato essere in quella 
scienza dottissimo maestro? Ma di quelle io non vo' parlarne, sì per fuggir il lungo dire e sì perché, per esserne 
cose che richieggono grande astrazione di mente, sarebbono fastidiose a udirle nella fine di così lungo 
discorso. Anzi di molte altre cose mi restarebbe a dire molto più di [900] quanto ho detto, e massimamente 
s'io volessi entrare nelle particolarità della Madonna. Della quale più per trascorso dì parlare che per volerlo 
pensatamente ne ho quelle poche cose accennato; di maniera che mi pare assai più convenevole tacerne, che 
fastidirla più di quello che ho fatto con così lunga diceria. Basterammi solo, da quel tanto che ho di 
quell'angelo ragionato, aver risposto, in quanto per me si è potuto, all'opinioni di coloro i quali niuno altro 
prezzo mercano, niuno altro appagamento, che biasmare le cose buone, e Dio voglia che, del loro ardimento 
ravedutisi et in loro stessi ritornando, comin [544v] cino a confermare il vero, sbandite già le vanità, delle quali 
hanno sì grande et infinita dovizia che per ogni piazza le dispensano e distribuiscano a larga e capevole misura. 
V. S., che con ischerzar con meco per provar le forze del mio ingegno ha voluto prendersi noia di così lungo 
volume, temperi il fastidio della lezzione con la buona volontà che io ho dimostrato di favoreggiare la verità, 
della quale ella è in tutte le cose oltremodo vaga et amica, rendendomi securo che, sì come nell'opera della 
poesia ha quel gusto che ciascuno sa, così avendolo purgato et eccellente nella pittura, non potrà se non 
comendare il mio buon animo, et allo 'ncontro biasmare la semplicità e [po]co sapere di coloro che, di tutto il 
lor senno di quella pittura questionando, non han per aventura saputo che cosa sia pennello. Così durerà la 
fama di Tiziano appresso lei con quella riputazione che egli e la virtù sua si ha acquistato molti anni fa et io, 
vedendomi con sì dolci e leggiadri modi favorito, potrò a me stesso et al mondo chiarire che io sia uno de' suoi 
più cari. Il che ho, molti anni sono, più di tutte le cose desiderato.” 
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Conclusion 
 
  

“It is at any time eccentric to set down on paper a verbal response to the complex 

non-verbal stimulations paintings are designed to provide: the very fact of doing so must 

make a man untypical.”414 Baxandall’s musing rings true for the author at the center of our 

study. Not only did Bartolomeo Maranta produce the first extensive written discussion of an 

individual work of visual art, but the text that he produced, which after all could have turned 

out to be a bland affair, is in fact an exceptionally rich historical document. If we are 

interested in the history of art-induced uncertainty, of hiddenness and the field of play, of the 

universalizability principle and of many other hermeneutical ideas as they relate to visual art 

and art literature, Maranta’s Discorso has much to offer, and seems to represent a starting 

point. The essay is all the more exceptional for the fact that it was written in Naples, rather 

than in one of the Central or Northern Italian cities where most cinquecento writing on art 

originated. In a letter to Ulisse Aldrovandi of 1558, Maranta lamented Naples’ status as a 

cultural backwater; a new book by Mattioli, Maranta says, “has not yet appeared here, where 

fine things never show up until the other celebrated cities have finished with them, and pass 

them on to us as the excrement of their fine doings.”415 For the history of Renaissance art 

literature, we may say that Maranta puts Naples on the map.  

Maranta’s engagement with the aesthetics of hiddenness is interesting especially for 

its connections to the political and religious problems of his time. He took what probably 

began as a spirited but innocuous debate with his friends over the merits of Titian’s San 

 
414 Baxandall, Painting and Experience, 24-25 (n. 357). 
415 Vallieri, “Le 22 lettere,” 203 (n. 267): “II libro del Matthiolo . . . non è comparso ancora qui dove non 
vengano le cose belle se non quando tutte le altre città celebre sono finite che lo danno a noi come 
escremento delle loro belle concottioni.”  
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Domenico Annunciation and used it as an occasion to defend art and the artist against the 

strictures of the Counter-Reformation age. As the phrase ‘field of play’ suggests, the 

aesthetics of hiddenness have a game-like quality, and there is much playfulness in Maranta’s 

essay. But hiddenness also serves the need to be discreet. We have reason to suspect that 

Maranta was among those Italians who held heretical beliefs about justification and 

salvation, and these beliefs could not be shown openly. As Malcolm Bull says in the opening 

line of Seeing Things Hidden: Apocalypse, Vision, and Totality, “We hide in play and in fear, 

but rarely otherwise.”416  

In the centuries since Maranta wrote his Discorso, many cases of art-induced 

uncertainty have been documented, some in prominent places. My favorite example is a 

fictional one, which appears at the start of Moby Dick, a book that also mentions Maranta’s 

friend Ulisse Aldrovandi as an authority on whales. The narrator, Ishmael, describes a 

painting that hangs at the end of a dark corridor in the Spouter Inn, where Melville’s epic 

begins. The painting serves as a metaphor for all that follows: 

But what puzzled and confounded you was a long, limber, portentous, black mass of 
something hovering in the centre of the picture over three blue, dim, perpendicular 
lines floating in a nameless yeast. A boggy, doggy, squitchy picture truly, enough to 
drive a nervous man distracted. Yet there was a sort of indefinite, half-attained, 
unimaginable sublimity about it that fairly froze you to it, till you involuntarily took 
an oath with yourself to find out what that marvellous painting meant.417 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
416 Bull, Seeing Things Hidden, 1 (n. 12). 
417 Herman Melville, Moby Dick; or, The Whale (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), 11. 
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